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PRIPARIO IVi

Mixing and Combustion Processes In Jet Engines. A. 0. Prudnlkov,
M. S. Volynskly and V. N. Sagalovlch. "Mashinostroyenlye," Moscow,
1971. 356 pp.
The book consists of two parts.
Part One Is concerned principally with the physics of the interaction of droplets or solid particles with a gas stream In the presence
of heat and mass exchange and with the Influence of these factors on
the characteristics of the engine. The problems of liquid injection
(the basic parameters of the fuel-supply system and methods of measurement) are considered, dimensionless relationships are cited for
spray spectra in a supersonic stream, and ranges and vaporizabilities
in fuel sprays are determined.
Part Two describes the process of turbulent mixing for various
boundary conditions with or without evolution of heat on the basis of
a consistent method of calculation; the relationships obtained can be
used to calculate turbulent mixing in the cases of free Jet, Jet at
a wall, a Jet in a nozzle, etc.
Qeneralizing empirical relationships are given for the dispersion
of the Jet on the initial and the main sections as a function of the
initial conditions (ratio of velocities and densities. Mach number,
etc.).
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Analytical relations that determine the temperature and velocity
profiles In a turbulent flame Jet and the completenesa of physical
combustion of the fuel are derived, with a discussion of examples In
which model combustion chambers are designed for rocket-ramjet engines
with a single fuel Jet or grouped delivery of fuel Jets In the gaseous
state.
The book Is Intended for scientific workers and engineers in the
aviation Industry, but may also be found useful by students in senior
courses and graduate students at the higher educational institutions
who are specializing in the field of turbulent flow with phase transitions and reactions.
With 10 tables, 205 Illustrations, and a bibliography of 171
references.

Reviewer:

Doctor of Technical Sciences, V. S. Zuyev
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POREWORD
The present volume consists of two parts.
Part One, which was written by M. S, Volynskly, is concerned with
mixing in sprays of liquids and the laws of two-phase flow.
Chapter I is devoted to the theory of one-dimensional two-phase
flow with vaporization. The method proposed takes account of the
Interaction of the gas and the liquid particles in the process of heat
and mass transfer, and interaction that affects the elementary processes of mixing and the gasdynamics of the flow. Generalization of
the calculated results on a computer yields physically and technically
interesting relations, for example, for the vaporization interval and
other parameters in subsonic and supersonic flows.
The results of Chapter I are used to construct the theory of the
spray Jet with phase transitions in supersonic flow. This theory is set
forth In Cnapter II and is based on dimensionless coefficient relations
that have been accumulated in experimental study of injection into a
stream for M > 1 (shapes of spray Jet and shock wave, coarseness of
spray).
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first such development
of an approximate theory. It defines, among other things, the existence region of subcritical two-phase flow on injection into a supersonic flow. The method and approximate calculations based on this
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theory indicate the possible existence of short vaporization intervals
in a combustion chamber with flow at M > 1.
The results of the theory are compared with experimental data for
the fuel spray and Indicate satisfactory agreement.
Part Two of the book was written by A. G. Prudnikov Jointly with
V. N. Sagalovlch, V. L. Zimont, and N. A. Zamyatina, and is devoted
to turbulent-mixing processes of gases and the turbulent combustion
of gaseous fuel and oxidizer components in jet engines.
Chapter I sets forth the basic physical concepts and definitions,
describes models of turbulent mixing, and develops the mathematical
formalism that makes it possible to calculate the turbulent mixing of
flows with different parameters. The method proposed in this chapter
for investigation of turbulent Jets, while borrowing certain details
from the theory of Jets known to the reader from the works of Q. N.
Abramovlch and L. A. Vulis, at the same time makes extensive use of
the familiar results of statistical turbulent-diffusion theory.
Chapter II presents resu.ltu jf comparison between theory and
experiment. It Is shown that a broad range of problems of practical
interest can be examined consistently within the framework of the
proposed approach: mixing of free Jets with different temperatures
and densities, wall Jets, problems of wake pressure, etc.
Empirical data on the diffusion parameters of turbulent Jet flows
that have been obtained by processing a large amount of experimental
material are collected in Chapter III. Many of these data were
obtained by the authors themselves,

some for the first time, (mlxlng-

homogen<»lty characteristics of nonisothermal Jets, mixing with large
pressure gradients). Knowledge of these parameters forms a sound basis
for engineering calculations using the methods developed in Chapter II.

iv

In Chapter IV, the Ideas and methods set forth In the previous
chapters are applied to problems of homogeneous combustion In turbulent flow.
It Is shown that convectlve turbulent transport, which is determined by the turbulence of the free stream. Is the dominant factor In
the combustion zone, and that the rate of turbulent combustion at
large Reynolds numbers Is determined by the local structure of the
turbulence.
Chapter V sets forth methods for calculation of single, open
diffusion-type sprays and methods for calculating the combustion
efficiency and chamber length for various combustim-process designs.
Chapter V contains specific examples of calculations for model
rocket-ramjet engine chambers with single central fuel Jet and for
the case in which fuel is delivered in a group of Jets at an angle to
the main flow. It is shown that the variation of combustion efficiency
as a function of various experimentally observed geometrical and
physico-chemical factors can be predicted qualitatively by calculation.
The authors are indebted to Prof. V. S. Zuyev, on whose initiative
this monograph was written, and to Prof. Ye. S. Shchetnlkov, I. P.
Shebeko, and I. V. Bespalov for a number of valuable suggestions and
remarks.
The authors also thank G. A. Malogorskaya and 0. S. Sakina for
their great help in preparation of the manuscript.

NOMENCLATURE
1.

Dlmenslonless Numbers and Quantities

M — Mach number;
Re — Reynolds number;
Nu — Nusselt number;
Pr — Prandtl number;
We — Weber number:
Fr — Froude number;
Sh — Strouhal number;
k — ratio of specific heats;
e — Intensity of turbulence
z

(f- —);
u

— vaporizability;
6 — concentration of liquid;

c

— drag coefficient;
c — concentration;
g — concentration by weight;
p — probability density distribution;
P — probability;
n — combustion efficiency; dynamic viscosity;

vi

m — ratio of longitudinal velocity;
n — density ratio of two gases being mixed;
a
N ■ —
degree of mixing homogeneity;
Lj. — stolchlometrlc ratio;
aT — excess-air ratio.
2.

Geometric Characteristics and Time

x, y, z — Cartesian coordinates;
t,

T

— time;

a — diameter of droplet or particle;
aT — average radius of Jet;
fj-(y_7)j—

variance of turbulent transverse deflection of Jet
volume;

,i
a*
— variance of ralcroturbulent ("grey") mixing of g&s
volumes;

d

— diameter of nozzle orifice;
F — cross-sectional area of flow;

xv — Interval of total vaporization;
A — scale of dissipation; thermal conductivity coefficient;
6 — characteristic thickness of layer;
o_ — spray angle;
ou. — Mach angle;
I — characteristic length; heat of vaporization of liquid.
3.

Working-Fluid Parameters

T — temperature;
V — density;
Y — specific gravity;
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p — pressure;
W — longitudinal velocity of stream in one-dimensional twophase flow;
u, v, w — stream velocity components;
V — absolute value of average stream velocity;
ü « V — average longitudinal velocity;
V — absolute velocity of drop;
Ü — relative velocity of drop;
»';■»v«', IVW. iV'-tr' — rms fluctuations of velocity components;
R — gas constant;
ra — mass flow rate;
a . — sound velocity;
Gi — flow rate of entraining stream in kg/sec (air, oxidlzer,
etc.);
Qi — flow rate of Jet In kg/sec;
1 — enthalpy;
S, s — entropy.
4.

Physical Constants

U — molecular weight;
v — kinematic viscosity;
o — surface tension; pressure recovery coefficient;
D — diffusion coefficient;
c

— heat capacity at constant pressure;

c

— heat capacity at constant volume;

H — efficiency of fuel;
p — vapor tension.
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5.

SubacrlptB

I — liquid;
v — vapor;
i — initial cross section of stream; 1 — parameter of
entraining stream; 2 — parameter of Jet;
mx — mixture of vapor and gas (air);
T—thermal, turbulent, fuel
w — wave;

a — air;
MT — microturbulent;
0

— stagnation parameters;

g — gas;
c — combustion.
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INTRODUCTION
The combustion chambers of Jet engines, and In particular, airbreathing Jet engines exist in a wide variety of designs. However,
the working processes in the combustion chambers, such as atomIzation and mixing, turbulent diffusion, and fuel combustion
have many physical essentials in common for engines of different
types and are often subject to consistent relationships.
The present monograph is devoted to the physics of the working
processes in the chambers and nozzles of Jet engines and to the development of appropriate calculation techniques. Nevertheless, much of

the material is directly or indirectly applicable to other types of
reaction engines [Liquid Rocket Engine (LRE), Solid Rocket Engine
(SRE), Rocket Ramjet (RRJ), and others]. The results that are submitted may also be useful for industrial boiler and firebox Installations running on liquid and gaseous fuel, for antl-pollutlon systems
used on exhaust gases and combustion products, chemical equipment,
various types of cooling systems, etc. The present state of development of Jet engines (JE) Is characterized by more penetrating analysis
of the elementary processes (atomlzatlon, vaporization, turbulent
diffusion, and turbulent combustion) and by the accumulation of extensive theoretical and experimental materials.

On the other hand, the data obtained are being ayntheeized to
create whole series of sometimes rather complex methods for calculation of the working process and Its specific stages (two-phase flows
In the chamber and nozzle, gaseous-Jet flows, homogeneous combustion,
diffusion combustion, etc.) using electronic computers. The extensive
use of computers has made It possible to present a more accurate and
complete mathematical description of the working process.

,

It has

■

become possible to Include In the computation numerous relationships
for individual elementary processes that had previously presented
Insurmountable computational difficulties.
A whole series of elementary processes makes Its appearance when
a liquid or gaseous fuel Is fed Into a subsonic or supersonic stream
In a combustion chamber (the latter case is of Interest for the chambers of hypersonic engines [1]). It Is convenient from the methodological standpoint to examine them one after another. In reality,
the individual processes may overlap, and sometimes they unfold
simultaneously. For a number of combustion chambers used in existing
JE, the initial process is mixing (Part One), whose purpose Is to
produce a combustible mixture with an appropriate distribution of concentrations In the chamber volume.
After delivery of the fuel by the system of atomizers, a twophase flow makes its appearance, and vaporization takes place in it
under the conditions of a complex Interaction between the liquid and
gaseous phases. Turbulent diffusion usually becomes the decisive
process after vaporization of the bulk of the fuel. In some cases,
the stages are divided among different units — atomlzatlon and
vaporization may be handled in a separate generator, and diffusion
of the gaseous components may occur in a mixing chamber. The process
in the chamber culminates in turbulent combustion, which must take
place with adequate efficiency. A similar sequence of processes is
characteristic for delivery of liquid or gas Into the exhaust nozzle
of a Jet engine to control the thrust vector or thrust.

,

In this respect, the present monograph takes up where a number
of other work» left off; we refer here ih nartlcular to [1], In
which some of the authors collaborated. Here we make extensive use
of computer results, rational and efficient application of which
imposes high requirements on the physical model of the phenomenon
that has been "built into" the computer program. For this reason,
special attention is given to the construction and legitimacy of the
physical models in both parts of the monograph.
Two types of two-phase flows with phase transitions (vaporization)
are characteristic for the processes that take place in Jet engines.
They are of substantial interest from the fundamental and engineering
standpoints. The first type is a flow of gas and liquid particles
within a channel with various initial conditions and drop sizes.
Hence, the importance of establishing relationships for the parameters
at the transition through the critical regime M| - 1 when their
nature changes abruptly in accordance with the inversion law of gasdynamius as it applies to phase transitions.
The second type is the more complex flow of a supersonic stream
in a spray Jet. Some of the difficulty of the problem Is associated
with finding the initial gasdynamic parameters in the frontal zone of
the spray (with its high particle concentration), which usually have
a decisive influence on the subsequent development of the process and
determine the total-vaporization interval. These parameters (W, T, p)
differ substantially from the corresponding quantities in the free
stream.
The model construction for the flow in the spray and the method
of determining an equivalent one-dimensional two-phase flow are used Tor
the first time in the form in which they appear here. This makes it
possible to create a closed theory of the spray Jet in a supersonic
stream that agrees satisfactorily with experiments.

The diffusion model of the mixing and burning of the gaseous
turbulent-stream components makes It possible to develop a general
calculation method for various problems In the Internal gasdynamlcs
of the engine.
On the basis of the relations of statistical turbulent-diffusion
theory, the authors' results can be used to determine the empirical
constants that appear In the well-known solutions of the seml-emplrlcal
theories for various boundary conditions.

•

Part 1
Mixing ProceaaeB and Two-Phase Flcwa

CHAPTER I
THEORY OP ONE-DIMENSIONAL PLOW OP A TVO-PH/.SE
MIXTURE WITH PHASE TRANSITIONS
The theory of two-phase gas flows with evaporating droplets has
recently been developed extensively In Its one-dlmenslonal idealization
for various engineering calculations. It Is a further developnent of
the theory based on the single-drop model, which Is described In
detail In the literature» [1]. It Is assumed In this model that the
evaporation of the liquid particles has little Influence on the
conditions of the aurrounding flow, i.e., only the Influence of the
gas on the drops Is considered, and not that of the drops on the gas.
As a result, no account is taken of the effects of Inverse variation
of the flow parameters (temperature, vapor concentration, etc.) on
the kinematics of the drop or on the rates of the phase transition.
•This simple scheme was found most helpful In the development of
the flrnt Jct-englne chambers.

'%

The theory of two-phabe flows set forth In the present chapter
takes Into account the Interaction between the two media, I.e., the
effect of heat- and mass-transfer during vaporization of the particles
on the gasdynamlcs of the stream. It describes not only the behavior
of the drops, but also the variation of the gas parameters, e.g.,
cooling due to evaporation, acceleration of the stream as a result of
diversion of energy to entrain drops, etc. This, In turn, changes
the rate of the

vaporization Itself.

Problems of this kind arise In the calculation of processes in
numerous devices, especially those Involving supersonic flows. They
Include delivery of fuel into a combustion chamber at M > 1 [1] twophase flow in the exhaust nozzle of a solid-fuel engine [2], liquid
injection into the supersonic section of an engine nozzle to control
its thrust vector [3], injection of water to cool subsonic and supersonic streams, etc.
In general, high particle concentrations appear in real supersonic-stream spray Jets (see Chapter II for greater detail) as a
result of the relatively short range of liquid Jets. There are segments of the flow in which the phase-interaction effect has a
decl ive influence on the nature of the flow farther downstream.
Significant changes in the physical constants (molecular weight, heat
capacity of the gas, etc.) usually take place in a two-phase flow
as a result of vapor Influx and changes in the composition of the
gaseous phase; they are taken into account in the corresponding
equations. The present theory is, in particular, applicable to the
flow of a gas with solid non-vaporizing particles (for example, in
an engine exhaust nozzle). The calculation procedure then becomes
much simpler.
In some of the problems posed by modern engineering, the onedimensional flow model is found to be too crude. However, it can be
used successfully in practice for flows with phase transition where
the main parameter is the rate at which the transitions take place
or the total-valorization interval xv CO.

Let us turn to a dlBcuaalon of the basic aBsumptlone adopted In
construction of the two-phase flow theory.
1.
The flow Is asoumet' to be one-dlmenelonal, and the liquid
particles are distributed uniformly throughout the volume of the gas.
In ea'.n cro : section of the stream, an elementary portion of vapor Is
mixed instantaneously and to full homogeneity with the surrounding medium.
2.
All processes are regarded as quasi-stationary, and the
stationary equations of gasdynamlcs, heat and mass exchange, and drop
motion are used. The gas Is subject to the Clapeyron equation of
state. Generally speaking, the theory also admits of more complex
equations of state.
3.
The mixture Is assumed to be monodisperse. I.e., to contain
drops of equal diameter a. This constraint Is not fundamental. A
variant of the theory that takes Into account the arbitrary particle
sizes Is possible. It Involves Increasing the number of Initial
equations and complication of these equations.
'I.
The particles do not Interact with one another and do not
collide, and no coagulation takes place In the stream. The drops do
not Influence one another aerodynamlcally or thermally.» To take
coagulation Into account would result In unjustified complication of
the model, since the role of coagulation during rapid vaporization is
quite unclear at the present time (it is known that the flowoff of
vapor from drops prevents them from merging).
5.
The decrease In the volume of the gas and In the crosssectional area of the flow due to the presence of the drops is neglected, as is admissible under the flow conditions considered. This
fcctor can be taken Into account by Introduction of a special shadowing
factor.
•This applies Tor a distance 6 a 10a between drops; it must be
remembered that «/a Increases rapidly as the drops are vaporized.

6.
There are no losses of energy through the walls of the
channel, and no friction against the walls.
7.
Chemical transformations, decomposition of vapor,and
dissociation do not occur In the system.
The constraints imposed under the last two points are not
mandatory. They need not be used if the law of friction against the
channel walls, the heat losses, and the laws governing the chemical
transformations are known.
This theory can be extended to the combustion processes of a
heterogeneous mixture with consideration of heat release and the
corresponding chemical reactions. In It, each fuel particle must
be regarded as an Isolated seat of combustion and heat source.
This generalization is possible within the framework of the
present rough idealization if we have reliable relationships for the
combustion of an Isolated drop or solid particle in the gas stream
(in particular, the laws of flame stabilization on the washed particle).
As a rule, t-he present chapter will not give consideration to
the broad and independent field of liquid-particle combustion.
il.

Equation System of Two-Phase Flow

Let us write the system of initial equations determining the
flow of a two-phase mixture in a certain channel (Figure 1.1). We
shall consider the motion of gas and drops along the x axis, i.e.,
neglect the deviation of the streamlines and particle trajectories
from the direction of the channel axis (in the case of a cylindrical
pipe, these directions coincide exactly). The x coordinate is reckoned from cross section 1-1. The initial flow variables of the gas
and drops W», pi, T», 91$ Ji, ai, Vi, Tji, and zi are given in this
cross section, and the shape of the channel is known, being assigned
in the form P/Fi ■ f(x), where P and Pi are the present and initial

cross-sectional areas of the
channel. Here z Is the fraction of vaporized material, put
equal to zero for ulmpllclty;
In the Initial cross section
zi ■ 0; xi ■ 0; Tj ■ 0.
The unknowns are W, T, p,
9, J, a, V, Tj, zv, and x as
functions of time t. Two additional (auxiliary) unknowns are
Figure 1.1. Diagram of oneattached to the parameters of
dimensional two-phase flow.
the problem*: the momentum
J(Ji) of the two-phase system and the vaporizability z . Thus, we
obtain a system of ten unknowns. The parameters in the totalvaporization cross section, where z ■ 1, are Important for many
practical problems:

W , T , ..., and especially the length of the

vaporization Interval and the vaporization time, x

and t .

The complete system of ten initial equations consists of:
(1) three differential equations describing the motion, vaporization, and heating of the drops and the law of motion, which connects
the x coordinate and the time TJ
(2) three equations of conservation of the flow rate, energy,
and momentum of the two-phase mixture, the equation of state of the
gas, an expression for the momentum of the two-phase mixture, and an
expression for the fraction z of vaporized material as a function of
drop size.

The appropriate relationships for the physical constants

'Since the equations can be solved only numerically, e.g., on
electronic computers, an increase in the number of unknowns by two
is not of any particular significance. There are a minimum of seven
independent variables: W, p, T, a, V, T^, x.

MjnaniateMMi«) ■

(viscosity of gas, heat capacity, diffusion coefficient, heat of
vaporization, and density of liquid, etc.) must be attached to the
fundamental equations.
Equation of Motion of the Drop
The drop will be regarded as a nondeformable body of variable
mass. If we assume that vapor flows off the liquid surface uniformly
at all of Its points (in accordance with the spherically-symmetrical
mass-flux scheme In the conventlal theory of vaporization [1]}, we may
use the usual equation of motion of a rigid sphere* In a medium that
offers resistance to It (the weight of the drop, which Is usually an
order of magnitude smaller than the other forces In operation, can
be neglected):

\ct±W~V\<^P-,
where 9, 9,

are

the

(l.l)

densities of the free-stream gas and the droplet

and |W - V| Is the absolute difference between the velocities of the
g?8 and the drop.
The drag coefficient c

Is generally expressed as a function of

the Reynolds and Mach numbers.
We shall use the results of the analysis In [5] of drop motion
after Injection into a supersonic stream. In this paper, a numerical
method was used to solve the equation of motion of a single drop in
the flow field directly behind the shock wave. The shape of the wave
was obtained from experiments with spray Jets (see Chapter II). For
example, calculations for alcohol particles of diameter a ■ 20 — 30
km at an injection velocity Vi ■ 50 — 100 m/sec (from orifices with
d - 0.7 — 1 mm) and IH\ ■ 2.9, Pi ■ 16 bar, and Tt «• 300° K Indicate
•The equation of motion of the center of mass of the drops.

10

that a drop Is swept In ita relative motion by a comparatively weak
subsonic flow with a velocity below 200 ra/sec, even though the absolute velocity of the droj; is supersonic.
Consequently, the relative pa* tide velocity |^ - iJ| Is lower
than the velocity of sound a .. Calculations of two-phase flows yield
a sirilar result in many cases.
Calculations indicate that the dependence of c

on Mach number

cannot usually be taken into account for a real spray Jet. If necessary, the Influence of Mach number can be taken Into account with the
appropriate formulas from the literature. Among the various relationships encountered in the literature, we might mention the well-known
empirical formula of V. A. Olevskiy, which expresses the c of a sphere
on a rather broad range of Reynolds numbers [6]:

where

0.001 <Re<610».

In a more general formulation, corrections for the effect of
deformation and evaporation of the drop can be applied to the drag
coefficient.
The law of motion of the drop is written in the form
~-^
where x is the coordinate of the particle's center of mass.

\
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(1.3)

Equation of the Vaporization of the Drop
This familiar relation expresses the rate of decrease of the
surface area of an evaporating drop in a gas stream:

(I.1*)

^-ed-o.a-ri/pFvm
at

Reference [1] sets forth the theory of evaporation of drops In a
gas stream In detail. Here we present only the basic relations and
definitions that will be needed for calculation. The static vaporization coefficient 6 characterizes the rate of vaporization of the
drop in a still medium at the thermodynamlc parameters of the particular cross section; the multiplier
•.-(lT0.3?yPrV'ifc).

(1.5)

the coefficient of dynamic vaporization, takes into account the flow
of the stream around the drop

where D

is the diffusion coefficient of the vapor:
tlL

^nuT^v

^
* — l8 the apecific gravity of the vapor-air mix} tm
~ \~^v)
ture at the point on the boundary layer of the
drop with the mean concentration c* :
m

*■• + *•

f_»i-=—-;
m
j

(•„,=

is the vapor concentration at the surface of
+i

^(fv~')

p

^e drop;
— is the saturation vapor pressure at the liquid
surface;

12

,^-i}d3Ljl

is the vapor concentration at Infinity (in
the free stream);

air (gas) and liquid in the initial cross
section to the air flow rate;
— is the influence ftctor of heat transfer on
V T[\~e )
dynamic vaporization;
_

l

N

v-=

K^J-

Here

— is the Nusselt number in heat transfer with
static evaporation of the drop;

««^nxl'mx;
*mx

pr=nmximxfax—
*mx

ls the

Prandtl number.

In the calculation procedure mentioned above [1], the physical constants of the vapor-alr mixture — the specific gravity y^. viscosity
n

, thermal conductivity coefficient X^, heat capacity cmx, and the

specific gravity of the vapor

YV

which appear in the expressions for

the vaporization (and neatlng) of the drop, are calculated from the
characteristic temperature and concentration in the conventional
boundavy layer of the drop. They can be determined approximately from
the average values of the concentrations and temperatures at the surface of the drop and in the fiee stream, c^ and

13

Relations that can be used to calculate the parameters of gaseous
mixtures (for example, X„, and n „) will be found in the literature
mx
mx
C7], [8].
Equation of the Heating of the Drop
The equation of heating of the drop is obtained from the equations
of heat-flux conservation at the boundary of the drop. The change in
the total enthalpy of the particle per unit time equals the heat flux
into the drop from the outside (first term on the right) less the
enthalpy that has been removed with the vapor (convectlve term):
d{mJm}~u,{T-Ta)Säi-dm,{lm+l),
where the mass m- ■ iraVö 9.; dm

(1.7)

■ dm-

1, = c'-d- - T ) — is the specific enthalpy of the particle;
op — is the coefficient of heat exchange of the
drop across the surface S ■ na* with the
surrounding medium;
I — is the heat of vaporization;
c',; T. — are the average heat capacity and the massaveraged temperature of the drop.
In accordance with the one-dimensional formulation, the distribution of temperature within the drop is not taken into account here,
i.e., it is assumed that the coefficient of thermal conductivity Ag ■ <°
(instantaneous equalization of temperatures within the liquid).
Prom Equation (1.7), we obtain (the Lerm dm,i, ■ -dmvlj drops out
of the equation):
m/^-Mr-rjna.+'-*w.

Ik

(1.8)

During vaporization, as we know, the temperature of the drop rapidly
approaches a certain limiting value T known as the temperature of
Isothermal or equilibrium vaporization:

7W,.
Unlike that of a solid sphere, therefore, the temperature of a
drop In a stream whose parameters vary "fronts" not for the temperature
of the gas, but for the corresponding temperature T , varying from
T

:J

t0 T

e

when T

i " V

Allof the

he»* absorbed by the particle will be

expended on vaporization, and there will be no further change in Its
temperature; for each liquid, Te Is a function of temperature, pressure, and the concentration c,. In the surrounding medium.
calculated from the familiar formulas [1].

It is

For Tz < T^dTj/dt) > 0 (heating of the drop);
for Tj > TgCdTj/dT) < 0 (cooling of the drop).
The heat-exchange coefficient oT of the evaporating drop is determined
In terms of the Nusselt number of the drop:
NuX

^

I

.

which Is expressed by the formula
Nu-Nuc, (l }-0..WP"rKRi).

(1-9)

Vaporlzablllty of the Drop
Vaporlzabillty Is the fraction of evaporated matter that haj been
given off by the drop between the start of the process and the particular (present) cross section of the stream:
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The densities of the liquid are accordingly functions of the drop
temperatures T.l and T.j 0 * z * 1.
Equation of Plow Rate for Two-Phase Mixture
The sum of the flow rates of a mixture of gas (air), vapor, and
liquid particles remains constant in each cross section of the stream:
WQF+«,-.«,+«„,.

(1.11)

Equation of Momenta for Two-Phase Mixture
Let us apply the equation of momentum of a stationary stream in
Its differential form to a two-phase mixture in the absence of
frlctlonal forces. In projection onto the x axis, the equation can
be expressed In terms of the total momentum J:

TZ-'T?

(1.12)

Here the formula for J will serve as an additional relation (for the
sum of the gas and drop momenta):

J~{m, + m,)V'+mmV+pF.

(1.13)

In the particular case of a cylindrical pipe, dP/dx ■ 0 and Equation
(1.12) assumes the form J • J|.
Equation of Conservation of Energy in a Two-Phase Mixture
This equation can be written in enthalpy form. The energy of a
two-phase mixture remains constant in each cross section; it Is composed of the enthalpy 1 and kinetic energy for a gas-vapor mixture —
the first terms on either side of Equation (1.14) — and the second
term for the liquid.

*
1
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The heat expended to vaporize the drops, including the latent
heat of vaporization i, appears on the right side:

'".('.+T-)+'n»«(^+T)-m(|-f-T)J-m-('-J-T)^m'/'

<1-11»)

where ra - raa + mv Is the mass of the air-vapor mixture.
The enthalpy of the gas (or liquid) Is written in Its usual form
(It Is assumed that heat capacity does not depend on pressure):
r

i-Krfr-M,-<;(rc,xr-r.)-f/.:

Here c,p(T,av) is the average specific heat of the gas in the range
of integration T> < T' < T;
T1; i1 are the temperature and enthalpy corresponding to the
reference from which the enthalpies are reckoned.
The other enthalpies will be written in similar fashion:

iu 1,,;

V
The enthalpy of an air-vapor mixture equals the sum of the
enthalpies of Its components:

' -'/. ''.%-'.m,+
-Äm— +'.' mg+m,
-—:
m

^p'^'a^v^v' the avera8e heat capacity of the mixture on the segment
(Tj^ T), is expressed in terms of the average heat capacity of the
components.

Here r»
! i): r,«-|-r
a
i - y*
v
aa are the fractions of air and
vapor; la; iv are the enthalpies of the air and vapor. Por example,
if the c (T) relation is near-linear (as may be assumed in approximation in many calculations), we have ^y» Z±rr. and the heat capacities
are calculated from the arithmetic mean of corresponding temperatures.
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Equation of State of the Vapov-Gas Mixture
The Clapeyron equation of state for vapor-gas (air) mixture takes
the form

f**"7'

(1.15)

where R... • 83?-i<',t Is the gas constant of the mixture,

mx
* _
ft

it
ma

■»_
m

*

u ; uH ; uH are the molecular masses of the mixture and Its
nnx' v' a
components (vapor and gas).
The 10-equatlon system written out above Includes differential
and algebraic relations.

For convenience In the later analysis, we

must:
(1)

reduce the system to dlmenslonless form (by normalizing the

variables with appropriate Initial values);
(2)

reduce It to differential equations only (by differentiating

the appropriate expressions) and solve them for the derivatives of all
of the unknowns. This Is convenient, for example, In computer solution of the equation.
Thus, we can obtain 10 dlmenslonless functions of the Independent
variable
f

where x* ■ TiWi.

w,

r

ß,

r,

•,

These functions appear In 10 Initial equations (1.1),

1

(1.3), d- »), (1.8), (1.10), (1.11), (1.12), (1.13), (1.1*0, and (1.15).
Here the parameters J, j, zv and V are auxiliary unknowns that are
easily expressed In terms of the others.
nated, lowering the order of the system.
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They could have been ellmlnlBut for convenience In

notation and lr the transformatlone that follow, we shall work with
a system of nine rquatlons, eliminating only the unknown J and,
accordingly. Equation (1.13) Cwe substitute the value of J from (1.13)
Into (1.12)]. Here x« Is the characteristic vaporization time defined
in the single-drop theory. I.e., the time of total static vaporization
(with no flow past the drop) when the Initial parameters of the medium
and the equilibrium vaporization temperature of the liquid remain
constant:

'-i
were 6

Is the value of the coefficient of vaporization 6 at the
ev
initial values of the gas parameters and Isothermal-vaporization
temperature T ; x^ Is the corresponding characteristic vaporization
length.
The universal variable T IS highly convenient for analysis and

comparison of various conditions of the process, since it varies in
a much narrower range than the absolute time of total vaporization Tev.
The value of T* depends on the properties of the model adopted
for static vaporization of a single drop.» Thus the corresponding
modifications and improvements of the theory can be taken Into account
in many cases by applying corrections to the parameter T^. The conversion from the universal variable to the variable t or x is very
simple, e.g.:
A-»' —-»• —^. where /-—.
After simple transformations, we arrive at a system of dimensionless
equations.
•The theory of dynamic vaporization is based on this model.
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Equation of motion of the drop:

i!L^i. JL^i i? I-\w-V\[W- V),
dl

4

a|

(1.16)

• »a

where
01

Law of motion of the drop:
(1.17)

Equation of vaporization of the drop:

4a_J_ -U A. (i i-0.>fV'Prl Re).
dt

2

«

(1.18)

6,

Equation of heating of the drop:
Y~ctm(T-Tj

•3

ä

tmS
\C~
\
. l-f««/

iT

dt

' ~

/.

il
■ J

<<i
(1.19)

rft

' 4«^

For the liquids of practical Importance, the density »^ decreases
i
with rising temperature, so that —-^
<0 and the denominator of (1.19)
jr
H l
cannot vanish.

Vaporlzablllty of the drop
drH

«1 I* da-

</»

Vm V

dt

(1.20)

. dy. -\

dt

J'

where

(/,i-

li, '

dt

dt.
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dt

n dT

dt

The derivative -' , which appears In Equations (1.19) and (x.20),
should be taken from (1.18); £.1 In-£1 is substituted from (1.19).
Equation of momenta for a two-phase mixture:

where Ji is the initial momentum of the gas and drops;
iüL^vr t*-• 7-— -

*

' -'*

1—-

'• [i + o-of. + ^r]-.^.

~ is the assigned value of lF-il-/(jt)].

Thus, all five equations

describing the process as it unfolds with liquid particles are solved
directly for the corresponding five derivatives of the unknown parameters :
*V

.*'•**■

"*" ■ —.

"37~ • ax' at' it ' at '
The unknown functions themselves and the physical constants remain in
the right members of these expressions. The remaining gasdynamlc relations can be written after differentiation as linear algebraic equations
in the ierivatives [the derivative of the right member of the expression for J from (1.13) should be substituted into the left member of
the momentum equation (1.12)]:
di '

tit '

äi'

4t

They take the form:
flow rate equation

^+oM4?«ÄI:

(1 22j

0il

momentum equation

i -^=ff
<<? B.
a,, *&
-=-+a
n
r

(1.23)
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-

energy equation

oM''~+aM~I=Ä,:'

(1.21)

equation of state

a<t-f i a«''I ' a^-^-B,.

(1.25)

dx

äX

dt

ä\

Jx

We also write the flow rate equation of the gas in nondlfferentlal
form:

the density (flow rate) of the air-vapor mixture increases as a result
of vaporization. The coefficients of these equations» are expressed -.'.
terms of the aforementioned five derivatives and the various unknown
functions.
In writing the energy equation in differential form, use should
be made of the expression for the enthalpy of the air-vapor mixture
in terms of the quantities r&, rv, from which It follows that

t^Ti

CptTi

€jj\

.7."f'"r-^+r,^H'7.+^''"(P",,lTei^rir'
c ; c ; c are the absolute heat capacities of the air, the vapor,
a' v' p
and the vapor-alr mixture and c
Is the heat capacity of the air in
the initial cross section.
The linear equations (1.22 — 1.25) can be solved for the
derivatives of the unknowns if the system determinant D does not
vanish:
•See the determinant (1.30) below.
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tf#

Dm

to

D

r, D,
i/t

•'-.•«'T

D

" .J.0»..

where

DWJ

/),

rft"

D

(1.27)

"JJ

rf >

rff

(1.26)

""^

(1.28)

B

<-«<»*J-""»4»i + (0;i + aii)^'

(1.29)

D ; DT are t^e partial determinants corresponding to the

an
df
unknowns ä\f
-=-: 2L\
iL\
in these determinants, the appropriate columns

'»

dx

at

are replaced by the right members of Equations (1.22) — (1.25) Bi;
Ba; Bs; B«.
Thus , all unknowns can be found and expressed in terms of DVD:

O.

«u
«n
a,,
0

0
an
0
aM

Bl 0
Bt an
Ä« 0
*« 0«

0
0
aa
aa

o,.
0
0
0

0 »i«
0 0
a,, 0
a
m a*

(1.30)

(1.31)

Let us denote a • z (ß - 1) + 1; the coefficients of the equation
system and the elements of the determinants are expressed in the form
au.-a^:
—OA: OM=-U»?«:

X
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-«: a

.2oir': au~-j£

M?(»i-»

;

:«: u.

a^-[?M?-I) + I)f:

/

• Ä--,J-|)[(if7-i7,^+(,--,^-^s:

Mt^wr-i- and *lS«Ü are the Mach number and adlabatlc exponent of
the gas In the Initial cross section.

If we put

* —^=o In the
V*

tfT

coefficients o^ and B^ we obtain as a particular case the flow
equation of a gas mixture with nonvaporlzlng solid particles.
Substituting the values from Equations (1.16), (1.19), and (1.20)
Into the formulas for the coefficients Bi, B2, Bi, B», which contain
the derivatives *?; JlL; Hz , we obtain relationships solved for the
«t

rft

rft

derivatives of the velocity, pressure, temperature, and density of
the gas.

2K

The general system of 9 equations (1.16), (1.17), (1.18), (1.19),
U.20), (1.26), (1.27), (1.28), and (1.29) can be called canonical.
It breaks down Into two groups. The first group of five equations
contains, in Its left members, the derivatives of the parameters
describing the processes involving the drops, their motion, heating,
and vaporization. The second group consists of four equations whose
left members contain only the derivatives of the gasdynamic parameters.
The canonical system is convenient for programming computer
solutions of the problem.
Let us Investigate in greater detail the question as to the
conditions under which the solution of the canonical system of equations of two-phase one-dimensional flow is possible. It Involves
the existence of a singular point for the system of differential
equations (1.16), (1.17), (1.18), (1.19), (1.20), (1.22), (1.23),
(1.2k), and (1.25). The first five equations of this system have no
singularities, and the coefficients of the respective derivatives on
their left sides do not vanish.
Let us examine the last four equations, which have a singular
point. At this point, the (fourth-order) system determinant D, which
should appear before the derivatives in the left members of (1.2^5) —
(1.29) vanishes, with the result that uniqueness of solution is violated (it can be shown that two solutions pass through the singular
point). The parameters of the gas at this point acquire certain
characteristic values. All relations in this chapter can be written
in a form that does not contain the Mach number of the gas-drop mixture fand the adiabatic exponent k), since the determination of N
presents certain difficulties for a two-phase stream.* We introduce
the quantity Ai«—*— formally into the expression for the deterralnants D; here U';*-—;/?; r are the velocity, adiabatic exponents,
«•

gas constant, and gas temperature (air-vapor mixture) in the
•The parameters Mi and ki pertain to the gas in front of cross
section 1 — 1.
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'■:•

A
■«(aia^iwci-

particular cross section of the two-phaae stream. Thus, M Is the
Mach number of the "frozen" gas In the particular cross section without consideration of particles. Physically, this quantity Is the
Mach number only of the gaseous phase, and not of the two-phase mixture, since its denominator Is not equal to the velocity of sound in
a stream containing drops.
We transform the determinant D and find its roots, which will be
the roots of the (ninth-order) determinant of the complete canonical
system. We substitute the values of the elements a^ into (1.30):

O-^a

T 0

0

1 -A-

0

•W 0

0

27/1

Mj(»i-l)

-[*--'.(?-l)+>]»

-[2--'.{?-l)fI]f

and expand the determinant, using the flow rate equation of the gaseous
phase:

•"TT
The Mach number is easily composed of terms of the form RVT which
appear In the course of the transformation:
W*

Mt kK

f ""if MT

As a result, we obtain an equation for the roots of the determinant :
• S^fitaf*1 i.0-l)+if
D=tüs
! ,M»- l)=a
*|Mj(»->)
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(1.32)

The first multiplier In (1.32)
unique solution Is M ■ 1.

1B

nonvanlshing; consequently, the

As we know from the gasdynamlcs of single-

phase streams, a unit Mach number corresponds to a singular point cf
the equations and to the critical-flow condition.

Following the

analogy, we sh?li call a two-phase flow that satisfies Equation (1.32)
critical if M - 1, subcrltlcal if M < 1, and supercritical if M > 1.
The parameter M introduced here is not the Mach number of the
entire two-phase mixture.

For example, processes in it that Involve

the propagation of sound waves are not determined by the combination
M.

SolutJcn of the equation system» in the critical cross sectior

M » 1 Is possllle only If all of the determinants vanish:
D

= DT ■ 0.

D

vf "

D

r) "

For a gas flow containing drops that is continuously

accelerated (-->0|from M < 1 to M > 1 the determinant Dw could,
according to
point.

(1.32), change sign from (-) to (+) at the singular

Analysis of the determinant D

(which is more complex than

the determinant D) may, generally speaking, establish the mathematical
conditions of the transition through the critical cross section in
channels with various shapes.

Physically, this corresponds to a change

in the sign of the resultant gasdynamic disturbance according to the
familiar treatment of L. A. Vulls [9].

This reference also examines

the vaporization of a liquid in a cylindrical pipe under two extreme
assumptions:

the absence of dynamic and thermal lagging of the drops

with respect to the medium, and conservation of the initial parameters
of the drops as they move.##
The right sides of Equations (1.26) and (1.29), l,e., the
determinants D .include terms (see the elements of the determlnaut B.)
that correspond to various physical disturüances (terms with the
derivatives äF/üx;

3V/3T,

etc.).

Numerical calculations indicate, in

•The derivatives of the unknown quantities have finite values.
••The real process under consideration here differs substantially
from these extreme cases.
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agreement with the above, that there Is a change In the direction of
an elementary disturbance In a particular process In any small region
containing the point M ■ 1. For example, utilization of work from
the gas to entrain drops accelerates the gas if M < 1 but decelerates
It if M > 1. In machine calculation:'. It is helpful to watch the
sign of the determinant D or the quantity /i--J^rj , so as to know
whether the singular point has been passed In the computing process
and the Interval in which it occurs. The solution gives the unknown
parameters in all channel cross oections, no matter how close they are
to the section where M ■ 1 (with any accuracy attainable in machine
calculations). Since the singularity of the equation is an isolated
singular point, the values of the parameters at this point can easily
be found by the corresponding continuity extrapolation.
An inference as to the characteristic value of the parameter M ■ 1
in a two-phase flow can be arrived at by writing the equation of the
inverted disturbances in the Vulls form.
If we regard the two-phase flow» as a gas in which the particles
act as point forces (or sinks) of heet, mass, and mechanical energy,
the derivation scheme given in [10], for example, yields
n

a„

*

(1.33)

\ kKT

Here a „ and k are the velocity of sound and the adiabatic exponent
sd
of the gas; dG ■ dQ is the elementary flow rate of the vapor given
off by the drops; dQ is the heat given up for heating, vaporization of
the drops, and heating of the vapor to the temperature of the surrounding gas (dQ < 0); dL is the work supplied to (or taken from) the drops
during their entralnment or deceleration, with dL > 0 or dL < 0,
•With the same starting hypotheses as were used in the present
chapter (neglect of particle volume, absence of friction at the wall,
etc.).
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respectively; and dR Is the change In the gas constant due to valorization (with Increasing dR < 0).
Each of the terms Is expressed with simple relationships in terms
of the gas and liquid parameters. The elementary disturbances expressed
by the terms of (1.33) can be broken down into groups from the standpoint of their effects on the gas velocity W. For a flow In a cylindrical pipe with M < 1, for example, vaporization, i.e., the Input of
mass (dO - 0), accelerates the flow, but the utilization of heat for
vaporization (dQ < 0), input of work to the gas from decelerated drops
(dL < 0) (we shall show that the particles characteristically lead
the gas during vaporization in a pipe ) and a decrease in the gas
constant of the mixture (dR < 0) — the molecular weight wmx of the
mixture increases for the fuel considered here — all accelerate the
fl w.
It will be shown later on in a numerical calculation that the
decelerating group of factors prevails in a broad range of flow conditions of practical interest in a cylindrical channel.
Let us also consider the particular case of the flow of nonvaporizing, e.g., metallic, particles in a nozzle:

(MJ<^-ii:",+'-^'r-Let it be assumed that the velocity and temperature of the
and gas are the same in a certain initial cross section of
Then the particles with larger Inertia will lag behind the
mechanically and thermally: V < W; Tj < T, i.e., the flow

(13i,)
particles
the nozzle.
flow
must give

up work (to entrain them) and acquire heat (as a result of their
cooling):
rfV»>0, dTm<0.
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V;Wm/sec

In the narrowest cross section, dF •
0 and the right side of Equation
(1.34) is negative, so that N < 1.
Consequently, the critical cross
section M ■ 1 must be situated far
downstream from the cross section

wlth

w

If the particles lead the flow
mechanically and thermally, (V > W,
T, > T), then the cross section M ■
1 will be situated at a shorter distance downstream than the cross section with Pmln.f
, „
„,,.,'
,
Thus, we arrive at the well-known
Figure 1.2. Variation of gas
and drop velocities in twofact that, generally speaking, the
phase flow (M> " 0;75; a - 16 Uicrltlcal cr088 action in a two-rhase

ß ■ 1.8; Ti ■ 1700° K).
v;
w; -•-•- „U.

flow does not coincide with the
smallest cross section o. t^ nozzle.

In many practical calculations of two-phase flews in nozzles,
the pressure (or density) distribution along the axlt of t * nozzle
is usually assigned rather than its shape, and the rel^M«^ p - f(x)
is found. This simplifies the calculation by eliminating the aforementioned singularity of the equation system. By performing a series
of calculations for various initial pressure distributions we can
arrive at a nozzle shape quite close to that required.

'In intermediate cases, when dV and dT, have different signs, it
is necessary to make 1a special analysis for the sign of the right
side of Equation (LB *).
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i2.

Results of Solution of
the Equation System of
Two-Phase Flow

The canonical system of differential equations describing the flow
of a gas that contains drops was
solved on an M20 electronic computer
by the Runge-Kutta method. The accuracy
of determining the normalized
parameters was <* 0.1% (0.011 in cerFigure 1.3. Temperature of
liquid (gasoline); coefficients tain special cases). For the most
of static and dynamic vaporipart, we studied a flow of air with
zation (Mi - 0.75; a ■ 16 u;
drops of gasoline In a cylindrical
ß - l.P-, Ti - 1700° K; Wi 600 ra/sec):
channel (see Figure 1.2 — 1.12 and
1
1.16 — 1.22); some of the calculations
e
i.
'- e dyn
T7'
(see Figures 1.6 — 1.15) were made
for drops of alcohol. In addition to values for calculations of mixing
In cylindrical chambers at M > 1 and M < 1, the flow in a channel of
simple shape makes It possible to establish a number of general features
of the two-phase flow.
In addition, this regime can be used as a kind of gauge to estimate the parameters of vaporization in a more complex case. Such a
case is the spray cone Injected into a supersonic stream, to which the
next chapter is devoted. It makes clear the Importance of analysis of
gas flows with drops under local subcrltical conditions, such as may
arise directly be; ^d the injection zone. In analyzing the phase
transitions In a cylindrical pipe, we propose to use the results
obtained in Chapter II.
For a broad class of practically Important cases, the basic
differences between two-phase flows with M < 1 and M > 1 are qualitative differences in the Interaction of the two media, the liquid
and the gas. Offtake of heat, input of mass, and expenditure of work
to entrain drops influence the parameters of sub- and supercritical
flows in different ways.
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Figure 1.4. Vaporizabllity and vaporization interval of drops at various gasoline
concentrations (Mi - 0.95; a ■ 10 y; Ti 1050° K).
— x mm.

V

However, the laws
of the elementary event
of flow past a single
liquid particle and Its
heat and mass transfer
remain the same, since,
aj we have noted, the
relative velocity of a
drop usually remains
subcritlcal. For flows
in a cylindrical channel
and in many types of
nozzles in which the
relative particle velocity u can increase

rapidly, it still remains f .: .cantially below the local sonic velocity
(5 * a * 16 u; liquids: ga .oline, alcohol, water). The occurrence
of flow past an indi-idual drop at sonic velocity (u - a8d and Mu u/a
-1) will most probably be preceded by atomization of the drop
' sd
with a sharp decrease in particle relative velocity. Prom the rela_«_ and We-8***

tions Mi

Mi»i/,-^i .
V

(where We is the Weber number), we obtain

Under atomization conditions We » 9 — 10.7, Mu - Mu ,

top

the Mach number corresponding to the relative velocity of the gas
during atomization of the drop, will be larger the larger the o of
the liquid and the smaller the exponent k, a, and p. Taking, for
example, a 10 y drop, k - 1.4, and p - 1 bar. we obtain accordingly for
gasoline (and alcohol) M^ * 0.37 (for water, vP™ * 0.7).
Thus, the necessary conditions for decay of the drop make their
appearance before the flow past it is sonic.»
«To establish whether atomization actually takes Pjace, it is
necessary to perform a special analysis and to compare the time for
Seformatlon of the drop with its »^^ ^^«"V J^Tifmay Se
simplicity in estimates, it is assumed that We « 10, We «• it may ce
reached if the parameters are variable.
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Turning to our annlyals of the computer results, we begin with
the kinematics of gasoline drops. The curves of Figure 1.2 Illustrate
the changes in the absolute and relative drop velocities V and U and
the gas velocity W during flow through a cylindrical channel.
In the flow considered here, Vi * W and the drops, which have
greater Inertia than the gas, will retain their initial velocity at
the start of a substantial change in flow velocity. The gas velocity
drops off rapidly at first, and the velocity of the drop increases
slowly as long as V < W; when dV/dT ■ 0 the two parameters should,
according to the equation of motion (dV/dT ~ u2), be equal. Beyond
this point, W continues to decrease appreciably, and V slowly (beginning of deceleration of the particles), and the drops "run out ahead,"
leading the gas by a considerable distance. Then even the drops begin
to lose much of their velocity, by the end of the motion, when a -•■ 0,
V ♦ w.
The trend of the curves in Figure 1.2 can be explained with tin
aid of Vulis's generalized-disturbance equation, which we mentioned
previously.
In our case, in which T > T^ heat is taken from the gas.

It is

used to heat the liquid and vaporize it; the heat of vaporization ZdG
is included in the enthalpy of the vapor.1 The vapor at the surfaces
of the drops has the temperature of the liquid and, on mixing with
the gas, is heated to the temperature of the gas mixture. Thus,
although the total enthalpy of the gas Increases during vaporization,
its specific heat decreases as a result of dilution of the mixture
with cold vapor: dQ ■ c dT < 0.
mx
At the start of the motion from the point x ■ T » 0, the phase
transitions have, for all practica"1 purposes, not yet started, since
the liquid temperature T^ is low and dGv « 0. However, the heat
taken from the gas, I.e., the increment dQ ~ dT, is substantjal, since
•It is released again when the liquid condenses.
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the temperature T. of the drops (Figure 1.3) increases rapidly at the
starting po^nt. Owing to the high inertia of the drops, the work
increment dL ~ dVa must be very small (as is indicated by the initial
segments of the curves, where V * const). Thus, the term dQ will
continue to be the prevalent factor on the initial segment of the
motion, and the right side of Equation (1.33) will have the sign
(+). Thus, with M < 1 and dW < 0, the gas begins to slow down sharply
and It lags behind the drops. On the next segment of the motion, the
increased velocity difference V - W - U will result in an increase in
the aerod'T.amic forces acting on the drops, and this will sharply
increase the factor dL. Vigorous vaporization of the heated liquid
particles will result In an Increase in the terms with dQv and dQ.
Comparison of the computer results and the generalized-disturbance
equation leads to the general conclusion that the basic tendencies
that lower the velocity of the gas, e.g., input of work from the drops
(whose kinetic energy decreases) to the gas dL < 0, prevail when M < 1.
Transfer of heat from the gas to the drops, dQ < 0, prevails over the
trends that tend to increase velocity, such as input of vapor mass to
the gas dGv > 0.
The right side of this equation is always found to be
positive, and hence the continuous deceleration of the gas (dW < 0)
over the entire "lifetime'' of the drop.
Thus, a situation similar to the conditions of two-phase flow in
a nozzle (where, to the contrary, the gas leads the drops) arises in
the cylindrical pipe. The liquid particles are ventilated and,
consequently, subjected to a rapid dynamic vaporization. Generally
speaking, the maximum relative velocities U'
that the drop encounters on its path can exceed Ui. They are higher (see Figure 1.2) the
lower Ui (the maximum Umor is reached at Ui - 0). We observe a kind
of "compensation" in which the mean effective relative velocity on the
path of the drop remains nearly constant or increases slightly with
increasing U.

3^

Figure 1.3 shows curves of the dynamic vaporization coefficient
(which depends on the convectlve heat- and mass transfer between the
drop and the surrounding gas) and of the relative static vaporization
coefficient e/6v (which is determined by the static heat- and mass
transfer of theVop at rest). The vaporization rate of the liquid
depends on these parameters. The factor 9dyn which is approximately
proportional to I (S (where Re - ^

Is the Reynolds number of the

evaporating drop), reaches a maximum at Remax (thl^ point is shifted
slightly toward the origin from U^).

In accordance with what we

said concerning "compensation" of U. the Increase of the initial edyn
is accompanied by a decrease in 6^. which offsets the effect of the
initial Ui.

If we estimate the average effective value e^n in the

vaporization Interval from the areas under the curves in Figure 1.3,
we obtain closely similar values that Increase slowly with decreasing
Ui.

For most of the M < 1 conditions under investigation

here, the

vaporization process depends weakly on U, (if the gas temperatures are
not too low, Ti > 800° K).
On the other hand, the vaporization rate of the drops in a supersonic free stream increases only with increasing initial relative
velocity. This is explained by the continuous and rapid decrease,
U < Ui, during the flow with M > 1 (a small change in the velocity
W compared to subsonic flow). Hence the main effect of the flow past
the particles is felt on the initial segment, where U is still near Ul
The curves of e/er as a function of the dimenslonless time T
(the parameters U, and a, have no appreciable Influence on e/er) in
Figure 1.3 have distinct maxima. The ascending branch of the curve
corresponls to a segment in which the drops are heated from a comparatively low initial temperature T^ (in practice, the temperature
of the fuel tanks or fuel lines) to a value near the isothermalvaporization temperature of the drops. The descending branch relates
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ß.
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the liquid is vaporized, the
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curves for the various 0 practically coincide.

Figure 1.5.
Influence of gasolinedrop diameter on vaporization
interval (Mi ■ 0.95; 0 ■ 2.^).

Vaporization of the rest

of the liquid is strongly
retarded as 0 increases (especially when e > 2.4). For ß » 2.4, the
parameter

T

becomes larger than 1, i.e.,

TV

>

This means that

T».

the strong flow around the drops with deceleration of the stream
(which intensifies heat transfer) can no longer compensate the
cooling of the gas by liquid drops.

The curve for ß - 3,whose main

segment is characterized by asymptotic behavior, corresponds to
vaporization conditions that are approaching but have not yet reached
saturation.

The total-vaporization interval x

of the drops is an

important characteristic of the mixing process.

This quantity is

significant for engineering components used in the preparation of
fuel mixtures, e.g., the various types of combustion chambers.

The general theory of two-phase flows tells us that the vaporization interval xv is an extremely complex function of the many variables
that determine the motion and vaporization of the mass of drops in
the gas stream.

The results of a series of calculations of the

vaporizability of gasoline are represented in the form of plots
against the basic variables a»; Ti; ß; Mi(Wi); Uj.

In most of the cases of interest to us, the pressure p varies in
a comparatively narrow range, p - i _ 3
essential parameter.

bar>

and

lg

not

a

particuiariy

To simplify, we shall therefore refer the

results to atmospheric pressure in the Initial cross section of the
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Figure 1.7- Influence of liquid
concentration on vaporization
Interval (a - l1» M).

T,*»

Figure 1.6. Influence of gas
temperature on vaporization
Interval (Mi " 0.95; & " 2).
alcohol; — gasoline.

j(o

stream. The Influence of the Initial
fuel temperature T^ is comparatively
weak in the narrow range from 293 to

Calculations of the vaporization range for

h < 1 were made for an Initial liquid temperature T^ » 293° K.

The

parameters ai and Ti are most Important if the concentration of the
drop is not too high: p<2-j-2.4 (r.^lOHTK: M.^O.yS).
Figure 1.5 Illustrates the influence of drop size.
Figure 1.6 shows the influence of gas temperature T, on the
vaporization range xv.

When Ti reaches a large enough value Ti *

1500 — 1700° K (at & * 3), further temperature Increase has little
influence on x . The effects of the parameters ß and M on the vaporization Interval are more complex.

Curves showing xv as a function of

0 for fixed values of Mi, Ti, ai, appear in Figure 1.7. They are
typically flat over a rather broad range of liquid concentrations and
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rise sharply when 0 reaches 1 rge
values. This last property results
from the existence of a limiting
concentration ß. - f(T, p) that
corresponds to saturation, at which
thermodynamic equilibrium Is established between the gas and the liquid
and there is no further vaporization.
This state is characterized by equal
temperatures of the drop and the
surrounding gas, T^ ■ T, and equal
vapor concentrations at the surface
of the liquid particle and at infinity

300

Figure 1.8. Saturation concentration during vaporization:

z„v • 1.0; —
. •—• - T,b'

, - 0.7;

mo
As an example. Figure 1.8 shows
curves of the saturation concentration
0 as a function of the mixture T and
8

p at vaporized matter ratios zv ■ 1.0 and 0.7.

If the point (ß, T)

for a given p and z lies to the right of the corresponding curve,
saturation has not been reached. The saturation concentration ßB
rises with increasing T (with p ■ const). This explains the delay in
the rise of the curves (large 0) as T Increases. The aforementioned
gently sloping trend of the xv - f(ß) curve is explained by the antagonisms among the three basic tendencies of the process.
The following occur as 6 Increases:
1.

A decrease in the static-vaporization factor (e/er) due to

cooling of the gas by the drops (an Increase In xv).
2.

An Increase In the dynamic-vaporization factor 6.

due to

the higher ventilation velocity (a decrease In xv).; see Equations
(1.5) and (1.^).
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3.
An Increase In
the flow-stagnation effect
and a corresponding decrease
In the absolute velocity of
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Ti ■ 1700° K.
In the range of small 6 and sufficiently

large Mi(Mi » 0.75)» tendencies 2 and 3 prevail, and a slowly descending branch with a minimum point appears on the curves cf xv ■ f(P).
A transition to larger Mi strengthens tendency 3. For this reason,
the descending branch Is protracted and the minimum point Is shifted
to the right as Mi Increases (see Figure 1.7).
At small values of Mi. fi* (M,=0.5; r^lOSO'K) . the minimum Is filled
in and may be absent altogether (monotonlcally Increasing curve).
Tendency 1, which results In a longer interval x , prevails at large
0, but this tendency may be affected by an Increase In Ti.
Figure 1.9 shows the Influence of ß on xv for various drop sizes
ai.

The range of variation of x

becomes shorter as ai decreases,

and the curves become progressively stralghter.
For given 0 and Ti, a stronger cooling action of vaporization cf
the drops on the gas (decrease of Tv In the total-vaporlzatlon cross
section, see Figure 1.10) should appear at smaller Mi. In these cases,
•For small Ti, the drop in the static vaporization rate has a stronger
influence on the range of the drops.
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the Influence of gasdynamlc heating on the deceleration r.<: the flow,
which retards cooling, becomes weaker. Hence It Is precisely at
small M < 0.5 and large ß that conditions may be created for a sharp
decrease in the vaporization rate with a substantial Increase In xv
(see Figure 1.11) all the vay to saturation. Such conditions are
less probable when Mi «• 1 — 0.7. Figure 1.11 shows the Influence of
the parameter Mi at Tj • const,» i.e., in essence the Influence of the
Initial velocity Wi, on the vaporization interval.

The xv(Mi) curves

are characterized by maxima that become more distinct and shifted
toward smaller Mi (Wi) the larger 6 and the smaller Ti. Wi Increases
with increasing Mi, but so does the decelerating effect (see Figure
1.10), as is illustrated by the dropping Wv at the end of vaporization.
The Increase In Wi prevails at small Mi, increasing the velocity of
the drops and the value of xv ■ f(Mi).i* As Mi and Vt * 0 (Ti » const),
the Interval x

♦ 0 (in the limit, the resting drop is vaporized).

At

large Mi approaching 1, the decelerating effect of vaporization on
the flow "wins out," causing a decrease in x • f(M|). The maximum
corresponding to "equilibrium" of the antagonistic tendencies is
shifted toward smaller M as 6 increases.
At comparatively large Ti » 1500 — 1700° K and $ < 2 — 2.2,
this maximum occurs at about Mi * 0.6 — 0.75.
In accordance with what was said earlier, the influence of the
factor Ui is negligible ("compensation" effect), see Figure 1.12.
Thus all results can be referred to the case Ui ■ 0 for gasoline and
Ti » 1050° K. The transition to lower temperatures Ti < 800° K brings
out a certain effect of Ui. On the whole, the results of the computation indicate that at sufficiently high gas temperatures Ti » 1700° K
and not too large ß < 2.8 — 3.4, the vaporization interval xv varies
comparatively weakly with ß and Mj for gasoline drops.
•The case of Mi ■ var with weakly varying Ti is of interest for
what follows (see Chapter II).
•'Other conditions the same.
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Figure 1.12. Influence
of relative velocity
Ui on total-vaporization Interval (Mi ■
0.751 a ■ 16 w; 3 ■
1.5).
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Figure 1.13. Influence
of Mi on vaporization
of alcohol (a ■ 12 M;
8 - 2).

For gasoline, for
example, a ■ 1'4 u,
60 * x & 80 mm at
Figure 1.11.
Influence of Mi
0.5 «Mi * 0.95 and
on vaporization
1 « 0 < 3.1, 0 < U| « 200 m/sec. This Is a conseInterval (a ■
16 u.
quence of certain "equlllbriumw between the opposing
tendencies, which we mentioned earlier, and of the fact that these
conditions are still far from saturation. A transition to higher gas
temperatures equalises the effects of Mi and 0 (as long as 6 does not
exceed a certain limit).
',0/1,

Figures 1.6, 1.13, 1.11, and 1.15 present the curves for vaporization of ethyl alcohol. The total-vaporization Intervals are longer
than those for gasoline, especially when T decreases and a Increases
(Figure 1.6).
In the case of alcohol, the effect of an increase in liquid concentration 0 on the vaporization interval Is even more pronounced.
There is no descending branch of the xv ■ f(ß) curve, and the rise
of the characteristic for 8» 2.3 — 2.5 Is steeper than had previously
been observed (Figure 1.11). Figure 1.15 shows the comparatively weak
influence of gas pressure (in the range under consideration) on the
vaporization of alcohol. The effect observed on comparison of these
curves with the corresponding curves for gasoline Is explained by the
substantial difference between the physical constants of the two
liquids, especially their heats of vaporization: Jalcohol > ^gaBoline'
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Figure l.l'*. Influence of
concentration on vaporization
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Figure 1.16. Velocity and
temperature of gas and drops
In subcrltlcal and supercritical
conditions (a « 16 u; ß ■ 1.8;
Ti - 1050° K).

Figure 1.17. Parameter M and gas
pressure In subcrltlcal and supercritical conditions (gasoline,
a - 16 y; ß - 1.8; Ti - 1050° K).
p/Pi; — M.

As they evaporate, drops of alcohol remove more heat from the
gas. The flcw-cooling factor and the decrease in the static vaporization coefficient with Increasing ft and decreasing T are found to be
more significant here.
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To conclude this ch*pttr, let us examine the behavior of the
various characteristic» of t two-phase mixture as the parameter Mi of
the initial cross section of the pipe passes through the critical
value Mi ■ 1. Numerous calculations in the practically Interesting
range of variation of the initial data Ti ■ 800 — 2300° K, ß - 1.3 —
3, Uj ■ 0 — 200 m/sec, 5 < ai < 16 v for gasoline and alcohol have
shown that the form of the curves for all parameters of the two-phase
flow as functions of T (or X) and their orders of magnitude change
sharply at this transition. Figure 1.16 shows the variations of
instantaneous velocity and gas and drop temperatures, and Figure 1.17
— those of M and gas pressure.
Figure 1.18 illustrates the variation of the dynamic and static
vaporization coefficients, while Figure 1.19 is a plot of the vaporizablllty of the drops.
All of these curves pertain to two comparatively similar flow
regimes — subcritical, Mj ■ 0.95, and supercritical Mi - 1.2. Figure
1.20 shows curves of xv ■ fCM») and the relationships for the gasdynamlc
parameters \/Vi, Tv/Ti, and Pv/pi in the total-vaporization cross
section.
For computer calculation of these curves, we chose a step AMi «
0.01; the approach to Mi • 1 was Mi ■ 0.98 in the subcr'tlcal range
and Mi ■ 1.02 in the supercritical range. The aforementioned sharp
change In the trend of the curves (which is confirmed by the diagrams)
results from the fact that the flow in a cylindrical pipe does not
pass through the critical state M ■ 1 in the phase-transformation
process (in any event, for a broad range of conditions studied). If,
for example, the process began at Mi < 1, it will remain subcritical
all the way to the total-vaporization cross section.
For these flows, the reversal of sign of the resultant physical
disturbance (which determines the nature of the relationship) will
occur only as the Initial conditions change from critical to supercritical.
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Figure 1.19. Vapcrlzability in
subcrltical and supercritical
conditions (gasoline, a ■ 16 u;
ß ■ 1.8; Tj - 1050° K).

Figure 1.18. Coefficients of
static and dynamic vaporization
in subcrltical and supercritical
conditions (gasoline, a s 16 Mi
ß - 1.8; Hi ■ 1050" K).

The sharp increase in the length

— e/e v' — e dyn*

x of the vaporization interval with
the transition into the supercritical range Is highly important in
practice. It results primarily from deceleration of the gas in which
the drops are being vaporized in subcrltical condition and from
acceleration of the gas when M» > 1. In a flow with M < 1, as we have
noted, the velocity V of the drops (which overtake the gas) drops
significantly, "following" the decreasing gas velocity R (prevalence
of the elementary disturbances that decelerate the gas, offtake of
heat, etc.). In a supercritical flow, the velocity of the particles
(which lag the flow) increases, following the Increasing gas velocity.
The increase in V Is associated with an Increase in the interval x„
(for a given drop lifetime t ),

But the time \

also changes In the

same direction. Increasing with the condition from subcrltical to
supercritical flow. This is due to a substantial decrease in the
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Plgure 1.21. Vaporlzablllty
In supersonic flow (Mj ■ 2.85;
6 ■ 1.3j Ti - 1050° Ki Wi ■
1780 m/sec).

iß M

Figure 1.20

Interval xv and gasdynamic parameters In totalvaporlzatlon cross section In
subcrltlcal and supercritical
conditions (a ■ 16 y; B ■ 1.8).
Ti - 1700° K; — T| 1050° K.

dynamic vaporlzablllty coefficient
e

dyn

ln time ln a f:Low wlth M
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(see Figure 1.18) because of the
shorter lag of the drops behind
the gas (smaller values of the
Instantaneous U for a given Ui).
The static vaporlzablllty 6/6.

n

Figure 1.22. Vaporlzablllty
in supersonic flow (Mi ■ 2.85;
» ' 1.3; T, - 1050° K; Ü-1 620 m/sec).
(see Figure 1.18) also decreases.

This Is a result of the stronger cooling of the flow and the lower
temperatures to which the drops are heated (see Figure 1.16) In a
supercritical flow. The strong protraction of the vaporization
process in time and over length Intervenes after vaporization of
10 — 50% of the liquid (see Figure 1.19). Figures 1.21 and 1.22
present an example of vaporlzablllty calculation for a supersonic
flow. Figure 1.21 presents curves for determination of the time
scale.
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This calculation was made under two extreme assumptions concerning
the relative velocity: Ui ■ 0 (no flow around the drops) and Ui ■ 620
m/sec (flow around the drops at sonic velocity). The true initial
relative velocity lies between these limits and is usually closer to
the former.
We see from the diagram (Figure 1.17) that vaporization results
in a substantial decrease in M at the end of the process for Ml<i—M<M
and an increase when M,>I-M>M,. This is why all parameters of the
total vaporization cross section differ so sharply from one another
as Mi - 1 is approached from the subcritical and supercritical sides.
The following conclusion can be drawn in regards to the rate of
the phase transitions: setting up a more rapid vaporization process
requires injection into a supersonic flow, which ensures 1) fine
atomization and 2) vaporization under the conditions of local subcritical flow in the injection zone. It is interesting that such
conditions, as we shall see in Chapter II, can be obtained in spray
cones with a free-stream velocity Mi > 1.

t6

CHAPTER II
THE SPRAY CONE IN A SUPERSONIC PLOW
il.

Formulation of Problem

The present chapter la devoted to construction of a semlemplrical
theory of flows with phase transitions in a supersonic-stream spray
cone. It is presently an approximate method for calculation of all
the necessary flow parameters and the characteristics of the totalvaporization interval, which are of greatest importance for
practice.
In the preceding chapter, we examined the process in a channel
In which gas and liquid particles interact with fully defined initial
conditions. Use of the equations of one-dimensional gasdynamics in
combination with the differential equations of the elementary processes for the drops enabled us to solve the problem on comparatively
simple and obvious premises.
The spray cone in a supersonic flow is a more complex object.
The dense swarm of liquid particles formed after injection confronts
the stream as a kind of semipermeable body offering a large hydrodynamic resistance. The mass and parameters of the gas that penetrates
into the frontal region of the cone are not known in advance.

n

It Is sufficient to Inspect any of the accompanying fuel-cone
photographs to arrive at the conclusion that the velocity W*, temperature T*, and pressure p' of the gas In the region of high llquidpartlcle concentration must differ substantially from the free-stream
parameters Wt, Ti, and p». Estimation of average flow characteristics
In the Injection zone presents certain difficulties. In addition to
knowledge of the shape of the cone's boundaries, it is necessary to
make a special analysis of the flow within them. The shock wave ahead
of the cone results in highly nonunlform distributions of all parameters, which are then gradually equalized in the "liquid-grid,, zone.
At our present level of knowledge, it is highly advantageous to represent the complex two-phase flow that arises on injection into a supersonic stream in the form of an equivalent one-dimensional gas stream
that carries the particles. For the time being, this approach is the
most rational for investigation of systems with phase transitions.
As we know, solution of the analogous (but simpler) problem of
averaging inhomogeneous flows in ordinary gasdynamlcs has yielded a
number of valuable and practically useful results. The present stage
is also necessary for the transition (in the future) to solution of
the problem of non-one-dimenslonal flows with phase transitions.
Three individual particular problems arise in construction of the
theory:
1.
determination of the shape of the spray-cone boundaries (and
of the shock wave) as a function of the principal dimensionless numbers;
2.
establishment of the possibility in principle of equivalent
substitution of a one-dimensional two-phase flow for the complex flow
within the boundaries of the spray cone;
3.
determination of the effective parameters W, T', p', 6'
of that flow in the frontal region of the spray cone, which contains
a dense swarm of particles.
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The average parameters found In a certain reference cross section
of ehe spray cone may be taken as Initial parameters; they permit use
of the results of the one-dlmenslonal Idealization (Chapter I) to
calculate the characteristics of the next section, In which the bulk
of the liquid Is vaporized.
The first of the problems formulated Is accessible to modern
experimental and theoretical methods and has been solved (though perhaps not quite completely) by a number of Investigators. In the
present chapter, §2 Is devoted to the acquisition and generalization
of experimental results defining the boundaries In "cold" spray cones
with negligible vaporlzablllty.
However, the data can be applied to rather short Initial segments
of the vaporizing cone In which the shape of the boundaries has not
yet undergone substantial changes.
In solving the problems formulated under points 2 and 3 above,
It will be necessary to construct a model of the phenomenon under
study, and this Is done In §3. An analytical discussion of the problem Is presented In ft and 5, to the best of our knowledge for the
first time In this form. Essentially, an attempt Is made here to
calculate the Interaction of the supersonic stream and the dense
particle swarm for the conditions of the spray cone. We shall formulate the general problem of the present chapter as follows.
All Initial free-stream and Injection parameters and the corresponding physical constants of the two media are known.
It Is required to calculate In approximation: the flow within
the spray cone In the supersonic stream with phase transitions. I.e.,
the average* velocity, temperature, gas pressure, and liquid and vapor
concentrations with the object of determining the principal parameter,
the length x of the total-vaporlzatlon interval. Having these data,
we can determine the parameters of the fuel-delivery system in a
•In a cross section of the stream.

1»9

certain ideal chamber with aupersonic flow, i.e., the pressure drop,
the number and diameter of the atomizer nozzle orifices, and the
vaporization interval, and can determine the total-head loss due to
atomization.
At the end of Part 1, the corresponding calculation procedure
will be set forth in detail. Naturally, this semiempirical theory
requires experimental verification. Measurement of gasdynamlc or
other quantities in the Injection zone la extremely difficult. In
the present study (see §6), we present a comparison of theoretical
and experimental results for the principal parameter, the totalvaporization interval, in a spray cone in a supersonic stream.
In 17, we examine certain applications — concrete examples of
injection-system mathematical design for the mixing section. In our
opinion, the following are of independent Interest: 1) results on
representation of the inhomogeneous flow In the cone behind the shock
wave in the form of an equivalent one-dimensional flow; 2) solution
of the problem of the existence of a developed subcrltical flow
region in the initial segment of the spray cone (which is an Important
factor in the theory to be developed).
52.

Shapes of Spray Cone and Shock Wave

Here we set forth experimental results 1'rom determinations of
the shapes of the spray cone and shock wave when liquid is Injected
into a supersonic stream. They pertain to a "cold" oone from a
straight-cone atomizer without phase transitions (vaporization). The
initial gas-stagnation and liquid-heating temperatures are near room
temperature, and the vaporization rate is vanishingly small. The
processes within such a cone develop basically as fluid-dynamic processes and are determined by the interaction of the gas with the
dense particle swarm. It will become clear from what follows that
description of a certain initial (frontal) section of the cone at
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distances on the order of x/dn - 10 — 30 and determination of the
limiting line that Indicates the range of the liquid stream» (the
asymptote of the cone) are of greatest Interest for the analysis at
hand. In subsequent study of fuel cones with phase transitions In a
heated stream, It Is found possible to use the relationships obtained
here as a point of departure.
According to the experiments described below (see 16 of this
chapter), vaporization has little effect on the cone-boundary contours
on a certain Initial Interval; the vaporizing cone undergoes a sharp
change In shape on a segment farther from the point of Injection. In
these experiments, the liquid was delivered at an angle to the stream
(90°) from a circular orifice on the surface of a streamlined needleshaped body. This minimized the Influence of the flow around the
atomizer itself. For example. It was possible practically to eliminate
the Influence of the complex phenomenon of boundary-layer detachment
(confining It to a zone small by comparison with the dimensions of
the cone).
Selection of the streamlined atomizer made It easier to analyze
the structure of the two-phase flow, to describe Its outer boundaries
with comparatively simple and general relationships, and to prepare
reference material for the theory of flows with phase transitions that
Is developed In the sections that follow. The basic purpose of the
experiments performed was to acquire the most general possible approximate relationships to describe the outer boundaries of the spray cone
and shock wave in two coordinate planes in terms of the basic similarity criteria.
It is also known that data on the shapes and ranges of the cones
are of direct practical Importance. They are needed for rational
selection offne number of atomizers and their placement in the volume
•The contour of the cone boundary is usually such that relatively
arbitrary smooth matching of the initial segment to the asymptote
yields a practically correct picture of the entire cone over a considerable part of its length.
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Turning to the corresponding
experiments, we note that similar
experiments have been performed by
a number of authors, and that most
of them have been based on a wellknown photographic technique the
details of which are set forth In
the literature [1].
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The experiments performed here
also reduced to photographic Investigation of a cone In a supersonic
stream by the shadow or Töpler
method. The photographs were taken
In two planes: for the most part
In the profile plane xoy (plane of
symmetry of the cone), which con-

Figure 2.1. Boundary between
spray cone and shock wave.

tains the liquid-outflow and gas velocity vectors V| and Wi, respectively, and in the horizontal plane xoz, which passes through the
coordinate origin perpendicular to the vector Vj (Figure 2.1). Special
spark photographs were also made of certain segments of the spray
(the root of the liquid cone) at known magnification.
A conventional supersonic-flow installation was used for the
experiments, with a special (interchangeable) gasdynamic nozzle to
produce the desired Mach number in the working section.
Figure 2.2 presents a diagram of this setup. Air from the highpressure line 1 is delivered into receiver 2, where the stream is
sharply decelerated. The total head poi of the gas and, accordingly,
the static pressure pi in the working chamber can be regulated with a
regulator valve Installed In the high-pressure line. Thereafter, the
stream is accelerated in the gasdynamic nozzle 3. entering a rectangular working chamber with flat 120 x 120 ram optical glasses 5. The
object photographed — the atomizer with the spray cone — is situated
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Figure 2.2. Diagram of experimental setup.
1 — high-pressure air line; 2 — receiver; 3 — gasdynamic nozzle;
k — constant-velocity rhombus; 5 — glass for photography; 6 —
object of photography.
in the constant-velocity rhombus 4. The photographs were made with
a standard IAB-151 Töpler device (using an RDSh-250 mercury lamp for
Illumination). To obtain shadow photographs, a knife edge that cuts
off part of the light beam is moved aside to a certain position. In
spark photography, which permits inferences as to the Instantaneous
picture of the process, the standard Illuminator was replaced with
the discharge tube of a special spark apparatus having a flash duration of '«'10~• sec. The Mach number in the workir^ section was determined from measurements of the total pressure (needle-type manometer
with scale conversion factor of ~0.2 bar) and of the static pressure at
a given point in the stream, using the familiar Rayleigh formula.
The stagnation temperature Tu was measured with a thermocouple
in the receiver,. It was ~2530 K (cooling due to gas-expansion effect).
The Mach-numbei field was quite uniform. It was determined with
the aid of Pitot and static pressure probes. The measurements were
made at 20 points on two mutually perpendicular axes. The uniformity
AM/Mj of the field was approximately ±1.5%.
Liquid was delivered to the atomizer through a fuel line from a
pressurized cylinder, and the delivery pressure Ap was measured with
a needle manometer reading to 0.2 bar. The basic parameters of the
stream were varied in the following ranges: Mi - 2.9 — 2; po ■
If,
7 bar, 5 i Ap ^ 50 bar, and the atomizer discharge coefriclents
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= 2-5; po = 16 bar,’ d„n = 1 mm.’
magnification 0.66 X)
a — Ap = 10 bar; b _ ^p = 4o bar; c — Ap = i(0 bar; d^ = O.U mm.
were »0.7 — 0.75. Some of the experiments were made on a similar
setup with an open working section at design cone outflow.
The films were calipered on a special enlarger with a magnifying
p;>wer of five.
At least two pnotographs were made in each regime to check the
reproducibility of the results; as a rule, it was quite satisfactory.

Specimen photographs showing
the respective Images from which
the boundaries of the spray cone
(alcohol) and shock wave were deter
mined appear In Figures 2.3 and
2.4. Examination of the photographs
Indicates an Increase In the range
of the spray with increasing delivery
pressure Ap and dleuneter d^ of the
nozzle orifice, as well as asymp
totic behavior of the cone.

Figure 2.4. Spark photograph of
root section of spray cone
0.4
2.9; P» ■ 16 bar; d
The scatter of the coordinate
mm; magnification 25 X; Ap - 40
points In the measurements averaged
bar) .
i(5 — 81). An Instantaneous Image of the cone appears c.. the spark
photograph of Figure 2.4, which Is magnified 25 times. In It, we see
the root section of the cone In the Injection zone. The cone remains
Intact (under these particular flow conditions) on a length approxi
mately equal to the orifice caliber d^ and then disintegrates rapidly,
creating a dense swarm of particles, which are entrained by the stream
of gas. Minute filaments and single droplets separate under the
influence of the vacuum in the wake zone of the flow past the liquid
cone. In the longitudinal plane xoy, the shock wave Is closely adjacent
to the boundary of the spray. At the base, the wave has an element
whose shape approaches that of the normal shock, and It Is separated
from the wall of the delivery tube by a small subsonic boundary-layer
segment.
For segments remote from the Injection point, at distances greater
than (8 —
account of structural details of
the root zone, and may assume that the liquid is delivered from a point
source at the center of the nozzle orifice, at which the coordinate
origin Is placed.

The results of the boundary determinations were found to be
practi' ally the same for the Topler and shadow methods. Nor did they
change > len the exposure time of the photographs was varied from 0.01
to 0.1 seconds. On the basis of the many photographic Images obtained
in this and other studies, It is possible to form a quite definite
picture of the shape of the spray cone In a supersonic stream.
Dimensionless Numbers In the Problem of the Spray Cone
Let us consider the set of dimensionless numbers in the problem
of the spray cone In an unbounded gas stream. They determine the
shapes of the cone and the shock wave and other characteristics of
the flow, drop size, the gasd^namlc variables, etc. The Injection
process is examined without consideration of phase transitions, i.e.,
for the initial section of the spray or for a spray in a stream at
comparatively moderate temperatures. We shall assume that the phenomenon is quaslstationary, neglecting boundary-layer detachment on the
solid surfaces in the injection zone and neglecting the influence of
the atomizer itself on the flow.
The gas is subject to the Clapeyron equation of state with gas
constant R and is regarded as an unbroken continuum.» This last
limitation may exclude, for example, streams at very low pressures
or streams that contain extremely fine droplets with diameters In the
hundredths of a micron (flow conditions that are not studied here).
Turbulence In the free stream can be taken Into account by the intensity factor e - V'/Wi (where V Is the average fluctuation velocity
of the gas) and the turbulence scale lT,»« and the hydraulics of the
outflow can be allowed for with the atomizer discharge coefficient ly
We shall not take account of temperature gradients within the liquid
(whose heating is estimated in terms of a certain average temperature
T-), and for this reason the constant Xl — the thermal conductivity
coefficient of the liquid — will also be left out of account.
•The mean free path of the molecules is much shorter than all other
characteristic dimensions.
••The characteristic turbulence scale.
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For lucidity, our two-phase flow v/lthin the boundary surfaces
of the spray can be represented as ono-dinenslonal. I.e., It can be
characterized by parameters averaged for each cross section x « const:
velocity, temperature, gas density and velocity, and drop temperature.
For sections of the spray remote from the injection point we shall
disregard the deviation of the gas and particle velocity vectors from
the direction of the horizontal axis ox (without their projections
onto this axis). This limitation is not fundamental.
In the general case, the process is three-dimensional, with the
velocities having three projections onto the coordinate axes. In our
adopted scheme, we consider the basic hydrodynamic phenomena: the
decay of the cone into drops, the formation of a dense swarm of particles that create a single "liquid grid," the motion of the system
of drops on their subsequent individual trajectories, and the heating
of the liquid In the stream.
We write all of the independent dimensional parameters of the
problem that characterize the flow of the gas and liquid, taking, for
example, the ordinate y of the spray boundary or the ordlnate y of
the shock wave in the xoy plane as the unknown:
-r: U'; t.: T: r;. .;; It ■: /,: >. «,: V\ rf€: ^ n.: «;,.,; r,: r.: *.: *. •
Here A and b, are the thermal conductivity of the gas and the coefficient of volaiietric expansion of the liq'iid, and g is the acceleration of gravity. Thus, we have a set of 22 parameters defining the
boundary of the spray, and of these e, aQa, vaa are dlmenslonless. The
fundamental units of measurement will be four in number: the kilogram
of force of mass, the meter, the second, and the degree Kelvin,
abbreviated kgf or kg, m, sec, and 0 K.
The "kcai" unit of thermal energy is derived, and we shall expresr
it in terms of the Joule, the universal energy unit (as is done, for
example, in the 31*tyatem). Using the Mayer equation for the heatcapacity relatlc. c Pi - c vi a R,' we shall take c Pi and R as independent
•Translator': ; ,. ■:

Thi.;

1J

the International System of Units,
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parameter» from among the three quantities c
C

pi "

R,

We
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Vi'
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Vi

the famlll

ar n-theorem of similarity theory

(aee, for example, [11] [12]), according to which there are a total of
22 - ^ ■ 18 dimensionless numbers. Of these, one dimensionless
variable y/dn or yb/dn is a function of the other 17 Independent
criteria.
They may have the following structure:

'

i«

•• — - -—=Pr

«

—; _lL; j r

We obtain a system of known dimensionless numbers for the dynamic
and thermal problem of flow past the spray cone. They have the
following physical significance:
M, R, k are the Mach number, the gas constant, and the adiabatic
exponent;
Re and Re^ are the Reynolds numbers for the gas and liquid,
constructed for the characteristic dimension of the
liquid cone;
We is the Weber number (or the drop-atoralzaticn number), which
expresses the ratio of the hydrodynamic forces and
the surface-tension forces of the liquid.
The particle diameter a can be introduced into the expressions
for Re, Re^, and We as a characteristic dimension, using, for example,
an experimental non-dimensional relation for the coarseness of atomization or theoretical data [13], [14], [15]:
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i- - Is the ratio of the dynamic pressures of the gas stream and
the liquid;
Fr Is the Froude number for the liquid, which takes its weight
into account;
is the density ratio of the two media;

l,

Z

a , y
'.. /-'

are the dlmenslonless spray cone angle and the discharge
coefficient of the liquid delivered;
are the intensity and dlmenslonless scale of the turbulence;

•'n
Pr,-T-~, ''i-are the Prandtl number and the ratios of the temperatures
T
l
'I
and the heat capacities of the media;
b7, T7 Is a combination that takes account of thermal expansion
of the liquid (it can be written in the form of a Grashof
number Gr=-^->-^-. if AT7, the temperature difference
between characteristic points of the drop or cone, is
Introduced).
When the shape of the cone depends weakly on thermal processes
In the system, e.g., when the drops are only slightly heated on the
Initial segment or when the free-steam turbulence parameters have
little Influence (they may make themselves felt at a considerable
distance from the point of injection, causing diffusive dispersion
of fine droplets), the last six dlmenslonless parameters may be left
out of account.

Then the number of dlmenslonless numbers in the

process is reduced to 12.

Such conditions are created when unheated

liquids are atomized In a stream of gas with a stagnation temperature
near room temperature.

Workup of experimental results in terms of

the dlmenslonless variables indicates that we may confine ourselves
to a much smaller number of dlmenslonless numbers in describing the
shapes of the spray cone and the shock wave (in a certain range of
conditions).

Study of the photographs and visual observations enables

us to describe the process superficially and arrive at certain assumptions concerning It.
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A curved shock wave forms in front of the cone and undergoes
rapid decreases In curvature and Intensity with Increasing distance
from the root, approaching the straight-line characteristic corresponding to tiie free-stream Mach number. This Is especially conspicuous
In the lateral zones of the wave, which can be observed in the vertical
projection in the xoz plane. The cone decays near the point of injection, forming a small "liquid foot"; it is deformed under the action
of the stream, curving and flattening out into a sheet (similar in
shape to the liquid cone in a subsonic stream).
In the zone behind a strong shock wave (a nearly normal shock
if the Injection angle is 90°), the liquid is atomized to form a
dense swarm of drops. At the root of the cone, we observe a small
zone of boundary-layer detachment from the surface of the atomizer,
in front of which a weak oblique shock can sometimes be seen. To
Judge from the photographs, the shock wave stands off from the cone
at a distance h « 0.25 dn, and Its height above the atomizer tube is
hi « dn (see Figure 2.')).

Drops moving behind the wave enter stream

filaments with continuously Increasing velocity (from subsonic behind
the normal shock to supersonic in the free stream), and may be subject
to secondary atoralzatlon.
Our impression is that the decay to particles of a certain
final diameter (determined in the experiments from spray-coarseness
measurements) is complete at short distances that do not exceed 0.5 —
3 atomizer-nozzle calibers (this interval may Increase substantially
for viscous liquids such as glycerine or oil).
Generally speaking, the real atomlzation process is nonstationary,
especially at the root of the cone. Spark photographs with short
exposures, -lO"1 sec, indicate certain oscillations in the positions
of the cone and wave boundaries. However, conventional photographs
made with longer exposure times (In hundredths of a second),
which average the phenomenon in space and time, yield a fully defined
and unchanging picture.
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The proceao will be regarded henceforth as quaslstationary. The
boundaries of the cone were determined from photographs with exposure
times on the order of 0.C2 — 0.05 sec, on which the positions of the
spray cone and shock wave are averaged, but constant for a given set
of conditions.
The outer boundary of the cone Is sharply defined In both planes
and tends to a horizontal asymptote with which It nearly merges. The
spans of the cone boundaries, y^ In the profile plane and iz* In the
vertical plane, are of the same order of magnitude. At greater distances from the point of Injection, the boundaries begin to blur under
the action of turbulent droplet diffusion. The depth of penetration
of the cone into the stream Is considerably smaller than in subsonic
flows because of the larger velocity heads of the gas (at a given
velocity head of the liquid). The bulk of the liquid particles, which
are distributed hlgHy nonunlformly on the Initial segment of the
cone, Is apparently to be found In the zone of the cone's profile
plane of symmetry xoy.
In addition to the outer boundary of the cone In the xoy plane,
we observe a less distinct Internal boundary lying near the surface
of the atomizer (nearly In the xoz plane). More distinct Internal
boundaries may be formed when the velocity-head ratio of the gas and
the liquid being delivered Is sufficiently small (smRll poi and small
Mi).
We note that the phenomenon develops basically in the upper halfspace, above the xoz plane, where the boundary surfaces of the cone
and the main segment of the shock-wave surface are located.
At high liquid flow rates, e.g., dn > 2.5 — 3 mm, a certain
amount of liquid may sometimes be carried Into the lower half-space
(below the xoz plane).
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Figure 2.5.

Shapes of spray cone and shock wave.

For the analysis to follow. It will be helpful to form a general
three-dimensional conception of the shape of the boundary surfaces of
the spray cone and shock wave (Figure 2.5).
1.

The boundaries of the cone present a smooth convex surface

(the sign of the curvature can evidently change only in the small
region In which the cone Is In contact with the atomiser pipe or at
the very root of the cone).
The boundary of the cone y - «P.U) In the profile plane xoy and
the boundary z - <p,(x) In the horizontal piane xoz have the asymptotes
y» and z». The curves approach quite close to their asymptotes,
usually at x » y» — 2y». The boundaries In the horizontal plane.
z - <Mx) and zw - f,(x), are the projections of the lines of maximum
span (maximum width in the yoz plane) of the cone and the wave.
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2.

Cutting the cone and shock wave (which follows the general

contours of the cone) with planes parallel to yoz produces elliptical
curves; their major and minor axes generally differ, but by comparatively small amounts.
3.

The surfaces of the cone and the wave have xoy as a plane

of symmetry.
1.

In the initial segment of the cone, liquid with the highest

concentration moves in the zone of the plane of synunetry.
The vertical rise of the particles (for delivery pressures that
are not too low; in our experiments Ap » 8 — 10 bar) exceeds the lateral
spread of the droplets in the direction of the z axis.
Thus, the segment (strip) of the shock-wave surface corresponds
in the zone of its vertical boundary yw - fi(x) where the curvature
is greatest, to the largest losses of total head poi of the gas that
has passed across the wave. The boundary of the shock wave zw - fjU)
in the zox plane (perpendicular to the plane of synunetry), passing
above the lateral zone of the cone with its low droplet content, has
a small curvature. It characterizes the region of smallest totalhead losses on passage of the gas through the wave. Let us turn now
to determination of the empirical relationships for the boundaries
of the cone.
Workup of the results of measurements of the boundaries in the
initial segments of the cone in dlmensionless variables yields an
approximate relation of the form
;-'■&&)

<-'

for the range of variation of the flow parameters indicated below
and values of
f< 20H-30.
■t
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The combinations x/dn and y/dn take account of the Influence of
atomizer diameter, and the second criterion, the dynamic-head ratio
of the liquid and gas, expresses the action of the stream forces that
deform the liquid cone; the larger this quantity, the smaller the span
of the cone. Expressing the velocity head j,wj in accordance with the
familiar formula of gasdynamics, we obtain

o«^* ""

24^ "

Up

'

(2.2)

where pei is the total pressure of the stream; «(M,)—[i-f IrJ MJ) ^-is
the gasdynamic pressure function; Ap is the pressure drop at delivery.
It follows from (2.2) that this ratio takes account of four
factors at once in cr-ipact form: Ap, p. Mi and ki. At a given Mach
number and a given ki. It expresses the Influence of the pressure
ratio Ap/pi, The influence of Mi itself as the third dimenslonless
number (which appears explicitly in the general form of the relationship) Is found to be not particularly significant, in any event, when
Mi ■ 2 — 3. It begins to make itself felt on downstream segments
of the cone boundary. For a broader range of x, it is necessary to
use a general relation in the form
^•fr*'«■-•)•

(2.3,

which includes three separate independent variables: Ap/pi, Mi, and
ki. The fact that the approximate relations (2.1) and (2.3) do not
Include the Weber number, which is important for determination of
liquid-particle sizes, is evidently explained by the fact that it is
not the sizes of the individual drops, but the motion of the particle
swarm as a whole, that is important in shaping the frontal segment
of the cone.
To a certain degree, the process is also self-similar with
respect to the gas Reynolds numbers (which evidently have little
effect on the result). For high-viscosity liquids, in which case the
decay length of the cone may Increase appreciably. Re, is found to be
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Initial section of spray cone boundary.

significant. The small effect of the Proude number of the liquid is
natural, since the dynamic forces exceed the weight forces by an
order of magnitude (ov more). This number may become Influential,
fo* example, at low delivery pressures, high liquid specific gravities
(molten metals), and large atomizer orifice diameters.
Experience has shown that the following expression can be ustd
as a functional relation In (2.1) (Figure 2.6 and Table 2.1):

P-lnll ^+K* (*+•.') |.

(2.1)

where X and ? are generalized coordinates containing the dimenslonless
numbers
^ = 0.413
(2.5)

i

The constant in Expression (2.5) is determined expfrimentally.
Expression (2.1) defines a family of affine curves. Any '.urve is
obtained from another by a similarity transformation with the
coefi'lclent
i
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TABLE 2.1

Symbol

Symbol

Ap

d

n
mm

bar

nun
9

Alcohol
M, - 2.9
Po " 16 bar
'/>
•
0
0
0

■

A

i.n
i.u

40
15-10
5
45
30
15
40
20
10

1.0
0.7
0,7
0.7
0.4
0.4
0,4

Alcohol
Mi - 2.0
Po - 12 bar

e

Ap
bar

dn
II

«.0
1.0

30
10

Qasollne
M, - 2.9
Pi ■ 7.7bar
v

a
C2

1.0
1.0
1.0

40
W
l>

1.0

»

Kerosene
, M, - 2.5

Po ■ 2.0 bar

1.0

i

• A

1
The larger kc, i.e., the higher the velocity head of the gas compared
to that of the liquid, the shorter Is the range of the atomized cone.
As an example, Figure 2.7 shows typical cone- and shock-wave
boundary shapes In two projections, onto the xoy and xoz planes.
The form of the relationships and the generalized coordinates
is suggested by the structure of the analytical solution of the
prob^m of motion of a deformed liquid element when liquid is delivered
into a subsonic stream [1].
The motion of the center of mass of the dense swarm of drops
should still follow the trajectory of the liquid element on a certain
interval.
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Let us first consider a rather
small zone of the flow at the root
of the cone. Here the liquid cone
Is washed by a stream with parameters approaching those of the
gas behind the normal shock. Then,
In accordance with the formulas of
£l], which sets forth the elementary
theory of llquld-cone deformation,
we may write an expression for the
y coordinate:
*y-ln[l+*x-LVAjc(*x+2)l:
*y

Figure 2.7. Boundary between
spray cone and wave at various
feed pressures (alcohol, Mt ■
2.9i P« ■ 16 bar; dn - 1 mm;
magnification XI).

ri-=——-9C. u;

*.t.

(2.6)

I*is; czslfi.
According to the well-known
relation of gasdynamlcs QW*—^-

Wx/a,.,
er Is the velocity coefficient (a,,,.
cr Is the critical
velocity of the gas). The dlmenslonless coordinates assume the form
where X|

Since we are concerned with the range of small kx(kx «1), we may
retain only terms of the form /lex In (2.6) and write

Expanding the right side of this expression in power series and
retaining the first terms of the expansion, we obtain
(2.7)
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Relation (2.7) yields a rough
approximate formula for the axis
of a curved cone.

It is valid

only in the range

1

h V Q, vl y d,■<I.

i.e., at small x/dn, high delivery
pressures, large M(A), and large
stream total pressures poi. Assuming that the forward boundary of
m'l 11'«
the cone is similar in shape to
the "liquid line" (geometrically
Figure 2.8. Initial segment of
similar), we can use (2.7) for it
spray cone (approximate analytiwith an experimentally established
cal formula).
proportionality factor. It should
be slightly smaller than 1, since the local velocity head of the gas
increases with curvature of the shock wave (and y should decrease
accordingly).
Figure 2.8 and Table 2.2 compare the curve of (2.7) with experimental data; satisfactory agreement is obtained with a coefficient
*0.75, and the approximate relation for the boundary at the root of
the cone assumes the form

'.

I

01 IT, ^ 1/

dt

(2.8)

If we turn now to an initial segment of the cone boundary at a
greater distance from the injection point, the stream behind the
curved wave will differ substantially from the flow behind the normal
shock, and the velocity heads will change sharply.

Use of a formula of the type (2.6) for description of the outer
cone boundary behind a certain Initial segment of the shock wave
requires a change in the degree of the combination pWVp.V2, which
appears in the generalized coordinates, from 1 to 1/2.
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This reasoning

TABLE 2.2
Symbol
nun

Symbol

Ap
bar

0

O
0

a

Ap
bar

1.0
1.0
1.0

40
30
10

1.0 *
1.0
1.0
1.0

«I
30

n
nun

Alcohol
(Mi • 2.0;
Po ■ 12 bar)

Alcohol
(Mi - 2.9;
. Po ■ 16 bar^
S
A

d

1.0
1.0
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.4
0.4

40
3
45
30
15
40
30

•
X

A
Gasoline
(M» - 2.9;
Po ■ 7.7 bar)
V

▼
«

yields only a certain Inductive anology.
as an empirical formula.

r

Formula (2.4) can be taken

The plot (see Figure 2.6) indicates that the experimental points
follow the logarithmic curve satisfactorily up to Xllin «A — 5,
beyond which the points gradually dip below the curve. The segment
on which there is agreement corresponds to the motion of the compact
swarm of drops which still has considerable range even though the
cone has already decayed. As the swarm thins out and the particle
concentration decreases, the particles begin to move in accordance
with the single-drop laws. The liquid particles are more easily
entrained by the stream and the range of the cone decreases, in
accordance with the relative positions of the experimental points and
the curve on this figure.
The boundary of the spray cone in the xoz plane is described by
a relation having a structure similar to that of (2.1):
* . i'.»-} \

(2.9)
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and can be approximated by the equation
Z-InflrÄVfj/J.C?,-^!).

(2.10)

The generalized coordinates
/I'lf?
2-=0.1.65 -i/ i^Vi

T

;
(2.11)

differ from Expressions (2.5) In the numerical value of the coefficient
and the exponent of the factor 1—4-V
\ttv] I
The smaller exponent in Formulas (2.11) reflects the lesser
significance of the parameters Ap, pi. Mi, and ki in the reshaping
of the boundary in xoz as compared to xoy.
The range of validity of Equation (2.10) is approximately the
same (but slightly wider) than that of (2.4). The set of experimental
curves for y and z permits inferences as to the height and widths of
the cone, i.e., its span in the plane of symmetry xoy and the xoz plane
perpendicular to it. This determines the orders of the characteristic
lengths of the axes in cross sections of the cone parallel to the yoz
plane.
Asymptotic Behavior of the Spray Cone
A different approach can be taken to determination of the spraycone boundary. The largest drops in the spectrum, those with the
largest inertia and longest range, should move on the pei'lphery of
the cone in the xoy plane.
This is the familiar phenomenon of size separation of drops in
a constant-velocity stream. It appears at a certain distance from
th.3 point of Injection, where the gas variables gradually equalize.
Use of the single-drop model has another Justification in that the
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dense particle swarm thins out here, and the liquid concentration at
Its periphery drops off sharply (In fuel conas, the concentrationdistribution curve Is distinguished by a sharp Internal maximum and
a steep dropoff toward the periphery). If the equation of motion of
the dron Is solved and the trajectory ordlnate Is expressed In terms
of particle diameter, the entire cone can be represented as a bundle
of trajectories corresponding to the particular spray spectrum.
The outer boundary can be regarded as the trajectory of a drop
with diameter amav. This approach has been developed In a number of
studies, e.g., [15]. Prom the methodological standpoint, direct
determination of the Jet boundaries from photographs Is evidently
simpler than more subtle experiments Involving spectrum measurement.
Nevertheless, the analytical method Is useful and offers additional
possibilities for the use of a consistent method of describing the
cone boundary when data are available on the coarseness of the spray
and it Is possible to apply corrections for the properties of the flow
in the Initial segment of the cone.
Analysis of the equation of motion of the drop Indicates that the
trajectory of the drop has an asymptote in the real drag-coefficient
relations. The trajectory approaches quite close to it Jn the cone
segments that are of practical Interest. Thus, the asymptote may be
taken as a convenient measure of the range of the spray cone and calculated theoretically If a „Is known. The corresponding formulas
max
are given In [15]. In this study, the ordlnates y« of the asymptote
are found experimentally as functlonp of the flow parameters. The
cone upper boundary follows, for all practical purposes, a horizontal
line at x ^ 20 — 50 mm for atomizer diameters dn ■ 0.3 — 0.1 mm,
at x » 60 — 120 mm for d

«0.8 — 1.2 mm, and at x ■ 80 — 300 mm

for a

«2 — 4 mm. The average scatter of the measured asymptote
n
ordlnates is approximately ±5 — 10%.
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Figure 2.9.

Asymptotic behavior of spray cone.

frocessing of photographs of liquid cones in an air stream yields
a general relation (Figure 2.9 and Table 2.3) of the form

^4,3M"(-4X|T

(2.12)

The ranges of variation of the flow parameters corresponding to (2.12)
are as follows: 0.1 * dn i 1.5 mm; 1.0 i M s 2.9; 5 * Äp i 15 bar;
2.5 ' Pc

s

16 bar; 253 ^ To ^ 550° K.

The basic factors influencing the height y» of the asymptote are
the diameter of the atomizer orifice and the ratio of the velocity
heads of the liquid cone and the free stream (a parameter that we have
already encountered in our description of the initial cone-boundary
segment). The dlmensionless ordlnate of the asymptote is proportional
to the [square] root of this ratio. For a given p,wj, the range y«
Increases with Increasing Initial Mach number. As Mi Increases and
the shock wave becomes stronger at the root of the cone, the velocity
head of the gas, which acts directly on the injected stream behind
the wave, decreases, with the resulting increase in range.
The approximate formula (2.12) takes account of the basic factors
and will be used in later calculations. It is also possible to use
a somewhat more exact formula with a larger number of dlmensionless
criteria, e.g.. In cases in which the surface tension a of the liquid
to be atomized varies over a broad range:
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TABLE 2.3
Symbol

Fuel

d

n

Mi

Pi

bar

nun

T
K

0

Ap
bar

^
d
n

9{i\
JW»

.;

Alcohol

1.0

3.«

18

253

3
10
15
40

ii
17
30
20

1.0
3.7
5.6
13.4

A.

Alcohol

0.4

2.9

16

253

3
10
20
40

2.3
9.8
13.3
20.0

1.0
3.4
6.7
13.4

Alcohol

1.0

3.0

13

253

3
5
10
20
40

2.6
4.0
9.0
13,0
16.0

0.1
2!l
4.3
8.4

'
■

D

Alcohol

0.7

2.«

16

253

15
30
45

15.7
23,6
27.3

5.0
10.0
15.1

!J

Kerosene

2.5

1.0

2.5

273

2.7
4.7
9,7
19.7
29.7
6.6
18.6
28.6
3.6
>.6
16.6
28.6

6.0
7.0
8.9
14.0
16,0
6.6
9.S
12.0
5.4
6.4
10.8
12.0

1.7
2.7
5.3
10.2
15.3
3.7

4.7
9.7
19,7
3.6
8.6
18.6
27.6
3.6
18.6
3.3
7.6
3.6
18.6
27.6

9.3
12.5
16.3
5.0
7,7
12.0
15.0
6.3
8,7
58
7.3
5,7
12,0
16,3

3.7
5.3
10.3

300

16,3

262

19,1
18.9

13.9
10,7
12.2
M.l

6,6
4.9
5.1
5.1

4.S

▲

Kerosene

4.0

1.0

2.5

953

4.5

•

Gasollm

0.6

2.5
13.0
14.7
14.5
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m.o

W
5:?

W
5.4
!:!
5,4
1.3
5.4
7.9

s
9-^4-\
^-0.i5M?.»/e

£«O.I5Mf»( -q-\

,r,rfJ
J *i I

.

(2.13)

Passing to the xoz plane (the vertical projection of the cone),
we obtain a relation similar to (2.12) for the lateral-asymptote
parameter z*, which determines the width of the spray cone:
i

Comparison of Formulas (2.12) and (2.11) indicates that the effect
of the flow parameters on the cone width 2z* is weaker than the
effect on its height y*.
The orders of magnitude of y* and 2z• are similar in the range
covered by the experiments.
The ordinate y* of the asymptote is used to advantage as a
characteristic length scale in the two-phase flow under consideration.
It is uniquely related to the atomizer orifice diameter d , but is
more convenient and lucid, since it is comparable to the distances
and lengths of various segments of the cone with which we shall
eventually have to deal. Thus, we shall measure all lengths in
"cone calibers" y*.
Using Formulas (2.1), (2.5), (2.10), (2.11), (2.12), and (2.14),
we may exclude the dimensional diameter d from the expressions for
the initial segment of the cone boundary, introducing in its place
the scales y- and z". This also eliminates a multiplier — the ratio
of the gas and liquid velocity heads, since it appears symmetrically
in the corresponding expressions:

^-^N-^W11-'
7*

<2-15'

7-1.77M«»4:

,

c

/ Jr . M \

In [l 4-7, 4- Vx,{7.+i)\.

^-3.24M?.» /- -3.24MJ' i C

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

The characteristic scaleB z* and y* are simply related:
_ t_

Excluding z* with the aid of (2.19), we can express the equation for
the cone boundaries in the xoy and xoz planes in terms of the parameters y/y», z/y», x/y», Mi, and PiWj/PjVj, using the single universal
length scale y# and the common dlmensionless abscissa x/yf (in the
yox and zox planes). In view of the limits within which the initial
formulas agree satisfactorily with experiments, the dlmensionless
abscissa x/y* should be limited to
V

I.TTMp'

for example, we obtain for Mi ■ 3 and Xlim

0<4<2.
This range of variation of x/y* is found to be adequate for
analysis of the subject process and for development of the computational technique to be set forth below.
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Shape of Spray Cone Shock Wave

The boundary of the spray cone shock wave can be determined from
the previously mentioned photographs.

Some of the supplementary

experiments were performed on other setups similar to that described
above.

The experiments with water were run in an open stream with

slightly heated air:

T, <• 290° K.

At the initial point, the wave is tangent to the vertical, and
an element taken here nearly coincides with the normal shock.

For

diraensionless processing, we shall use the scale y« introduced above,
i.e., a certain characteristic dimension of the body past which the
flow moves — the spray cone.

We may seek relationships that define

the shock-wave boundaries in the form

iW.^M,);

(2.20)

(2.21)

^".)-

The influence of Mi, which appears in explicit form in the
relation, must be stronger the farther the segment of the wave from
the injection point, i.e., the closer it is to the characteristic.
The slope angle will approach the Mach angle a

max

and Its tangent
0

will be expressed by the familiar formula

,Ra =

'" 7^r'

(2 22)

-

In Figure 2.10, we have plotted experimental points processed
in the dlmensionless coordinates y^/y* and x/y^ for shock waves under
various Injection conditlori,.
parameters.

Table 2.4 lists the corresponding flow

The experiment indicates that Mi still has insignificant

influence on the trend of the generalized curve for the initial shockwave segment at x/y« * 0.1 — 0.5 and Mi ■ 2 — 2.9.
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For rough

approximation of the shape of
the segment, we may use a powerlaw relation of the form

.^'(.T)''
0^4

(2.23)
' '' *»-0,76: *»«.0,28.

<0 ]

The constant B
k

Figure 2.10. Spray cone shock wave
In dlmenslonless coordinates.
1 — Mi ■ 2.9 — 2.85, experimental
curve; 2 — exponential approximation (M, - 2.85); 3 — Mi ■ 2,
experimental curve.

and the exponent

In (2.23) can be calculated

from the coordinates and slope
angle ai at a certain point N
on the experimental curve of
the wave for a definite Mi, e.g.,
x/y« »0.1. In this case, the
constants are found from the
two relations

ip). ■««-'W.v);

M \».-»

it)

Similarly, a power-law approximation (with the constants B z and
k 2 ) Is carried out for the boundary of the wave In the vertical
plane:

(2.23')
H, 0.46: *, -0,3 for o '^O.l.
A power-law approximation of the form (2.23) la convenient and
accurate only for a rather small range near the coordinate origin
with strong curvature of the wave. On longer segments, on which the
curvature of the wave decreases appreciably and Its angle gradually
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TABLE 2.1

Symbol

Fuel

Mi

ftlcohol
Alcohol
Gasoline
Gasoline

•
A
J

2,9
2,9
2.9
2,9

d

n
nun
1,0

i.o

2,5
0.4

Ap H Symbo;
bar
40
15
23
40

V

a3

Fuel

Water
Water
Alcohol
Alcohol

Ap
bar

n
nun
2,85
2,85
2,0
2.0

i.o
1.0
1,0

40
65
40
20

i.o

approaches the slope of the characteristic, use Is made of another
function linking the dimenslonless numbers and reflecting the asymptotic character of the wave boundary.« it can be sought, for example,
in the form of the exponential relation

YnAX-Bf-^+D,,

(2.21)

where Y - y^/y* and X - x/y» are generalized coordinates and A, B ,
C

y

and

D

y

are

P08ltlve coefficients of the curve.

As follows from the expression given above, the constant A equals
the value of the derivative at infinity (X - »);

MSHJl-r-

^Mj-r

(2.25)

Condition (2.25) expresses the slope of the asymptote of the characteristic into which the shock wave merges at infinity.

Generally

speaking, the coefficients B , C , and D depend on Mi. They can be
*
y
y
found by requiring that the generalized curve pass through three
given points on the wave, whose dimenslonless coordinates are obtained
experimentally.

Let us discuss the method of calculating the coefficients,
condition for passage of the boundary through the three points
M.j.y,; K,); Ma(^; y,); M.jX.; y,) vleldfi thrpp startlng relationships:
•This formula is used extensively In a number of the later
calculations.
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The

rl~AXl-B,*-c*''+D,;

(2 26)

Y^AX^Bf-W + D,;

(2.27)

Yt~AXt-B,*-<»'t+Dr

(2.28)

Eliminating the unknowns D

-

and B , we obtain an equation for the

constant C :
A

- y,_r,_^(jr,_X|) "" _;-«.(^-/.7-

(2.29)

This Is a transcendental equation and must be solved numerically
(e.g., graphically). It can be shown that the equation system (2.27),
(2.28), and (2.29) will always have a solution under the following
conditions:
1) *,>*,>*,; K,>K,>K,:

In other words. It will always be possible to find constants B,
C, and D by drawing a monotonlc convex curve through the three
selected points. The combinations that appear under Items 2 and 3
are the slopes, with respect to the ox axis, of tha chords Joining
the corresponding points. I.e., they are the average slopes of the
curve. Clearly, any three points on a curved shock wave satisfy
these conditions.
Let us prove rigorously the existence of a solution of transcendental equation (2.29). Let us assume at first that P ' 1 for
any point coordinates. If this Is not the case and F » 1, we write
from Relation (2.29)
>-, - K, - ,4 (Af, - .V,) > K, - K, - y* (AT, - .*,)
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and then

which contradicts condition 3- Let us now show that the right
side of (2.29) will be tmaller than P with a certain value of C .
if

but larger than (or equal to) F at another value. Consider the range
of small C . As C * 0, application of 1'Hospital's rule (to evaluate
the Indeterminate form 0/0) yields
_,-*„{*>-*.)

^

Ilm
cro ,_,-c*<*,"JI'>

rfl!-^^'--»')!

Jf;-X,

^-^ *

4Ct

and the ratio is smaller than F; if this were not the case, we should
have
K; - r, - i4 (^

X,)

. Jf:-.Vi

whence, dividing the entire Inequality by its right side, we
have

which contradicts condition 2 and proves the Inequality
Xj — Xi ^p
Xi-Xt v

Let us now consider the range of large C ; as C
side of (2.29) tends to unity.
In virtue of the continuity of th» function
,_#-c* ('•"'•>
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♦ •, the right

It runs through all values between
x, - Xi

and 1, thus becoming equal to P at a certain value of C .
therefore alwayt» possible to find the constant C .

It Is

For approximate

estimation of this constant» we chose a sufficiently large interval
Xi — X» and obtain #"c»<Jt,'"Jt')«0> which enables us to find the solution
of (2.29) In explicit form:

Xt — Xt

Graphical solution is very simple in practice; for quick determlnation
tlon of values
value« of C in the region around the point of intersectlon of the curve

and the horizontal line F « const < 1, we may use the value obtained
from (2.30). Knowing C , we find the other two coefficients from
relationships obtained by simple transformation of the Initial equation:
'

rV'-rV'

:

D^Yt-AXi+Bie-***:

t2.3i)

(2.32)

The expedient of exponential approximation of a sufficiently
long segment of the shock wave may also be helpful in other problems,
such as those involving the delivery of a gas cone into a supersonic
stream. Everything that we said above concerning exponential approximation of the wave boundary In the profile plane xoy can be extended
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to the boundary curve of the wave
In the vertical plane xoz, whose
equation takes the form

TABLE 2.5
('1=TU,!: ir2- 0.Ö; t-.l

M,

A

5,

1;
1.8)

(«.)2-

c,

D, B.

c.

0/

(2.33)

2,0 0,5^O,3'5 2,OtJo,b9!o,2J 2 990,38
2,9 0,37;0,40 .'.ü^0,74|O,3l 1,180,46
4,U 0,2t)0,5^ l.ä»0,84O,5l 0,830,65

Like the boundaries of the cone, the boundary of the shock wave
(which duplicates its shape) changes less sharply in the xoz plane than
in xoy on a changing flow parameter. This is manifested in a weaker
dependence of the scale factor z* on the respective variables compared
with the scale y* (a smaller exponent of the multiplier (KVj/jiWJ).
Thus, using the method set forth above, it is always possible to
calculate the coefficients of the approximating functions, which are
listed in Table 2.5- In practice, all calculations of the constants
B, C, and D will, of course, be included in the computer program of
the general method (see below).
Figure 2.10 shows an example in which an approximating curve 2
is compared with an experimental curve 1, which corresponds to points
on the boundary of the shock wave in dimensionlrss coordinates (see
Table 2.*»). If we consider a comparatively short segment X « 1 — 2,
where the influence of Mi on the shape of the wave is not yet very
strong, the existing region of definition of the constants in terms
of the Mach numbers can evidently be broadened somewhat to Mi ■
3.5 — ^ by extrapolating the experimental curves for the ordlnates
Yi, Y:, and Ys with respect to Mi. For this purpose, we use an
approximate relation of the form

*;~U.) •
where a. is a constant determined experimentally for the selected
x. (1 « 1, 2, 3) points on the boundaries of the wave and two not
strongly different Mach numbers M"i and M'j. Below we shall need
aptroxlraate analytical expressions fcr the ratios of the areas of
certain characteristic cross jjectlons in the Initial segment of the
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cone (see Figure 2.1) PVP'. PVP^ and P'/P,,.

The first two quan-

tities are the ratios of the asymptotlc-cross-sectlonal area Pf of
the "cold" cone with semlaxes y,/2 and z* (In practice, the cross
section of the cone Is nearly equal to P§ at distances of ~2 — 5
calibers y») to the cross-sectional areas F' of the Jet and PM of the
shock wave at a fixed x«; the third ratio P'/F,, - PVF^FVP'.

The

exact contours of these ov^ls are not known. According to general
considerations pertaining,to the shapes of the cone and wave (which
were advanced e irlier), the cross section contours can be likened to
ellipses with the semlaxes

fr-HH(M
Then
F'szfyz-.

r«f,r. ^*fy.V-

(2.3*)

(2.35)

i
r

*

Is. is.

(2.36)

The dimenslonless ratios of the coordinates in the denominator
are expressed by the dimenslonless formulas given above for the
boundaries of the cone and shock wave: (2.15), (2.17)» (2.2'»), and
(2.33). In the roughest of estimates, these ovals might be regarded
as circles with radii intermediate between the semlaxes of the
ellipses or equal to y»/2. Formulas (2.35) and (2.36) express the
characteristic-area ratios in terms of three independent dimenslonless
numbers:
x . «•

„/•l'^'V

—; —«=? I
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M
_,. li fif

'm:
'';aR;v'

-" '

liliis-’
Vs aMo immiOK&s a f©mOa CwMsJi nUl b® u«ea later) for tba
(2,37)
It o^euuas the eo£»:»&trati.oc at tbe ^ of
"cold* e<me iOm>e ita
Jmmiaeiva^ s^
borlscmtal aasn^tote. f^ia, tMs qoaBtlt;,
ctmmofimads i!0
hishest flotf rate of tbe free ctreaiB acroaa
irldeet oow» eroas aeetlon F*, ie the loweat ceocentratiofl In tbe
eroaa eeetl^a of
oooe:

aei!;

-

*

.■

;

la tl» at^i^er diaoharge eoefficlent.
Aft^ ais^le tranal^nratlons In (2.37):
p«»14

(2.38)

a^ substitution of tt» values for the ordirmt«B,f*/djjijaadi **^**n»
we obtain a working foiwtula ecumecting g* with the basic flow
mtimeitvm t
1

I

1+

-V

(2.39)

'^tliua, the e«»»>«atration g* does net 4^;Mndl on the i»aale>oriflee
d^p«Bd8 little on the free>strean Hash nsaabar Mt, azKi
Ut
basioally by t}» tusaber Sp/pt (which can vary over a
bre^ ran^) and by ti» laafeer #jfiTi/pj - #j/Sii ki the aSlabatic
Fi^pra 2.11.

:'.'1.

m

- "r;;:';''Vi*-'^-... „
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f

V

1.1

\

'1.2
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(

H
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With the formulas given above,
we can estimate the cross-sectional
areas of the cone and wave at a
given x. The area ratios, together
with the factor ß», will emerge as

!

^
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==^

TrIOM'K
8SS ^

M

«0

so
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important parameters in subsequent
analysis of the processes in the
evaporating cone.

70 &p bar

Figure 2.11. Liquid concentration in spray cone (Mj ■ 2.85;
Pi « 1 bar; ki = 1.33).

experimental formula for the ringe xllm

In conclusion, we present an
of a spray cone from a straight-

cone nozzle against a supersonic stream. It may be used, for example,
for protection of structural members, channel edges, etc., against
heat:
= 10
(2.40)
The experiments were carried out in a stream with Mi » 2.9; po! ■
12 — 18 bar; To» * 253° K; dn =0.8—1 mm; Ap = 5 — 40 bar (Figures
2.12 and 2.13).
§3.

Model of Flow in Spray Cone

A number of interrelated elementary processes develop on a comparatively short interval of the spray cone between the injection
point and the point of total vaporization. Following the decay of
the liquid cone, the drops are entrained by the gas, and subjected to
heating and dynamic vaporization. Heat, mass, and mechanical energy
are exchanged between the two phases. Generally speaking, the various
physical processes unfold almost simultaneously, but from the standpoint of Intensity and effect on the final result (total vaporization)
they can be separated in space and time.
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We divide the spray cone
arbitrarily into three succes
sive segments along the ox axis:
Initial, main, and accelerating,
in accordance with the most
characteristic phenomena in each
(Figure 2.1^4). The initial
segment (with exit-section area
F") has a short length x' on
the order of the range on the
cone, l.e., the ordinate y* of
the asymptote of the "cold" cone.
Vaporization cannot yet be sig
nificant at this point owing to
the very high drop concentration
and the Inadequate temperature
to which they are heated, which
rises appreciably only toward
the end of the segment (for
conditions in which the liquid
delivered is at comparatively
low, room temperatures). Photo
graphs of liquid cones in a
stream heated to 1000° K and
above show an appreciable bow
segment that differs little in
shape and contour from the
corresponding "cold-cone" seg
ment. Sharp differences are
observed on the Interval that
follows.

’mm
1) '‘?'A

■sm
Figure 2.12. Spark photomicrographs
of tip of spray cone (alcohol.
Ml = 2.9; Po =15 bar; d = 0.3 mm;
magnification 8.5
a — Ap = 0;b — Ap = 5bar; o —
Ap = 10 bar.
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The initial segment is
distinguished by strong depletion
of mechanical energy from the
gas. This energy is expended
on deformation and decay of the
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cone and on breakup of the drops, but for the most part It Impar
Uneuc ener,, to the mass of liquid particles
The drops
. «
erated from comparative!, low Injection velocities o V, - «
120
„/sec to the high velocities W of the gas at the end of the segment,
^h
t -Unes and particle trajectories on this se^ent are extremal,
complex and disorganized:

the flow hehlnd the shook «ave Is dl.tln

culshed 0, highly nonunlform distribution of the parameters.
Passing through the dense "liquid grid» of drops, which tends to
ievel out the parameter field, the stream approaches more or less
Tg nued and uniform flow. The Initial se^ent Is followed b, the
Z sclent with entrance cross section 1- - 1', area F- and length
T
inlr opinion, the dominant process here Is strong vaporization
of the bulk of the muld, accompanied by substantial withdrawal of
heat from the gas and drops.
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Initial''

Figure 2.14.

Main

Mixing

Characteristic segments of flow In spray cone.

Following the terminology of one-dlmenslonal gasdynamlcs. It can
be said that the Initial segment "works" primarily as a mechanical
nozzle, and the main segment as a combination nozzle (removal of heat
and mass, and exchange of mechanical energy between the phases). Let
us assume that the drops are uniformly distributed here and in motion
as Individual particles along a system of ordered and rather flat
trajectories near parallels to the ox axis. Then the processes on
the main segment can be described approximately by the theory of onedlmenslonal two-phase flow set forth in Chapter I. The initial conditions for the corresponding equation system must be assigned in terms
of the parameters of crosa section 1« — r, which are determined by
the flow at the exit from the initial segment. In the general case,
the vaporization parameters, for example, the length xv, are influenced
by two factors: the initial condition shaping the stream, i.e., the
parameters W, T', ß«, and p-, and the subsequent mixing of the flows
within the cone and surrounding it.
For conditions with strongly developing phase transitions — in
which atoraizatlon is quite fine (as is characteristic for supersonic
flows), the fuel (for example, gasoline, alcohol) is thoroughly
evaporated and the temperature of the free-stream gas is not particularly low (T, i 700 — 800« K) _ the first factor may be assumed to
dominate. When mixing comes into play, the bulk of the liquid has
already been vaporized. Calculation of the two-phase flow in all its
complexity, with conalderatlon of exchange of properties between the
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two streams, Is extremely difficult at the present time. The real
process must be replaced by a crude idealization, whose purpose is to
give some measure of the total-vaporization interval of the cone.
This process might be called the "corresponding regime"; it represents
a one-dimensional two-phase flow in a cylindrical pipe without frictlon (or in unbounded space) with the average entrance cross section
parameters P', W, T', $', and p'. The drops have equal diameters
— the a
of the atomization spectrum. The isolated flow under
consideration here will resemble the real flow more closely the smaller
the relative (but not absolute) length of the vaporization interval
in "calibers" of the cone (x + x )/y*.
The correctness of the model adopted, in which the interactions
taking place inside the cone are regarded as basic, must be determined
by experiment. At this moment, we can state only the following.
The effects of external mixing make themselves felt first of all on
peripheral layers of the cone, while the bulk of the particles are
in motion inside it. In particular, the effect in which the gas is
sharply decelerated by the particles, which was brought out by the
calculations for M < 1 in Chapter I, should occur in the zone of
maximum concentration around the axis of the stream. The influence
of expansion of the cone's free boundaries is not, according to
certain calculations, particularly important. We refer, for example,
to calculations of two-phase flow with consideration of pressure
equalization between the free flow inside the cone and the surrounding
gas. By the end of vaporization, the cross-sectional area of the
cone has increased by about 10 — 25%, and the corresponding change
in the gasdynamic variables has little influence on the length of the
vaporization interval (as compared to the calculation without consideration of the expansion).
The main segment of the cone is followed by an accelerating or
mixing segment. Much of the fuel has already been vaporized by the
time it reaches the beginning of the segment. Mass, heat, and momentum
exchange between the two gaseous media — the vapor-air mixture inside
the cone and the surrounding stream — are the principal processes
here.
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In certain special cases, it may happen that vaporization is
not yet complete at the beginning of the third segment, e.g., when
local saturation intervenes in the "peak" concentration zone.

Then

Intensive exchange at high velocity gradients and other parameters
(if it involves most of the thickness of the cone) completes the
vaporization quickly.

In the present study, we are concerned with

processes taking place only on the main and initial segments, since
they determine the total-vaporization interval.

We shall now consider

the nature of the flow on the initial segment of the cone in detail,
and submit certain qualitative arguments.

The gas flow directly

behind the segment with the strong shock wave (which is closely adjacent
to the surface of the cone) contains a rather highly developed subcritical layer A with M' < 1 (see Figure 2.1^1).

To Judge from the

slopes of the wave in the xoy plane, its height is approximately 1/3
of y* (for flow conditions with Mi = 2.9).

Evidently, most of the

drops move In this zone.
Above layer A, behind a weaker wave, we have a supercritical
flow B with M* > 1; they are separated by a certain surface on which
M' = 1.

Thus far, one type of gasdynamlc effect predominates —

removal of work from the gas to the drops;* the average (over the
cross section) Mach number of the gas M' * W'/kRT' increases in
stream A, approaching 1 from below, while the Mach number of stream
B decreases, approaching 1 from above.
the pressure p'

and temperature T'

and the small quantities p'g, T'

The large initial values of

in the subcrltical layer decrease,

in the supercritical layer increase.

Conceivably, somewhere toward the end of the initial segment of the
cone, the total stream A and B will tend to a limiting critical cross
section with an average M' near 1.

*lt is assumed that, beginning with a certain transverse cross section, the stream filaments are for the most part really cylindrical and
the effect of their expansion is not decisive. The visible broadening
of the cone with increasing distance from the injection point occurs
chiefly because of the arrival of new gas filaments in the zone of
the cone. The effects of exchange between streams A and B are also
considered immaterial on the short segment under consideration.
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Here we consider the so-called frozen Mach number of the gas,
which is analogous to the M' introduced in Chapter I for one-dimensional
two-phase flow.

M* is formed from the average parameters W and T'

in the cone cross section corresponding to the equivalent onedimensional flow (for details, see below).

Generally, the bulk of

the gas on the initial segment of the cone can move with M1 < 1 and
M1 > 1.

However, we may assume that there exists a certain class of

flow conditions in which the flow is, on the average, subcritical over
the entire initial segment. I.e., the gas inside the "liquid grid" is
sharply decelerated and flows with increasing but comparatively small
Mach numbers M' < 1 (everywhere except, perhaps, in the region of low
particle concentrations In zone B at the periphery of the cone).
Details of the flow of gas with drops in stream B are unknown.
A shock-free deceleration scheme is apparently more natural.

Let us

turn to the results of calculation of the kinematics of a single drop
behind a curved cone shock wave (see Chapter I).

In its relative

motion, a subsonic stream flows around the drop, i.e., the (absolute,
difference between the particle and gas velocities remains quite far
below the speed of sound even until the stream has been accelerated
beyond the supercritical level.

The presence of a whole swarm of

drops should lower the relative velocities even further, i.e., leave
our conclusion in force.

Thus, the Initial supersonic gas stream B«

may become subcritical inside the cone with no additional wave losses.
It is also possible for flow B to be transformed via a system of many
microscopic discontinuities on the drops.

Then the average Mach

number would still be near unity (but evidently smaller than unity),
since the discontinuities become increasingly weak from one layer of
drops to another.
Thus, no matter what the actual mechanism of the process, we
assume conditions under which the average flow remains subcritical
in the frontal zone of the cone.

It is accelerated on an Initial

segment whose length is on the order of the cone scale, approaching
•Which follows the shock wave.
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a critical cross section In which the Mach number is around unity and
appreciable phase transitions may already have begun. The above
arguments have a corollary of practical Interest. If the vaporization
process begins to develop in the region of subcrltical flow (toward
the end of the initial segment or at the beginning of the main segment),
the gas is strongly decelerated as a result of phase transitions even
on the main segment. This increases the liquid-particle stay time
and gives a shorter total-vaporization Interval accordingly. If, on
the other hand, vaporization "gets stuck" at supercritical flow
parameters, the phase transitions will accelerate the gas, shorten the
stay time of the drops on the main segment, and extend the vaporization
interval significantly. Calculations of two-phase flows in accordance
with the theory set forth in Chapter I yield precisely this result
(in a broad range of variation of the initial data). The to'alvaporlzation Interval Xv is much shorter with subcrltical parameters
M! < 1 than at supercritical parameters Mi' > 1.
Thus, the question as to the existence of subcrltical flow over
a rather long Initial segment of the cone is related to the selection
of a rational injection system that insures vaporization on a comparatively short length of the chamber. The stream of gas with liquid
particles, not having been accelerated to supercritical parameters in
the initial segment, then begins to slow down again in the zone of
phase transitions, remaining subcrltical to the end of vaporization.
Subsequent acceleration of the vapor-gas mixture occurs only on the
mixing segment. At large x- in a "cold" cone, in which vaporization
is negligible, the transition through the critical state is completed
closer to the injection point. It will be governed by the reversal
of signs of the gasdynamic effects on the mixing segment due to
property exchange between the streams Inside and outside of the cone.
The qualitative arguments set forth here lead to a working
hypothesis that might be called the hypothesis of the critical cross
section. For a certain class of regimes, subcrltical flow with M' < 1
occurs in an Initial segment of the cone of length x' - y». Conditions
approaching those of the critical cross section are created at the

exit from the Initial segment, where M' approaches 1. In this case,
vaporization of the bulk of the drops begins (In the main segment) at
subcrltlcal parameters with M' « 1. A certain near-unity value, e.g.,
M' ■ 0.95, can b«, used In calculations.
The subcrltical-flow regimes should be characterized by a strong
deceleration of the free stream In the shock wave, i.e., by quite high
Mj (strong wave) and liquid concentration ß*. There Is no need for
accurate determination of the coefficient of the critical cross
section or the corresponding exact value of the critical Mach number
M'. A mathematical singularity (non-single-^alued solution) occurs
in this cross section (as In that of Chapter I), and the sign of the
generalized gasdynamic effect is reversed. The term "subcrltlcal"
as used here and below, signifies only flow of gas with M' < 1. The
existence of subcrltlcal flows will also be supported later on with
analytical considerations.
In concluding this tection, let us briefly discuss another limit
model of the phase transitions in the heated cone.
As we have stated, the shock wave applies very closely to the
cone on a certain segment. The pressure within the particle swarm
directly behind the wave may reach comparatively high values, several
times higher than the pressure in the surrounding stream. It should
then drop quickly along the ox axis from the pressure behind the
normal shock to pressures on the order of those in the free stream.
For Mi ■ ?.9 and pi ■ 1, k * 1.4, for example, the pressure drops by
a factor * approximately 10 (from 9.6 to 1 bar). If a drop maneges to
acquire a iilgh enough temperature in the high-pressure zone, it may
be overheated In the zone of low p, i.e., It may have a temperature
above the local boiling point. This is possible for a preheated
liquid.
Thus, a certain mass of drops should boll. The intensity of
vaporization in thin process will be very high, since the boiling
drops are subjected to secondary breakup Into extremely minute
particles. The decay criterion in this case will be the ratio of the
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saturation vapor pressure at a given point of the medium to the
surface-tension pressure p /p of the liquid.* The deformation and
decay mechanism will be related to the effect of the vapor pressure
Inside the drop. When p /p »1, the secondary atomlzation will be
very fine and there will be a large Increase in liquid-surface area.
However, the scheme considered above appears improbable for ordinary
flow conditions, under which the initial liquid temperature T^ is
much lower than that in the free stream. Subsequent calculations
(see §4) will indicate that the average effective parameters of the
gas In the initial segment are far from the values directly behind
the shock wave. We may not, therefore, expect high initial gas
pressures that would overheat in a substantial fraction of the liquid.
Boiling may start if the temperature of the liquids, for example, in
the tank or cylinder (where the pressure is quite high) exceeds the
boiling point of the medium into which the liquid is injected. In
this regime, we may expect a considerable decrease in the range of
the spray cone, which is transformed Immediately after injection into
a Jet of vapor.
§4.
1.

i
'

The Initial-Parameter Problem in the Spray Cone

Fundamental Equations for the Initial Segment

At the present level of our knowledge, calculation of the gas
flow entering a dense swarm of drops behind a shock wave is extremely
difficult. Statement of the general problem of an arbitrary swarm
of particles requires detailed study of highly complex internal
processes of aerodynamic and thermal interaction between the gas and
the particles, whose trajectories change under the influence of
turbulent diffusion, collisions, atomlzation, e'c. All of theae
processes determine the profiles of the parameters and the boundary
contours of the complex two-phase flow. However, the experimentally
«We do not consider here the effect of surface tension itself
on vapor pressure, which may be substantial for drops several orders
smaller than typical spray-spectrum particles.

9^

established boundary shapes of the cone (swarm of drops) and shock
wave and the coarseness of atomization should facilitate construction
of a semleraplrlcal theory. This will enable us to confine ourselves,
In accordance with the one-dlmenslonal flow scheme, to consideration
of resultant effects — the significant expenditure of stream energy
on entralnnent of the drops and the amount of heat removed to heat
them (which Is comparatively small until phase transitions begin).
Leaving aside detailed analysis of the Inhomogeneous flow within
the bow zone of the cone, we shall determine average effective values
In cross section 1' — 1'. These parameters are the velocity W,
pressure p1, temperature T*, and liquid concentvatlon ß1, and must be
subject to the general equations of conservation for the gas-and-drop
stream. Solution of this system has certain distinctive aspects and
requires the introduction of certain physical assumptions and hypotheses.
Let us consider the Interval between cross section 1 — 1 with
the free-stream parameters Wt, Pi, and T» and the cross section
1' — 1* in the initial segment of the spray cone (Figure 2.15).
Liquid is injected at point o. We shall use the equations of
conservation of flow rate, energy, and momenta and the equation of
state of the gas for a one-dlmenslonal stationary flow containing
liquid particles. Let us introduce the simplifying assumptions.
1.
In accordance with the model adopted in §2, we neglect
phase transitions on the initial segment ox' of the cone. Actually,
vaporization may already have begun on segment ox', but it is
assumed that the small percentage of vaporized matter (which is
extremely hard to estimate) has no appreciable effect on the shape
of the frontal segment of the cone and the flow there.
2.
We shall not consider exchange of mass, heat, and energy
between stream I, which enters the spray cone, and stream II, which
flows around it on the outside.
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Figure 2.15. Diagram of flow In Initial segment of spray cone (nonclosed problem).
3.

We shall assume that the gas streamlines and particle

trajectories assume horizontal directions in cone cross section P',
neglecting the vertical velocity components at the exit from the
initial segment.

The outer boundaries of the cone (from which infer-

ences can be drawn as to the peripheral drop trajectories) very
quickly approach horizontal lines, although they do not coincide
exactly with them.

Within the cone, however, and especially in the

zone of liquid-concentration maximum, th* hypothesis of horizontal
flow is evidently close to the truth.
h.

We shall neglect frlctional forces acting on the reference

surfaces bounding the stream under consideration.

This Is legitimate

In view of the short lengths of the Initial segment.
5.

As in Chapter I, we shall disregard the area decrease of

the flow section F' in the cone due to the presence of the drops
(estimates indicate that this area can be reduced by about 2 — 6%).
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This last constraint Is not mandatory, and can be dispensed with
by Introducing a special area-correction factor.

Selection of the

Initial-segment length x' of the spray cone, I.e., the position of
cross section P1, Is, to a certain degree, arbitrary.

On the one

hand, ^he segment x' must be short enough to conform to the hypotheses
of Insignificant liquid vaporization, a weak effect of the interaction
between the streams, and small frictional forces.

At the same time,

it must be long enough so that the slopes of the gas and drop velocity
vectors to the ox axis will be small.
Examination of a series of shadow and Topler

photographs of the

cone indicates that these conditions are approximately satisfied on an
interval 0.6yÄ * x' * l.Sy*.

These estimates are based on examination

of the frontal segment, in which the configuration of the spray cone
shows no sharp differences in hot and cold streams for a given set of
initial data (which equal M, d , and velocity-head ratios between the free
stream and the liquid).

Appreciable differences may appear at larger

x'U'/y") in a heated stream in the form of a sharp change in the
boundary contour and a decrease in the range of the cone.

The inclina-

tion of -he cone boundary to the horizontal (at points R», P2 in
Figure 2.15) is small, usually ~6 — 10°, and the inclination of the
shock wave approaches the Mach angle.

Knowledge of the specific x'

is not necessary in writing the initial equation system and introducing
the dimenslonless variables.
Below we shall give a method for a single-valued determination of
the initial-segment effective length x' or x'/y«.

The control surface

kMsMifk and kZiSiRifk is selected as shown in Figure 2.15, and the
outer normal to this surface is considered positive.

It can be

assumed that the dense swarm of drops acts as a liquid grid, i.e.,
that it offers a certain aerodynamic resistance to the free stream.
As it flows around the bow of the cone, the gas splits into two
streams:

one stream I passes into the cone, while the other, II,

flows around its periphery.

The stream kliSiRxfk and reP2P2er is

determined by five parameters:

W, p', T«, e'. and Pi.

The cross-

sectional area Fi is not known for a given length x»; the corresponding
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flow rate mi ■ PiWiFj Is an unknown fraction of the total flow
PiWiF

(F

Is the area in cross sections 1 — 1 and 1' — 1') passing

through the Initial segment of the cone.

In zone II, ZiMjMjRiSiZi,

the flow moves with the exit parameters W", p" ■ p', T", »", flowing
around the cone In the space between Its boundaries and the shock wave.
Here we assume equality of the pressures over the entire cross section

The gas variables of zone I can be related to one another by the
equations of flow rate, state (Clapeyron equation) and energy conservation of the two-phase mixture (according to our assumptions, no
energy flows across the lateral boundaries of the stream).

The

momentum equation cannot be used here, since the pressure distribution
on surface segment SiRi Is unknown.
For the zone of stream II, we can write the flow rate and energy
conservation equations and the equation of state of the gas.

We can

also write the momentum equation for the entire two-phase streams I
and II within the boundary surfaces kMsMjfk.

In all, we have 3 + ^ ■

7 relationships in the 5+3=8 unknowns that appear in them.
have therefore obtained a non-closed equation system.

We

From this point,

the theory can be developed in either of two possible directions.
1.

Solution of the non-closed problem with the aid of an

additional physical hypothesis.
2.

Solution of the complete closed problem, in which the

number of equations musl equal the number of unknowns.
In the former case, the seven fundamental equations can be solved
numerically and the unknowns expressed in terms of some single free
parameter.
Thus, we obtain a set of solutions for streams I and II that
corresponds to a whole range of values of one Independent variable.
Let us take as this free parameter the average (frozen) Mach number
of stream I:

M' ■ W'/Vk'RT' and revert to the hypothesis of the
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"critical cross section" with M1 « 1 that was formulated In §3 of
this chapter.

The flow in the initial segment of the cone will have

Mach numbers that do not vary in a very broad range M'
(here M'

n•s

< M* s 1

is the Mach number-behind the normal shock), so that the

orders of magnitude of the unknown functions do not depend very
strongly upon the choice of M'.

This approach yields a simplified

method of closing the equation system and finding a unique solution.
Let us now examine the second, more complicated approach.

It

requires an additional integral equation and does not require the
hypothesis that the flow is subcritical.

We shall use the equation for

the entropy flux in the single-phase flow II between the extreme cross
sections 1 — 1 and I1 — 1'.

We shall assume (in accordance with

our earlier remarks on the weak Influence of friction) that the flow
outside the cone behind the shock wave — to cross section 1' — 1'
— remains isentropic on a comparatively short segment ox*.

In other

words, the entropy Increment of stream II is fully determined by the
wave in front of the cone.

This approach calls for more complete

Information on the shock wave.
To write the equations under point 1 above, we needed only the
relationships for the area ratios of certain characteristic cross
sections of the cone and wave.

Here, however, we need data on the

total heads behind the wave or on Its slope angles.

The effective

values of the total heads behind the wave, defined by the projections
onto the yox and zox planes, can be estimated approximately.

The

region of the wave under consideration is smooth and approaches the
characteristic cone, so that the estimates are easier to obtain.

We

proceed with a concrete analysis.
We return first to the solution of the non-closed problem.

We

write the system of equations determining the flow variables in zone
I.
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Equation of conservation of gas flow rate
m, = m':

FtW&^F'W'Q'.

(2.4l)

Equation of energy conservation for
the two-phase mixture In enthalpy form

m.[/,+Y!] + m»>[,-«+T]"
«„,-[/'+^-,]+m.1[/.+V^-+S.]=0.

(2.42)

Here the 1 terms are the specific enthalpies of the liquid and
gas and eo Is the specific surface energy of the drops, which is
related to the increase in liquid-surface area on decay of the injected
Jet. The enthalpies are computed fYora the usual formulas

"t,rfr-r,(r-r,).
It will be more convenient later to express them in terms of the
average heat capacities c In a given temperature range. We neglect
the influence of pressure on c .

In our case, the heat capacities of

the liquid vary comparatively little with temperature, and we may
assume that

/w^r-T-,);

i^rjrm-r,),

where T^ is the temperature of the liquid to be injected, T". is
the temperature of the liquid In cross section P', T

is the initial

reference temperature for the enthalpies, c

are the average

and c*

heat capacities In the corresponding temperature range," e_ ■ 6a/aff7
•For simplicity, we may use a linear relation
for the heat
capacities as functions of temperature, in which case c pi and c' p will
be functions of the average temperatures T
» T + Tl/2 and T"
■
v
av
Tv + r/2.
^
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(a is the averaged drop diameter). The numerical value of this term
is several orders smaller than the others even for the conditions of
a fine spray in a supersonic stream and liquids such as water, alcohol,
etc. We link the absolute drop velocity V1 to the relative velocity
U' with the velocity-addition equation
U' = W~V.

(2./J3)

Equation of state of the gas

^-=/?r.

(2.41)

0'

Let us transform the equation system written out above. We
eliminate from it the density p* and the temperature T' (which appears
as an explicit parameter). Thus, we reduce the system for zone I to
a single algebraic relation. Let us carry through certain auxiliary
transformations. The quantity ß' characterizes the average liquid
concentration in cross section 1' — 1', where the gas flow rate m' ■
F'W'p1 ■ FiWi^i:
(2.45)
Thus, the new unknown ß* replaces the unknown Fi (or mi) and is
uniquely related to it. The concentration ß1 in cross section P' can
be expressed in terms of the minimum concentration in the cone, $.•
Prom the formulas
ÜL-^p'-l

(2.37)

m'

and
^«?*-l

(2.45)

»The unknown ß' is readily expressed in terms of the unknown Pi
from (2.41) and (2.42): (ß- - 1) - (ß« - l)(PVPi).
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we obtain

r~^'~V~$f'

(2.46)

We introduce,as noted, the parameter M' — the effective Mach
number of the gas in cross section 1» — 1', defined by the relation
(2.47)

We use an obvious identity to eliminate the density p» from the
expression for ($' - 1):

*i

Here ki and k', c

€,-*

t,i

(2.48)

, c ' are the adiabatic exponents and heat capacities

of the gas in cross sections 1 — 1 and 1' — 1' (their ratio can be
writ ,en with the aid of the equation relating the heat capacities at
comtant pressure and volume). Prom (2.46) and (2.48), we obtain an
auxiliary relation for the transformations to follow:
p' W} W, f *'

K*'*?)

We reduce the energy equation (2.42) to dimensionless form by
normalizing all terms to the respective initial parameters. We then
apply the constant-flow rate relation (2.41) and, eliminating ß' and
T' with the aid of (2.4?) and (2.49), we finally obtain a third-degree
equation in the unknown parameter W'/Wi:
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'■(*),M8--^](£)'-'A'*£HThe coefficients of this equation will contain the quantities
p'/pi and M'.

They are expressed by algebraic relations:

wheve

4

cjt

(*i-i)Mj ■ v^vyWt)

WJ

where

Relation (2.50) Is the defining equation for the flow parameters
in zone I.
The correction factors hi and tu appear because of the different
heat capacities and adiabatic exponents of the gas in cross sections
1 — 1 and 1' — I1 (owing to the change In the temperature of the
medium).

The multipliers vi and V2 are the ratios of the average

heat capacities to the absolute ones in the respective cross sections.
Thus, the temperature T', which no longer appears explicitly in
(2.50), is contained only in these correction factors, and its
Influence is comparatively wf.ak.

Let us estimate the quantities U'

and T'-, which pertain to the liquid particles and enter into the
coefficients of Equation (2.50).

The terms containing U' and T'j are
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comparatively unimportant, since the enthalpy of the drops and their
kinetic energy are small In the relative (but not the absolute)
motion compared to the enthalpy and kinetic energy of the gas in
cross section 1' — 1'. This does not by any means Imply ^nat the
presence of the drops can be neglected In deriving equations in whicl
the Important term containing the absolute drop velocity V appears.
It means only that In estimating V = W + U1, we assume an approximate
choice of U', since V and W are similar in order of magnitude.
It is assumed that by the time the two-phase flow reaches cross
section F', all processes of Jet decay and atomlzation of the drops
have been completed. Then the relative velocity U1 of drops ai cannot
exceed the limit ITmax
„„ permitted by the atomlzation number

Da - 10.7; U;
U

=i/£i!lÄi/ß!!L.

(2.52)

Replacement of the surface tension and density o' and p' of the
medium in crosa section 1' — 1' by the corresponding values of
o(Ti) and »i in cross section 1 — 1 and the use of either of the
two numerical values of the atomlzation number Da do not seriously
affect the order of magnitude of U'. Thus, U1 may vary in the range
0 « U1 * Ü
. the regime with full entrainment of the drops (U1 » 0)
max'
*
and the regime of maximum relative velocity with breakup (evidently,
small relative velocities U' on the order of the turbulent fluctuation
velocities of the gas will be more realistic for most drops). In the
actual calculations, we shall assume U1 « umax/2:

"-W fjoj.
Cl«l
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(2.53)

The drop size ai In the Initial cross section can be estimated
from the diameters a
or aj.. Usually, they differ by a factor of
about two In the spray spectra.

Evidently, drops with diameter aM

will be entrained even before cross section P1, and it is more
correct to use amax in the calculations. The temperature T'tI lies In
the range T^ < T1- < T., where T. is the boiling point of the given
liquid in cross section 1' — I1 (It is comparatively close to the
boiling poln^ in the initial segment, since, according to the results
of the calculations to follow, the pressure does not vary too strongly).
Selection of this temperature range Is consistent with the remarks in
§3 concerning the improbability of heating of the liquid of the initial
segment. It can be assumed without Incurring any large error that
r*&T*'*T"'.

(2.54)

calculating the boiling point from the free-stream parameters. The
term 12o/ffjaiW| in the coefficient B3, which depends on the surface
energy of the drops, can, according to the estimates, be left out of
account (the surface energy amounts to ~1$ of the enthalpy of the drops).
Let us turn now to the task of writing the equation defining the flow
in zone II, between the boundary of the cone and the surface of the
shock wave.
Equation of conservation of gas flow rate
m-.= m'+m''=m, + m".

(2.55)

Here nu and m" are the gas flow rates across cross sections FM(Mif)
and PK — P'tRiMi) (see Pigure 2.15).
The equation of flow rate conservation can be written
f-AiV't = /•'VW" 4 (Fu - f'W'W'.

(2.56)

Equation of energy conservation in enthalpy form
lt + j~r-r~: r-cy-TJ,
\

V
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(2.57)

c"

is the average heat capacity of the gas on the temperature
P
interval Tr> T".
As in the case of flow I, the momentum equation cannot be written
here, since the pressure distribution on the interface siRx is unknown.
However, this equation can be written for the entire space of streams
I and II.
Momentum equation of resultant two-phase flow I + II

where l^-Fcosa, and m^Vix are the horizontal momentum components of
the two-phase Jet. In the particular case of injection (the one most
commonly encountered in practice) perpendicular to the stream, aj 90° and Vix » 0.
We shall also use the equation of state for gas II.
Equation of state of the gas

We transform Equations (2.56), (2.57), and (2.58) to dimenslonless
form (as was done for the equations of stream I) by normalizing the
respective terns and eliminating p". The appearance of the ratio m^/m«
during the transformations results in introduction of the parameter ß':

^-"m+^H-'fcH

<2-6o>

Q>+C.(LL)-C..ft

(2.61)
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»■-"*,-c'?;+c'5r+c,(?,-',""c',^',=a
\

(2.62)

The coefficients C1 of the equation have the form
r-r'rf-uC: C,---^-*^-:
c.~~-^^
i r
^ .• C-C-((!•-1)-:

r

c,-li»

"FAV

1

W.J

T

!

2

*IM ,

On completing all of the transformations, we obtain a defining
equation with the single unknown WVWi; its coefficients will depend
on M'. Let us combine Equation (2.50) and Equations (2.60). 2.61).
From relations (2.^9). (2.60). (2.61). and (2.2). wh.c
and (2.62).
contain W/W,. p'/px. W'/W,. T'/Tt. and 6'. we eliminate W /W, T At.
and e« and find the relation p'/Pi - ^W'/W»). Substituting p /Pi
into (2.50). we obtain a sixth-degree defining algebraic equation.
It is quite complex and must be solved numerically, but it is much
simpler to work with than the initial system of seven nonlinear

>

algebraic equations.
Equation (2.63) can be written in the form of a monomial in
certain combinations S and H composed of the coefficients B. C. and
the unknown W'/W. (to avoid unwieldly expressions, we shall not write
the equations out In the usual form in order of decreasing powers of
W'/Wi):
F

(El; M"; 4; ^ ^WS^. !-S,/^W.-O.
\ IF,

|

y'

'till

The combinations S and H have the form:
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63)

i

/ys-I2C,-51(2C,-CICl)I^-[c.(^lj-Ci]+2CsC4:

The constants B and C contain the ratios of the areas of the
characteristic cone and wave cross sections PVP', P'/P«, and P*/P„
M
M
(which depend on x/y»), the liquid concentration ß», the Initial flow
parameters Mi and Tj, ..., the velocities and temperatures of the drops
U'j T'^, ..., the correcting factors h^, v^ (which depend on T' and T"),
and, finally, the free parameter M*. The characteristic-section area
ratio and ß« are calculated from the formulas of §2 of the present
chapter, (2.35), (2.36), and (2.39), and the procedure for estimation
of U' and T'j was Indicated above.
The correcting factors h. and v. have values comparatively close
to unity; In the first-approximation solution, they can be determined
on the assumption that the adlabatlc exponent and the corresponding
heat capacities are constant, so that hi « ha IB hj ■ 1 and vj ■ V2 ■
vs - 1. Thus, the variables T'/Ti and T"/Ti in Equation (2.63) are
comparatively insignificant. The defining equation is written in the
form
[w,

' ,./

After the first-approximation solution, in which we find definite
values for T' and T", we can calculate new values of h and \> and
carry out the second-approximation solution, this time without the
hypothesis of constant heat capacities. We observe in advance that
this method generally gives fast convergence. Having the found the
solution for W'/Wj, it is easy to calculate all of the remaining
unknowns. To determine the concentration, we use the expression
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(^ 6 ,

'■-'^[-"/'^

•*

Only the value corresponding to the plus sign has phyplcai
significance, corresponding to the condition 31 > 6* (m1 > m*). Thus,
each root of the defining equation yields a fully defined (for a
selected M') group of sought parameters:
v

£1

V.

(2.65)

T

{d 66)

-m^

'

n,.^(y-»)[c.-c;^-c^]-c^

r c-(f)' .
r,

z=

c.

•

^

(2.67)

(2 68)

-

£1
ZL^ELIL

r

Wt r_'

(2.69)

T,

The last relation expresses the initial area Px of stream I,
which flows into the frontal segment of the spray cone; the Mach
numbers M" of the gas in stream II are
v
were k" » ki (first approximation).
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TABLE 2.6
Mi = 2.85; Ti - 1050° K; x/y« - 1.0; Ap - ^0 bar; pi = 1 bar; dn = 1 mm;
T

ll

. 293° K

No. Approximation Root
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

i
i
2
2
1
1
2
2

1
II
1
II
1
II
I
II

r

Mi

1.0

'•S
».0
1.0
0.7
0.7
0,7
07

Pi
0,467
0,492
U,4öj
0.47a
0,345
0,361
0,332
0.315

2,01
2.19
1,94
2,11
2,10
2.24
2,04
2,16

1,85
2,U3
1.74
1,89
2,05
2,24
1.89
2,05

M
1.08
1.03
1,11
1,07
1.54
1,51
1.58
1,56

fi

V
Vl

T'

o,y»

0.814
0,882
0,926
0,698
U.929
0.907
0.939
0,921

1,25
1,34
1,21
1.29
1.21
1.27
1.18
1.23

r

0,531
0.6U7
0.527
0.354
0.362
0,35»)
0.36»

We turn now to computer solution of the defining equation. The
sixth-degree polynomial forming the left-hand side of the equation has
two real roots whose values differ only slightly (over the entire
range of coefficient variation considered here). Two closely similar solutions for all of the unknown parameters correspond to them
(Table 2.6).
The case of atomizatlon of gasoline in air at 'i ^ « 293° K was
considered.

The accuracy of the calculation permitted separation of

the two closely similar roots (W'/Wi) and the step A (the difference
between "two successive values of^hTTrgumenr^t^TOlynomlal) was
usually taken smaller than the difference between the roots. A further increase in accuracy to A - lO-5 had practically no Influence
on the result (and did not change the number of roots of the polynomial). The solution was carried out both for the first approximation, in which the heat capacity and adiabatic exponent in cross
section 1 — 1 were assumed constant (equal to their values in the
free stream), and with consideration of the temperature dependence
of the heat capacities (second approximation).

The latter was

carried out by the method of successive approximations.
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The two calculations give comparatively
X - .ID
similar results (see Table 2.6), and we shall
henceforth limit ourselves to the first
\~j i i
i
approximation for simplicity. A brief remark
on the origins of the two roots is in order.
It Is known that they appear on solution of
the equations of one-dimensional flow in a
A
1
channel, giving rise to a quadratic equation
, /
In one of the variables for Mi > 1; one corresponds to continuous shock-free flow, and the
other to the subsonic flow behind a normal
1.0
1.2
'.♦
{S 4
I
shock. The same result is obtained in the
elementary problem of transverse injection,
Figure 2.16. Illustrating flow of two- solved in the scheme of one-dimensional gas
phase mixture In
flow with drops in a cylindrical pipe on
cylindrical pipe
(two-valued nature
premises similar to those adopted for stream
of solution).
I inside the cone (nonvaporlzlng drops.
absence of friction against the wall, etc.).
Omitting the elementary transformations, we indicate the scheme
and certain results of the solution for the parameters in the totalparticle-entrainment cross section, where V ■ W. Prom the three
conservation equations — energy, momentum, and flow rate — and the
equation of state, we obtain a quadratic equation In the unknown
variable W'/Wi ■ f(ß«) » 0, which Includes, in addition to the Initial
data, the concentration of the drops. Two roots W'/Wi (and two values
of all other parameters) correspond to a fixed value of !$•, converging
with increasing ß*.
Let us examine (Figure 2.16) the curve of the gas Mach numbers
M' ■ W'/VkRT' vs. the parameter fJ*; for a certain large &• ■ 1.62,
there Is no solution (the roots are complex). The existence of a
region In which both roots M' are near and smaller than unity (with
quite large ß") is interesting. This is an analogy to the two closely
similar subcrltical roots that were obtained in the problem of the
cone for a whole series of regimes. The upper branch (as far as the
vertex A) corresponds to shock-free flow, and the lower branch, to a
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normal shock In front of the drops
^^

In the initial cross section.

-r, j

!

tü

The roots merge for M' «» 0.8.

—
/

As ß* •+ 1 (absence of drops),
we obtain the respective points
Mi and M

n.s

(the Mach number

behind the normal shock).

The

solution was carried through for
Mi = 2.9, Ti = 1050° K, pi « 1 bar,
Ap » 10 b, T.u
7, - 293° K, and

T'

' 310° K.

This illustrates

the singularities of the aolutlon
of the conservation equations,
with the appearance of two roots.
Turning to our problem of
the initial spray cone parameters,
we note that selection of one
root or the other is numerically
Figure 2.17. Results of solution
of the non-closed problem with
various values of the parameter
M':
(Mj - 2:85; x/y« = 1; pi =
1 bar; Ap = ^0 bar; dn = 1 mm).
Ti « 1050° K; ™ Ti = 866° T.

immaterial.

As a convention, we

shall take in all cases the
solution of the non-closed problem according to the first,
smaller root W'/Wi.

As an example,

the diagrams of Figure 2.17 present curves of the fundamental gasdynamlc parameters for the typical
regime with Mi ■ 2.85; Ap = HO bar, and Pi = 1 bar at two temperatures
Ti - 1050 and 866° K and x/y» - 1, dn = 1 mm, and T^, = 293° K.

They

show how these quantities vary on arbitrary variation of the free flow
parameter M.
At any of the values of M" in this interval, the unknown gasdynamic Viilables within the cone differ very substantially from
those in the free stream; the velocities drop, and the temperatures
increase:

ir^o.-nvv r==2rI; p^2p1; s'^-^.s)^.
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TABLE 2.7
(Mi = 2.85; dn » 1 mm; x/y» « 1; pi " 1 b)

AP
b

r

t

IF,

Pi

•

r

ri=1050"K
20
40
()0
70

U .46,08
0,4688
0.4708
0.4718

2.302
2.005
1,872
1.829

Ap

PL

b

P'

T^'-SWK

|
1.625
1,850
i.e&t
1,872

r

P\

20
40
60
70

2,168
2,073
2,003
1,983

0,4678
0,4700
0,4728
0,4738

2,209
1,940
1,820
1,779

1,840
1,863
1,880
1.888

2,114
2.013
1,949
1.724

This Is a result of deceleration of the gas as it strikes the
initial segment of the cone.

The parameters on the curve of Figure

2.17, which correspond to M' «1, give
closed problem.

the solution of the non-

Table 2.7 presents the analogous results for various

Ap and Ti.
The curves of Figure 2.18 illustrate the effects of the choice
of Ui and T',. The relative velocity of the particles (plotted
u
against the ox axis) varies in an extremely wide range (0 « U' s U'^)
(for hydrocarbon fuels).

The calculations indicate that U» has

comparatively little influence on the unknown parameters.
The coarseness of the individual drops, which has an effect
through the factor U' on the initial segment, plays a relatively
minor role.

Physically, this is natural:

the processes on the initial

segment (varorization is not significant here) are determined not by
the individual particles, but by the entire dense swarm of drops.
The curves in Figure 2.18 Illustrate the role of T'^, which varies
from room temperature to a value on the order of the boiling point
(of benzene and alcohol under standard conditions).
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Thus, variation of the
specific values of U1 and T'^ does
not substantially affect the
values of the unknown parameters.
For the typical regime mentioned
above, we have, in particular.

U'*\20~; a.
sec

13

M:

r.-^S'K.

Figure 2.19 shows the unknown

m ri "K

parameters as functions of the
Figure 2.18. Results of solution
of the non-closed problem with
various values of u' and T'.
(M, = 2.85; x/y» - 1; M' = 1;
Ti = 1050° K; Pi = 1 bar; Ap =
1 mm).
^0 bar; d

free-stream Mach number Mi for
Ap = 40 bar, Pi = 1 bar, Tx = 1050° K,
and x/y* = 1 and two fixed values
of M' = 1 and 0.75.

With increasing

Mi, the values of W', p', T', and
ß' differ more and more strongly from the initial data in the free
stream.
A similar calculation for various Mi and constant stagnation
parameters Toi, P01 yields results similar to those shown in Figure
2.19.
Let us state the scheme and write the successive items of the
solution carried cut on the non-closed problem of the effective
parameters in the main segment of the spray cone.

The initial data

on which the unknown gasdynamic variables W'/Wi, p'/pi, T'/Tx, ß',
and F'/Pi (parameters Inside the cone, zone I) and W"/Wi, p'Vpi ■
P'/Pi, T"/Tx (parameters of the flow around the cone, zone II) depend are
(a)
c

/c

the parameters of the free gas stream Wi, pi, Tx, kj or Mi, Toi, P01, kx;

(b)

the injection parameters Ap, dn, p^, Wa, 0, c^,, T^,

Tb » f(pi); m.
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1.

w

The calculation begins with

determination of the ratios of the

a

characteristic cross sections in the Jet
| s. ^ w,

/ I j-

and'the shock wave FVF', FVFM, F'^
from Formulas (2.35) and (2.36) of 12,
i.e., calculation of the dimensionless
coordinates y/y» and z/z» of the cone
and y /y» and zw/z» of the wave from
Relations (2.15), (2.17) and (2.23),
(2.23') or (2.24), and (2.33).

This

requires a fixed value of the independent
variable x/y« = 1.

For convenience in

the calculation, we shall retain the
single universal scale y» and the variable
Figure 2.19. Results of
solution of the non-closed x/y», eliminating z« with the
problem with various Mi
For this purpose, we
aid of (2.19).
^Vbtrj^^^bar';

calculate the ratio of velocity headr

d = 1 rnm)
— M' =1; — M' = 0.7.

Q^WQM

2.

from (2.2)

The minimum liquid concentration (5» is calculated from

Formula (2.39); we find the velocity V, of liquid injection from the
delivery pressure.
3.

We then calculate the drop size a, « amax from the experi-

mental formulas and from the values of U- according to (2.53); the
values of T^ are determined from (2.54).
4.

The parameters found under points 1, 2, and 3 can be used

to evaluate the coefficients of the defining equation (2.63), i.e..
the combinations H and S.

These combinations contain the dimension-

less constants C and B. the formulas for which were given above; they
take the following forms:
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C.-/.0 C^Lfc^U
C-Z.lMr *r V. v.» C.-raM,: *,:*,);
C.^/.(^^ C, AIM.:*.)'.

*.=,. (M.; ^; M'; £-; *.)=

ÄI=?I(MI: *, vv).
As we have noted, the correction factors that take account of
. ! capacities
^t^., oi
of r.ne
the gds
Kas uon the initial „,segment
thp chanee in the heat
4.,,
J
„„„tain the unknown free parameter r, which can, generally apea.lng.
be varied In the range "n.s ' "'

ä :l

-

The roots of the determining equation (2.63) are then
found ^erlcally (according to the fa.lllar theore. of alge r
5

fl r leir:::^! roota «VV,. »Ith cloael, al.lar -o
lute values; the solution corresponding to the smaller root W /W, s
o en
^n «• - 1 (e.g., »' = 0.95,. we ohtaln the P-P- -lu.lon
of the non-closed prohle« (-critical cross section hypothesis ).
6.
Knowing «VW,, we rind all of the f^^"^d
with the simple fomulas (2.6«), (2.65), (2.66), (2.67), (2.66),
(2 69):

-

,.,'at.ri.i;Hl; -:'-:„-.
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To estimate the extreme limits of the unknowns, we can analyze
an entire group of solutions; values of M' < MM . are physically
Impossible when the fuel Is delivered at a 90° angle and there Is no
boundary-layer-separatlon zone, I.e., In the presence of a normalshock element at the Injection point.

The position of the exit cross

section F* can be varied similarly, for example, 0.8 * x/y* s 1.2.
In many cases, the variation of M' is comparatively small in the range
from 0.7 to 1.

Estimates indicate that for liquids such as gasoline,

kerosene, alcohol, and water, the physical constants of the atomized
substances have little Influence on the result under the conditions
of atomizatlon at T^ ■ 350° K; Mi - 2 — 3.5; dn «0.5 — 2 mm.
The entire calculation Is performed in dimenslonless parameters; in
finding the values of W, p1, T', ..., the ratios obtained are multiplied by the corresponding initial values Wi; pi; Ti, and determination
of the length of the Interval x' » (0.8 — 1.5)y* on our assumption
that x* - y^ requires calculation of the ordlnate of the asymptote
by Formula (2.12).

Taking for simplicity the case of the first

approximation ki » k" * k', we obtain the following general form
of the solution for all of the unknowns W'/Wi; T'/Ti; p'/Pii 3', e.g.,

where U' and T'- are determined from the initial data.
As we have stated, for the conditions considered here and most
regimes of practical iraportaice, the parameters

JV v2l.- £.; <«'[r>r-'l _,<,!.

'

«i

have comparatively little Influence on the result.

If we also neglect

ki (taking It consistently for some constant temperature, for example,
Ti - 1000° K), we write In approximation W'/Wi « P2(Mi; F'/F*; F«/FM,
6#).

Substituting the values of the characteristic-section ratios

here, we obtain W'/Wi « F(Mi; e^Vf/piVf; x/y»; ß«).
all other unknowr parameters.

This applies to

Thus, the most significant physical
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criteria are M,; PjVf/PiWi = 2Ap/k1Mipi; ß«; and x/y«. i.e., the free
stream Mach number, the velocity-head ratio of the gas and liquid, the
nominal liquid concentration, and the dimensionless coordinate. The
last expression can be written
(2.70)
If,

4

\

/»i

Pi

HI

Here the combination ^RWpi = Yj/Yi came from the expression
for 0« and (assuming u

« const), x/y« = 1. The combinations obtained
a
can be designated the fundamental system of criteria determining the

parameters at the exit from the initial segment of the spray cone.
We shall henceforth retain the same system of dimensionless
numbers for general solution of the closed problem; the quantity x/y«
may assume other numerical

values.

Solution of the Closed Problem
Here we shall set forth a solution of the closed problem that
does not involve the critical cross section hypothesis.

An additional

relation for the flux of entropy in the single-phase flow II is used
to close the general system.

If the surface of the shock wave in the

free stream is assigned, all parameters are found from tie familiar
formulas of gasdynamics, ireluding even the entropy change behind the
shock wave.

We therefore have an opportunity to calculate the entropy-

flux increment between cross sections 1 — 1 and .1' — I1 for zone II
on the assumption that entropy does not change on a comparatively
short interval behind the shock wave.

Then the general scheme of

the solution will be as follows.
1.

All operations of solving the non-closed problem are carried

through for any fixed coordinate x/y» in an arbitrary (sufficiently
wide) range of variation of the free parameter M'.

Then the total

head p," is calculated for all values of the parameter M« by the
conventional gasdynamlc formulas for single-phase flow:
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0

/»ji

»KM')

p,

/>i ii(M-)

fl

^

v/

where II(Mi) and II(M") are the corresponding gasdynamlc functions.
The pressure po" is a certain effective value on the segment of cross
section 1' — I1 of stream II (with area FM - F') that corresponds to
the parameter M".

The values of M" and p'/pi (like all of the unknown

parameters In cross section I1 — I1) are determined in terms of the
unknown M' after solution of the non-closed problem:

M*

yrW'

In first approximation, we may neglect the variation of the
adlabatic exponents, assuming, as was done earlier, that k" » ki;
the change in the exponents can be taken into account in the secondapproximation calculations.

(We note that stream II passes through

a segment of a comparatively weak shock wave, and that the temper:,'ure
T" differs little from the initial temperature Ti.)
2.

After solving the non-closed problem for an arbitrary value

of x/y», the Initial cross section FM - Pi is isolated in the free
stream and in the area of the shock wave through which stream II
passes with flow rate G«.

It is then possible to calculate the

entropy flux and, consequently, the total head po" ' Po/Poi by
averaging over all streamlines behind the wave, i.e., over the local
entropy and flow rate values.*
An auxiliary equation for the total head is obtained:
-. _**£.__ /UM

(2.72)

»The entropy variation of the inhomogeneous flow behind the
shock wave is small after averaging (mixing effect) compared with the
entropy change on the shock wave.
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Thus, equating 91 and 92, we obtain an additional relation for
M' (for any parameter x/y*):
?,=?,.

(2.72»)

which closes the problem and the general system of eight conservation
equations [see below for the form of Equation (2.72')]. Numerical
(computer or graphical) solution of Equation (2.72*) enables us to
chose a single value of M' (Mach number of choice) and isolate one
definite group of eight flow parameters in cross section I1 — 1* from
the entire diversity of solutions. The difficulty of writing the
equation for entropy flux and relation (2.72) consists in the need for
approximate estimation of po" behind the appropriate segment of the
shock wave. This requires reconstruction of the shape of the surface
from quite limited data on the contours of the wave's projection onto
the two coordinate planes xoy and zoy.
Using certain simplifying assumptions, let us turn to determination of po. As we know, the total head of the gas in the stream is
averaged by calculating the mass-averaged entropy by the familiar
formula
A5 =*ln(*L}

(2.73)

Figure 2.20 gives a schematic representation of a segment of the
shock wave and cone in their projections onto the coordinate planes,
bounded by the exit cross section I1 — 1'. Line oM is the contour
(projection) of the wave in the plane of symmetry yox of the cone and
is described by the equation y s fi(x). Line 0N2 is the projection
of the wave in the vertical plane zox (the line of maximum spans 0N1,
which determines the width of the wave. Is projected in this plane)
and has the equation oN2:z « f2(x). The entropy-flux increment of
gas II after passage through the shock wave is written
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Figure 2.20.
problem).

Diagram of flow in initial section of cone (closed

AS/n"

== [ Asi/m" = ( bs^Wi df,
7

/■

(2.71)

where f is the area of the shock-wave surface zone under consideration,
m'-=.1u1/=yi\rI\Fli-f1)is the gas flow rate in stream II and is determined
by the area f » PM - Pi of the projection of the corresponding shockwave segment onto plane yoz (the area between the two eccentric ovals
with the common symmetry axis oz), and df is the area of the wavesurface element In projection.
Then
fH-r,

where AS = S

(2.75)

- SjIs the increment in the mass-average entropy of

gas stream II and S, and Sav are the entropies in the Initial cross
section and behind the shock wave.
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The same entropy Increment will (according to the assumption
adopted) correspond to the interval between the initial cross section
and segment MjRi of cross section 1' — 1' (see Figure 2.20).
As are the local entropy increments in stream filaments on
elements of the wave.
The segment of the wave under consideration here represents a
doubly connected closed surface that is bounded by two line?. The
inner space curve (the contour of the "orifice" oSx) is the geometric
locus of the points at which the wave meets the streamlines of the
oncoming gas. These lines, which bend at the wave, separate streams
I and II (for example, S,Ri). The projection of curve oS, (whose
equation is not known) onto the initial plane yoz forms an oval figure
(the solid line on the drawing) with the area Pi, which Is determined
after solution of the non-closed problem. The outer curve will be an
elliptical contour bounding the area FM In cross section 1' — 1'.
For simplicity in evaluation of the integral of (2.75), it can
be written in the form of two summands
AS=-

Here F

s

is the cross-sectional area cut out by the shock wave on

the plane xs - const (see Figure 2.20).

The vertical axis ys of the

resulting oval coincides with the vertical axis yi of cross section
F», but the horizontal axis is slightly longer than its counterpart.
For the Interval of the coordinate x'/y» * 0.6 — 0.7 that is of
interest, the areas of the two ovals Fi and Fs are similar to one
another and much smaller than the area FM, i.e., Fa « F,.
then take

A5ÄS

7rbr I
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ASA/

-

We can

j
I

i

As the surface element of the wave, we take the angular strip
shaded on all three projections in Figure 2.20 (It is cut out by two
closely spaced cross sections at x and x + dx, which are parallel to
the yoz plane). The element of Integration df here is its projection
onto this plane. Let us attempt to evaluate tl average entropy
increment As. for an arbitrary 1— elementary strip.

1
|

The change in the parameters of the free stream gas, including
its entropy, at the points of the ring will be larger, the larger the
angle at which the streamlines meet the surface.

j

As we stated, the strong-shock zone in which the angles of
encounter are large, lies in the vicinity of the boundary yw «= fi(x).

;

The weak-shock zone with small encounter angles approaching the slope
of the chc.racterlstic is situated at the line of the largest transverse spans z « fgCx). The surface of the wave Is smooth everywhere

!
I

(except perhaps for a small singular region around the atomizer tube,
which cannot be considered in the calculation). The angles of emounter
of the stream with the wave at points of the elementary ring between
mi and ni (see Fl£ure 2.20) decrease monot-mically from the maximum
slope at point mi to the minimum at nj. Prom point ni, they again
rise monotonically up to the xoz plane. This type of variation, and
the transition from stronger wave segments to weaker wave segments,
appears physically natural.

I

I

The maximum drop density, i.e., the largest center of perturbation
of the stream, lies in the zone of the symmetry plane yoz of the spray
cone, on the axis of the liquid Jet. Elements of the ring near the
plane of symmetry should be stronger wave segments; elements farther
from this plane should be weak wave segments. The slopes of the wave
and the values of As will be largest at point mi in the plane of
symmetry, and smallest at point m, which Is fartherest from ilane xoy.
In other words, lines oMi and oNi are the geometric loci of the points
of largest and smallest entropy change (smallest and largest totalpressure recovery factors), respectively, on the shock wave surface.
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The value of &s1 for the isolated annular element can be estimated
in three ways — from the maximum, from the minimum, and from a certain
mean value between them. Taking the entropy value at the frontal
point m. at the boundary yw - f:U) (line oMx) for all elements of
the ring, we obtain As - Asmax; taking for its elements the entropy
values at a lateral point nx (line 0N1), which is projected onto the
curve of the boundary zw - f2(x) in plane xoz, we obtain La - Asmln
and. finally, writing L'S - ASmax ♦ As^/2. we give a certain intermediate value. Thus, instead of the unknown entropies As on the
surface of the wave, we take the entropies at the corresponding points
on the minimum and maximum lines of the entropies A8(y, z). Substituting
these values into the integral of (2.75). we can accordingly calculate
three values of the total-entropy increment behind the shock wave:
. A§. We write an approximate expression for the area
AS
&s
max'
min
element df under the integral sign, using the asaumption of elliptical
cross section shapes that we adopted earlier:

'M^4--f[£---+iN''-

(^ 76,

•

where y/2 and zw are the seraiaxes of the ellipse.
Relation (2.76) expresses the area difference between two nearby
ellipses for the wave cross section (x. x

+

dx).

Generally speaking,

the cross sections of the shock wave are certain ovals:

where kf is an area coefficient near it/2 (in rougher estimates, the
ellipses can be replaced by circles).

Using the expression for df,

„e transform the area Integral into an ordinary Integral:
(2.77)
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Here x Is the abscissa of the cross section with area F . The
s
lower limit of integration xn is near zero (the region around the
coordinate origin) and considerably smaller than the upper limit x«.
Practical calculations yield the orders of magnitude Xg/y» < 0.01 —
0.05, while x'/y* > 0.6 — 0.7. Hence the error of estimation of
x is comparatively unimportant,
s
We shall assume that the oval cross sections Pi and F' of stream
I are geometrically similar. We can then write the ratios of the
axes of these ovals:

7T V f
Hence, knowing y« (for a given x«) and the ratio Pi/P», we find
sii«1?// Vi^y'y f-'

From the value of the ordlnate y8 ' yw * fi(xs)»

(2.78)

we

calculate

the unknown abscissa x0 from the equation of the shock-wave boundary
(solving the equation for the argument x):
r ""f 'F*'

We reduce expression (2.77) to dimensionless form (dividing and
multiplying the right side by the constant y»z»):

F»

f J

where

n^^i^z, ^yj\
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The Integrand

ja***
is the entropy-flux increment behind the wave-surface element, referred
to the mass of gas that has passed through the cold cone. It includes
the dimensionless functions ¥„ - y/y»; \ - z/z» of the independent
variable X « x/y».

The limits of Integration are

^-"A
The ratio FM/P» and the integrand are known for given flow
parameters and the collected value of the coordinate x'/y«. Determination of F./F» requires assignment of M-, after which the results
of solution of the non-closed problem, where this ratio is obtained
as a function of M«, can be used. The local increment to th* en-.^py
s, which appears under the Integral sign, is calculated f-c. the totalhead ratios at the selected points (as described above):

These total-head ratios are found from the local angles of
encounter of the wave with the free stream with the aid of the gasdynamic functions (details follow). Relations for the dimensionless
coordinates Y,, and Z^ were obtained earlier:
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The scale ratio yVz" is a function of the velocity-head ratio
between the liquid and the gas.

After evaluation of the Integral In

(2.79), e.g., with a computer, we obtain three total-entropy increments AS and three corresponding total-head ratios in stream II behind
the wave.

We find them from the formulas

AS1B.. = Kln(A'-)
V Po

:

AS,„.=^In(^)
v

„,i.

'o '..

(2.81)

The first estimate jprresponds to the hypothesis of maximum wave
losses in the stream flowing around the cone, the second to the
hypothesis of smallest losses, and the third yields a certain intermediate loss value.
pretation.

These estimates have a simple geometric inter-

In the first case, the actual shock wave is replaced by

a cylindrical surface with generatrices parallel to the oz axis and
passing across the curve yw - fi(x), and in the second case the wnve
is replaced by a cylindrical surface with generatrices parallel to the
oy axis and the curve zw ■ f2(x) in the base.
Thus, the first case corresponds to the stream passing through
the cylindrical element of maximum curvature for all points of a given
cross section of the wave, and the second-to a stream passing through
the cylindrical element of minimum curvature in the given cross
section.
A few words or

valuation of the integral (2.79) are in order.

The bulk of the gas whose entropy flux Is being calculated here passes
below the contour with area Fj [the area Pi represents a comparatively
small fraction of FM approximately equal to (0.2 — 0.3)PM]-

Hence

the estimate of the shape of cross section Pi and xa has little
Influence on the small region around the origin 0, and may be made
quite roughly with assumptions of the type of (2.78).
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We take note of the following: when x/y* « 0.8 — 1.5 and M! > 2,
the various assumptions and errors connected with estimation of the
wave cross-sectional shape and As do not greatly affect the resultant
value of po'Vpoi for the cross sections x* ■ const of interest to us,
which are comparatively far from the coordinate origin. This is
explained by the approach of the shock wave surface to the characteristic cone, with the result that the bulk of gas II passes through
segments of the wave on which the value of p«" differs comparatively
little from the free stream value po».
Thus, the equation for
to the system of initial fc.
the problem of determini;
the spray cone. Turning .o
for po'Vpoi:

the entropy-flux increment can be attached
nervation equations (see §4). This closes
he parameters in the initial segment of
the total heads, we write an expression

x

"[r-r^i

(2.82)

Ail

Returning to (2.71), we use the expression obtained earlier for
the same quantities po'Vpoi. Thus, we can write the aforementioned
functional equation (2.73) in a concrete form, where the function qpi
Is known from the solution of the non-closed problem and yz is determined (after making the estimate given above) from Equation (2.82).
Returning from the total heads to the variables that we have
adopted, we write the auxiliary equation (2.83) for the closed problem
in the form
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Having found the root M« = Mch after solution of the closing
equation (2.83). we calculate (as was done in the non-closed problem)
all unknown parameters in a given cross section 1' — 1' of the spray
cone; the parameter x'/y« determines the cross section of the cone.
We turn now to the actual computing technique for the unknown
local entropy increments As at selected points of the wave for evaluation of the previously discussed integral in the equation.

The total-

head recovery factor a - P02/P0! can be determined at various points
of the shock wave with the usual formulas of one-dimensional gasdynamics.
see, for example. [16].

For this it is necessary to know the angle

of encounter of the stream with the wave.

A velocity coefficient Xp

corresponding to the stream component normal to the shock wave is
usually introduced in the calculations.

For simplicity, we shall con-

sider the case of a constant adiabatic exponent on either side of the
wave:

k - k2 - k.

In the scheme of stream II (and M, not very large),

this simplification will apparently not introduce any substantial
errors, since the thermodynamic temperature at the passage through
the wave changes insignificantly for most filaments, as we hav. noted:
T" « T,

(zone of the strongest wave corresponds to stream I, which

enters the interior of the cone).

However, calculations can also be

carried out in the case kx ^ k2 (although the formulas are slightly
more complex).

From the flow rate equation» (in a stream filament

passing through the wave)
^ili^ll-. £i?«M.

(2.84)

(Toi - To z — constancy of stagnation temperature In stream II), we
obtain
o^ilL^-M^i^i

(2.85)

•For svmmetry
in writing the formulas, the double prime for
For sy™1"1^ i'
&
replaced in this paragraph by
a a
erS
i
? he inS e x "^ as ttTe fndex "?" refers! as before, to the free stream.
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Here, according to the known formula
—
X!.——i
nl
/
*—I
\
A-, «=■■

.

t

(2.86)

where qUi ) and q(X2 ) are the
gasdynamlc flow rate functions on
either side of the shock wave surface and

'--i-

(2.87)

The velocity coefficient Is
related to the Mach number by

Figure 2.21. Illustrating estimation of total heads behind
shock wave.

(2.88)

a Is the Inclination angle of the shock wave to the ox axis at the
surface point under consideration.
Let us show that for the lines oNi, oMj on the surface they are
are the angles of inclination y. Y* at the corresponding points Na
and Mi on the profile and vertical boundaries of the wave in the yox
and zox planes (Figure 2.21) and that they can be calculated from the
formulas
ctgy--^

or

clgY'-^-.

(2.89)

ax

ax

The geometrical reasoning is simple. It becomes clear from it
that the angles between the direction of the free stream (ox axis)
and the surface of the shock wave at points on line oNi (the angles
between the horizontal and the vectors n0 of the surface normal)
project without distortion onto the xoz plane and can be determined
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from the projection of this line zw » fiCx) onto the plane indicated.
Consider the length of shock wave surface with segment AB on the
maximum-span line oNj.

Its projection on the horizontal plane is

segment ab of the line zw - fa(x)(the vertical projection of the shock
wave contour onto plane xoz).
At point Ni, we place plane (1) tangent to the wave; this plane
will contain the vertical NiNj (the cross section MiNjCMj of the wave
also has Its vertex at point Ni).

Consequently, the normal n0 to the

wave at point Ni is parallel to the xoz plane.

Curve ab will be

tangent to plane I at point Nj; hence it is the base of the projecting
cylinder 2, which is tangent to plane I.

Consequently, the normal

n' to the curve at point Nz is parallel to normal n.
Thus the angle of vector t?i to the wave surface at point Ni
equals the angle between this vector and the curve zw - f2(x) at the
projection of this point N2.

The analogous result,that the angles at

points of the surface and corresponding points of the curve are equal,
is obvious for the profile boundary y - fi(x) (the curve coincides
with its projection).
Thus, the angles of encounter of the stream with the wave surface
at the points of curves 0M1 and oUi are equal to the angles of
encounter of the stream at the corresponding points with the projections of these curves y = fi(x) and z = f2(x).
the angles of inclination

Y

Thus knowing Mi and

and y' to the wave boundaries at each

point, we calculate the local pressure recovery ratio by Formula
(2.85).
Let us summarize the simple reasoning and geometrical assumptions
on which calculation of the resultant total-pressure coefficient
(p"o/poi)

av

behind the shock wave in stream II is based.
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1.
The increment In the elementary entropy flux at each point
of an annular element of the wave surface, or the corresponding local
total-head recovery factor, is replaced by a certain constant value
that is effective for the entire ring; we estimate it from the maximum
or minimum or the mean value between them (as set forth above).
2.
The vertical boundary yi " f(x) — the geometric locus of
the greatest wave height in the symmetry plane yox of the spray cone
— is the line of maximum total-head losses (the line of maximum
entropy increment) over the entire wave cross section.
The geometric locus of the points of maximum wave span in the
direction of the oz axis is the line of minimum total-head losses
(the line of minimum entropy increment) over the entire wave cross
section. It projects into the curve z = fzlx) on the zox plane.
3.

We calculate the areas of the wave cross sections cut by

planes parallel to yoz as the areas of ellipses with semiaxes
and z

yw/2

(elliptical-section hypothesis).
it.

In evaluating the integral determining the entropy-flux

increment, we replace the area of the surface (across which the gas
flows) that is bounded at the entrance by a space curve, with a closely
similar segment with a plane oval curve.
5.

We make the following assumption in finding the lower limit

of this integral. The figure with area Fi and semiaxes yi/2, z, in
the initial cross section 1 — 1 of stream I is similar to the figure
with area F' and semiaxes

y'/S, z» in cross section 1' — l* of the

same stream I.
The hypothesis of constant adiabatic exponent is not mandatory,
and evidently has little influence on the result. We note that the
most important quantities — the wave inclination angles (from which
the local values of the total heads and entropies are found) — are
unrelated to the elliptical-cross section hypothesis, which is needed
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only for calculation of the area of tha elementary ring.

These

angles are determined directly from the equation of the experimental
curves — the boundaries of the wave yw - fi{x) and zw ■ faU).
In conclusion, we Indicate the sequence of operations In carrying
out actual calculations of the resultant quantity p"o/poi«
1.

Prom the Initial flow parameters, we find the coefficients

of the dlmenslonless functions describing the boundary of the shock
wave in accordance with Equations (2.20), (2.21) (see Table 2.'»).
Experience in the calculations has shown that the power-law
approximation is usually used up to X * 0.1, and that the exponential
approximation is chosen for X > 0.1.
2.

We establish the number of divisions along the ox axis, I.e.,

the values of Ax or Ay and, accordingly, the number of elementary
strips on the shock wave surface (and in plane yoz), i.e., the number
of terms In the Integral of (2.79).
According to machine calculations, »20 — 30 subdivisions are
usually enough.
3.

For each value of x, we calculate the angles of inclination

at points on both boundaries of the curve and use Formulas (2.88),
(2.86), (2.87) and (2.85) to find the local total-head loss coefficients
at these points.
k.

Using a logarithmic expression of the form (2.80), we deter-

mine the values of As(x) under the Integral sign.
5.

Using the approximating formulas for the boundaries of the

wave, we calculate the area element df (or d?), which are factors with
As under the integral (2.79).

Returning to the formulas cited earlier,

we determine the ratios of the characteristic cross sections Fj/F*
and F'/F*.
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6.
For a given set of flow parameters and a fixed X' - x'/y»
we find the values of Pj/F' (or P,/P») from the preceding solution of
the non-closed problem for a selected range of variation of the free
parameter M». Knowing P,/P', we determine the limit X (see 2.78)
and the relation y - f^x) from y .
w

"3

7.
Having thus determined the values of the terms under the
integral sign and the limits of integration, we calculate the value
of the integral by Formula (2.79). This will give the total entropy
Increment.
8.
Prom the logarithmic formula (2.81), we find three values
of the total loss coefficients (p'Vpoi) in stream II behind the
shock wave.
For subsequent calculations, we shall use the arithmetic mean
value enclosed between the maximum and minimum total-head recovery
coefficients behind the wave:

(iü ^(A.) .
\A)i /min

Po\

\ Pai /mil

The above total-pressure estimate is, of course, highly approximate,
but the orders of magnitude of the unknown parameters are not very
sensitive to these errors, especially for the most interesting subcritical flow regimes with M» < 1; as before, we operate with the
first root of the defining equation (the results for the two roots
are similar).
Figure 2.22 illustrates the solution of the closing equation
(2.83) (lower left).

The resultant recovery factor (PVPOI )

behind

the wave depends weakly on the present value of the parameter M' and
approaches unity, while po" approaches the initial value simulating
Pox. At x/y» » 1, therefore, the most substantial "contribution" to
the entropy flux comes from the region of the shock wave near the
characteristic. The intersection point of the curves of p'Vpoi »
qpW) and p'Vpoi ■ «MM') determines the Mach number M' of the gas
in the particular cone cross section P« (the Mach number M' of choice)
and all of the unknown parameters.
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Limit of
existence
of solution

ej

word V
Figure 2.22. Region of subcrltlcal flow In Initial segment of spray
cone (Mi = 2,.85; pi » 1 bar; d = 1 mm). Illustrating solution of
1; Ti - 1050° K;
closing equation (determination of M'^): x/y*
Ap = '»O bar:
P,RT,
»jRTx
T » 1910;
'zr— ' 2350.
Pi

Pi

The plots in Figure 2.17 Indicate that determination of M1 from
the curves corresponding to the extreme possible limits (p"«)min and
does not affect the unknown parameters very significantly.
"'max
This provides some Justification for the approximations adopted in
(D'B)
VF

this section.
Solution of the closed problem for one regime requires 1 — 3
minutes of M-20 machine time when the above scheme is used: this Is
quite acceptable in practice and makes it possible to operate comfortably with the method proposed.
§5.

Flow Relationships in the Initial Segment of the Spray Cone

The preceding section set forth in detail a method of solving
the closed problem. Let us proceed to an analysis of its results.
We shall first consider the possibility of replacing the real flow
with a one-dimensional flow. The solution reduces to determination of
two contacting cne-dimensional flows, a two-phase flow I within the
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cone with a varying stagnation temperature T'„ < T,, and a singlephase flow II that flows around the outside of the cone with constant
stagnation temperature T"o - T«, (see Figure 2.15).

The cross-sectional

areas of flows P- and PM - P- (where all parameters are sought) are
known.

The two flows should be equivalent (in the sense of description

by the integral equations of conservation) to the complex inhomogeneous
flow in the frontal part of the cone.

In the gasdynamics of single-

phase flows, a similar problem was analyzed, for example, in [17].
It was found in the general case that a one-dimensional flow equivalent
to a given inhomogeneous flow does not always exist.

In other words,

it is not always possible to find a one-dimensional flow with initial
constants, mass flow rate, energy, and momentum stated beforehand.
The problem examined here corresponds to a process in which mass,
momentum (of the combined streams I and II) and energy are conserved,
but entropy increases.

No attempt has been made to find a general analytical conaitlon
for the existence of the two one-dimensional flows I and II in explicit
form.

The limits of the parameters at which the one-dimensional

solution fails have been determined by machine calculation.

The closed problem (determination of M« and all other quantities)
was solved with assigned initial conditions Mi, Ti, plf Ap, .... or
the corresponding fundamental dimensionless numbers Mi, Ap/pj, and
PjRTi/pi for rather closely spaced values of the variable abscissa x
or x/y»; 6(x/y») « 0.Ü5 — 0.1.
a point with a sufficiently

It was shown that there always exists

amall

x'^b; (x/y»)^b (we shall call it

the lower-boundary coordinate) at which there is no solution of the
problem for all x < x^b and x/y» < (x/y»)z>b and a solution always
exists for x i x^b; x/y» > (x/y»)z>b (even for large x exceeding th«
limits imposed by the initial physical premises).

Disappearance of

the solution corresponds to the absence of an intersection point of
the 9i and 92 curves in Figure 2.22.
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Boundary
oount
M'•-/..

Figure 2.23. Range of subcrltical flow In initial section of spray
cone. (Ki - 2.85; Pi - 1 bar; dn = 1 mm):

H1m = 19IJO;
Pi

pi

- 2350

After finding the Mach number M'^ at a point on the lower
boundary, we calculate the corresponding gasdynamic parameters in
the usual manner.

Thus, the equivalent one-dimensional flows II and

I, where stream I is the two-phase flow in the bow zone of the cone
of interest to us, exist only up to a certain limit in M' and the
coordinate x/y«.

Varying the basic initial parameters, e.g., Ap/px

and p7RTi/pi, we obtain the entire geometric locus of the points,
i.e., the lower-boundary curve.
Together with the lower boundary, beyond which the one-dimensional
solution vanishes, it is helpful to consider also the upper boundary,
where M' = 1.

Thus, we isolate a region of values of all parameters

between the lower and upper boundaries that corresponds to subcriUcal
flow conditions.

A series of calculations has indicated the existence

of such a region for a rather broad range of injection conditions.
This result corresponds to a model of the phenomenon on the Initial
segment of the cone that leads to a picture of subcrltical (in the
mean) flow in the frontal zone of the cone.
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Figure 2.24. Subcritlcal-flow region in initial segment of spray
cone (Mi = 2.85; n = 1 bar; dn = 1 mm):
P7RTi

»iRTl

2350

Let us consider the corresponding regions for the unknown parameters M'; W'/Wi; T'/Ti; p'/pii

and ß' in Figures 2.22, 2.23, 2.24,

2.25, and 2.26, as obtained with Mi = 2.85; dn - 1 mm; and T^ 293° K and various values of the combinations Ap/pi; pjRTi/pj; x/y».
The plane of the values of all parameters Is subdivided into three
characteristic zones.

The points within the region (between their

boundaries) correspond to subcrltical flow conditions with

M' < 1,

while the points on the upper boundary of the flow correspond to
flows with M1 = 1.

Below the lower boundary (small x/y*), we have a

region that "does not compute," In which it is impossible to use the
principle of the equivalent one-dimensional flow,« and the zone above
the upper boundary corresponds to supercritical flows with M' > 1.
»The bulk of the gas will move here at "local" subcrltical
velocities with complex parameter profiles.
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Figure 2.25. Subcrltlcal-flow range In Initial segment of spray
cone (M! ■ 2.85; pi ■ 1 Ib; d - 1 mm)
PjRTi
p7RTi
'i1
1940;
2350
Pi
Pi
At a given free-stream Mach number, the lower boundary In the coordinates M1; x/y« (see Figure 2.22, upper right) Is practically
independent of the other criteria in the range studied (at the
computing accuracy Indicated); Its equation takes the form
M

-*'£)•

(2.90)

We note that the cu.ve of (2.90) makes an asymptotic approach to the
horizontal line M* H M' O ■ const, where M' „ Is the gas Mach
number behind the normal shock and equals approximately O.^f — 0.468
at Mi » 2.85 and p^RTi/pi ■ 1940 — 2350.» Thus, the average Mach
numbT M1 in the spray cone cannot assume values smaller than M,
h.s
on the segment being computed. In the region urder consideration,
inclUBlve of its boundaries, therefore, the effective Mach number in
the cone lies in the range
M...<Mir<M'<l.
as x/y* ■♦• « M Z.b

M_n.s

•The slight difference in the asymptotes, i.e., M,, _, is explained
by a minor dlfTerence between the adiabatlc exponents ki ■ f(Ti).
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Figure 2.26. Subcrltlcal-flow range In Initial segment of spray
cone (Ml • 2.85i Pi ■ 1 t>ar; d ■■ 1 mm):
•jRTi
e.RTi
- - -

— "

- - -

— "

The limits of the other parameters W'/Wj, p'/pi, T’/Ti, ft'
"stratify" slightly with respect to the dimensionless number »jRTi/pi
(this Is more noticeable with respect to pVpi). The assumed accuracy
of calculation of the boundaries is quite acceptable for the analysis
to follow. With fixed dimensionless numbers Mt and a^RTj/pi and
variation of the combinations Ap/p, we obtain a family of lines —
subcrltlcal-flow segments passing from the lower to the upper boundary
within the region (solid and dashed curves). The subcrltlcal-flow
lntei*val In the cone, l.e., the length A(x/y*) of these lines, decreases
with Increasing parameter Ap/pi and decreasing s^RTi/vi ■ Sj/Si. The
subcrltlcal-flow region with M’ < 1 becomes shorter and moves closer
to the point of Injection If distance is measured In cone "calibers"
x/y*. This result is physically quite natural, since the Indicated
change In the combinations corresponds to a decrease In drop concentra
tion ft*, l.e., weaker deceleration of the Incoming gas In the cone.

^ f.

■
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Figure 2.27. Limiting parameter
(Ap/p),. of subcrltlcal flow in
Initial segment of spray cone
2.85; d » 1 mm).
(M,
OS

Each of the regions on these
figures has a characteristic comer pig^e 2.28.
point at which the boundaries
intersect,

and at which the sub-

critical-flow range contracts to

Variation of flow

parameters along initial fsegment
of cone as functions of M ch
(Mi - 2.35; Ap « HO bar; Ti «
1050° K; dn - 1 mm).

o (for example, point A in Figure
2.22). The corner point corresponds to a certain rather large value
(Ap/pi),^

for each value of P7RTi/px and a certain minimum value

(x/y)llm« 0.55.»

When Ap/px » (AP/Pi)llm.

the

computing interval of

the flow in the initial segment of the cone becomes supercritical,
M' i 1, i.e., the cone has no zone in which the flow is subcrltical
in the mean.
Figure 2.27 shows the limiting number (Ap/Px)llm as a function
of the number o^i/Px-

We see from the plot in Figures 2.22, 2.23,

2.26, 2.25, and 2.24 that the parameters M' and W'/Wi Increase and
_

X

' * \

For^ "^ v^jllm,there Is only one lower boundary dividing the
parameter region Into 2 zones: existence and absence of
equivalent one-dlmenslonal flow.

m

T'/Ti, p'/pi, and ß' decrease along each curve Ap/p ■ const, i.e.,
the averaged gas flow inside the cone is accelerated in much the same
way as the flow in a certain conventional gasdynamic nozzle.
The curves in Figure 2.28 relate the variations of the fundamental
quantities with the Mach numbers M' in various cross sections of the
cone for a typical regime.

All of the curves presented here indicate (like the results
obtained previously for the non-closed problem) that the flow parameters in the frontal zone of the cone differ substantially from the
corresponding values in the free stream over the entire range of x/y".
The velocity W may be approximately 1/2 to l/t of the Initial velocity
Wi, the temperature T' may exceed Ti by a factor of 1.75 — 2.1, p1
may be 1.3 to 3 times pi, and the drop concentration ß' may exceed
the nominal value ß» by a factor of 1.3 — 3.5.

The increase in liquid

concentration ß' is due to the fact that an appreciable portion of
the incoming gas flows around the bow zone of the cone without penetrating into the "liquid grid."

Figure 2.29 shows the relationships for the basic parameters at
various free stream Mach numbers Mi »2, 2.85 and 3.5 and x/y* • 1; Ap/p
HO-, p^RTi/pj « 2350; dn » 1 mm.

Figure 2.30 shows the subcritical-

flow intervals for Mi » 2, 2.85, and 3.5; their lengths decrease with
increasing Mi, i.e., with the transition to weaker shock waves.

The

gas In a given cross section x/y* * const is found to be stagnated
and heated the more strongly and to contain higher particle concentration the larger the free stream Mach number Mi.
We now touch briefly upon the problem of the stagnation temperature
and pressure of the gas within the initial segment.

The flow here is

distinguished by the highest concentration ß" and the strongest
removal of mechanical energy from the gas to the particles.

To a

certain degree, the parameters determine the energy loss of the gas
due to atomlzation and formation of the "cold" cone.

They are not

sufficient to characterize all types of losses, but \-hey are found
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Figure 2.30. Intervals of subcritical flow for various Mi
(Ap/pi - 40; p,RTi/pi ■ 2350;
d ■ 1 mm).
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helpful In estimating the losses

\

due to subsequent combustion and
mixing In the chamber and nozzle,

ft«

\

where there Is a whole system of

M,

spray sones.

Figure 2.29. Flow parameters
on Initial segment of spray
for various Mi (Ap/pi ■ 'JO;
Ti - 1050° K; x/y» - 1; drn
1 ram).

Allowance for this

large-scale Inhomogenelty In the
stream would, of course, require
a special analysis, but this Is
beyond the scope of the present
work.

By the stagnation temperature and pressure T'o and p'« of the
gas, we shall mean the temperature and pressure obtained on adlabatlc
deceleration of a gas without liquid particles from a given state
with the parameters W, T«, p', and M".

The results of simplified

calculations that are given here, give a notion as to the orders of
magnitude of the stagnation parameters and the manner in which they
depend on various factors.

The gas stagnation pressure and tempera-

ture are calculated with the simplified hypothesis that the adlabatic
exponent does not vary, k" ■ k' - k^

1^3

^-^;

r

(2 91)

.-^

^"wFr^in'

-

'•"TTMö-

(2 92)

-

Calculations that take account of the temperature dependence of
the adlabatic exponent can be carried out by the method of successive
approximations. The stagnation temperature To' can be determined from
the enthalpy equation (2.93) for stream I without using the gasdynamic
functions; it is the upper limit of the values of T', T" * To' (we
consider the case with T, « T*):

?P,n--',r+—'/, +^-(?' - i)[/:-/..n j iv"-v\)+..](2.93)
•V/M-(?-l)[':~^H-Y(V"-VI)]:
t.sO.

For most real flow cases, ij > i^ . V >

v

», and the stagnation temper-

ature T'o in cross sections of the initial sep.nent is smaller than Toi
as a result of withdrawal of heat and work from the gas to the particles.
Recognizing that Wj/2 « M»(ki - 1), we obtain a working formula
from Equation (2.93):
^).

(2.94)

The average heat capacities of the gas appearing in this expression
depend on the corresponding temperatures:

r^fiU r,~f(Tlty ^-/(f;w): Ö.-/(f'i.)-

Uk

We may assume In approximation (In calculating the heat capacity)
thit

r -T' + r ■ r 'Il+lLaT JX*T*

(2.95)

The change In the total head Po' of the gas on the Initial segment
of the cone Is composed of wave losses and losses due to removal of
energy during entrainment of the drops. In calculating the overall
total-head-recovery coefficient oE ■ p0', therefore. It la Interesting
to divide this quantity Into two parts corresponding to the losses on
the shock wave and In the flow around the swarm of drops (for brevity,
we shall use the term "recovery coefficient"):

..-A.^.4-».....
Ail
A)i
Pt»

,I

I
[■

The flow between the surface of the waves and the boundary surface of
the cone Is assumed Isentroplc:
p'

|
I

(2.96)

; o ■ p' Vpu are the total pressure and the recovery
coefficients behind the shock wave In front
of the cone;
o.,a - p" o /p ow Is the total-head coefficient In the drop
zone.

The quantity a

Is determined by the method set forth above from the

entropy-flux increment in the gas flowing inside the cone. Integration
extends over segment os on the surface of the wave (as in 2.79):

or, if the area Pi is subdivided by another method.

n

AS - R In pi-V- —- f A*Z dY.
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(2.98)

The coefficient od is calculated
from al and ow:
,ä=X

(2.99)

The plot in Figure 2.31
reflects the dependence of the
overall coefficient o = p'p/poi "
p'o; ad and the loss coefficient
related only to the particles on the
free stream Mach number Mi fjr Toi *
2400° K; poi = 35 bar; Ap = 10 bar;
d

- 1 mm; T7

- 293° K in a fixed

cross section x/y» ■ 1.

At small

Mach numbers Mi * 2 — 2.5, the

Figure 2.31. Total pressure
coefficient in initial segment
of spray cone for various Mi
(x/y« - 1; Toi - 2400° K; poi
1 mm),
35 bar; Ap = 40 bar;d

values of po' and o(i are similar,
i.e., the overall losses (which
equal I - al) are governed basically
by the "liquid grid."

With increasing M,, the wave-loss percentage becomes appreciable,
approaching the size of the losses on the drops (the values of p»
and ad diverge).

Extrapolation to the condition Mi = 1 (Figure 2.31).

which is, of course, very rough (and done only for orientation),
indicates the following:

in the subsonic stream, where the wave drag

vanishes, the smallest total-head recovery coefficient (it will be
larger for M' < 1 than for M' = 1) may be on the order of 0.8;
consequently, the static-pressure ratio must also be smaller:
p'/pi

M

p'o/Pi < O-8'

A number of experiments have indicated the existence of an underpressure inside a spray cone in a subsonic stream or a stationary
medium.

It is manifested in Inflow of air into the cone from the

surrounding space.

Figure 2.32 shows the dependence of p'./p.i and
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Mi • 2.85. The recovery coefficients
decrease along the length of the cone due
to the Increase In the losses in the
accelerated two-phase stream.
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Figure 2.32. Total
pressure coefficient
in initial segment
of cone (separation
of losses). Mi ■ 2.85.

At x/y* » 1 — 1.2, the curves
indicate little variation of the parameters.
On the oy axis, we note the value of the
total-head recovery coefficient behind
the normal shock o„II • D. (as x/y» + 0 p'o/Pii

The results of solution Indicate
n.Bh
a drop in the stagnation temperature To' within the cone due to the
energy transferred to the drop. For example, for Ki ■ 2.85, Ti 1050° K, p - 1 bar, Ap - 10 bar, dn » 1 ram, TZI - 293° K, and x/y» - 1,
a

the stream yields approximately 15* of its total energy to the drops
and To1 * 0.9 TOJ (the stagnation temperature is lowered In stream II
above the cone).
The above data permit calculation of the overall total-head
recovery coefficient o„ in cross section 1' — I1 of the spray cone.

c
The entropy-flux Increment of the gas» (after Its passage through
the shock wave and the zone of the cone) will be written as follows
for the cross section with area PM:

Here AS,, ASTT, AS are the entropy Increments in the gas streams I
and II and the total increment for the entire cross section PM.
Using the logarithmic relation between entropy and total head, we obtain
»Streams I and II are regarded as an Isolated system from which
mechanical and thermal energy is transferred to the drops.

1H7

r.
(2.100)
\ Al /♦

V PQI I

\ Ail '

For the set of conditions cited
above, ac = 0.6,

Figure 2.33

shows the stagnation parameters
P'o = P'o/Poi and T'o " T'o/Toi
along the cone for various
Ap/pi.

The losses 1 - p'c,

1 - T'o of total-head and total
energy of the gas in the cone
Increase with increasing coorFigure 2.33. Total-heads and
stagnation temperatures of
gas In initial segment of
cone for various Ap (Mi ■ 2.85;
Pi » 1 bar; A
1 mm):
— P'o/Poi;

dinate x/y« and with decreasing
A

P/Pij i.e., with decreasing

range of the cone and, accor-

p'Vpoi; — T'o /T,

dingly, increasing drop concen-

tration. In the external flow,
on the other hand, the total-head losses 1 = p" decrease with decreasing
Äp/Pi, i.e., with decreasing volume of the cone on which the shock wave
forms.

Let us consider certain distinctive properties of the closed
problem.

Earlier, in determination of the parameters in the non-closed

problem, whose solution exists for any coordinate, we assumed in
approximation that x/y» » 1.

In the present case, we obtain a fully defined relation between
all of the quantities M', W, ..., and the coordinate x/y» over the
entire range of its values.

The question again arises regarding the

choice of effective parameters for the frontal segment for use as
initial data in calculating the vaporization.

We may assume that on

the "noncomputing" segment (next to the point of Injection), where
x/y» < (x/y#)^b, there is practically no vaporization because of the
high density of the swarm of insufficiently heated particles (which
should be even higher than the values ß' obtained In the calculation).
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The calculations Indicate that, for example, with Ti ■ 1050° K, Pi •
1 bar, M» - 2.85, djj - 1 mm, Ap ■ 40 bar, amax - 13 M. and(x/y»)
*

0.72, the absolute value of the length of the "noncomputlng" segment
lim " 11-3 ^un• Wlth 8 * AP/Pi * 100, »zRTi/px - igUQo K, 10.6 s a

x

1^.6 y 8 mm i xllm < U nun.

s

It can be assumed that vaporization should

still be insignificant on such short Intervals in a swarm of drops with
these diameters after a gas temperature on the order of 1000 — 2000° K.
Vapor production may become appreciable on the approach to the upper
limit of the interval, when its length is increased by a factor of
two or more and the drop concentration decreases.
The small amount of vaporization on the initial segment of the
cone, which the theory leaves out of account, tends to broaden slightly
the subcritical-flow interval that results. To a minor degree, it
slows the acceleration of the stream (the increase in M' over the
coordinate x'/y») due to removal of heat to the drops. For the
effective coordinate, i.e., the length of the Initial segment, we
take the averago value of x/y» on the computing segment:

where U/y*)z>b and (x/y*)^ are the ordinates of the lower and
upper boundaries of the subcrltlcal-flow regime.
The corresponding calculations indicate that for most regimes
with Mi ■ 2.85, i.e., for 10 « Ap/p, * 120, f^Tx/pi ■ 19I10 — 2350,
the Influence of the second criterion is comparatively small and that
(x/y*)^ is of the order of unity, and, as before, we take x/y« «• 1
to evaluate the total length of the cone from the injection point to
the total-vaporization cross section. We could also take the effective
value of (x/y*)^ from the average Mav determined from the values of
the Mach number at the ends of the subcritical-flow interval:
\\ ^A'K
cf

'

M.

•-•

1^9

... MH +1

'

2

'

(2.102)

where M^ and Mu are the values corresponding to the lower and upr.er
boundaries.
Calculations show that the two methods of determining (x/y»)

av
yield very similar results because the "Isobars" Ap/pi in Figure 2.22
are comparatively close to the linear relations.
We should note in general that for many regimes, the orders of
magnitude of the unknown normalized variables W'/Wi, p'/pi, T'/Ti,
and ß' do not vary too strongly« as M' is varied on the computing
Interval in the range M^b s M« s i. Hence the variations of the
absolute values of W, p', T», ß' are determined to a greater degree
by the initial regime parameters than by the method of choosing the
average effective parameter Inside the initial interval.
According to the scheme adopted above, in which the cone is subdivided into characteristic zones, vaporization develops strongly on
the main segment of the cone. On the above basis, we shall calculate
the vaporization In the closed problem for initial parameters W, p1,
T1, g' determined from the average value (x/y»)
according to formula
(2.101). Earlier, we demonstrated the existence of "transllmit"
regimes in which Ap/pi > Up/Pi)llin (they are not considered in
detail here). In this case, the flow is supercritical for all x/y»,
and for evaluation of the initial parameters we must choose the
smallest value of the coordinate corresponding to an equivalent onedlmenslonal flow, i.e., the lower-boundary coordinate.
Let us now compare the results of solution of the closed and
non-closed problems. As we have noted, the parameters W'/Wj, T'/Tx,
etc., obtained in the solution of the non-closed problem will satisfy
all conservation equations except the condition of entropy-flux
Increase. But the numerical differences between the parameters found
by solving the two problems are comparatively small for a definite
•Prom the standpoint of the vaporizabllity calculation.
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range of flow conditions.

For example, for the typical regime &p/pi -

'♦O, »jRTi/p» - 2350, x/y» ■ 1 (T,

- 293° K, (ln • 1 mm), solution of

the closed problem yields the parameters M» ■ 0.9; &' ■ 0.13; p' ■
p" - 2.03; f' ■ 1.91; ß* - 2.2; M" ■ 2.11; tt" ■ 0.92; T" - 1.23; the
same parameters In the non-closed problem have the values M1 ■ 1;
x/y« - 1; R« - 0.169; p« - p" • 2.07; T« • 1.85; ß' - 2.07; M" ■ 2.37;
»•• - 0.91; T" • 1.25.
Comparing the parameters of the closed problem In respect to the
average (effective) length (x/yf)a„ of the Initial Interval with the
parameters of the non-closed problem at x/y* ■ 1, the two results may
be considered relatively close in the following ranges:
1) M.-2.S-); 20 JÜ- -50: ^'=2350;
21 M^2.55: 16 r ^

.36; ^^=19-10.

P\

P\

Then the percentage differences between the corresponding parameters
will be
_
\\ \U''

\w', 11 „11/'
'
' *«
">'»»■«"
W

= 10-:-20°«: 4/''=6-+-27';,;;

HfJlHKII

2) i¥'. 10-: 1S V, ip' = 1 'I■-: LM \;
\r~ l-M'.V

Ay-4 -IV'.;.

These discrepancies are not particularly significant for the subsequent
calculation to determine the total vaporization interval xv, and we
may therefore use a simpler method based on solution of the non-closed
problem in the range Indicated.
In the broader ranges of values
20<:—<70

at

J6c;^<70

at

n

p\

5=^'-« 2350:

*

2^ = 1940,
Pi
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the a sagreeirtent increases, but the hypothesis M' « 1 can still be
used fo.' rougher estimates of the Interval x .

Closely similar results are naturally obtained in this comparison
when the Mach number M' of the chosen solution does not differ greatly
from unity.

Since these values of M' (other conditions the same)

approach unity with decreasing free stream Mach number Mi, the agree-nent of the results of the two problems Improves (Mi s 2.83 — 3).
As Mi increases, on the other hand, the differences become larger.
A typical flow in the evaporating cone can be described as
follows on the basis of the computing scheme adopted:
stream is accelerated on the initial segment.

the subcritical

It can be compared to

a practically nonvaporizing mixture of gas and particles flowing Jn
the tapering section of -~ kind of "liquid Venturitube" or in a "liquid
nozzle" (closed probl. n

where the stream makes a close approach to

the critical cross section without reaching it.

Then, with subcritical

parameters, the flow enters the main cylindrical section, where phase
transitions develop vigorously and go to completion.*

The critical cross section hypothesis simplifies the computer
program to some degree and requires the use of a smaller volume of
experimental information in the initial data.

However, solution of

the closed problem gives more complete and fundamentally new results:
(1)

it confirms by calculation (for a broad class of conditions)

the intuitive hypothesis that developed subcritical gas flow exists
at x/y» «» 1 on the initial segment of the cone.

This explains the

observed short total-vaporization intervals when fuel is delivered
into the chambers, nozzles, and other devices with stream Mach numbers
Mi > 1;

*In the cold stream, in the absence of vaporization, the gas
with the particles passes through the critical cross section in the
cone and is then accelerated to the supercritical parameters of the
surrounding stream.
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(2) It Indicates a region of existence of the equivalent onedlmenslonal flow of the two-phase mixture. It satisfies the conservation equations for streams I and II In the cones and outside of them
and the condition of increasing gas entropy flux on the shock wave
(gas II). It shows a "noncomputing" region in which plotting of this
flow Is impossible, and a region of translimit flows where liquid may
be vaporized under supercritical-flow conditions (M1 > 1);
(3) relationships are obtained for the gasdynamic parameters and
the liquid concentration In the dense (bounded) swarm of drops (the
spray cone). They may be useful in analysis of the interaction between
the gas and the drops in other cases (for example, injection from a
surface, accompanied by a large zone of boundary-layer separation).
As we know, no definitive theory of the dense particle swarm (a
further development of two-phase flows) has as yet been created.
In concluding this section, we discuss briefly the possibilities
of using the method developed here in a related problem.
The cone Initial parameters determined in this section are
computed in a simplified scheme of the flow that is not complicated
by boundary-layer detachment phenomena (as is admissible for analysis
of phase transitions). However, the method can also be used in analysis
of other problems, e.g., in determination of the pressures on the wall
behind the Injection zone (the problem of thrust-vector control at
outflow from the exhaust nozzle of a Jet engine).
This study does not deal specifically with the problem of computing the forces on the surface in the injection zone. We present
only certain physical considerations pertaining to it, with reference,
for example, to the results of F. I. Sklyar [18]. They point up the
importance of determining the parameters of a two-phase flow developing
directly over the layer next to the wall.
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This study presents typical experimental curves of static
pressure plotted against the symmetry-line coordinate of the cone
behind the point of Injection on a plate.
Liquid (practically nonvaporlzlng) Jets and a Jet of gas were
delivered Into supersonic streams, and, for comparison, the flow
around a solid "seml-lnflnlte" cylinder» whose axis was perpendicular
to the plate was studied for comparison.

The analysis indicated much

higher pressures In the first case as compared with the other two.
A weight cavity and boundary-layer detachment usually develop in
the wall region (behind the delivery orifice and the solid cylinder),
as a result of the bluff-body flow.

The undecayed segment of the

liquid Jet ("liquid leg") is such a body.

(For the gas Jet, the

cavity zone is enlarged considerably as a result of injection of gas
from its volume by the surrounding high-velocity stream.)
The cavity*» is suppressed by the larger external forces; this
determines the boundary conditions at the surface of the wall region
and Increases the pressure on the plate.

This provides an explanation

for the marked difference in the static pressures measured for liquid
and gas Jets.
In the former case, the external gas stream behind the shock
wave strikes the dense swarm of particles and acquires a higher pressure,
The process unfolds here In much the same way as that studied in the
present chapter, where calculation indicates an Increase in p* on the
initial segment of the cone as compared with the free stream pi.

The

increased pressure in the external flow also increases the pressure
on the wall.

Here we observe a smaller drop In p1 along the plate as

compared with the case of the gas Jet.

The results for two liquids

that differ only In their physical constants are interesting.

»A rod of sufficient length.
»»Characterized as an effect of underpressure.
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The first liquid, a solution of alcohol In water, has a lower
surface tension and a lower viscosity than the second, ethylene glycol.
Hence the first case Is distinguished by a shorter decay segment (a
short "liquid leg") and a smaller cavity zone; here the swarm of drops
moves up closer to the wall surface.

The two factors act in the same

direction, Increasing pressure for the case of the alcohol solution,
and this Is indicated by the experiments referred to.
The above Interpretation of the experimental data permits the
following hypothesis:

for conditions under which there is rapid

decay near the Injection points (as is characteristic for most liquids
used in practice), it is the external stream that makes the main
"contribution" to the pressure on the plate (in any event in its
initial zone).

It flows directly behind the wave In the swarm of

liquid particles and presses on the surface of the cavity.

In the

presence of vaporization (on later segments of the cone), the pressure
in the subcrltical zone may rise (as compared with the case in which
there are no phase transitions).

The case of the infinite solid

cylinder is, In accordance with the experiments, intermediate between
the liquid and gas Jets.
is

The wall cavity (and the pressure-drop effect)

smaller here than In the case of gas injection, in which the Jet

expands sharply in highly noncomputable conditions, ejecting gas from
the cavity zone.
The experiment indicates that In the case of prevalence of the
pressure effect of the wall layer itself (gas, solid cylinder), the
Interval on which static pressure is equalized is a short one, amounting
to a few diameters of the delivery orifice.

If the effects of the

external two-phase flow around the cavity predominate,

the p1 equali-

zation Interval is longer and measured in larger scale units, i.e.,
the characteristic dimensions of the drop swarm (~y#).
Having data (e.g., from an experiment) on the shapes of the cone
and wave, we can develop the above method for calculation of the
pressures in the atomlzed-llquld zone In the case of Injection from
the walls of a nozzle.

This pressure is decisive in many cases.

Here

it will be Important to resolve the question as to the existence of a
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subcrltical-flow region In the initial segment of the spray cone with
M' < 1 (in analogy to the discussion given here). This will permit
correct selection, for example, of the point and Ap of Injection to
obtain the highest possible pressures (especially for vaporizing
liquids).
Under this heading, we have given only general qualitative considerations as to the relation and definite analogy between the problem
considered in ^hl|g|»k a0d ;the problem of the controlling forces that
arise wfceojlquirfrTiijecJted frort holfeö" oh the surface of a nozzle
wall.
S6.

Total Vaporization Interval in the Spray
Cone. Comparison of Theoretical
and Experimental Results

In this section, we describe a method and results of experimental
Investigation of liquid injection into a heated supersonic stream.
The total-vaporization interval le was determined in spray cones
in which strong phase transitions were observed.
The theory of the individual stages in the process that was set
forth in the preceding sections made it possible to devise a consistent
computing technique (see below). It was used to compute all characteristics of the two-phase flow in the cone and the fundamental
parameter — the liquid-vaporization length x .
The results of experiment and theory were compared for various
injection regimes. The experiments were run on a special setup
(Figure 2.3J0. In it, an air-fuel generator was used to form the
heated stream. The exit end of the device terminated in a gasdynamic
nozzle with open working section.
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Camera field

f.

Gas-generator fuel

Figure 2.3^.

j [High-pressure
|jl W
" air
Water TT"'?!^ '
Liquid to
atomizer
Diagram of experimental setup.

1 — gas generator; 2 — gasdynamlc nozzle;
1 — exhaust pipe; 5— starting unit.

3 — cooled atomizeratomizer.

In steady-state operation, high-pressure air from cylinders was
fed into the generator, where it was heated by the combustion of
kerosene with an excess-air ratio otT « 1 — 2 and a combustion efficiency of approximately 0.93 — 0.97.

Ignition of the fuel-air mix-

ture was initiated at low pressure and sustained by a special antechamber, which was then shut off.

The pressure in the generator was

raised to the desired level with a regulating valve, with a simultaneous Increase in the flow rate through the fuel nozzle.

The heated air (mixed with combustion products) flowed out of a
supersonic nozzle whose critical- and exit-section diameters D « 15
and 35 mm.

A special cooled atomizer was mounted at the exit from

the nozzle, and the injection orifice and the initial segment of the
cone were situated in the rhombus of equal free-Jet parameters.

The

hot gas carrying the atomized liquid was then diverted into an exhaust
pipe.

The measuring system of the bench permitted determination of

the usual parameters:

the flow rate of the air entering the generator

(Venturl tube), pressures in the generator chamber and the critical
section of the supersonic nozzle, the flow rate of the fuel supplied
to the generator, and the flow rate, temperature, and pressure of the
liquids injected through the atomizer.
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The setup could produce a supersonic stream with Mi ■ 2.85
(geometrical Mach number) at near-nominal outflow pi ■ p

t

(where

p . is the atmospherlj pressure) for two preheats T« 1050 and 866° K,
and outflow velocities Wi ■ 175'» and 1612 m/sec (total temperatures
in gas generator, 2200 and 1700° K).

The flow variables of the stream

were determined by the familiar method:
(1)

the excess-air ratio in the generator was calculated from

the measured air and fuel flow rates m
(2)

and m™;

assuming 100% combustion efficiency (and known compositions

and enthalpies of the combustion products), the adiabatic exponent k
and the gas constant R in the generator chamber were found from IS and
RT diagrams (see, for example, [19]);
(3)

the stagnation temperature was determined from the equation

of the flow rate through the critical cross section of the generator
nozzle with area P

cr

:

»±{

were po is the pressure in the generator;
(4)

all other parameters of the flow in the nozzle exit section

were calculated from the formulas of one-dimensional gasdynamics (the
average value of the adiabatic exponent in the interval between the
generator and the exit section was ^k-^n'

k: ■ 1.25 — 1.28).

The

experiments consisted of shadow or ^öpld ci.otography of the gas Jet
and spray cone under hot and coL
on and off).

''I

-riUlons (with the generator

The appropriate irs. rui,io"t panels (scales) were photo-

graphed simultaneously to record the r.adings determined by the flow
parameters.
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Figure
Cooled atomizer.
1 — exit channel of cylindrical atomizer; 2 — liquid supply for
atomizatlon; 3 — atomizer casing; 4 — cooling-water inlet and
outlet; 5

straightener tube; 6 — heat-resistant atomizer tip.

One of the major difficulties of the experiment consisted in the
design of a nozzle with comparatively small dimensions and resistance
combined with high thermal stability.

It had to withstand expobwe*.

to high temperature for a considerable time (at least one hour) and
should, to the extent possible, introduce no major disturbances into
the flow around the spray cone.

The problem was solved by the use of

an atomizer of compact design with water cooling (Figure 2.35).

The

cooling-water temperature was monitored during the experiments.

It

was necessary to use tungsten for the thermally most stressed part of
the atomizer — its tip, which tapered at an angle of ~280 (creating
a weak shock wave similar to the characteristic), and to make it
interchangeable.

Visual observation showed that the fuel never flared

up and that the spray cone was clearly visible, with steady boundary
outlines, in reflected illundnator light.
Tha heated-stream experiments produced quite satisfactory photographs, examples of which appear in Figures 2.36 and 2.37.

They can

be used to determine the shape of the cone and the outlines of the
shock wave in the frontal zone and totai-vaporizatlon interval.
Because of the comparatively small field of the camera, the tall section of the vapor ...Ing cone war. sometimes cut off.
the camera was :•(
spray cone- I:,

J

In such cases,

et no that Its field would cover the area of the
section.
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Figure 2.36. Vaporizing spray cone in supersonic flow (gasoline,
Mi > 2.85; Ti = 1050° K; dn = 0.8 mm; magnification O.58 X).
a — Ap * ^0 bar; po = 46 bar, cold stream; b — Ap = 20 bar;
po = 40 bar; c — Ap = 78 bar; po = 40 bar.
Photographs of cold stream regimes showed a continuous cone with
uniform density over the entire length accessible to observation.
(~250 — 300 mm), since there was practically no vaporization in this
case.

The range of the "hot" cone on a certain Initial segment on

which vaporization is still slight is practically the same as the
range corresponding to "cold" cones.*

With increasing distance from

the injection point, the shape of the "hot" cone changes appreciably
under the influence of phase transitions.
On certain photographs, the "hot" spray cone has a kind of
"foxtail" shape in which the outer boundary slopes off to a tapered
end.

This is apparently to be explained by the distribution of

liquid-phase concentration, which has a maximum somewhere inside the
cone (an effect of the non-one-dimensional character of the two-phase
flow).

The weak shock waves observed on some of the photographs, for

example, at the elbow of the atomizer, are close to the gasdynamic
characteristic and have no appreciable influence on the shape of the
cone.

Gauging of the negatives (the experiment was repeated twice

for each regime) showed fully satisfactory reproduclblllty of the
results.
•Strictly speaking, cones with equal Mi; PjVj/piWj; x/y», which
determine shape on the initial segment, should be compared. For the
experiments described, this means practical equality, accurate to
ki(Ti), of the pressures &p and pi.
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The «.ain experiments were
performed with gasoline at atomizer
diameters dn » 0.6, 1.0, and 1.45
mm and pressure drops Ap

% hü

B

19.6 —

75.5 bar and alcohol with d
and Ap

e

8 — 56 bar.

" 1 mm
n
The spray

cones that appeared on the photoFigure 2.37» Vaporizing spray
cone in supersonic flow (gasoline. Mi » 2.85; dn = 1 mm;

graphs sometimes slightly exceeded
the limits of the equal-velocity

magnification 0.58 X).

rhombus of the free Jet as distance

a — Ap = 40 bar; po * ^5 bar,
bar, cold stream; b — Ap =
38 bar; ro = 37 bar; Tt - 866°

from the Initial segment increased.

K.

The corresponding corrections were
not introduced in computing the

average parameters in the cone.

As we noted above, the method used

is based on the assumption that the rapid vaporization process is
complete on a comparatively short interval.

It depends primarily on

the parameters of the stream shaped on the initial segment of the cone,
The influence of mixing with the surrounding gas is considered secondary.

The general procedure for calculation of the processes in the

cone is based on the results set forth in this and the precedirs
chapter.

It consists of three parts, which correspond to the main

stages of the complex mixing process on the Initial and main segments
of the cone, where the liquid fuel is converted to vapor.

We recall

that these stages are:
(1)

decay of the liquid Jet and the appearance of a drop-size

spectrum In the zone at the root of the cone;
(2)

formation of a dense swarm of particles ir chaotic motion

on the initial segment of the cone behind the shock vwve.

Gas flows

around it as it flows around a kind of semipermeable body, with a
resulting sharp change from the Initial parameters of the free stream
after their penetration into the cone;
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(3) an ordered two-phase flow of gas and drops with rapid vaporization. This takes place on the main segment of the 'one and is
likened (roughly) to the flow in an isolated channel; here we have
processes of heat and mass exchange between the gas and drops, which
have different velocities and temperatures (thermal and dynamic nonequilibrium). The complete calculation is also broken up into three
items:
1.
Determination of the coarseness of atomization from the free
stream and injection parameters. The maximum particle diameter a

max
the average (median) diameter aM, or the entire diameter spectrum is

calculated using the aforementioned empirical dimensicnless formulas.
As we have stated, the decay of the liquid Jet and the atomization of
the drops in the supersonic stream take place very quickly and are
complete on a small segment from fractions of a millimeter to a few
millimeters lu length. We can evidently disregard heating of the Jet
and calculate the physical constants of the liquid from its initial
temperature T^. The effects of the fuel's initial enthalpy on the
nature of the decay itself will be substantial If the liquid has first
been heated to a high temperature, e.g., to near the boiling point
(a case that is not considered here).
The following Initial values are assigned for calculation of
drop Are: dn; Ap; p^; a; Wi; T»; pi; m; c ; c^; R, from which
the diirensionless numbers

M^-^Lp; Re-J^SL, wt~^; 5-: f.
which appear in the drop-size formulas, are calculated.
2.
The effective parameters W; p'; T'; ß1 In the initial
segment are calculated by computer solution of the fundamental conservation equations (as set forth in detail earlier) for the flow in
the frontal segment between cross sections 1 — 1 and 1' — I1. Here
either the non-closed or closed problem can be solved, depending on
the corresponding range of the parameters (see above). In our case,
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the closed problem was solved for comparison with the experimental
data (the results were similar to those of the non-closed problem).
The calculation "converts" the Initial free stream gas parameters to
Initial data for the equations of two-phase flow in the main segment
of the cone. Here the following quantities are assigned: the drop
size ai - a^, the injectlcr parameters Ap; dn; T^; TbJ p^; Ma
(atomizer discharge coefficient), c^, o, and the gasdynamic parameters
Wij Ti; p»; cpi; cVx; R (or M,; Toi; Poi; ki - cpi/cvi).

We note that

for this stage in the calculations, the parameters aii o; c^; T^; Tb;
j. are of little importance and can be estimated quite roughly.«
3.

The concluding calculation of the processes with phase

transitions on the main segment of the cone, and determination of the
total-vaporization interval xv. A computer is used to solve the equation system of two-phase flow (see Chapter I), with the initial values
of the gasdynamic parameters and liquid concentration W; T'; p'; ß*
and the drop size ai obtained under items 2 and 1 of this procedure,
respectively. The coarseness of atomization is highly important in
calculating the total-vaporization interval xv. Here we take amax,
the large.it diameter in the spray spectrum, with whose vaporization
the phase transitions in the cone culminate.
This method uses the formulas for atomization coarseness that
were obtained in the experiments of [15].

They express the median

and maximum diameters of the spectrum:

«i

^^(«eHij-)

JL

;

JL

^,1|9(^Hg) .

•This applies to many practically important flow regimes, in
which liquids such as gasoline, kerosene, alcohol, and water are
atomized at small initial preheats, and when pi does not differ
sharply from atmospheric pressure.
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The basic dimensionleBS criterion Is the Weber number We ■
»id Wf/o; the Mach number M » Wi/aoH ; the Reynolds number Re «=
d WiJi/m.

Reference [1] shows how to obtain an approximating formula

for the spray spectrum from the values of aM and amax.
a

max

The value of

corresponds to the condition that drops with sizes a * a

compose 95% of the entire mass of the liquid.

niaA

Approximately 99% of

all of the liquid Is assumed to have evaporated at the Instant of
total vaporization of a particle with amax.

It has already been said

that the calculation Is performed for a one-dimensional isolated flow
in a cylindrical pipe.

It is regarded as a kind of "corresponding

regime," which yields a measure of the vaporization Interval in the
real cone.
We take note of a peculiarity of this idealization.

One of its

consequences is that the calculated xv is the upper limit of the
total-vaporization range.
The effect of mixing between the flow inside the cone and the
flow surrounding it, which the method does not take into account,
should be to intensify the real vaporization process.

Mass exchange

(vapor leaving the cone and air entering it) lowers the concentration
c^ of the vapor phase, increasing the rate of vapor production.
exchange takes place in more complex fashion.

Heat

At the beginning of the

main segment, the temperature in the space Inside the cone exceeds
the ambient temperature:

T' > T" (T" near Ti).

But then, under the

Influence of vaporization of the liquid, the mixture temperature T
drops rapidly and, as the calculations show, falls below the free
stream temperature, T' < Ti.

This effect is more substantial, the

higher the heat of vaporization that the liquid must absorb.
At the end of the vaporization Interval of alcohol, for example,
the temperature T

in the cone Is 100 — 300° C below ambient.

Consequently, heat must flow into the cone from the outside.

To this

we should add that the vaporlzabillty zv rises sharply at the beginning
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of the segment (the derivative dz^dx has a large value) and has low
sensitivity to temperature disturbances. To the contrary, at the end
of the main segment, where dZy/dx Is small, the vaporlzablllty curves
z

- 9(x) are usually prolonged conspicuously along the x axis unc-jr

the Influence of the decrease In ambient temperature.
Finally, exchange of momentum (acceleration of the two-^hase flow
by the external stream) should result In sharp velocity gradients Inside

I

the cone and strong turbullzatlon, which intensifies the processes
of heat transfer between the phases. The large stream velocity gradient may cause secondary atomlzatlon of the drops and produce a larger
liquid surface. All of these effects will be stronger, the more difficult it is to vaporize the liquid. In comparing theoretical and
experimental results, therefore, the relative values of Zg/y*, i.e.,
cone length measured in cone "calibers," should be taken into account,
since the mixliig process over the length of the cone is determined by
this coordinate.
Selection of the maximum diameter &mLX as the diameter defining
particle coarseness also corresponds to estimation of the liquidvaporization Interval at the upper boundary. In performing actual
calculations of the phase-transition process and the total-vaporization
interval x

in the last item of the procedure, use may be made of the

data obtained in Chapter I and plotted on the appropriate diagrams.
They are useful for a rather broad range of variation of the gasdynamlc
parameters of the air in the initial cone segment and the drop sizes
that may be encountered in practice.
The possible error due to the difference between the physical
constants of the air and the product of combustion of hydrocarbon
fuels in air (heating of the stream under the experimental conditions)
is comparatively small and need not be considered (differences in heat
capacities, adiabatic exponents, etc.). The corresponding estimates
indicate that for regimes in which the initial effective gas pressure
p» and the liquid temperature T'j of the cone do not differ strongly
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from those under normal conditions (p'/Pi

w

1.5 — 2.3; Pi "lb;

290 « T', * 320° K), the vaporization Interval can be calculated for
simplicity for p' = pi « 1 bar and T'

= Tiz - 293° K (here the deviation

would be 3 — 10% 1" T, * 800° K).
Turning to a comparison of the theoretical and experimental
results, we note once again the highly complex structure of the
phenomenon being studied, in which at least three Independent processes
are interwoven into a single complex:

decay of the liquid Jet into

drops, flow around the dense swarm of particles that results, and
organized flow of gas with evaporating drops under conditions of dynamic
and thermal nonequillbrium.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the

first attempt of its kind to penetrate consistently into a physical
object as complex as the spray cone with phase transitions in a supersonic stream to obtain a single engineering method of calculation.
Needless to say^ all of this has been done at the cost of a rather
crude idealization and a number of simplifying assumptions.
This combined calculation procedure is a first approximation.
It may be Improved later.

Some opportunities for such improvements

are Inherent In the initial model.

Tables 2.8 and 2.9 present calcu-

lated and experimental results for gasoline and alcohol.
The first six columns indicate the initial stream and injection
parameters for the experimental regimes, then the drop diameter amax
and the determining parameters W, T1, ß' at the entrance to the main
segment of the cone, from which the vaporization process is computed.
According to calculations (§5), the orders of magnitude of W'/Wi and
T'/T, do not vary very strongly within the frontal segment.

Estimating

the effective values W and T' at the center point of the interval
(by the method adopted), we obtain comparatively large values In
different regimes; the yoncentrations ß' vary moro strongly.

What is

significant is the fact that all of these effective parameters differ
st'-c ngly from the parameters of the free supersonic stream.
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TABLE 2.8
GASOLINE M - 2.85

Data
^'"Äl

Plo. Parater.
u

Si

No. •
Is

^

i 10»
•i 1CJ0
a low
4 loyi
A 1050
6 10»
7 10»

1780
1780
I7H0
17110
1780
1780
17W)
1780
lf.10
1610
1610
1610
1610

H 1050

9 tu,

in

MC
1166

i?
13

MS
«66

&.

ü
4)

>r St

1.30 o.« 44
1.» «• 76.5
I.W M 40
1.» >.o 64
1.*" i.« 39
1,10 o.* 19,6
1,(0 i.o 19,6
I.H *.* 19,6
1.» o.«, 39
I.2S «•• 75.5
1.» 1.0 39
1.» 1,0 6S
1.30 1.43 30

n
•^

i*

109
137
100
126
100
70
70
70
100
136
100
126
100

10
10,6
13
14
IS
9
12
M,7
10,6
11
12.7
13,6
16

9

o
4)
n0
^ V"

5

+m •

••

3

3
^

H

Ä

i«
13
1«
»1
M
7
11.4
17
M
13
1«
21

WHO J.^
JM"!I.»"
1040 1.1«
»37 J.»
X/Ii l.t*
7M l.W
»li J.M
1030 J.6I
IMi l.H'
17W I,1»
It«) J.O/
IIWM.W
ItMl J.U»

730
765
723
775
739
687
696
700
676
725
695
728
692

Expe

Theory

»

7.»
10.4
1.»

M
II
33
10.3
7.1
9.73
».I
S.I
1.1
It.«

34
37
13
3.1. H
4.0 - 7«
M
1.1
«.*
4.7»
41
»,»
4.3
43
H
4.4
M
S.(
M
4.3

44
11

4.4
3.'
4.1

«
74
«3
31
H
71
11
S*
71
31
N

a
«

4«
10
71
71
34

a

43
73
II

to
7$
71
III

1

1

TABLE 2.9
ALCOHOL Mi ■ 2.85
Flov/ Parameters vnjy\ xnii j.ax UU
Size iri Cone
u
o
u
o
No

•

C
10»

ion
IQ»
Mi
864
866
864

3

0)

n
b>

i.

17*0
1780
1710
1610
1410
1410
1410

1.7
I.S
1.3
1.7
l.S
1.3
I.1S

w

1.0
1,0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

w
^ ^>
10

tt.S
40
1

»
33
SI

41
70
100
44
70
100
11»

•u

0)

n
^ W*

10.7
■1.7
U.4
10.3
11.1
U.4
13,0

OO.

630

aois 2.85

t»

J040
3043
1670
1690
1700
1740

a

«04

us
«M
717

>.64
2.14
2.78
2.40
2,10
l.»S

Theory
>«

1
8.1
11.4
16,3
7.1
H.S
16.1
».3

5|

»*
<
47
43
S2
M
17
4»

n

*

3

+ •».
11.»
10,0
1.7
IS.S
t.3
7.1
4.4

«S
101
«3
»1
M
100
10»

102
114
101
(4
107
111
U»

71
13
«I
80
100

The chief unknown is the length of the main segment of the cone
— the total-vaparlzatlon Interval xv; the table also gives the length
x1 ■ y», which characterizes the extent of the Initial cone segment.
A comparison Is drawn between the theoretical value of the total
vaporization Interval Xy + x' a x + y» — ehe segment on which a liquid
phase exists — and the value of IQ measured directly on spray cone
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photographs (last two columns of the table).

The order of magnitude

obtained for le In the experiment suggests rather short vaporization
Intervals.

That the process develops In this manner is explained by

the high dispersion of the liquid particles, amax ~ 9 — 16 u, and
the significant increase in temperature and decrease in velocity in
the initial segment of the cone as compared with the free stream
parameters T' > Ti and W < Wi.

The latter makes for comparatively

long stay times of the drops in the cone.
We note in passing that the absence of ignition of the fuel in
the experiments can be explained (apart from the induction-period
factor) by the high fuel concentration g' « 2 — 2.5, i.e., by the
very low excess-air ratios a
cone.

< 0.1 on the vaporizing segment of the

The figures given here make it possible to report qu^.te satis-

factory agreement between calculation and experiment for gasoline
(see Table 2.8); the average deviation Is

H^'?"'' H-"i2xv
The drop diameter a

is one of the principal parameters, an

Increase in which increases I
In

and xv.

le case of experiments with alcohol (see Table 2.9), the

agreemeut is poorer and is characterized by a 30 — 55% excess of the
calculated values over the experimental ones.

Let us analyze the

resulU rr comparison of theory and experiment for these two liquids.
The calculated interval (xv + y») is found to be 30 — 50% smaller in
the case of gasoline than for alcohol.
Comparing, for example, regime No. 7 from Table 2.8 (gasoline)
with regime No. 2 from Table 2.9 (alcuhol), we see that they have
closely similar initial conditions.

The difference between the inter-

vals is obtained at (111 - 56)/111 « h0%, since alcohol is comparatively
difficult to vaporize, with a latent heat approximately 2-1/2 times
that of gasoline.

However, the experiment shows that the difference
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this section. On a short cone of
relative lengths la/y* < 3 — 5,

A

/

-Alcohol
i>

f

between the true vaporization
intervals of the two liquids is
significantly smaller [(80 - 63)/
80 « 202 for the same regimes].
This can be explained by the
peculiarities of the computing
technique that were mentioned in

f

7

1

i iMf

Figure 2.38. Vaporlzabllity along
spray cone:
calculated; — real process.

the real process follows the
idealized process closely, since
mixing has not yet made itself
fell. For easily vaporized
liquids such as gasoline, the
calculation agrees with theory
[sic]. But if the idealized
process is not completed at these

relative lengths, the intensifying effects of mixing, which we discussed in this section, come into play. Their influence is strong
enough to vaporize the rest of the liquid alcohol on an additional
short segment.
Thus, the mixing processes have a tendency to level the vaporizabilities of liquids with different physical constants. It can be
assumed, from the data given in the table for gasoline, that the mixing
factors are superimposed on the idealized process beginning at
(x + y«)/y» ^ 4 — 5.
All of the above is illustrated by Figure 2.38, which shows the
calculated vaporlzabllity curves for gasoline and alcohol in a comparison with the experimental Intervals of Ig/y« for the regimes cited.
While the gasoline has been almost completely vaporized under conditions
close to those of the isolated flow, only 60* of the alcohol has
evaporated by this time. The remaining JJOJ (see the conditional
dashed line) is vaporized in accelerated fashion (as compared with
the theory) under the influence of mixing effects. The theory should
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determine the interval x
(x

more correctly, the smaller the ratio

+ y*)/^», i.e., the longer the range y» and the shorter the

vaporization Interval.

We note that the calculation of the vaporiza-

tion interval in which the free stream parameters (W - Wi and T' ■ T»)
were taken as the initial data yields xv, 2 — 5 times the experimental
values at the same drop size.

Considering the complexity and the

limited extent of our knowledge of phase transitions in supersonic
streams, it should be acknowledged that the approximate theory proposed
here correctly describes the phenomenon in its general features and
agrees satisfactorily with experiment.

It yields the upper limit of

the total-vaporization interval xv for liquids of the type of benzene
and alcohol in the range of parameter variation considered.
§7.

Mathematical Desipn of In.iection

System and Calculation of Mixing
Parameters in an Ideal Chamber
Using a simple example, let us illustrate certain applications
of the theory of the spray cone in supersonic flow.

They concern

calculation of the mixing segment of an idealized chamber with supersonic flow, the parameters of the injection system, the length of the
fuel-vaporization segment xv, and the total head loss.

As we noted

in §5, the total head loss is a conventional quantity; the calculation
is concerned with the "cold" losses involved in the injection process
itself (formation of the shock wave in front of the cone and motion
of the two-ph?ise flow in the zone behind the wave).
To study all phenomena in the chamber, of course, it is necessary
to add the losses to friction (against the wall) and those due to
mixing and combustion.»

Combustion develops after the mixing zone in

a whole series of cases (the problem of calculations for the entire
chamber is not posed in this chapter, although the material presented
is needed In solving it).

The injection system will be characterized

•The overall total head losses are needed in calculations of
engine thrust (chamber and nozzle).
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by the delivery pressure Ap and the diameter dn and number n of
atomizer orifices.

The fundamental computing procedure Is retained

In the case of a real chamber with an annular or any other cross
section. The formulas may be modified to take account of the particular shape and arrangement of the atomizers and other design features.
By "Ideal chamber," we shall mean a cylindrical chamber without
losses to friction of the gas against the wall, without consideration
of the losses In flow around the atomizers themselves, and without
interaction between Inldlvldual spray cones. In real flows in chambers
and at excess-air ratios aT i 0.8 — 1, the indivldu'41. fuel cones do
not overlap and their boundaries lie at a certain distance from one
another, on the order of several lengths y». In particular, the effects
from intersection of the shock waves of individual cones are left out
of account; it is assumed that they damp out comparatively quickly
and merge with the characteristics beyond the initial segment. The
fuel sources are uniformly distributed on the cross-sectional area Pc
of the chamber, and each of them controls its own zone of area fT.
The problem is stated as follows:

given the parameters of the

gas at the entrance to the chamber Mi; Ti; and pi (or Toi and poi)i
the specific gravity YT of the fuel; the excess-air ratio aT; and
the chamber diameter Dc.

Find xv; dn; n; &p; oc - (po/poi)c.

we write the simple relations linking dn; n; Ap.

First

In partitioning the

chamber into zones in accordance with the number of sources, it is
convenient to introduce the partitioning coefficient kT, which equals
the ratio of the chamber area P„ to the total cross-sectional area of
the spray cones.

Characterizing the cross-sectional area of the cone

by the limiting value F», we obtain
„/,=«*/• =5..
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(2.103)

The quantity /kT = D //nT^Tz* ■ D /d /n gives a measure of the linear
c
c c
expansion of all fuel cones to fill the chamber cross section.

It

Indicates approximately (with "close-packing" accuracy) the factor by
which the average cone diameter d,. In cross section P* must be
c
increased for the boundaries of neighboring cones to touch.*
k

* 1, the liquid cones do not overlap anywhere.

At

Substituting the

expression F» = F(dn; Ap/pi; Mi; k») Into (2.103), we obtain

«*AA=-£O(^M^.

(2.104)

From the condition for maintenance of the assigned excess-air ratio

(LT is the stoichiometric ratio for the particular fuel and Q

and QT

are the air and fuel flow rates) and the formula for the flow rate of
liquid fuel through a single atomizer, G-j,

where u

a

is the discharge coefficient of the straight-Jet atomizer,

we obtain
Mrl^VWt '

(2.105)

The air flow rate through the chamber can be written

Solving Equations (2.104) and (2.105) for n and Ap, we obtain
dimensionless relationships for determination of the parameters of
*The conditions that insure, to a certain degree, good largescale mixing of the liquid fuel with air.
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the fuel delivery system:

*t--

——

(2.106)

r.0^)r

jT

MtV^

^■Y^^)^)''

(2.107)

In performing an actual calculation. It Is necessary to assign
two quantities, e.g.. Ap and dn (or dn and kT). after which the ether
two parameters are easily determined. To prevent fouling, the
diameter of the atomizer nozzle orifice must not be too small, nor
must it be too large from the standpoint of improving spray coarseness
and lengthening the total-vaporization Interval. It is recommended
that the diameter dn be in the range 0.4 - 0.5 * dn * 2.5 - 3 nun.
Other conditions the same, the factor kT is uniquely determined
by the fuel delivery pressure.

The larger kT. the greater, for the

chosen dn (and other conditions the same), will be the number of
sources n and the better the conditions for subsequent mixing of the
vapor with air. Knowing dn and Ap. we determine the total-vaporization
interval in the cones In accordance with the theory set forth above.
We turn now to determination of the total-head recovery factor
in the ideal chamber.

Following the derivation of the relation for

the single cone in 15, we obtain, in perfectly similar fashion, a
formula for the coefficient on the initial mixing segment of the
chamber (Figure 2.39). The flow is partitioned into 3 zones with
areas nFx for stream I. n(PM - F») for stream II. and Fc - FMn for
the remaining stream III in the chamber:
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•..«=(—) =
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a/zx

(2.108)
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/
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The quantity p^o/poi corresponds
to the zone of stream III, where
the shock wave Is near the
characteristic.

Hence the total

m

pressure p o can be estimated
I

roughly as the mean between p"o

-L.

,_„..„l.-.

■7/;vr,: 7rr:7,V77777777fi77?.

and poi; p% * (p"o + p'oi)/?

Figure 2.39.
Illustrating calculation of ideal chamber.

(usually p"o « 0.93 — 0.99).
Even better accuracy can be

m

obtained In calculating p o cy using the equation for the shock wave
boundaries-

The area ratios in the exponents are conveniently deter-

mined from the relations
f» ' F»

f1
F*

F

K

F*

The quantities F'/F*; FM/F*; and Fc/F* are calculated from the initial
data for a fixed value of x/y», and F^/F•; Fi/F1 are obtained after
solution of the parameter problem for the initial cone segment.
The total-head ratio a
x/y* =1.

c

is calculated from formula (2.108) for

As a specific example, let us consider an Ideal chamber

in which gasoline is delivered into a stream of air (the only appreciable difference in the case of alcohol or kerosene would be in the
calculation of x ; the remaining parameters would remain almost the
same as in the case of gasoline).
for the chamber:

We take the following initial data

Mj = 3; Pi = 1.2 bar; Ti = 1200° K; aT = 1; Dc «

150 mm (this corresponds to flight at MT « 8 at a height H ■ 30 tan).
We assign the delivery pressure gradient Ap = HO bar; ya = 0.7 and find
km " 1.95 from (2.106); each atomizer services an area of about twice
the cross-sectional area F» of the spray cone.
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the number of fuel orifices from
(2.107) at n - 18.5 » 18.
formula (2.108), where
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[/

Putting the nozzle-orlflce
diameter at dn ■ 1 mm, we obtain

n

ft

We present the corresponding
results for various values of
0.5 ä dn « 3 and Ap - 40 and 20 bar.
Figure 2.10 presents curves
of kT against Ap, and curves of

the number of atomizers n, the total vaporization interval x , and
the ratio o

against d,, for the two delivery-pressure values.

the most part, the substantial increase in the parameter x

For

is due to

an increase in spray coarseness with Increasing diameter d .
For the assigned flow regime in the chamber and a fixed x/y* ■ 1
(with dn = 1 mm and Ap » 10 and 20 bar; x' = y» = 16 and 11 mm) the
value of o

depends comparatively weakly on d

and Increases with

decreasing Ap, i.e., with increasing coefficient kT (spacing between
atomizers).
On the whole, the calculation shows that fuel can be vaporized
on intervals of the chamber that are quite acceptabie from the design
standpoint. The diameters d and gradients Ap are vithin the usual
range for Jet-engine injection systems. The total-head losses at
fuel Injection are found to be comparatively small.
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Thus, there are no particular technical obstacles to delivery of
fuel into supersonic chambers or Its vaporization.
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Part 2

•:

Turbulent Mixing and Combustion Processes In Jet Plows

.-

CHAPTER I

MIXING IN TURBULENT FLOWS
I
I

I
*
I
I
|

There are two extreme trends, practically unrelated to one another,
in the development of the theory and calculation methods of turbulentmixing problems. The first Is the traditional semiempirical theory
of turbulence, a trend based on the elementary physical models and
mathematical hypotheses of Boussinesq, Prandtl, Taylor, Reichardt,
and others, with which It Is simplest to close the gasdynamic equatlons averaged over turbulent fluctuations, which are known as the
Reynolds equations. A detailed survey of these papers is given In
the monographs [1], [2], and [33.
The second trend, statistical fluid dynamics, was shaped for the
most part in the pre-war and post-war years on the basis of the fundamental theoretical studies of Karman, Taylor, Kolmogorov, and others.
Among the works on statistical fluid dynamics, we cite for reference
several books that are well known to a wide circle of readers specialized in turbulent fluid dynamics: those of patchelor [19], Townsend
[20], Hintze [21], and A. S. Monin and A. M. Yaglom [22].
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Among the problems of statistical gasdynamlcs, those of the
internal gasdynamlcs of the jet engine are distinguished by three
characteristic properties:

The nonlocal nature of the scale and

velocity parameters of the turbulence, the need to take account of
the inhomogenelty of turbulent mixing (with consideration of the
convectlve and gradient mixing components for problems with evolution
of heat, etc.), and the substantial difference between and variation
of the densities oi' ohe media being mixed (P1/P2 « ^ — 15).
The nonlocal nature of the turbulence is a general property of
most jet problems.

In the limit,

nonlocality of turbulence means

that the scale of the vortices that receive energy from the average
streams is equal to the scale of the mixing layer of the streams,
while the velocity scale of these vortices equals the difference
between the ?verage longitudinal velocities oi' these streams.

This

circumstance has been taken into account in the modern Prandtl hypothesis for determination of the eddy diffusivity.
At the same time, the nonlocal nature of turbulence casts doubt
on the possibility of determining the correlation moments in the
Reynolds equations in terms of any local stream parameters, or, In
other words, on the possibility of approximating the turbulent
exchangr with differential equations.

For this reason, averaged

integral relations and physical models that take account of the
nonlocal property of turbulent exchange have been used as a basis
for analytical description of jet currents.

The general solutions

developed on the basis of these models subsequently made It possible
to determine the general form of the correlation moments in a number
of cases from the appropriate averaged differential equations of
gasdynamlcs.
Mixing Inhomogenelty is also Inherent to most Jet problems,
since it is a consequence of the nonlocality and cascade decay of
vortices.

The inhomogenelty of mixing is found to be strongest in

large vortices, where molecular exchange is negligible, and weakest
In small vortices.

However, it is not always necessary to take

mixing inhomogenelty into consideration:
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it manifests itself strongly

only in problems of mixing of gases or liquids with a large density
difference and In cases in which the gases react chemically or the
radiation from the Jets being mixed Is to be calculated. I.e., wherever

the fluctuations of density, composition, or temperature are of

importance in addition to their average values.

The physical models

proposed In this book also take account of the property of the turbulent exchange.

Large density (teraperature) differences and nonlocallty and
inhomogenelty of mixing result in the appearance of strong density
and temperature fluctuations that must be taken into account, not only
In the correlation moments of the Reynolds equations, but also In the
time-averaged equation of state at an arbitrary point in the flow.
It is not possible at the present time to determine these moments without additional constants, either with the equations of the semiempirical theory or with the existing equations of the more rigorous
statistical theory.

However, these difficulties are surmounted in analysis of
physical models describing the phenomenon of turbulent exchange on
the whole over the mixing layer.
elementary models:
model.

The present chapter considers two

the vortex model and the more formal diffusion

The vortex model gives a physically more lucid picture of the

phenomenon, the nature of the mixing Inhomogenelty, the disagreement
of the velocity and temperature profiles in a free or confined layer,
etc.

But there are more difficulties In the way of development of

its mathematical apparatus, so that it promises fewer conveniences for
the development of a practical method for solution of the various
problems.

The diffusion model operates with the "usual" statistical
characteristics:

the dispersion and mean value of a liquid volume.

It enables us to apply the familiar equations of statistical diffusion
theory (tie Pokker-Planck-Kolmogorov equations, §2, subsection 1,
Chapter I), extending them only to the case of turbulent flows with
transverse shear.

In other words, the proposed approach uses a

mathematical formal isn that Is, for the most part, borrowed from the
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known results uf the statistical theory of turbulent diffusion.

No

attempt is made here to fill the logical gaps In the reasoning behind
the use of the Fckker-Planck-Kolmogorov equation for a process with
an aftereffect and a single dispersion parameter for the mixing layer,
or to justify its validity for the case of various sample-averaged
velocities of portioiio of the j.edla being mixed, in consideration, on
the one hand, ol the aforementioned Inaccuracy of approximation of the
conservation laws by differential equations in general and especially
for the velocity and entropy fields and, on the other hand, taking
consistent account of the Integral relations which smooth out all of
the possible inaccuracies of any specific solution in the overall
balance of mass, energy, and momentum.

An attempt was made in §2,

subsection 2, Chapter I to defend the "legitimacy" of the differential
equation of diffusion for microturbulent (gradient) exchange.
The basic definitions are introduced on the basis of the models,
and a mathematical formalism is developed for the so-called diffusion
model, which can be used to calculate the turbulent mixing of streams
with different velocities, densities, and temperatures.
§1.
1.

Models of Turbulent Mixing

Vortex Model of Dcvolopmeut of Turbulent Mixing Layer.
Physical Concepts and Definitions

Let us consider certain characteristic features in the development
of flows with transverse shear of longitudinal velocities, using a
plane-parallel turbulent mixing layer as an example.

This analysis

will enable us to clarify the physical significance of the parameters
to be introduced below.

Figure 1.1a shows the elementary scheme of

the vortex model of the turbulent layer.
As we know, the interface between two streams of gas moving at
different velocitier- is unstable [26].
builds up exponentially.

Any random small disturbance

The rate of buildup depends on the wave-

lengths of the disturbance and has a maximum for a definite wavelength
[27], [28].

The distribution of the disturbance increment Xx as a
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^9pjfe
Kx-m

Figure 1.1. Vortex model (free mixing layer).
a — diagram of vortex model of turbulent layer; b — qualitative
time variation of t; c — distribution of disturbance increment X
for various viscosity values; 1 — velocity profile in large
vortex; 2 — velocity profile in decay wake; 3 — Increase in amplitude of surface of discontinuity; 'I — model approximation.
function of wavelength Is shown in Figure 1.1c for various viscosities,
including v ■ 0. The envelope of all of these curves is a hyperbola:
(1.1)
which corresponds to an InfiniteBlmally thin tangential-discontinuity
surface with v ■ 0 (uiPi; uaPa are the velocity and density of the
first and second streams, respectively; lv is the radius of the vortex,
which is approximately equal to half the wavelength of the disturbance).
Experiment [23] has shown that the wave amplitude of a sheardiscontinuity disturbance increases to values on the order of the
radius of the vortex cU) ■ I , after which the wave curie into the
vortex. The manner in which ; varies in time is shown in Figure 1.1b,
which also shows the simplest approximation for it (without consideration of Landau's "nonllnearity" [26]). Two characteristic scales can
be seen on the c = f(t) curve (Figure 1.1b):

the lifetime Td of the

discontinuity and the time for formation of the vortex TV
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f

which

satisfy the following relations:
Xt~X\n(.!t)

where A

and v.-f.

(1-2)

is the time increment of the determined wave in a coordinate

system bound to the wave, and Co la the amplitude of the Initial interface surface disturbances.
The transition to the corresponding length scales in the nonmovlng
coordinate system is accomplished with the relations
Afp=Vp: ■lfc=Vo.
(v

and

Vx"^

is the phase velocity of a disturbance wave of the "drlfftype).
Like the scale I , the quantities Co are random functions, so that

the scale x

is also a random function.

We obtain its average value

by substituting the expression for Co in terms of the velocity fluctuation from [26] on the initial segment («.-«.) ^0=(t>.-D,) and averaging:

where X

i .„/o./TT^HE^

(1.3)

is the increment for a disturbance wave of the "drift" type

and Au ■= uz - ui is the difference between the average longitudinal
velocities.
The experiments of [23] indicate that the maximum "noise" level
does not, under ordinary condiclons, exceed ei * e2 = emax - 0.25,
so that
=^-«3.

(l.'O

I.e., Is nearly constant and considerably larger than unity. A
similar condition, but with absolute Independence of the initial
conditions, can also be obtained with consideration of the "nonlinearity" of the surface-disturbance buildup during the last phase
(according to Landau [26]).
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In virtue of condition
2

(I. »), the vortex forms "almost"
Instantaneously, which is equivalent to an Inelastic collision
of two liquid parcels, one'^bove"
the disturbance wave and one
"below" It. The laws of conservation of angular momentum and
the position of the center of
mass for the vortex before and
after the "collision" yield the
following values for the angular

//TTTTTTTTTTTTTTT.

velocity ü) of the vortex, the
velocity v of Its center of

Figure 1.2. Velocity diagrams in
free mixing layer (I) and in
wall layer (II).
a — velocity profile in large
vortex; 1 — without slip; 2 —
with slip; 3 — boundary streamlines; b — velocity profile in
decay wake; 1 — with restructuring; 2 — without restructuring; c — temperature profile
in large vortex and decay wake;
1
line of contact discontinuity.

mass, and the ordinate yc of the
center of mass:
— for a free boundary layer
(center of disturbance wave on
the x axis of Figure 1.2, I)
(a)

■p =

BlOi + B*«!
•

*

Qi + Bi

/ 6|-Bi\is.
2 *

where

Bav

(b)

(1.5)

(O

- (P1+ Pa)/2. \ 1* the radius of inertia of the vortex, and
AB^O,-«,:

- for a wall layer (vortex center at a distance ls from the
wall):

rn

(a)
Cl»!

e,+

(b)

(1.6)

0,

l^-/J

(O

i/c^'!.

where oi and ui are the density and velocity far from the wall, (z Is
the density at the wall, and 12 Is the momentum-loss thickness in the
boundary layer prior to the formation of the large vortex.
We see from (1.5) and (1.6) that the large vortex moves practically
without "collision" In the free layer (the longitudinal-velocity profile has the form of Figure 1.2a), while In the boundary layer, since
I. ~ I

»

tz, the vortex moves with slip, forming a laminar under-

layer below It and a laminar overlayer above it.
In the vortex, the Interface Is twisted into a "surface of contact
discontinuity" (Figure 1.1c).

The vortex that has formed is separated,

as a single liquid parcel (mole) from the rest of the stream by a
surface of tangential discontinuity, which, in turn, is unstable,
since there are also two characteristic scales for the vortex:
lifetime

T

the

of the vortex and Its decay time Tv>d and, accordingly,

the scales xv =

VVTV;

xv<d = Vv.d

(v

v

is

the

veloc t

' y

of

the motlon

of the center of mass of the vortex).
We shall use the term "decay wake" for the volume of a decayed
large vortex when it is occupied by small-scale turbulence.
in decay wakes Is nearly homogeneous and Isotropie [20].

Turbulence

On transi-

tional segments from laminar to turbulent flow, decay wakes do not
pack the entire space, and they are recorded by sensors in the form
of "turbulence spots."
The problem of cascade decay of a large vortex into a series of
small vortices with a trend toward homogeneous and Isotropie distribution is in many respects Identical to the problem of turbulence
behind a grid.

Hence the corresponding values of such parameters as

l/rT» I

the rms

fluctuation velocity in the decay wake after a time

} (fd)

t has elapsed rlnce the decay of a large vortex, and vMT~DMT , the
ralcroturbulent viscosity (eddy dlffuslvlty) In the decay wake, can
be taken for the time being from the corresponding experiments for
turbulence behind grids [19], El1*]:
R

.T/I-MT)' TM7» '"

(1 7,

•

where v. Is the average velocity of the motion of the decay wake and
.\u = M2"-«i Is, as before, the difference between the Initial average
velocities of the two streams.
On decay of the large vortex, the average-concentration (temperature) profile In the decay wake Is not restructured, but continues to
broaden In time under the Influence of microturbulent (gradient)
diffusion with the coefficient DMT. While the longitudinal-velocity
profile is not necessarily restructured on decay of the large vortex
(for example, for a wall layer), it can, in princlrle, be restructured
in such a way that, in accordance with the laws of conservation of
momentum and angular momentum, the upper part of the volume of the
decayed large vortex again begins to move at the velocity of the upper
stream (V,, « \z), while the lower part goes into motion at the velocity of the lower stream (Vd2 * vi), i.e., after the decay of a large
vortex, the longitudinal-velocity field ran, in principle, return to
its original state in full consistency with conservation of momentum
and angular momentum, provided that the isotropxC and homogeneous
distribution of the small vortices yields a zero resultant momentum
about the center of mass about the decay wake.
If it Is assumed that the original average-velocity interface is
restored in the decay wake for a free boundary layer, a new large
vortex will be formed as a result of the instability of this discontinuity of finite thickness 6^. The following trend is observed with
increasing distance x from the beginning of the layer: the most
probable size cf the forming large vortex is found to be proportional

I ■■>'!

»i

'L^f
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"

*«
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CJ«

a-b
^,

1 III 11:3 lii)
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Concentration field
with "black and white"
a c mixing
With
grey

\i
j

b^

In large vortex

In decay wake

Figure 1.3. Vortex model of "black and white" mixing at large Re (a)
and the velocity and concentration fields (b).
Zn(t) are the scales of Instantaneous vortices in the model mixing
layer; Fzi is the volume-concentration distribution; PMZ is the
mathematical expectation of intermediate compositions.
(in virtue of the results of linear instability theory) to the instantaneous boundary-layer thickness <5d, which increases from discontinuity
to discontinuity owing to the increase in microscopic eddy viscosity
V

MT

ln

the

deca

y

wake

ancl

the

increased discontinuity lifetime

T.,

that the size lv of the vortex Increases with increasing x (Figure
1.3).

It is also necessary to remember the essentially statistical

nature of the phenomenon and, in particular, the dispersion of both
the scales lv ond the scales xv, xd, and y .

Because of the sub-

stantial dispersions of the l^, xv, x^ and yc distributions, the
places of the decay wakes on the figure may be occupied by vortices
and vice versa.

Tho behavior of the various parameters of the turbulent mixing
layer can be evaluated quantitatively with the aid of the following
considerations.

so

■ww^maffw^n

The probability of appearance of an Instantaneous value of
velocity, temperature, pressure, etc., at an arbitrary point of the
turbulent mixing layer and, in particular, the average-value profiles
of these parameters are determined on the one hand by the instantaneous
distributions of the particular parameter in the vortex and in the
decay wake [relations of the type of (1.5) and (1.6)], and, on the
other hand, by the form of the function p(Z) — the probability density
distribution of the vortex scales I — and by the probabi.lity P of
appearance of a large vortex in an arbitrary cross section x or the
probability Pd of the appearance of a decay wake. The functions
Pv(x, ReA) and F^x, Re^) are quite complex for small values of x and
Re^.

However, with Increasing x and Au, when Re. ■ AuZ/v becomes quite

large and the probability that "laminar spots" will appear becomes quite
small, these functions assume the form

P ^Js.'^- and />,=* - y.

(1.8)

or

'. + ■»>

JC, + X,

I

where

|'

in the 1— cross section of the layer and

TV

^ Td

and Pr =._5L

1

are the average lifetimes of the vortex and decay wake

A number of indirect experimental observations and considerations
that proceed from the linear theory permit the assumption that Pd and
P
•

are of the same order.

In fact, relations (1.1) and (1.2) yield a relation for the
average lifetime of the discontinuity:
T

^T—t~-t'
"i

1Ü7

(1.9)

where li and ui are the characteristic dimension and velocity of the
first-order or first-cascade vortices.
In turn, the lifetime of the first-order vortices is determined
basically by the time for second-order disturbances to build up to
the scale Iz, since the formation of vortices of all subsequent orders
has already occurred during the existence of the decay-wake averagevelocity profile, I.e.,
T

L._ii-

(1.9a)

We note that in this definition of the time scales, the
proportionality coefficient is the same in both relations. The
question as to the size and velocity of the second-order vortices
still remains open due to the lack of analogous linear equations for
the vortices. However, if Prandtl's law operates in the particular
process, we have

(1.10)
i.e., TJÄTJ + JSKT,.

Here, r is the present radius of the vortex.
It is seen from (1.9) and (1.10) that the condition
/».«Pp-CS.

(1.11)

is satisfied with the same accuracy as that of Prandtl's law.
The function pU) has a shape resembling the Maxwellian distribution: it is either proportional to the Increment function for the
buildup of "drift-type" disturbances from wavelength L, i.e., pUv) ■
X (aL) (a is a form factor on the order of unity; preliminary estimates
[28] give a « 0.3 — 0.5), or is a function of this increment that
depends on the form of the Initial disturbance spectrum. The features

]H:<

of the pU) curve are such that the highest probability will occur
at a fcale lm with an Increment near the maximum value X
, the value
m
max'
of which C^creases with Increasing microturbulent viscosity vMT along
the envelope corresponding to the Increment of an Inflnlteslmally
thin tangential-discontinuity surface [see (1.1) and Figure 1.1c].
As a result, the average value of the scale 1*1- for the free layer
satisfies the relation

±^4i=i^'±. = ±.I^L-i]p ~-*}^-l?!L-i]p
<"

*,l + *H

xr,\Rtt

}

*

2BCp(/i + l) \ Re,

/

»*

(1.12)

where n ■ Pi/p2
_

JM

_ CiMi -f- gaj»| .

3 ^ (/l + Ollq,«/

from Relation (1.1).
According to [19], the quantity ^'^ % 250-A 290 for turbulence
behind a grid (provided that v„«D„

and l,xh\ (M Is the characteristic

dimension of the grid mesh); Re»•= ^-^ ^ 380 according to results of
processing of the solutions in [28] for 4-»I, -^-=»0 and the laminar
•i

thickness of the surface of discontinuity (VMH-V).
Substituting the values n « 1 and ui ■ 0 for a submerged isothermal
semi-Infinite jet, the value Pd « P « 0.5 and the values given above
for Re^ and ReT into (1.12), we obtain a range of values for the
average slope of the expansion of the Jet:

ai
—
^0.06-0.09.
dx

IW)

In view of the random nature of the value taken for Re, and Re™
and the approximate nature of the numerical-coefficient estimates in
(1.12), this value should be recognized as in reasonable agreement
with the direct experimental value «0.1 (see Chapter III).
In (1.12), the dependence on n is significant only for the first
large vortices (x i x^); in subsequent formation of large vortices
from decay wakes, n is near unity in virtue of the sufficient homogeneity of composition at the center of the wake (»i « pa « ff&v).
The average velocity and temperature (concentration) profiles are
determined by relations of the form
'-

i

(1.13)

TWA-rVW. fr.,y-A»(/)rf/+p,jrM^(/)rf/.
where (1)

pil)dl~ \fm -^^-^
NO

• ;-[,(/M/

(2) N0 = \«(/)//

V

_

2

- P*'* dl;

^f

Is the total number of vortices passing through

the cross section x during an infinitely large time;
(3) jJ\lp{l)di.

C»)

—=.HLE¥

is the relative 'ime for passage for a vortax of

dimension 21 across cross section x, ü , and T , are, respectively,
the average longitudinal-velocity and temperature profiles at points
x from large vortlcjs of dimension 21; iL,; and T., are the corresponding velocities and temperatures in the decay wake.
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The exact shape of the instantaneous ü - and u,. Is Immaterial
because of the broad spectrum of scales I and y v .

In the free layer,

therefore, we can approximate them, for example, by a linear distribution of velocities from iü to üz over the respective width ~2lv
and ~2ZJd or even take a constant value tüi+«ii)/2.
In the limit, since l^ « Zv, the profile ü^ can be replaced by
[

a discontinuity at a random level ~yd.

In the wall layer, the pro-

files u , and u,, can be assißned in the form of three straight lines:
vl

di

a line in the vortex or decay wake with a slope that determines the
angular velocity u according to a relation of the type (1.6a) and
lines in the laminar underlayer and overlayer, whose thicknesses are
respectively 6v ~ AnF^ and 6d ~ /vMTTd where vMT is the microscopic
eddy viscosity in the decay wake.
|j

i

In the free mixing layer, the longitudinal average velocity
profile is S-shaped across the layer, basically because of the function
pU) for the large vortices. The inflection point of the S-curve
lies in the region of the statistical average value of the largevortex center coordinate y and the shear surfaces yd of the decay

i

wake. An Illustration of the degree to which such curves agree with
experimental data for free mixing layers will be given in Chapter II.

|
i
I

Figure 1.4 presents a profile calculated for the average longitudlnal velocity at the wall for the case of maximum velocity restructuring during decay of the vortex and an experimental profile according
to [29]. We see from Figure 1.1 that the calculated profile agrees
with the experimental one with appropriate definition of the average
scale I of the large vortices. At the very small dispersions of the
scale I that are usually observed at the beginning of the layer for

i!
I
V:

k.

the first large vortices, the main contribution to the main profile
of the velocity ü come? from the profile of üvJ, which has, for a
wall layer, a characteristic inflection point (see Figure 1.2a) that
is clearly observ J in experiments [29], £30]. With increasing
I

dispersion of the scale I , the
transverse velocity-gradient profile
gradually becomes monotonlc.

Calculation

In determining the averagetemperature profiles in the vortex

Discontinuity
I i i i
10

Figure 1.4.
layer.
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Large
vor t e x

and decay wake, Tvi and T^, we

y M*

distinguish certain characteristic
features of the turbulent mixing

Turbulent boundary

that are passive with respect to

5-

the turbulence.

ll-v.vl'-K)l*'-''*
i

1

A large vortex

that has formed transports parcels

*'

of both media purely mechanically
(Figure 1.2c).

Following the ter-

minology proposed by Townsend [20],

Townsend experiment: x » 76;
uo ■ 1280 cm/sec; o ■ 0.605 mm;
a * 6.3 mm; P(yd) and p{l) are

we shall call this case of turbulent
exchange volume convection.

Maxwellian functions; P, = 0.67.

Here

the profile of the average volume
concentration in a unit vorlex, or the probability of appearance of
the second medium.

.Vi
T-j-r,

has the form shown in Figure 1.3.

It is easily seen that Its charac-

teristic width lm is determined, Just as for the velocity profile In
the vortex, by the scale I

of the la^ge vortex.

At the same time, if

the parcels are sorted on the basis of mass-average concentrations and
the concentration profile of the sorted parcels is drawn, it is found
that the intermediate concentratlont are practically absent.
characteristic width

The

l« of this molecular concentration distribution

profile is much smaller than iv.
In the second stage, when the vortex decays, the characteristic
width of the profile Pp, does not change.

However, owing to the

appepi'ance of strong small-scale turbulence and vigorous gradient

diffusion £20], the temperature (concentration) fluctuations about
the average values In the decay wake quickly become vanlshlngly small.
Ar> a result, the characteristic width lK In the decay wakes becomes
>

practically identical to I

(see Figure 1.3).

We note that after decay, the temperature fluctuations quickly
become homogeneous and Isotropie throughout the volume of the decay
wake and decay in time. In accordance with laws similar to those for
velocity fluctuation.

We can introduce the concept of the "degree of mixing homogeneity"
N to describe the proportion of mixing to the state of molecular
homogeneity in the overall mixing, defining this parameter as follows:

NsmK

1>»0-Pr) + '*,.p,

J. ~

(1.11)

/,

If we imagine that the medium moving at velocity ü? 's colored
i,f

black and that the medium at vn is white before the forma.ion of each
large vortex, volume convection by large vortices constitutes the
case of "black and white mixinp." while gradient diffusion in the decay
wake constitutes a case that approaches "grey mixing" in the limit.

(

accordance with this definition of the two extreme turbulent-mixing

|
|

mechanisms, the parameter N will be called the "degree of greyness"
for brevity.

|

i

In

In relation (1.14), as before, Pd denotes the probability of
observation of decay wakes (the relative time of appearance of decay
wakes in the center of the mixing layer).

We note that for the

mixing layer, this quantity is similar in physical content and absolute
value to the ^rtermittency coefficient in the center of the layer,
which was first measured by Townsend [20], and Corrsin [31].

lli <

Actually, a large vortex gives a velocity profile that differs
Insignificantly from the average-velocity profile only because of a
certain dispersion of the vortex dimensions, so that the passage of
large vortices is recorded by the therraoanemometer as the practical
absence of velocity fluctuations (absence of turbulence). On the
other hand, owing to the microscopic dispersion of the dimensions and
angular velocities of small vortices, and because of the possible
dispersion of the location of the discontinuity on the instantaneous
average-velocity profile, decay wakes are sensed as flows with large
velocity fluctuation (turbulence present).
If the times of existence of the vortices and the discontinuity
on the Instantaneous average-velocity profile in the decay wakes are
approximately the same, and we recall that L. « T and 7^ « I .
MV

V

Md

V

we obtain an estimate of the possible "degree of greyness" from (1.14)
*~0.5.

t1'1^

A relation can be established in similar fashion between the
average width l^, of the average-temperature (average-concentration)
profile and the characteristic widths of the average-velocity profile

(VAs we noted above, the velocity distribution is determined with
sufficient accuracy from the assumption that the vortex rotates as
a rigid body around a certain center, so that In this case

In free-layer decay wakes, where the Initial average-velocity
discontinuity is restored,

10 'I

The average characterlatic length of the longitudinal velocity
profile is determined here by the relation
WKA-W^/WA+VV

/T ou
If we Introduce the turbulent Prandtl number as the ratio ~""'^~ '
'»

where Dv and DT are the effective, resultant values of the diffusion
coefficients for velocity and property (for details concerning Dy and
DT, see the diffusion model of mixing in Jl, subsection 2), we obtain:

or, with P - P. «•» 0.5 and Zd « Zv, an estimate of the possible value
of the Prandtl number for this mixing model:
PraBO.s!*

(LI")

For the wall layer, irrespective of whether the average-velocity
profile in the large vortex is destroyed partially or totally in its
decay, the velocity and temperature profiles will be similar (Pr ■ 1)
in the visible part of the layer with thickness 2(lv - Zd)i if they
are constructed in the form
8

yi — fpTf — 7|

where ud and Td are the average velocity and temperature on the
average upper boundary of the lower sublayer (see Figure 1.2b and c).
The only difference is in determination of the average values of ud
and T.. For example, if the restructuring is such that the original
velocity Vi is restored in the decay wake except for a layer of
•A detailed analysis of other physical models of mixing, including
the well-known Taylor "vortlcity transport" model, is given in the
monograph of G. N. Abramovich [1].
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thickness 6d ~ l^ that sticks to the wall for the time x. and in
which Vz * 0 and T, » Tj, while the large vortices roll along the
wall without slip, i.e., Td ~ Tj and Vv - 0 in the large vortices
(see Figure 1.2b and c), we have

u,^VlPt+0.P^0,5.Vl;

(1 i7)

However, such extreme restructuring is improbable, since it would
require the assumption of angular-momentum and momentum exchange
between the vortices and decay wakes, as well as the existence not
only of transverse, but also of large longitudinal gradients of
longitudinal velocity directly at the wall.

Another model of velocity

restructuring in which the longitudinal velocity profile remains
practically unchanged is evidently more probable:

the only change

is that as the large vortex decays, the laminar underlayer formed due
to its slip against the wall also disintegrates in accordance with
the individual angular-momentum and momentum-conservation law of the
wake, and the microturbulent underlayer of the decay wake begins to
increase (Figure 1.2b).

The parameters ud and Td are determined in more complex fashion
In this case, but their values will evidently be close to thone
determined by (1.17).

Here the friction is determined as the statistical

average value of the friction of a laminar underlayer of length x
and the friction of a microturbulent underlayer of length x..

We

note that, strictly speaking, only the first large vortices formed
from the laminar boundary layer will be strictly laminar, so that the
underlayer of the "sliding vortex" will also be strictly laminar:
all subsequent large vortices formed from decay wakes will have
residues of the turbulence of these wakes.
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It follows from the above dlscueslon that there is a direct
relation between the concentration and velocity profiles, but not for
the momentum profile. The vortex Is a single kinematic whole, so that
the velocity at each point of space depends on the distance to the
center of the vortex and not on the distribution of density or momentum
in this vortex. In other words, if the turbulent exchange of momentum
is described by the diffusion equations (see 82, subsection 3), It will
be more advantageous to Introduce the velocity diffusion coefficient
rather than that for momentum.
Let us now dwell on the distribution features of the static
pressure profile In a plane-parallel layer and the total-pressure loss
along the layer. Without loss of generality, statistics on large
vortices can be collected by an ensemble of "cylindrical vortices" of
unit height.

i

Details as to the shape and direction of the real vortex filaments
will be significant only for rigorous determinations of the velocity
fluctuation field, and. In particular, of the fluctuations along the
z axis.
{

i
i

For a "cylindrical vortex" with an angular-velocity vector
parallel to the z axis, we obtain from the equation of momentum
conservation written for the center of the vortex
i£.=^r or Ptf-pm1—.
dr

•

(1.18)

where p(0) - p - (»ü)aZ*/2) is the static pressure In the center of
the vortex and p is the static pressure outside the turbulent layer.
Assuming that the average level of the static pressure In the
decay wake is the same as the pressure outside the layer, we obtain
/>('. y)-/>.jA(O7-P(/)^+VÄ0.5(/'+piT'(/,rf/)'

^•19)

where p7 Is the average pressure at an arbitrary point x of the layer
from vortices of dimension I.
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Total pressure is lost both on the formation of the large vortex
and during the decay of the decay wake. The IOBB coefficient for
formation of the large vortex is determined by a relation of the form
(«Wl + WriVj

c

/«I
2

r

J"""

(1.20)

v

iP»i + »JÄ»

where p,, and p,2 are the total pressures of the first and second
streams, vi and v» are the volumes of the first and second streams
forming the vortex (if the center of the disturbance wave forming the
vortex lies on a surface of tangential discontinuity, vj - v»),
y-J^VS-^TT,-. il.xg/».

l8 the moment

of lnertla of the vorteXt

an(i p(r)

is the static pressure at a distance r from the center of the vortex.
The integral In (1.20), written for a unit length of the cylindrical vortex, equals
fs

vnere p(0) is the static presaure at the center of the vortex.
The rotational energy of a unit length of a cylindrical vortex
equals
i,

2

'fr-tor^-i^!.
^i

Therefore,

j,.+^+„.(_*l+p).^
where p(0) - p - (pu2Zj/2) from (1.18).

(1^1)

Relation (1.21) indicates

that the rotational energy is exactly equal to the Integral staticprespure decrease in the vortex. In other words, when a large vortex
forms, the total energy (potential plus rotational energies) is
conserved, and some of it is lost only as a result of "inelastic
00111810^ of the two volumes:
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»2*1.
«

'

(1.22)

ttßn + ttfn

where P

■ gi»i + giPi; y!-—^—; and gi" ,*?,

are the volume

proportions of the first and second streams In the large vortex.
Specifically, when /»y., we obtain from the condition of momentum
conservation in the form ffigi(Vv - ui) ■ PagaCua - Vv)

• I

(«.*. + »rf^ J

(1 23)

-

or with gi ■ ga and 9i ■ Pa

■-1
7

ll

BCi—i)»]

(1.21)

As we know, the decay of large vortices into a series of small
vortices is a cascade process [193, £26]. An estimate of the loss
of total pressure In the decay wake can be given with the aid of the
following eltmentary model of cascade decay. A large vortex of radius
li decays into Isotropie second-order vortices (a cascade) of radius
Ja. The total kinetic energy of the second-order vortices imraedlatelj
after their formation in a volume of «8ZJ will be

where la, «a are the projections of the moment of inertia and angular
velocity onto one of the coordinate axes for a second-order vortex
and «^ ly-l' Is the number of second-order vortices in a volume of "Bl*.
If the beginning of large-vertex decay is described by the linear
theory, the dimension ^2 is determined by the half-wavelength of the
unstable disturbance that breaks up the vortex with the greatest speed.
This energy Is subsequently converted to heat and it is redistributed
among higher-order scales.
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Assuming that all of the energy acqi-lred initially by the Isotropie second-order vortices is converted pract?-al1y completely to
heat during the lifetime of the decay wake, we ootjln, for a constant
average static pressure p » ffv,/2 in the decay wake, an expression
similar to (1.23) for the total-pressure loss coefficient od:

.,*

I

2,-i-n/J I

(1.26)

or for "round vortices" with
i.

I»="'i f (/• - **) "'•« —^ *&
0
W

ä

and 2-«I ~> we have
(1.27)

= l-0,3(A):id^JIiLlE..
\lj

If

Ke see on comparing (1.23) and (1.26) that (if li is an order
smaller than l\) the losses on formation of the large vortex exceed
those in the decay wake by more than an order of magnitude.
The statistical average total-pressure
center of the mixing layer is determined by
Each elementary event — the formation of a
decay — yields a loss coefficient equal to

loss coefficient at the
the following considerations.
vortex and subsequent
Oy'O-j. If ndx of these

events have taken place on a length dx (n is the number of events per
unit length), the average relative change In the total pressure on this
length will be:
AlC)

«>(■»)

«

where

?;)()

'

.

(1.28)

After Integration over x with the boundary condition In a(0) -In
1 = 0 we obtain

.(,Mvi;'\

(1.29)

In an approximation of the form x +x«0.5x «0.5(x

+kx)

where xVo is the Initial length of the layer filled with large vortices formed from the Initial "laminar" surface of tangential discontinuity and

*-¥-(£-)'.
we obtain from (1.12)

I
f
I

The volume fractions Into which the large vortex is divided on
total decay can be determined from the law of total-pressure conservation. In fact, we may write, accurate to the total-pressure loss
to turbulence
*

)

2

'

(1.31)

where pv -/:,o,+w,; g,d and Vid are the volume fraction and average
longitudinal velocity of part I of the decay wake, and g2d and Vz
the same quantities for part II of the decay wake.
Remembering that on total decay

;n]

are

we obtain from (1.31)

eir~(Vl~vl)!iv\~v\)',

(1.32)

We see from (1.32) that the reformed surface of tangential
discontinuity has been shifted by the following amount from the center
of the vortex In the direction of the faster stream:

*-"

.._._il±Zb^.

A'li.-,<.':,

(1.33)

Relations (1.5c) and (1.33) Indicate that, In addition to the
linear scale Iv, which determines the width of the layer, there exist
at least two additional linear scales: the scale of the "velocityprofile center" (denoted by av) and the scale of the "concentration
(temperature) profile center," subsequently denoted by aT.
For a plane-parallel free mixing layer, the scale aT Is, by
definition, equal to the mean-value ordlnate of the contact discontinuity surface between the two media. For a round Jet, the scale a™ Is
the radius or the mathematical expectation of the boundary of the
Initial volumes of the Jet.
If the average position of the vortex centers for the free layer
coincides with the average interface in the media, we have
.*yt H ö.-a.P.-ypP^ä,-^,^^)^./..

The relation
aT and av and the
from .the integral
§2). For most of
much smaller than

(1.31)

between the statistical average values of the scales
width scale of the layer Is most simply determined
laws of mass- and momentum-flux conservation (see
the length of the Jet, these scales are, as a rule,
the width scale of the layer. For this reason, all
'•):'

known semiemplrical theories of the turbulent Jet either leave them
out of account altogether or take them Into account Implicitly in the
form of additional empirical constants.
Without consideration of these scales, we find It Impossible to
obtain sufficient accuracy in solving problems related to the initial
segment of the Jet (for example, the wake-vacuum problem) or problems
for which äT ^ I always (for example, forcing of Jets through porous
wall under high pressure).
The elementary vortex model of the development of the turbulent
mixing layer that we have set forth above can be used, in principle,
to construct the probability distribution functions of any random
parameter that appears in the familiar Reynolds equations, thus
closing these equations. We may hope that the development of the
mathematical formalism of this model will in the future make possible
more accurate determination of such parameters as the characteristic
vortex lifetime, the characteristic linear dimension of the mixing
layer (size of large vortices for various boundary conditions), degree
of greyness, Prandtl number, total-pressure loss coefficient, etc.,
which have thus far been determined approximately for the simplest
case of the plane-parallel layer, as well as theoretical determination
of other as yet undetermined parameters such as turbulent friction and
mass-transfer rate.
For most engineering problems of turbulent flow with release of
heat, use of even simpler approximations of turbulent exchange on the
basis of diffusion models with empirical values of DT, Pr, and N is
found to be adequate. We recall for comparison that the Navier-Stokes
hydrodynamic equations also represent a "diffusion-model approximation ii
of a complex molecular motion that is described more accurately by the
Maxwell-Boltzmann equation [145]. Let us see what basis there is for
this approximation In the case of turbulent flow. It is easily seen
from Relation (1.13) and Figure 1.3 that the average-velocity and
average-concentration distributions for a free mixing layer have
S-curved profiles, which are closely approximated by solution of the

diffusion equation. Reduction of Mlchalke and Lessen's data [27], [28]
Indicates that even in a single large vortex (without averaging over
an ensemble of vortices), the curves of P27 ■ tanh y/E (see Figure
1.3b, curve 1) are similar in form to diffusion-type solutions.
When the scales I and y

are sufficiently dispersed, the distri-

buticns of concentration and velocity in the isolated vortex are of
no fundamental importance: for simplicity in mathematical analysis,
they can even be specified constant throughout the volume of the vortex.
Here the "diffusion-type solution" is explained by the fact that the
functions pU) and p(yc) have nearly normal form. The function pU)
has a near-Maxwellian distribution (see Figure 1.1c) while p(y ) is
C

nearly-Gaussian.

In the case of the diffusion model, the parameter

determining the width of the mixing zone is the "layer dispersion"
scale a (for details see S2), which is proportional to the average
vortex dimension 1.

However, like any other model, the diffusion

model must also take account of the degree of mixing inhomogeneity,
the difference between the mixing of velocity and the mixing of concentration (temperature).

All of these differences are taken into

account simply by selecting an appropriate dispersion scale (see
Chapter II).

The diffusion model is not always sufficiently accurate for a
wall layer.

As we showed in Chapter II, it gives a good description

of the concentration field for Jet flows at a wall.

However, the

velocity and temperature profiles above a wall without heat insulation
cannot be described by the solution of the diffusion equation with
the aid of a single scale a or, which is the same thing, with a single
eddy diffusivity D(a2 ~ D), since, according to what we said above,
the velocity profile above a wall is determined not only by the scale
Z ~ 0 of the large vortices, but also by the underlayer-thickness
scale.

In the extreme case, this can be done for a vortex model with

extreme restructuring of velocities, with the aid of two diffusioncoefficient values:

a convective coefficient D« for the average

longitudinal velocity of large vortices moving without slip and a
gradient coefficient DMT for the longitudinal-velocity profile in the
decay wake.

We note that the Introduction of a diffusion coefficient that
varies through the thickness of the layer Is not only of no practical
advantage, but also physically Illegitimate, since the dimensions I
of the large vortices are comparable to the total width of the layer,
and the dimensions I. of the decay-wake vortices are comparable with
the thickness of the viscous underlayer.
The diffusion model can tell us little concerning the friction at
the wall, the static-pressure distribution, or the distribution of
total pressure (energy) over the thickness of the layer.

To determine

these parameters. It Is necessary to use the vortex model directly.
Nevertheless, the diffusion model yields the bimplest and most lucid
semlempirical (accurate to the values of D, Pr, and N) description of
all or most of the engineering problems related to turbulent nass and
momentum exchange In Jet flows with heat release.

All problems

presented In the chapters that follow are solved with this model.
2.

Diffusion Model of "Black and White" Mixing

Here, as previously, the parameters of the cocurvent stream are
Identified by the subscript "1."

For example, Vx 1& the Initial

velocity, T! — the temperature, and Poi — the Initial density of the
cocurrent stream.

The corresponding parameters of the Jet will be

Identified by the subscript "2."

For brevity, we shall also call the

material of the cocurrent stream "white" and that of the jet — "black."
As described above, the black and white substances are mixed as
a result of turbulent mechanical displacements of volumes of gas and
by molecular diffusion.
Let a volume whose linear dimensions are smaller than the scales
of the smallest turbulent vortices be Isolated around a certain point
in space.

Portions of gas entering this volume will sometimes consist

entirely of molecules of the white substance and sometimes entirely
of black molecules, and In some cases they will consist of molecules
of both types.

i: the probability of finding portions of gas with

..-

':■

Intermediate composition is negligibly small at each point In space
as compared with the probabilities of the Initial compositions, i.e.,
if basically only volumes of white or black gas can be encountered at
each point, it is natural to speak of "black and white" mixing.
For the "black and white" mixing model, we introduce the notions
of the probabilities of the appearance of volumes of either original
medium at a point in space. These probabilities are the same as the
probabilities of appearance of the corresponding temperature or density.
For example, for stationary mixing, the probability of appearance of
volumes of black gas (P2) is calculated as the limit of the ratio of
the stay time of medium with temperature T2 to the total time of observation, provided that the latter tends to a sufficiently large value.
Pi, the probability that white volumes will occupy the same space
point, is calculated similarly. The probabilities Pj and P2 can also
be Interpreted differently, as the average fractions occupied by
volumes of "white" and "black" gas in a unit volume isolated around
the point under consideration or as the relative length along the axis
on which the variation of the parameters is uniform.
By definition,

Ke obtain for the average values of the temperatures and densities:
'W.P.+T-.P.:

(1>36)

i~inPi~QMPf

(1.37)

The following relation between the dimenslonlesB density and
temperature profiles follows from the above relations:
toj'-voi

r,-r, '

(1.38)

It is valid only for the "black and whitti" mixing model.
At first glance, this relation contradicts the time-average
equation of state, for which we may expect 5 ~ 1/f. Actually, it Is
not permissible to neglect the correlation moment f'T', which is
equal in our case to

ÜT-(o,-I-xr,- f)i\ Mc-eur,-7)/',
or
üf'-fo.-^UTV-Tg/v»,

(1#39)

In finding the relation between p and T with the equation of state.
It is easy to estimate the maximum possible error resulting from
this neglect.
The equation of state at constant pressure in the mixing zone
(and with equal molecular weights of the two gases) has the form
(1.40)

t,7-ef -f ff «rcr, —e«/ ,.

On the assumption of a vanishing correlation moment, we shall
denote the density found from (1.10) by Po> Then the error introduced
by formal use of the equation of state can be estimated from the ratio
of the true average density p to the density Pe* We obtain from
expressions (1.39) and (1.40)
—_].J
Og
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(1.41)

This error increases rapidly with
increasing initial-temperature ratio. The
table given below gives an idea of the
numerical values. The calculation was
performed for Pj ■ P2 ■ 1/2.

^nv

The distribution of the probabilities Pi and P2 across the mixing
zone can be calculated if the characteristic diffusion parameters of
the Jet are known.
To introduce the first of these parameters — the dispersion of
the Jet — let us consider what happens to a "black" elementary volume
emerging from a point in the initial plane passed through the nozzle
exit section. In the stream, this volume describes a certain rather
confused trajectory that depends on the choice of the Individual
volume. However, if we average over the set of all trajectories
beginning at a given fixed point, we obviously obtain a smooth curve
of Viix) (»-i, 2, 3...), which might be called the average trajectory of
the volume.
Each individual trajectory deviates from the average, and the
bundle of trajectories is scattered (smeared). The mean-square
deviation of the trajectories in a given cross section from the
average, (K,—f,)*. , is a measure of the scattering in each specific
cross section of the Jet. Understandably, the mean-square deviation
(dispersion) of the volume will increase with Increasing distance
downstream. On averaging the dispersion over all volumes in a certain
Jet cross section, we obtain a quantity that characterizes its smearing
in this cross section — the dispersion of the Jet o-2. It will be
understood from physical considerations that the smearing of the
concentration profile is determined basically by the law of displacement of the instantaneous interface between the "black" and "white"
media. This law is related to the law of motion of gas parcels immediately adjacent to the interface. We may therefore identify the dispersion of the Jet with the dispersion of the volumes emerging directly
from under the edge separating the streams at time zero.
With this definition of the dispersion, It becomes clear that the
scale a is proportional to the average scale I of the large vortices,
which is determined by a relation of the form of (1.12).
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The specific manner in which the dispersion of the Jet varies
downstream depends on the initial conditions: on the velocity ratio
m - Vi/Va (cocurrency parameter), on the initial turbulence level, etc.
At considerable distances from the nozzle exit, a varies in
proportion to the distance downstream (see Chapter II). The proportionality factor depends on the ratio of the Initial velocities: it
decreases as the parameter m varies from 0 to 1 and increases as m
Increases from 1 to

80
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For the simplest case of two plane-pprallel semi-infinite streams
with zero initial boundary-layer thicknesses, the vortex model can
be used to calculate the numerical coefficient in (1.12) or in the
analogous relation for the corresponding scale o, accurate to the
experimental constant ReT of the theory of homogeneous and Isotropie
turbulence. In principle, we might also attempt this for varlour more
complex problems, e.g., for streams with finite dimensions, with nonzero initial boundary layers, etc. However, the complexity and reliability of these calculations would, at the present time, be such that
the advantage would He with direct experimental determinations of o(x)
under various boundary conditions. Detailed experimental data on o
will be given in the next chapter for various sets of conditions.
Another Important parameter that must be known is the average
linear dimension aT(x) of the Jet.

Let us explain its physical sense

once again with reference to the axlsymmetiic Jet. If we pass a plane
rerpendlcular to the axis of the Jet, the instantaneous Interface
between the volumes of the Jet and the cocurrent stream forms a certain
complex curve.

The average radius aT In this case will be the radius

of the circle whose area Is equal to the area enclosed by the curve.
In other words, the average radius of the Jet Is the same as the
radius of the circle that is obtained by collecting all of the scattered
turbulent vortices together In the particular cross section of the Jet
volume.

vi'i

This statement, written In mathematical form, means that for a
round Jet

/Vrfr-^L.

Let the initial average radius be a«.

(1#i,2)

After the Jet has all but

acquired the velocity or the cocurrent stream, the limiting value a»^
of the average radius Js found from the law of constant flux of the
material of the Jet:

OtV^aL^V^ahn
or, If Pt — Ow

a

I

(l.^)

Thus, if the Jet has an Initial velocity exceeding the velocity of
the cocurrent stream (m < 1), its average radius will increase.
average radius will decrease in the contrary case.

Finally, when the

fJ

veloci e8 of the Jet and cocurrent stream are equal,

o,(x)=u«

1.5).

e average radius of the Jet can also be treated as the

mathemat

lal expectation of the average Jet boundary.

(1.3 *)] ■
1

The
(Figure

We recall [see

at the introduction of the dispersion averaged over the

cross section of the Jet and average radius is found to be possible in
virtue of the fact that the characteristic transverse velocities are
much lower than the longitudinal velocities, while the vortex scales
are comparable with the transverse dimensions of the Jet.
3«

Model of "Qrey" Mixing

By "grey" mixing, we mean mixing in which the temperature or
concentration fluctuations about the average values are quite insignificant.

In contrast to the preceding case, we may assume here that

the density and temperature values are related by the equation of state,
and It is therefore unnecessary to draw a distinction between the
Instantaneous and average values of these parameters.

"r

/

■v,<vc

tjrof-ff.ajfm-i»
t^ <J»intor(n)

Figure 1.5.

Giatlstlcal parameters of Jet (m » Vi/Vj).

"Grey" mixing occurs when the scale of the transporting vortices
In the turbulent stream Is much smaller than the width of the average
profile of the diffusing property.

It can be assumed in this case

that turbulent transport depends, on the average, on local conditions,
and Is proportional to the gradient of the diffusing property.

For

this reason, Townsend [20] proposed that this type of transport be
called "gradient diffusion."
It must be noted that If the dispersion of the moleculaf transport
In the process of laminar molecular diffusion is

y2~2Dnt,, where DM is

the molecular diffusion coefficient and t Is the diffusion time, then
the transport dispersion

when gradient diffusion takes place In the turbulent stream; here DMT
is the coefficient of the so-called molecular-turbulent or microturbulent diffusion, which describes the acceleratlon of molecular diffusion
under the Influence of turbulence,

This acceleration was first studied

by Townsend [20], [32] and a number of other authors In application
to Isotropie turbulence [10], [22], [21]. The results of an investlgatlon of this turbulence effect in nonlsothermal Jets will be given
below In Chapter il.

In discussing the moüei of "black and white" mixing (§1, subsection
2), we Introduced the concept of tht probabilities of observing matter
of the Jet (Pi) and matter of the cocurrent stream (Pi). In the case
under study, definition of the probabilities in terms of the fractions
of the time during which objects of different species are observed is
not feasible, for reasons that are readily understood. The natural
assumption that the probability Is proportional to the partial density
of matter of the particular species at the particular point in space
is a necessary generalization. For example, the partial denolty of
Jet substance, which equals the mass of Jet substance in a unit volume,
will be

UM)
where U2 Is the molecular weight of the Jet substance and n2 is the
number of molecules of the particular species (with molecular weight
^2) per unit volume.
Similarly,

«.-w

(1.15)

It is assumed below that
D _ l'l
Qo\

"l •
"ot

It _ l'! _ "I
OOJ
"in

v-i-.tv;

where the subscript "0" indicates that the parameters are taken in
the initial cross section.
It is easily seen that at equal Jet and stream temperatures
'M-ZV-I.

(1.17)

This result proceeds from the equation of state, which is conveniently
wrrltten in the following form [1^6] (k is Boltzmann's constant):
^"*~W.

; i:.'

(1.18)

Neglecting pressure fluctuations, we find that

In the case of unequal Jet and cocurrent stream temperatures,
Relation (1.^7) is equivalent to the hypothesis that the dlmensionless
temperature profiles and mass-average concentration profiles coincide,
which means, with (1.^6), that

uVc:

nPi + Pi

^-r, '

(l^9)

(rt=aZi^M): e0I>cM.

Thus, the relation between the density and temperature profiles
that was established for the model of "black and white" mixing [Pormnla
(1.38)] no longer applies in the case of "grey" mixing with n / 1.
Hence, the difference between the volume-average (convective) and
mass-average (gradient) mixing will have a stronger effect on the
average temperature profile, the greater the difference between'n and
unity.
As we know, the relation noted between the temperature and
concentration profiles proceeds from the Identity of the moleculardiffusion and heat-conduction equations with a Lewis» number equaling
unltyLLHb], [146], i.e., at nearly equal molecular weights of the two
mixing gases.
Since turbulent exchange (including gradient diffusion) is
determined by the fluid-dynamic motions of medium and is not limited
by the molecular exchange coefficients [10], Relation UM) should
also be valid for eases with different molecular weights (but with
equal adiabatic exponents).
» Translator's Mot^: This Is a dlmensionless characteristic number
([,e)' for flow . ;■-ii inona involving both boat and mass transfer.

Let us explain the meaning of the reservation calling for equal
adlabatic exponents or, what is the same thing, equal numbers of
degrees of freedom of the molecules of the mixing gases.
Let the temperature at a certain point in space assume the value
T as a result of equal distribution of the thermal energy between ni
molecules of the cocurrent-strsam substance and na molecules of the
substance of the jet.
If Y Is the number of degrees of freedom of a molecule, the
energy balance has the form
(V/'t ! V,V" ^.Vi^, | yy///",
or

Consequently, Relation (l.'<9) requires that Yi = Y2. If Yl / Y2,
deviations from this relation are possible. Similar difficulties
arise when yi / Y2 with the condition of pressure constancy across
the mixing zone.
^

Mvxlng in Real F.lc^

As we noted in §1, subsection 1, mixing in real flows is intermediate in nature between the "black and white" and "grey" mixing
cases. As was explained in 51, subsection 1, therefore, it is necessary to introduce an additional parameter — the degree of "greyness"
-VKK ,v-'-|). The value N = 0 corresponds to the "black and white" mixing
model, and N = 1 — to the "grey" model.
Nevertheless, the probabilities can Lc introduced even in the
general case by means of relations such as (1.46), in which the average
partial densities should be written:
l\ --"' --'''■■; /^i_ -,A.
I'M

"ni

Co;

"03

(1.50)

Here, as before, we assume

The diffusion parameters (average radius, dispersion of the Jet)
can also be used with appropriate refinements to their physical
connotation.

In defining the average radius aT (SI, subsection 2),

It Is necessary to take account of dispersion of Jet material both
by convectivt' displacements and as a result of accelerated molecular
diffusion. In the general case, the dispersion of the Jeto2 describes the
mea;i square o. ■„■tlon of molecules of the Jet substance from their average
trajectories.

The dispersion is determined by the concurrent advance

of two processes:

volume convection and gradient diffusion.

The somewhat complex character of the mixing can be described
with the following simplified model [35], Illustrated as it applies
to the region of turbulent mixing of two plane-parallel streams
(Figure 1.6).

The grey-mixing l^yer is transported as a whole by

large vortices, the scales of whose motion are greater than the characteristic width of this layer.

In the layer itself, molecular mixing

is intensified (accelerated)* by small-scale turbulence consisting of
vortices whose dimensions are much smaller than the characteristic
width.

If It is assumed that the mass transport processes governed by
the small-scale turbulence and by the large vortices are statistically
independent and are described by normal laws with the respective dispersions a* and o*, then:

(a)

the total transport is also described by a normal law;

•It must be noted that this acceleration implies only a more
rapid increase in the amount of matter in the two streams that has
been mixed to the rt le of molecular homeseneity, and does not by any
means involve hyi
.etlcal variations of the laws of molecular
statistic.1-.

(b)

the total dispersion is

equal to the sum of the dispersions;
(1.52)

(c)

the degree of "greyness"

N can be Introduced as the ratio of
the dispersion of grey mixing to
the total dispersion:

(1.53)
Figure 1.6. Models of turbulent
mixing of streams.
a — model of "black and white"
mixing (aT = a; oMT * oM «c);
b — model of "grey" mixing
(oMT - a; a.
0).

These relations are also formally satisfied in other cases,
e.g., in the other extreme case of
small Re (see Figure 1.6), when

microturbulence is absent and a statistical relation exists explicitly
between the large vortices and the Instantaneous mixing-layer thickness
oM.

In this case, we can write as before

where
i/. = .V,-i/;

I'«-=//.,-(/: h^y',: A^2y,y'u + fr'.

Here the effect of the vortices will be not only positive (all
cases:

CK,,

3(jM, ,r>ov , etc., make contributions to the value of o ), but

also negative (aM2 may be much smaller than
"surface of contact discontinuity").

yu7

due to elongation of

Hence,

a more general physical treatment of the parameters o

and aT Is as follows.

We

sort the ensemble of Intermediate compo-

sitions in order of their monotonlc decrease, arranging the compositions
along the y axis in the order of their most probable occurrence. Then
the characteristic scale of the resulting distribution of most probable
compositions will be aQ, and the dispersion of the random distribution
of this composition over the other values of y will be a*

As before,

the parameters ac and 0T are assumed constant for any composition.
For an unbounded mixing layer with normal distributions, the composition ?! = P2 = 0.5 will be, by definition, most probable at the point
am'

The above model structure can be used to circumvent the difficulties noted in §1, subsection 2 as resulting from the use of the
equation of state, to find the relation between the average values of
density and temperature. It is also found possible to calculate ret
only the average values of the concentrations and temperatures, but
also the corresponding probability densities for the occurrence of
these values.
Let the probability density of displacement under the Influence
of convective motion of elements of the "grey" layer from the point
ro to the point r be equal to p(r, ?„). Then, obviously, the average
temperature profile will be given by the relation [see (l.'»9)]:

^I^^H^,,;,;.^ <^'

T

t

The symbol "c" indicates that the probabilities were calculated
for "grey" mixing. (We shall call the corresponding profiles quasilaminar.)

The distribution of the root-mean-square temperature fluctuations
is described by

Pt^T^^-J^-mJpCr, ;.)</;„

(i.55)

We also write a formula for the probability density of the
appearance of a given partial density of Jet matter at the space
point r:

The Integration is extended only over the region of space in which

CM
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Fundamental Equations for Turbulent Jet Flows

Taylor Equation and Equation of Turbulent Diffusion for
the Model of "Black and White" Mixing

It Is shown in the statistical theory of turbulent diffusion
that under certain conditions the probabilities Pi and P» satisfy
a certain partial differential equation [22], [36], [37].
Let us first sxamlne the elementary case of diffusion In a field
of homogeneous and Isotropie turbulence. The distance covered by an
Isolated fluid particle during a time t in the direction of, say, the
y axis is determined by the expression

y^jvv*,

(1>57)

where v' Is the component of the particle fluctuation velocity In this
direction.

1'.

The mean square particle displacement Tj— the dispersion of
turbulent transport — plays an important role in the theory of turbulent diffusion.
The manner in which the dispersion chaiiges with time is described
by an equation that can be derived by multiplying both sides of (1.57)
by x»'(/)--^, transferring v'U) under the integral sign, and then
averaging both sides over the ensemble of statistically equivalent
particles. This equation, which was derived bv Taylor and bears his
name, takes the form
t>'(/;i»'(it)<f».
2

41

J

For stationary (homogeneous) turbulence, the correlation moment
t
Hence, the equation
v<(t)v (T) depends only on the difference t - T.
obtained above can be rewritten as follows:

-ff-J^^

;+t)«/T.

The Taylor equation has two limiting solutions.

(1.58)

For small dif-

fusion times

For sufficiently large diffusion times
^2DAt-tt),
where
0,-1 «'(/,) t>'l/,+ T)</T

is the eddy diffuslvlty.

T > I)

(1 60)

-

If we Introduce a Lagrangian scale of length

V^
we have

It should be noted that, as will become clear below, the eddy
diffuslvity Is the time-dependent quantity -f--^.
2

at

However, this

term is often applied to the limiting value of -?--i0.

at ^v, , which

equals (1.61), since it is only for this extreme case that the diffusion equation is Justified with sufficient rigor.
Experiments indicate that if the probability of appearance of
a particle In the interval (y; y + dy) Is written in the form p(y)dy,
the probability distribution density has the normal form [22], [36]:

„(vH-L^
*

'3 .

(1.62)

•

For small times at which Relation (1.59) is satisfied, the experimental fact that the turbulent-velocity field is also normally distributed speaks in favor of (1.62). In this case, the normal law of
displacements is obtained from the normal law of velocities by simply
multiplying the velocities by (t - to).
The law (1.62) is also favored at large diffusion times by the
fact that the resultant displacement of the particle Is the sum of many
small displacements that are statistically weakly related. Then the
normal distribution may be simply a consequence of the familiar
probability-theory theorem that states that the distribution functions
of sums of a series of statistically Independent terms converge (given

certain conditions) to a normal distribution law as the number of
terms is increased without limit [37].
It is easily seen that p(y) satisfies the diffusion equation with
the diffusion coefficient
/j^-LÜi;
2

(H

*L~±J!IJ*P.
öl

2

at dyi

(1.63)

Equation (1.63) is a particular form of the so-called Fokker-Planck
equation, one of the important equations of statistical physics. It
has been proven rigorously that the probability distribution density
of the random particle displacements satisfies an equation of this type
only for the so-called Markov random processes (processes without
aftereffect) [38]. This proof was obtained by A. N. Kolmogorov.
Needless to say, turbulent diffusion is not a Markov process.
Nevertheless, it can be assumed with certain stipulations that even
in the case of a process with an explicit prior history like turbulent
transport, the diffusion of liquid volumes Is described by the FokkerPlanck equation in its general form [14], [22], [31»]:
%+d-p-~-rT~DirP.

(1.6'»)

where PU. Cr, t) is the probability that a unit volume that was at the
space point ro at time tc will be at point r at time t; «,(r, 0—~
is the average velocity of motion of the unit volume in the direction
of the coordinate x^ and 0,J~jj;Wi i* the generalized diffusion
coefficient.
In a turbullzed medium consisting of a certain gas, let another
gas occupy volume v2 at time zero. We integrate Equation (1.61) over
the volume V2 and recognize that

'21

As a result, we arrive at the following equation for Pj:
di '

dx, ^ dxjx,

" »•

(1.65)

The difference In the sampled average velocities, i.e., the velocities
at the particular point averaged over the various classes of volumes,
was considered Immaterial in the derivation of Equation (1.65).
Exactly the same equation also applies for the probability Px:

at

ox,

dxiixj

"

l

Adding Equations (1.65) and (1.66), we obtain the continuity
equation
dx,

Thus, despite the density difference be"wee-

.he mixing gases,

the continuity equation for "black and white" mixing har the same
form as for a homogeneous fluid.

Adding Relations (1.65) and (1.66) aft-

Irst multiplying by

P» and »2, respectively, we obtain the mass conservation equation:

*

T

dx,

dxjx,

U J9

' -

It should be noted that there are cases in which the sampled
average velocities definitely differ from one another.
exemplified by the Jet of liquid in a gas.

This Is

In this case, the dif-

fusion of the gas and liquid volumes le determined by scattering of
liquid drops with dispersion 72.

On the other hand, the average velo-

cities averaged only over the volumes of gas or only over the drops
will differ substantially.

2.

Equation of Gradient Diffusion ("Qrey" Mixing Model)

Let us consider the case of gradient diffusion i.i a medium with
Inw viscosity but a large molecular diffusion coefficient, which is
the simplest from the standpoint of mathematical analysis but not the
most important case.

We note that the most rapid mixing occurs at

decay of the large vortex (see Figure 1.3).

At this time, there is a

rapid equalization of the composition inhomogeneity through the entire
volume of the vortex.

At subsequent times (up to the formation of a

new large vortex from the decay trace), gradient composition diffusion
occurs at a rate much lower than the rate of mixing during decay.
The basic distinctive property of gradient diffusion la that the
concentration fluctuations about the average values are small, Just
as their characteristic scales are small compared to the characteristic scale of variation of the average concentration c.

Consequently,

the magnitude c' of the fluctuations is determined (accurate to
quantities of second-order of smallness) by the average concentration
gradient and can be written in accordance with the Bousslnesq-Prandtl
physical conception in the form

<'-{c-h~-£-,,--a,,,
(1.67)

(--£).
tI
l

T

where /,<= j «/('')<#' is a new random function whose rras value determines
the length of the "turbulent mixing path," u.U1) is the average veloJ

city of a turbulent micromole at time t' on the path from point x* to
point x, and T(t) is a new random function — the mixing time of the
micromole.
The mixing time scale T must be small enough so that the maximum
fluctuation amplitude Z. will not exceed the width of the mixing
layer.

We note that the "mixing length" concept can be introduced only
when the molecular diffusion coefficient is nonzero (D„M ^ 0). since
it is only in this case that Condition (1.6?) will not lead to the
paradoxical conclusion that the random concentration fluctuation
Increases without limit. In other words, the "turbulent mlcromole"
will dissolve In the surrounding medium before it has moved through
a distance such that Condition (1.67) is no longer satisfied.
For sufficiently small mixing times, it can be assumed that
Tin

/y- f tt,{t')Jr = u,(x,t)T{t).

(1.68)

Condition (1. ü, is similar in form to the known particular
solution of the Ti •, r equation for the initial time of turbulent
transport (diffus: xi), the only difference being that the Lagrangian
velocity (particle velocity) appears in the Taylor equation and the
random paramet r T(t) has been replaced by the simple time t.
In the case of "purely turbulent transport" (D» = 0), Condition
(1.67) may not be satisfied, and by its very physical meaning, the
parameter I, Is not equal to the Prandtl mixing length, which characterizes the length over which an inhoraogeneity is transported during
its "life," In fact, although the Inhomogeneity is transported at
DM ■ 0, It retains its individuality In the process and does not
dissolve in the surrounding medium.

Physically, the parameter I,

becomes similar to the analogous parameter of Taylor turbulent
composition (property) transport, except that it determines the
transport in the Euler coordinate system. Establishment of a random
function Z. that satisfies Condition (1.67) under any conditions
(including at DM ■ 0) would mean a theoretical rigorous Justification
of the turbulent gradient diffusion equation and determination of the
relation between the Lagrangian and Euler diffusion characteristics
of turbulence for this case.

Under this heading, we shall examine the auch simpler case In
which the molecular diffusion coefficient DM Is nonzero and so large
that the mixing length conditions (1.67) and (1.68) are satisfied.
In addition, the density in the gradient mixing layer Is assumed
practically constant.
In this case, the equations of fluid dynamics take the form

^-Ä-A.*-:

*'.

it

r

9xt

(1>69)

(1.70)

v «x,T a*} '

(1.71)

Averaging Equation (1.69), we obtain

Applying Equations (1.72) and (1.69), we reduce the diffusion
equation to the form
01

Ox,

-^ - «^ •

With Relation (1.67), Equation (1.73) is written as follows

(1#73)

In (1.74), we neglect the change in the parameter a

as small

compared to the change of the random parameter I .
Let us now apply the Friedman-Keller method of statistical
turbulence theory [19]. To this end, we write Equation (I.71) at
another point J-, multiply it by a,^ and add to Equation (1.74) after
multiplying the latter by u^ (the velocity at point x').
Averaging the sum, we find

' ~öT+a> ~r.—UiUia' +
= IJU

a*]

\- v

T

ax?

-

ai——-i-L ai,
' • d,; '

Applying (1.68), we assume

u.u.l, ~ «»«;«,?{/) =« n/w (r* /) f(t)t
where r is the radius vector drawn from the point x to the point
x'(r^x'—x).
Recognizing that "r^x'-x and, consequently.

*"

*"' 17rT7'

we find
,dM.-T„*nj>i

,. . , .r

dnik){-r)

-

The term expressing the correlation of the pressure with I

has
J

been put equal to zero, since It is assumed that the vector of I

is
J

proportional to the velocity Uj and that the turbulence in the decay
traces is practically homogeneous and Isotropie.
2?'.

The momentum equation (1.71) can be used by the same FriedmanKeller method to obtain the following dynamic equation for the correlation moments (see [19]):

^jLi,l,w-n„,(-r)H2v-£-*,,.
Ot

or,,

arj

Transforming (1.75) with the dynamics equation, we find

or

We recognize further that only a

^ 0 in a plane-parallel mixing layer

(n Js the unit vector of the normal tr, the surface of the planeparallel mixing layer, n.,-—)
Then

^£~*.,+(a.-v)f(-^)

(M6)

where, according to a relation known from the theory of Isotropie
turbulence [19],

Here f(r) is the longitudinal and g(r) the transverse coefficient of
correlation for the velocity field at two points separated by a distance r.
In virtue of the limitations Imposed by Conditions (1.67) and
(1.68), the equation derived above is valid only in the neighborhood
of r ■ 0.

In particular, substituting the expansions of the longitudinal
and transverse correlation coefficiente in the vicinity of zero:

where A2 » -(l/f"o) is the dissipation scale [19], we obtain, accurate
to terms of higher orders of smallness

since

Substituting these expressions into (1.76), we arrive at the
equation sought for T:

-g.-,-5^-JLf.

(1.77)

It is evident from (1.77) that when X « const, the approximation
(1.68) is accurate enough for all times, provided that Pr » v/D« «I.
t

When Dsv, Condition (1.68) remains valid for t< -^ , where I is the
•'

integral Lagranglan turbulence scale.
For A « const and D »v, the "mixing time" scale T becomes
constant after a certain time and equal to
u
5(0,-v)

The diffusion equations and the coefficient of microturbulent
gradient diffusion will then have the form

^■»^■ttr... Vr<

(1.78)
!

where n is the coordinate along the normal to the one-dlmenslonal
mixing zone, Pr ■ v/DM la the laminar Prandtl number, and ReT ■ uZ/v
is the turbulent Reynolds number determined from the turbulent velocity
u and the Integral turbulence scale I, the latter defined. In turn,
by the relation

■/?
In the case of turbulence that decays In accordance with the law
u'-aff-lo)'* *

the

dissipation scale Increases according to the law [19]

;,_

(1,79)

IOV«-U

Here the scale T and the microturbulent diffusion coefficient
Increase as follows according to (1.77) and (1.79):

,

n(0M-v) '

"•'

T

2v

x.

M^-v)

'

(1 80)

-

2»

In particular, for n ■ 1

o.-.^r-

(i.8i)

It Is clear from (1.81) that, in the case of decaying turbulence,
the approximation (1.68) is quite adequate for description of the
microturbulent gradient diffusion coefficient DMT.

-) VI

Since a Is approximately equal to ul — the constant in the
linear turbulence-decay law [19] — the equation takes the following
form in this case:

dl

"I

I -rPr / iWS

da*

The values of DMT in (1.78) and (1.82) are defined accurate to
a coefficient on the order of unity, which we have introduced into
the corresponding Reynolds number.
Both of the expressions for D™ indicate that the microturbulent
diffusion coefficient is physically equivalent to the molecular diffusion coefficient (simply proportional to it), but much larger in
absolute magnitude than DM — by a factor of about Pr2ReT; for example,
waen Pr = 0.7, ^m<

M

O.öRe».

The results obtained indicate the possibility of describing
gradient diffusion with the differential equation of diffusion, at
least for times sufficiently large that the concentration fluctuations
in the decay trace have become sufficiently small.
3.

Equations of Momentum Conservation In the "Black and White"
Mixing Model

It is seen from examination of the models (SI) that momentum
exchange between the two streams is of nonlocal nature. On the one
hand, therefore, we should expect the momentum distribution in the
layer to be described accurate to a single scale for the entire layer,
but, on the other hand, it would be difficult to expect the turbulent
mass and momentum fluxes in the familiar Reynolds equation to depend
only on the local average gradients of these quantities, or on any
function of many local variables, no matter how complex. This difficulty is circumvented to a certain degree for turbulent mass transport
by introducing an equation of turbulent diffusion with a single scale
Om that incorporates other more subtle features: the degree of mixing

7r«»V",«i'(Jt»«wsv1-. 1. ■,.■*.„. „^.^ „

homogeneity, inhomogenelty of turbulence along the stream, etc. Here
the question as to the agreement of the solution of this equation with
experiment remains open as before, and will therefore be examined In
the next chapter.
The "diffusion approximation" of the turbulent momentum exchange
Is even more doubtful, both as a result of the dependence of the rate
of momentum transport on the magnitude of the momentum transported and
as a result of the clearly nonlocal nature of momentum transfer by
pressure forces. However, experience has shown that for free-layer
problems, the "diffusion approximation" with a single scale ov Is
also found to be quite adequate to obtain elementary solutions in a
number of dynamic problems.
Let us formulate the corresponding equations of momentum tyansport
for the first and second gases.
The change In the J— momentum component of the first gas in a
unit volume per unit of time equals

This change Is governed: (a) by the momentum flux across the
boundary of the volume due to mass transport; (b) the momentum flux
associated with the action of the average static-pressure force gradients; (c)by the effect of volume interaction forces between the first
and second gases.
The averaged momentum-conservation law takes the form
^.(^)-__l.{l-^)_p|^+^t

(1#83)

where Pj. is the force exerted by the second gas in the J— direction
on a unit length of the first gas.

? 'A

Substituting the expressions t,=^,+Qi; *.■ = «/-! «I; ty=«/+a), into the
correlation moment lA«/ , we find

In Jet flows, there exists a direction in which the parameters
vary slowly compared to their rates of change in other directions. If
this is the J— direction, the terms pi«;i, and ^uiü].
in the above expression for the correlation moment.

can be neglected

We transform the other terms with the aid of the Boussinesq-Prandtl
hypothesis. That is to say, we assume that

Jir,= -A~. where <h»««'>i.

.„.;,.MÄ+Ä)^iL,

(1.84)

(i>85)

where D_ and D„ are the turbulent diffusion coefficients for mass and
velocity; the possible anlsotropy of the diffusion coefficients is
neglected for simplicity.
Thus:
(1.86)

Substituting (1.86) into (1.83), we find the final form of the
momentum-transport equation for the first gas:

It-i =IV,I',I).

The time derivative Is absent because of the assumed stationary
nature of the flow. The equation for the second gas Is derived In
exactly the same way:

^,ÄiJ).i(0,«^.)+ii-(D,.,^.)-/..&+^.

d.sj)

Adding these equations with recognition of the fact that

we obtain the equation of average momentum transport;

^'"^77, [D*'izhi7, [^"'trj-if; ■
For equal densities of the mixing gases, we arrive at an equation
describing the diffusion of average velocity ü.:

ix, * ' "

dx, \

v

dx, I

Q

dxf

If the densities differ, the velocity transport equation is more
complex In form.

To derive it, we divide Equation (1.87) by $ti and

Equation (1.89) by »«a and add them:

OX,
ox,

"

OX,

\"* a,, /+ ,,, + ^

dxj

[ ^ +—) -

(1-90)

Thus, the velocity distribution is also described in this case
by a diffusion equation, but with an additional term on the right that
can be interpreted as a velocity source (or sink) governed by the
volume forces.
Let us turn to determination of an expression for the volume
forces that figure In the above equations.

? 5i

For this purpose, we transform (1.87) with the relation
-^ (cÄ^Ä-K ^ij^- D, f- +"0. & .
As a result, we obta-.n
du^a/___ c
oxi
dx,

.
'

ou/
.j duy din gi , ^ du/ dlnPi
djti '
'' dxi öJt, '
' dx! dx,

L .^£. I ^jj
Oui <*'/
Hoi'*!

Exactly the same equation Is established for the second gas.
Subtracting one equation from the other and substituting /^»—fij, , we
find the sought expression for Pi,:
V

djfj

dxt

n

i*t

VJ-.yx;

Similarly:
,

F^^v{D^.Di)^p..r
(•
oxi dx,

2L^l±Plf>tJjL.
(•

axj

(1.92)

The second term in the expression for the volume forces differs
from zero only when the densities of the mixing gases differ.

It

results from the necessity of equalizing the accelerations of volumes
with different densities in the pressure-gradient field.
Let us illustrate this with reference to the simple example of
flow of a homogeneous "black and white" mixture in a one-dimensional
channel.

Assui. ing that the sample-averaged velocities are not strati-

fied, the equation of motion takes the form•
- du
dp
** dt *" dx '

•The aerodynamic drag of the elementary volumes in motion relative
to one another is assumed to be so large that «K-U«.

;M'I

Consequently, the average acceleration of the gases will be

•■-■-T-£
On the other hand, we may write Newton's second law for each of
the gases In the form

In this case, Pi and Pj denote the fractions of the lateral-face
areas of the unit elementary volumes acted upon by the pressure p.
From this we obtain
F^^ 2a'^M.p P, it. ft=a«SL^l
C

dx

g

Pipt

»t,
dx

i.e., the second term on the right in (1.91).
The first term corresponds to the for e necessary to equalize the
velocities of volumes of different classes in the presence of an
average velocity gradient.
Substituting the expressions for the volume forces (1.91) into
(1.90), we find the average-velocity transport equation in the form

The equation System (1.65), (1.93) can be used to find the density and
velocity distributions if the values of the diffusion coefficients D
and Dv are known.

A possible physical interpretation of these para-

meters on the basis of a vortex model of the mixing layer was given
in subsection 1 of SI.

iv
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k.

Integral Form of Conservation Laws

It is found convenient to base the development of engineering
methods for Jet calculations on the Integral form of the mass and
momentum conservation laws, which can be obtained either by Integrating
the differential transport equations given in subsection 3 of §2, or
by direct analysis of the balance of the fluxes across an appropriately chosen control surface.
The integral conservation laws are also convenient In that
questions as to the "differentlalness" of the closed Reynolds equation,
the accuracy of the various approximations of the these equations,
etc., are not particularly relevant for them.
Let us consider the following three most typical types of flows:
the mixing layer, the plane-parallel Jet, and the axlsynunetric Jet.
For the mixing layer and plane-parallel Jet, Integration of
Equation (1.65) ever the transverse coordinate y yields (the flow is
assumed stationary)
m

where ü is the longitudinal velocity (along the x axis).
In the axlsynunetric case, the law of mass-flux conservation for
the Jet is
d
("«^«//■»O

or
.t

(«AVc/r-^i».

2 V

(1.95)
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We shall henceforth omit the averaging symbol.
The Integral law of momentum-flux conservation proceeds similarly
from (1.89). Here, however, this law will be derived by writing the
balance of the momentum fluxes across an appropriate control surface.
Here we shall confine ourselves to the simplest case of free
turbulent flows with zero pressure gradient.
Let us write the balance of the fluxes across control surface
abed for a mixing layer (see Figure 2.2). The distance yi from the
x axis to the planes be and ad is assumed to be so large that the
longitudinal velocity along be equals Vi, while that along ad equals
V2.

The momentum flux in the longitudinal direction across the surface
ab is

The momentum flux across surface cd is
S.

The difference between S

d

and S

I eaVj/.

b

is equal to the momentum flux

flowing into the elementary volume across surfaces be and ad.
It is assumed that the transverse velocity equals zero or. one
of the surfaces (for example, ad). (It may be assumed for the sake
of eoncreteness that ad coincides with the symmetry plane of the
plane-parallel Jet.) Then the mass flux into the volume is
( oa /IZ-OJ^» -1«,^,!/.« f t«'!/- </„(0,V,+(},V,).
C
•'■■

■'it

This flux carries a momentum Vi with it per unit of mass.
Hence the flux balance takes the form

J* (.«v., - V, rf t« in - ,/.(i',V. I ti»'',)] -(hV^+OtVly,.
We rewrite the balance condition in slightly different form:

f (ca»-tuK, - 0,1 ', -: o.y.V,) '/y + f (l1«»-0«^,) rfy=0.
;.

•

Since the chosen yo is quite large, the law of momentum-flux
conservation for the mixing layer assumes the following final form:
(1.96)

The laws of momentum conservation can be obtained In exactly the
same way for a plane-parallel Jet:

JwiiB-ig^v.i^-^)^

(1.97)

0

and for an axisymmetric Jet
li'Uiu-VJrdr^CtV,— .

(1-98)

We have written the momentum-flux balance without consideration
of the fluctuation terras. It is assumed that the errors Incurred by
so doing are insignificant, especially when it Is remembered that the
fluctuatiun-term difference appears in the next approximation [20].
It is not possible to write the energy conservation equation
formally in "diffusion form," since it includes not only the second
moments, which admit of such approximation with certain reservations,
but also the third moments, expression of which, in terms of the local
average-parameter gradients, results in the appearance of new unknown

empirical "constants." The Integral form of the conservation law is
less sensitive to these "constants," but it must still take account
of the total losses of total pressure as a result of turbulent mixing.

j
!

l

\
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On the basis of the vortex-model concepts set forth in subsection
1 of §1, it is possible, in principle, to write a differential (or
Integral) equation that determines the average total pressure losses
at an arbitrary point of the mixing layer, expressed in terms of the
scale I or a and in terms <jf the loss coefficient for the elementary
event — the formation and decay of a vortex. An example of such an
Integral equation for the irreversible mixing losses was given in
subsection 1 of §1 for a plane-parallel layer.
At the present time, the simplest approximation for subsonic
Jets, and one that is apparently sufficiently accurate, will be
constant entropj of the mixing volumes not only outside of the mixing
layer, Lut also at each point in it. In this case, the average entropy
and .fcs fluctuations are determined by the same equations as the
temperature. If diffusional or homogeneous combustion takes place
during mixing, the entropy Jumps by a certain increment on a combustion front that is randomly distributed in the boundary layer (see
Chapter IV).
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CHAPTER II
COMPARISON OF THE DIFFUSION THEORY OF TURBULENT FLOWS
WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA
§1.

Measurements of Average Parameters
In Turbulent Mixing Zones

At this time, the bulk of experimental material pertaining to
turbulent Jets has been obtained with the Pltot tube, gas analysis,
and the thermocouple.

These methodb of measurement have long response

times and yield certain averaged values of the stream parameters.

It

is therefore appropriate to consider precisely how the average values
are measured and how they relate to the statistical average values
of the stream parameters discussed In the preceding chapter.
1.

Pitot-Tube Measurements

It is customary to assume that the difference between the total
and static pressures, which is measured by the Pltot tube in a stream
with velocity and density fluctuations, yields the time-averaged
value of the velocity head qp*~~ .

Since
(2.1)
we may, assuming the discontinuity of the sampled longitudinal
velocities (and, consequently, the correlation moment J7«"' ) to be small,
write the following, accurate to terms of order !• = —
«»
yt^li*.

(2.1a)

Here it is necessary to clarify experimentally whether averaging
with large density and velocity fluctuations is Identical to statistical averaging.

|
f
f

Relation (2.1a) has been verified experimentally on an open
inverted-cone turbulent flame Jet behind a burner In an open stream
of homogeneous mixture. In this case, since the average velocity Is
practically constant, the field of the measured velocity heads is
similar to the average-density field, i.e..

I
I
;

^Hv.iM^.iM.
ill
«i

,

2)

V c. c /

where v.; ui are the velocity head and density of the fresh mixture
and </.. i^ are the velocity head and density of the combustion products,
Constancy of the average velocities was tested,'in particular,
against the condition
it ^ v.

r, '

(2.3)

where the temperature ratio was determined from thermocouple readings
and gas analysis.
|

I
|
I
I
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Since it has been shown by experiment [92] that the thickness
of the flame front surface is much smaller than the total thickness
of the combustion zone, which is determined by the scale o (see
Chapter IV, Ik), the average density is determined from the relations
of the "black nJ white" mixing model.

In this case, using the probability of appearance of bui'ned mixture ?2, relation (2.3) can be written

/MV)-. :~^_-=-ii_^L.
? -J.
«i-fi

(2.H)

n

If the Pltot tube provides correct averaging, the value of P2
from (2.^) should agree with direct measurements of P2. Direct
measurements made by N. V. Kokushkln [92] with a low-lag resistance
thermometer agreed fully with calculations according to (2.^).
Relation (2.2) Is used much more frequently to calculate ü, with
P determined from the average temperature T, from the equation of
state written in the form af^^r^f/Jt and, consequently, the average
velocity Is determined as
«•-l/-^

(2.5)

Instead of
«„=■••

(I) '.

(2.6)

something that cannot be done in the presence of temperature and
density fluctuations because 1/f ^ (T/T).

In a stream with fluctuations of maximum amplitude (T2 - Ti)
neglect of this condition results in the largest error (as compared
with all other types of fluctuations).

The ratio of the velocity

obtained from (2.5) to the true velocity üo equals

(2.7)

In the range In which temperature and density fluctuations are

"»ft

absent, ü/üo ■ 1.

t.S

Using the rela-

tions of Chapter I, §1 to determine
p and f, we obtain
V
ta

?0

30

Figure 2.1. Distribution of
relative error in average velocity measured with Pltot tube in
an open flame jet (data of A. I.
Lushpa)
«_ ',.

. j

experiment;

-S'Hf
l
where Pl = ]-P:

Tx

-2jPtPl

(2.8)

Is the probability

of appearance of cold (fresh) mixture.

Relation (2.8) was used to

analyse experimental data on ü for
a flame Jet in an open stream,

- theoretical curv?.
including detailed curves of ü(y)
for various T2/T1 according to
A. I. Lushpa [38], whose observed values of the average velocity in
the combustion zone were much higher (up to 49*) (Figure 2.1).

This

overstatement is explained not only by the use of Formula (2.5), lu*also by the fact that the temperature distribution was determined with
thermocouples, 'which give average-temperature values that are somewhat
higher than the statistical average temperatures (see below).
Comparison of the calculations by Formula (2.8) with Lushpa's
results indicates rather good agreement between the calculated hypothetical velocity overstatement and the experimental data; the nmxlmum
value of ü/üo is reached at the point P2 = Pi = 0.5.

At Tz/Ti « 6,

t.ie theoretical maximum error reaches 1)3*. I.e., it Is slightly smaller
tian in the experiments.

When values of Pj calculated from tempera-

ture profiles obtained directly from Lushpa's experiment are used in
Formula (2.8), the experimental points fall directly on the theoretical
curve.

This agreement of theory with experiment indicates that Formula

(2.8) must be used in calculating velocities from Pltot tube readingc,
and also that combustion in a homogeneous turbulent flame Jet closely
resemble" surface combustion (the model of "black and white" mixing).

Thus, the presence of longitudinal-velocity "spikes" In the cone
of an open turbulent flame Jet behind a point burner does not reflect
the true state of the stream.

These "spikes" appear as a result of

use of the incorrect formula (2.5), and their size Is increased further owing to a certain overstatement of the average temperature T
when measuremtnts are made with thermocouples.
Formula (2.5) will also produce such errors in measurements made
in turbulent boundary layers:

the velocity profile obtained with (2.5)

will be fuller than the true one.
In processing Pitot-tube readings, therefore, we may use the
formula

^TBut then it is necessary to write i'=Cir,17r instead of

(2.9)
'Q^QJ'JT.

We note also that when the densities of the Jet and the stream
differ sharply (n > 10), Relation (2.9) may not be accurate enough
without consideration of the correlation t^rms (2.1) [82].
2.

The Thermocouple and the Resistance Thermometer

The dimensionless average temperature profile measured with a
thermocouple differs from the profile of the true average temperatures
by an amount on the order of e2, since, according to [113]» the
difference between them is proportional to -"--— .

Other error sources
uir.-r,)
are sometimes found to be significant. In a turbulent flame, for
example, there is yet another error source in addition to dissipation
of heat at the ends and radiation losses. Measurements of the temperature fluctuations at the junction of a thermocouple placed in the
variable-temperature zone of a turbulent flame Jet showed that much
slower cooling of the Junction is observed, In many cases, In a stream of
mlxturo that is capable of chemical reactions rather than In a stream of
air (2.^). It is not known whether this Is a result of action of the

.JI

i

Junction and the stagnation zone behind it as a flame stabilizer or a
result of the chemlca] reactions occurring at the heated surface of
the Junction. This effect depends strongly on the conditions of the
experiment: the dimensions of the Junction and the average temperatures and velocities of the stream. It thus happens that the
average junction temperature Is found to be somewhat higher than the
average temperature at the particular point In the flame. Under ordinary conditions, this error Is more significant than radiation and
other losses. The effect was first recorded in [11'»]. Reference [92]
describes a method of measuring average temperatures for the "black
and white" mixing model on the basis of temperature-fluctuation oscillograns obtained with a low-lag resistance thermometer.

]
I

The i-robabilitles P2 determined in this way with a resistance
thermometer in an open turbulent flame Jet agree closely with the P2
functions measured with the Pitot tube. This also suggests the pojsibility of using a low-lag resistance thermometer and Pitot tube for
measurements in streams with temperature fluctuations.
because of the important role of the concept of the probabilities
of appearance of the substances to be mixed in the turbulent-mixing
theory set forth here,, the question arises as to the possibility of
measuring them directly. For the "black and white" mixing mechanism
— mixing of gas with liquid, of fresh mixture with combustion products in a homogeneous flame Jet, etc. — determination of the probability of appearance of one of the Initial substances reduces to the
combination of the relative stay time of the particular substance at
the sensor (low-lag resistance thermometer, thermocouple, or any other
initial-medium Indicator). In the general case of gradient anc" convective diffusion, determination of the probability of appearance of
a volume or mass fraction of an initial substance is a more complex
problem.

|

•

The most general approach to its solution consists in the Introduction of some Indicator property that can be used to tap a substance
of a given species v, :thout affecting Its physical properties. For
example, tempera. . c can be used as such a property when the Jet is

weakly heated

(n - T2/T1 - 1).

In fact, we obtain from (1.51)

Thus, measurement of the average temperature Is equivalent in
this case to measurement of the observation probability P2.
3«

Gas Analysis

We Indicated above that when two streams of different gases with
equal temperatures are mixed, the probability profile coincides with
the volume-concentration profile. Conrequently, determination of the
probability profiles can be reduced to measurement of a volume concentration by gas analysis methods.
In this context, it will be helpful to review the question as to
interpretation of experimental results obtained by these methods.
Let us first discuss the case of equal temperatures of the gases
being mixed (whose densities may be different). The gaseous mixture
is usually tapped with a special probe and delivered through a sampling
tube to a tank. Generally speaking, the tip of the probe introduces
distortion into the stream; in particular, heavy and light gas volun38
may be separated at the entrance of the sampling system. Separation
can be avoided by using specially shaped (conical) probe tips [48],
and we shall therefore not dwell further on this effect. Obviously,
if the tubing is long enough and the sampling time large enough, a
constant flow velocity will eventually be established in the sampling
system. Hence the volume flow rate of the gas per unit time is
constant.•
•This hypothesis will be invalid if the temperatures of different
portions of the gas differ. In fact, the volumes of the portions of
gas (and, consequently, their velocity in the sampling system) will
vary in this case as a result of heating or cooling.

■Mr,

Thus, the total number of molecules of the first (ni) and second
inz) species arriving in the tank per unit of time is constant:

The volume concentration in the tank is
*

"»
«1 + »!

*»
*»

o

The concentration by weight in the tank differs from the average
weight concentration gz in the stream, and equals

»«

w*»
HI»!

ä_

+ i»:»»i

»i + «h

while
i

\ i'i+w /

!
i

where »i and 9z are the partial densities of the two gases.
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The difference between gz and g.. may be substantial.

In the

case of "black and white" mixing, for example,

I

Incidentally, it follows from this that gj > g1.k when ui > Uz, and,
conversely, that g2 < gtk when uz > Pi»
Thus, gas analysis can be used to measure the average volume
concentration itself.

The relation of this concentration to the

average concentration by weight is established with the aid of the
following considerations.

The instantaneous value of the weight

concentration takes the form

,7

Let us rewrite this relation as foliows:
tW'i T M»«i + Miffi+Mrf« —IS*!We now present ni and ni In the form
"i3"^"«. tt=nt-\-nt
and recognize that because of the constancy of the sum m + nz

We obtain on averaging

Since r, =-"J- , we find at once [82]
(2.10)
Remembering that the correlation moment ftgi Is always greater
than zero In a turbulent flow, we can, in the general case, go directly
from (2.10) to our earlier conclusion as to the relation between gi
and gtk.
Since, on the other hand, the value of the correlation moment r'tut
is unknown. It is not possible In the general case to convert numerically from a measured volume concentration to a concentration by weight.
Prom this we may conclude that gas analysis is incapable of
accurate measurements of concentration by weight in turbulent streams.
When gas analyses are made in streams that have different initial
temperatures Ti and T2, Interpretation of the sampling results depends
on the ratio of two characteristic times. One of them is the time to
heat (or cool) an element of gas that has entered the sampler from
its Initial temperature to the temperature established In the sampling
system.

-Ml*

The other characteristic time is determined by the frequency of
the temperature fluctuations in the turbulent stream.
Obviously, the first characteristic time describes the variation
of sampling velocity at the sampler entrance cross section. If
therefore, the temperature fluctuation frequency in the stream is very
high the sampling velocity at the sampler entrance remains practically
constant. The volume concentration in the tank is then determined by
the relation

v--^

„ :

n

'"»1

Ttl

On the other hand, if the temperature fluctuations are very widely
spaced, the samjler-entrance velocity ratio for portions of gas with
temperatures Ti and T2 is Tj/T».«
c

«

Therefore,

"?_^_ - _^— - Pt,
«, — .«.

I.e., the volume concentration in the tank is the same as the
observation probability.
In reality (when these chart.oterlstic-tlme values are comparable),
the volume concentration lies between these extreme values.
§2.
].

Free Turbulent Jets

Shapes of Density and Velocity Profiles

Density profile shapes are found by generalizing the solution
obtained from study of mixing of streams with equal velocities to the
case in which the jet and cocurrent stream have unequal velocities.

nt is assumed that the average flow velocity on the main length
of the sampler is constant.
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Figure 2.2. Ml: Ing layer (I).
a — case of equal velocities; b — case of unequal velocities.
Plane (axlsyiranetrlc) cocurrent Jet (II).
a — velocities of jet and stream equal; b — velocities unequal.
Let us examine the mixing at the Interface of two streams with
equal velocities and equal turbulence characteristics (DT ■ const)
(Figure 2.2). Since there are no transverse velocities In this case,
the general diffusion equation assumes the form
(2.11)

In writing Equation (2.11), we have neglected longitudinal
diffusion in virtue of the condition t^',<^',.
Recognizing that
V " 2

dx

(2.12)

we arrive at a diffusion equation in the form
(2.13)
0x " 2

ix dy*

The solution of (2.13) should be found for the following initial
and boundary conditions.
x.^O, /',= ! for y :0; Pt**0 for y>0:
y = — oo, Pt=l; y«=«oo, ^,=0.
2:)'i

It is easily seen that the corresponding solution will be

"-'['irfil'
I

where *(*)=---f«

r

<// Is the probability Integral.

.-

The dispersion rüx), which is the same for all liquid particles
emerging at the plane x ■ 0, characterizes the dispersion of the
particles about straight-line trajectories and increases with increasing
distance according to the law [see (1.60)]:
P-fi-j^.V for

,

x<2Jf,= -^-

I

(2.15)
y^-gHx-xJ for x>2xm.
■

,

v

Accordingly, the probability profile, which originally took the
form of a rectangular step of unit height, becomes increasingly
eroded.
A fact, that must be noted here and will become important later
on, isthat Expression (2.14) can also oe derived by a different
approach based on the normal law (1.62). Here the probability P« is
found by summing the probabilities that all volumes of
the Jet will arrive at a point under consideration:

p.-j'i*-'•>■>'•-j['-*(^]where
Ply. y»)'

jA^pi

^1

At any distance downst: earn in the plane y » 0, we have P2 «■ 1/2,
I.e., both volumes of the Jet and volumes of the cocurrent stream will
be encountered with equal probability in this plane.
When the Jet and cocurrent stream have unequal velocities, the
Jet will be slowed down in the course of turbulent mixing (when l'2>Vri).
The line of equal probabilities (fJi-/\^-A is shifted upward (Figure
2.2b) and comes to occupy the position of aT(x).
As we have noted, the average boundary aT(x) corresponds physically to the interface that would be obtained between the gases if
all particles of jet and cocurrent stream matter that have been dissipated by turbulent motions were reunited.
To find the probability Pa, it is necessary to know the statistical properties of the instantaneous fluctuations of the interface
about its average position.

If we assume that the scattering of

these volumes around the average trajectory, i.e., around aT(x), is
given by a normal law with dispersion a2(x), we obviously arrive at
the following formula instead of (2.1^):
Pt^ ^ = P"0'1 = ' fl
0M

to - tai

-I'/»" ' 'l] .
■^
vH
a

(2.16)

Reasons for using the normal distribution were stated in subsection 1
of §1 and subsection 2 of §1.

Reference can also be made to an

experimental investigation [12] of the behavior of a front separating
turbulent from nonturbulcnt liquid, which confirmed the acceptability
of the normal law even in the case of extremely inhomogeneous turbulence.
Seme degree of deviation is possible only for very small diffusion times.

This is indicated by the experiments of Hinze [21], who

measured the thermal trace behind a thin hot wire placed in the combustion 2one of 1 plane-parallel Jet.

The integral formula (2.16)

gives practical accuracy even in this case, although the dispersion

o2(x) that appear8 in (2.16) Is now determined, when the Initialvelocity difference of the streamB is substantial, basically by the
turbulence generated by transverse velocity shear.
For the dynamic problem, in virtue of the analogy between the
processes of property and velocity field transport explained in subaection 1 of §1, we can formally write the velocity profile in the
analogous form
(2.16a)

Here av(x) and ov{x) are certain characteristic parameters, with
the parameter ov(x) related through an empirical constant (the Prandtl
number) to the dispersion of the Jet (see subsection 1 of SI):

iUpr.
»2

(2 17)

*

As we indicated in subsection 1 in SI. the turbulent Prandtl
number is smaller than unity and approximately equal to 0.5.
in the case of the plane-parallel Jet, Equation (2.13) should be
solved with the following initial and boundary conditions:

The corresponding solution takes the form

^mvm)]

/j

=_L-ld.

f-^—^-l -VI—-II.

(2.18)

The integral relation is obtained by Integrating (2.13) with
respect to y:

dx
fJT J

* ^

1

iX

if |_«

Or

J P,</y==: const.
We thus have,

with consideration of the initial conditions,

J/>5(/r=2a0.

(2.19)

When the Jet and cocurrent stream have different velocities,
the probability profile can be obtained from the solution (2.18) by
substituting aT(x) for ao and o2 for V:

Pt=,SLxJ-^ =±1*1 y+*'\-<t,( JLzli-]].
Co:

üus-Cui

* I

\
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'

(2.20)

li

The velocity profile is found in analogous form, but with the
parameters av and av:

"--^-rH^)-*^)]-

C2 21,

•

Here, instead of (' ±9),

]-t''y^- 1-^-''y-2*,-

(2.22)

At sufficiently great distances from the orifice, the dispersion
is found to be considerably larger than the distance between the
average boundaries, and the tolutions (2.21) and (2.22) can be written
in the following approximate forma:

>',/;

^,|/i.i..-"-(t«l):

(2.23)

From this
I'/=r^ ik.»-!^--/^.

(2.211)

where P»

and u are the probability and velocity on the axis of the
m
m
Jet for all values of a.,1»; avfv:

In virtue of (2.21), we have the following relation between the
probability and velocity profilea:
i

J^»( .y-M'.

(2.26)

where, according to (2.17), the exponent is the Prandtl number.
Experience has shown that the numerical value of Pr Is approximately constant, not only in the range in which the approximate formulas
(2.23) are valid, but also over the entire length of the Jet.
For the axisymmetrlc Jet with equal velocities of the Jet and
cocurrent stream, the diffusion equation takes the form
f)/>,

<";
ePt\
i rf*!
iida /.
/ dp
t\
2 öx ' r 0r \ dr )'

(2.27)

The solution Is sought with the Initial and boundary conditions
jt-0.

P.-l

(/•<«,);

/>,«0 (/•>aj:

The method of finding the solution Is set forth In [11] In the solution
of the problem of diffusion of a vortex of finite Initial size, which
reduces to an equation of the type (2 27).
it Is found that

P. n

' \Vf\ '

Vn)

Here
•

f'+fo

where Ij Is a zero-order Bessel function of an Imaginary argument.
The function II was tabulated In [12].

Integration of (2.27)

over r from 0 to " gives

If the velocity of the Jet differs from that of the cocurrent
stream, Jet particles collected in a certain cross section will no longer
lie within a circle of radius ao> but within a circle of radius aT(x)
(Figure 2.2).
Use of the considerations set forth earlier in regard to the normal

particle-displacement distribution yields the following expression

for P2:
P -n, »» „ I' ~ ft' ,= n /a'
—]
* I'M IH)2 — eoi
I« ' •/'

^

(2.29)

The velocity profile Is assigned In the form
(2.30)

The applicable Integral relations are
I

•

J".—4- U^'-j-

(2.31)

The solutions of (2.29) and (2.30) are simplified on the axis of
the jet (r = 0):
rr

3

_,_/«r. 3a^!±~\-t **.

(2.32)

At large distances from the exit cross section, the probability
and velocity profiles assume the form of Qausslan functions:

(2.33)
Vj-Vl "

2.J

\V

/

As before, the parameter av and o are related via the turbulent
Prandtl number [see (2.17)]«
Since it is helpful in some problems to know the average transverse velocity v. it is expedient to cite the corresponding expressions.
For the mixing layer, the continuity equation
(2.3^)
a* ^ a»

can be used to express the transverse velocity In terms of the
longitudinal velocity:

Since
ex

itty äx

' dc\ ax '

oav

dg ' difT

2 dy*

[this last equality follows from the fact that when a^ ■ 0, the
function u satisfies a diffusion equation of the form (2.13)], we
have
dx

J og

9

2 dx J dy*

"'

PLnally,

V^^fi-^-l'-iüL.
4x

"2 dx df

(2.35)

where the profile of ü is given by (2.16a).
Integration of the continuity equation in the case of a planeparallel Jet yields

J ax
%

'

,) "y <"
■»

J i*l **
•

In virtue of (2.21)
dm

In addition,

■?'■,)

In the plane-parallel Jet, therefore.

Finally, for the axlsymmetrlc Jet
i

*

fL + i-.L^O.

(2.37)

Integrating, we find

>

I

I

Since

M

we have

2

4r

Thus, the radial velocity distribution has the following form in
an axisymmetric Jet:
rv

L^±iv-V)a(-^

-f!^—lilü.

(2.38)
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2.

Determination of Integral Parameters of Jet

The density and velocity profiles are described with the four
parameters: o, ov, aT, and ay.
The physical significance of the parameters aT, o, ay and Oy was
discussed earlier. In subsection 1 of SI.
One relation among these parameters is found by introducing the
Prandtl number (see (2.17)). Two other relations are established
with the aid of the momentum-flux and mass-flux conservation laws
(see subsection 2 of SI).
The density and velocity are to be substituted into these laws
in the form
v =0^,(1-/>,)+i'«^i

(2.39a)

t-K+iVt-VjP»,

(2.39b)

where P2 and P2V have the respective functional forms indicated In
subsection 2 of S2 for the mixing layer, plane-parallel Jet, and
axisymmetrlc Jet.
The integrals can be evaluated In analytic form only when the
Jet and cocurrent stream densities are equal (n ■ 1). All of the
calculations appear in the Appendix; only the final results are stated
here.
Mixing layer of two semllnfinite streams
Substitution of the boundary layer profiles of two semllnfinite
streams [(2.15), (2.16a)] into the mass-flux conservation law (1.9**)
yields a relation that is valid for arbitrary n:

•(,■1

v^'l'-m,'(Mr]-'-

(2.40)

where

4(.r)=ili+«(jr)j+_^.#-T

t

|
i

i

Use of the momentum-flux conservation condition (1.96) enables
us to obtain the following relation among the diffusion parameters of
the Jet:»

-

(, 2 + )

- - - l/r^:

♦/here

and we have introduced the notation
«*Pr
3«

Il-^(J/»^)P

■^O.STPr

For example, we have when n » 1
a Ä

' ~frv

(2.42)

•For o<:<o.8. Formula (2.41) can be replaced with sufficient
accuracy by the following formula (Pr ■ 0.5):
,f
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Figure 2.3- Influence of
turbulent Prandtl number on
concentration In plane y ■ 0
(m ■ 0 and n «= 1).

a«

m

a,i

m

Figure 2.4. Influence of cocurrency
parameter on concentration on y ■
0 (Pr "0.5 and n ■ 1).
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-r[-(^l—?
Equations (2.40) and (2.42) yield the universal functions a^/o and
ay/o of m, n, and Pr.

Curves of the functions are plotted in

Figures 2.5, 2.4, and 2.5.
Figure 2.3 shows that the ratio aT/o depends weakly on Pr over
a rather broad range of the latter.

The influence of the cocurrency

parameter m is, on the other hand, quite substantial (Figure 2.4).
These relations were obtained for n ■ 1.

Figure 2.5 shows a^/o

and av/a as functions of n for a submerged mixing layer (m » 0).
We see that the trends of aT/a and av/a are opposite:
Increases with increasing n and ay/o decreases.

a^/a

Physically, this is

explained by the fact that the lighter Jet is more strongly decelerated
by the heavy stream (the increase in aT is faster).

At the same time,

the rate of velocity transfer to heavy volumes of the cocurrent stream
decreases (slower Increase la a^).
Plane-parallel Jet
The profiles (2.20) and (2.21) should be substituted into the
mass-flux conservation law (1.94).

261<

Integration gives

"T

/>, lT<G,(Iy/4

1(1

l/^ + -i

-«)

[9(l7'J+Ä~l

"H^-)l=^T: (2-43)
where
w

l

2

' ' K2.1

With equal densities of the
Figure 2.5. Influenco of ciensity
ratio (Pr = 0„5; m =

Jet and cocurrent stream, the momentum-flux conservation law (1.97)
KIVCE

,_ _J. . }-- -X ; i-H

>M::.'0-,V

0

r

(2.i»4)

V

In the range in which am/o a-nu Jy/öy are small, i.e., where the
approximate expresuions for i^ and Pay (2.23) are valid, we have the
following expansion (the error iu amaller than 1% for z < 0.7):

:KJ

k(v ^ ')•

Thus, instead of U.'lj) and (2Jl10, we have
m

(]-m)

(2.13')

I »2 +■

(l-m)

(2.44')

For the submerged jet (m = 0) in particular
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Curves of aT and ay for m « 0
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appear In Figure 2.6.

1-^

n-U«
n-fl

Jr
n
a,/a. i

Hence the axial concentration
and velocity values take the form

i

7'

'

i—

i

i
Consequently,

V

» yt.

Since Pr < 1, the concentration on
the axis drops off more rapidly than
the velocity.

Figure 2.6. Average radii In
plane-parallel Jet.

When the densities of the Jet
and cocurrent stream are unequal,
the Integrals in (1.97) can no longer be taken in analytic form.
It Is convenient to use an approximate method to find the shape
of the aT(a) and ayCo) curves for arbitrary values of the parameters
ra and n.
This method is essentially as follows.

Large values of the

ratio —(—>3) correspond for various boundary conditions to the
conditions I.i the mixing boundary layer of two semiinfinite streams.
The solution for this case was given above. For small a/o, on the
other hand, the profiles are Gaussian, so that the integrals are
also taken In this case. Consequently, the a(a) relation can be
found for both small and large o. For the Intermediate range of
a, the solution is found by extrapolation.

The final results take the following forms.
For o > 02 such that the ratio a..
-^<0,7:
"7 = m T"-T[m" ^Pr 7-Y-T Pr j (2m -m/i-1)1-f

(2.15)

c- a.

—K-TPrm(l-m);
•
f
'
a„
•

(l-m)« '

where

I «» 1 + Pr /

It follows from (2.^5) that in all cases

The approach to the limit

signifies that the stream velocities have become practically equal.
It is easily verified that at great distances downstream

.""f^-

i
— A».
mn

In the range 0^« ;«, l^-^S^ , the differences av - ao and aT - ao
are simply proportional to o, and the problem reduces to determination
of the proportionality factors with relations (2.'10) and (2.')1), which
were derived for the mixing layer.

Finally, the following interpolation formula is proposed in the
range a, ^a<:d:

a

+

'iSr)l '-"-^^-H ^^--

(2.1»6)

Axisymmetric Jet
Substitution of the velocity profile (2.30) and the probability
profile (2.29) into the mass-flux conservation law (1.95) yields the
following relation linking the diffusion parameters:

+a n

'

{TAT'

(2-i*7)

rrf^)~

/

'i^v)J=ao'

-w

where Ii is a first-order Bessel function of an imaginary argument.
For equal densities of the Jet and cocurrent stream, the
momentum-flux conservation law yields a second relation between the
parameters a^ and Oy:

-"''''•{£)]■
At small a/o, i.e., at great distances downstream, the functions that
appear In formulas (2.47) and (2.18) can be expanded in Taylor series
in powers of the ratios aT/a and av/a. The equations are simplified
as a result:
*»

.i

»o

"'*•

"•

•

(2 urn

For the submerged Jet (m ■ 0):

yftr

'

The axial values of the concentration anc /eloclty are respectively,

4
2t'

^

»'Pr

2«

4^ a,

Consequently,

• «™

2f

'

which means. In agreement with experiment, a faster decrease In the
axial concentration as compared to the axial velocity (Pr < 1).
At unequal Jet and cocurrent stream densities, the computational
difficulties are overcome Just as In the case of the plane-parallel
Jet.
The formulas obtained In our discussion of the mixing layer can
be used for small a(a < ai). When o Is sufficiently large (o > 02),
ay/Oy Is small, and then

Phi]

In the present approximation \j- small, but no limitations
Imposed on the ratio * ), the law of mass-flux conservation takes
the form

ma\+{l — m)aiv

\-€

UAD

»(-+•?)'

Let us dwell In greater detail on determination of the integral
momentuitw lux conservation condition (1.98):

'+
4
-tm{\-n){ptvP,rdr±(\-n){\~m)\P\vPtrdr--i:
All of the integrals that appear here can be evaluated:

JpWrärJf, J/V^-4v
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Finally,

8 .lj (V/M)'

^

Consequently, the moraentura-flux conservation law is written;
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(2.49)

H!-/iXl-m)-f "Al-« "^"J-al
We introduce the notation

4

r

. •? i

a-."5^: /=„+(,-„)[ I-e'^.
Then the sought working relationships obtained by transforming
(2.'»7,,) and (2.1*9), will be

a\
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(2.50)

(l-m)rf

^-=m-I—2m/«li- --(l_rf)_2Pr—(2m-l) +

'

!

:

{

(2.5D

Y^m^Pr^l-zn) ihw/iPr ^.(i_rf)-f2Pr~(2m-1) .

We see from (2.51) that always

In the limit, when the stream velocities have become practically
equal

'-Vh* "~vk'-

Formula (2.46) is used for interpolation into the range in which
Oi < a < Oz, as in the case of the
Ot -

plane-parallel Jet.
Figure 2.7 shows curves of aT
and av plotted against o for n ■ l1»
anJ n » 2 with Pr » 0.5.

Figure 2.1. Average radii in
axlsymmetric jet.

Calculation of Temperature
Profiles

The relationships established in subsection 2 of §2 among the
diffusion parameters of the Jet enable us to find density and velocity
profiles for a known law of variation of the dispersion a2(x).

As

we stated in §1, subsection 2, the equation of state cannot be used
formally to find a temperature profile from a known density profile.
Otherwise the error will be small at realistic degrees of greyness N
up to temperature ratios T02/T01 - 3 — t (compare also the table
given in Chapter I, §1, subsection 2).
In the general case, it is necessary to use (1.51»), which indicates that an additional parameter — the degree of greyness A'—j— must be known in order to determine the temperature.
Let us state tnis formula specifically for cases with various
jet geometries, assuming that the probability distribution density
p(r. ro)

of turbulent volume displacements is described by a normal law

with dispersion oi.
The mixing layer

(2.52)

. \

where

The plane-parallel Jet

(2.53)
where

'■-wm-*^)
"»••"•'-TTTE"

The axlsymmetric Jet

^ - r. " j "^T/£ /'('',^•,J/',•

(2.5^)

where
\ «c

- -.

i

«e /

il?-

An approximate method of evaluating the integrals of (2.52) —
(2.54) can be given. Let us consider the axlsymmetric Jet as an
example.
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Figure 2.8. Approximation of
the function Pi/nPi + P2 by
means of the function II (n •
•-■
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1,2
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I* »T/«C

Let us attempt to approximate one of '.he multipliers
f-^V-) in the integrand by the

Figure 2.9. Auxiliary curves for
calculation of temperatures in
axisymmetric Jet.

\ nPic h fit I

function n but with different
(effective) values of the average radius and dispersion aef and oef:
Pic

»Pu + Pit

The parameters aef and oef are found by equating the functions
-^— and n[(a /o-), (r/o.)] at two characteristic points: on
>lc + p2t
el ei
ei
the jet axis (r - 0) and at the point at which the first function has
a value one-third as large as on the axis.
Figure 2.8 illustrates the agreement attained with the approximation (2.55) when the Jet temperature is 14 times the cocurrent stream
temperature. The agreement would, of course, be even better for n < 1A.
Figure 2.9 shows plots of aef/aT and aef/oc against the ratio
am/ö for various n. The limiting values of aef/aT and oef/oc at
T c
<:.-*0 are easily found f-om the following considerations.
: 71

For small a,/9e

Hence, at — -*0
'J*>-->1^.

9

^ —V

Using the approximation (2.55) instead of (2.5^), we can write

With sufficient accuracy

(see Figure 2.9, lower diagiam):

Finally, therefore,

where a „ is found from the upper diagram of Figure 2.9.
el
Analogous formulas can be obtained for the mixing layer and planeparallel jet.

h significant result of this analysis is that, according

to (2.56), the total dispersion of the Jet can be found with sufficient
accuracy from temperature profiles.
Thus, the results obtained above Indicate that the density,
velocity, and temperature profiles and the concentration and temperature probability distribution functions can be calculated from knowledge of the Jet dispersion a2, the degree of greyness N, and the
turbulence Pr.

Our main source of knowledge

0.1

as to the behavior of these para-

T

r^l

~~

meters Is still the experiment.
It Is found that the parameters N

0.6

c*

and Pr depend weakly on the Initial

5J.

conditions, and the hypothesis that
they are constant Is quite acceptable
for practical calculations.

0,2

The

variation of the dispersion of the
W

i.O

Jet Is more complex in nature and,

3.0 r'3}

in particular, highly sensitive to
Figure 2.1C.

The function n(—. --]

and experimer.lal data (m = 0.38),
Experiment:

the

cocurrency parameter m.

Comparison with Experiment

-4; x-

IS

Homogeneous turbulent Jets

The results obtained above in regard to the form of the average
parameter profiles, the relationships established there among the
diffusion parameters of the Jet, and the corollaries of the relationships have been compared with experimental data on the mixing of
turbulent streams with the purpose of testing the theory developed.
It should be noted that the possibility in principle of approximating the experimental profiles with Gaussian-type distribution has
been noted more than once In the literature [3], [25], [14]. We may
therefore expect the solutions proposed above to give a good description of experimental data.
For example, Figure 2.10 shows how successfully the n function
[see Formulas (2.29) and (2.30)] describes the continuous transformation of the profiles downstream on the basis of the experimental
results of I. B. Palatnlk [43], who studied the temperature and
velocity distributions in a weakly heated (AT = 25° K) Jet at various
values of the cocurrency parameter. It must be remembered that the
corresponding values of the average radius and dispersion were found
from these sa-i.e *: siributlons.
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Figure 2.11. Comparison of results of Golutlon of thermal problem
with experiments L1cr various rn.
experiments of I. L:

.atnik:

theory (Pr = 0.5).

Figure 2.

tho aT(a) relation estab-

lished by processing the experiment -^.b ohe theoretlca] relationship.
We see that the agree.r.ent is quite satisfactory.

The slight discrep-

ancies are fully explained by the nonuniformity of the initial profiles,
which was not considered in, ih- calculations.
Figure 2.12 illuc'

t!:--r - i-re e.nent of theory with experiment
ii:.. ■.■•;ie'i jet (experiments of G. N. Abramo-

for the mixing layer o:
vich [1]).

The dispersion v.as choker, follovflng the recommendations given in
Chapter III.

It is interestint; th-.t, u.like ether calculation schemes that use
the notion of the asyiaptocic :(.ui.dary layer [3], [^5], the present
calculation does not require introduetlon of the additional empirical
constant to characterise the displacement of the theoretical profile
with respect to the experi-ei.tel points.
In accordance with i?Ji2)t the velocity in the plane y
remains constant:
u -V,
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Figure 2.12. Velocity and
temperature profiles In
mixing layer.
u — experimental data of
G. N. Abramovlch (x - 250 mm);
I
7 calculation (a « 21 mm;
Pr
0.5).

Figure 2.13. Velocity in plane
y - 0 for various values of the
cocurrency parameter m.
* — Reichardt's experiments;
B. A. Zhestkov's experiments;
theory.

Figure 2.13 shows that the relationship obtained gives a good
description of the behavior observed in experiments (those of B A
Zhestkov. R. V. Qlazkov. and M. D. Quseva [1]). The discrepancy
between theory and experiment at m - 0.64 is explained by the collapse
of the average velocities in the trace behind the interface of the
streams. This trough persists downstream for some time at large m.
Examining the proposed analytical expressions for the average
parameter profiles, we can establish that in the appropriate dimenslonless coordinates, these expressions become universal, i.e., they
do not depend on the concurrency parameter or the distance downstream.
For example, on introduction of the characteristic scales
•i.",^i«.9-yo,i,

Aye—y-a

the mixing-layer velocity profile (2.16) is brought to the universal

form

(2.57)

Here, y0.9 and y»., denote the points at which P2
tive values 0.9 and 0.1.

assume the respec-
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J
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It was taken into consideration
in the transformation that

/
•
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yc.i-»o.»2s2,56o.
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Figure 2.V\, Illustrating
universal nature of dimensionless velocity profiles in mixing
layer.
Experiments of B. A. Zhestkov:
O-m=0, <|-m=0,a; £ —m=0.tt: &-m=0,M:

Experiments of Albertson:

□ - — -l;

•u>.

theory.

A plot of (2.57) appears in
Figure 2.1'!. Also indicated here
are the experimental points of
B. A. Zhestkov, R. V. Glazkov, and
M. D. Guseva (m ■ 0; 0.23; 0.^3;
and 0.64) and Albertson, which
were plotted in [1] in the appropriate dimensionless coordinates.
The full agreement between the
theoretical curve of (2.57) and
experiment is obvious.

For plane-parallel and axisymmetric Jets, the profiles become
universal only at sufficient distances downstream. For example, in
the range in which the profiles are Gaussian [(2.23) and (2.33)]:

(2.58)

Here

Pw*

V. -'1 21112-1.is«.

r

Figure 2.15 shows how the ratio P/Pj

approaches the universal

curve of (2.58) as a/a decreases. The experimental results of V. Ya.
Borcdachev (m ■ 0) and A. Weinstein (m - 0.33; 0.5; 0.67) [46], who
studied mixing in plane-parallel Jets, are also entered here.
Similar results are also obtained for the axisymmetric Jet. In
Figure 2.16, the temperature profiles measured by I. B. Palatnlk have
been plotted against the dimensionless coordinate r/ry2. At m ■ 0.38,
the experimental points fall onto the universal curve from approximately
10 calibers on.
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Figure 2.15. Universal nature of velocity profiles In plane-parallel
Jet at large distances from exit cross section.
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— theory

For comparison of theory with experiment on the Jet axis, let
us consider the data of Corrsin, Uberoi [47], and Porstall [40],
which are most detailed.
Corrsin studied a weakly heated submerged air Jet (AT ■ 15° K),
while Porstall's experiments were concerned with a submerged water
Jet issuing into a still one-percent solution of sodium chloride, so
that it was possible to construct concentration profiles for the
material of the Jet.
Figures 2.17 and 2.18 show that the theory gives a good description of the continuous concentration (temperature) and velocity
decrease along the axis of the stream.
The following relation was taken for the dispersion, which was
put into the calculation in accordance with results to be given in
the next chapter:
;H 0.095 (-7-2).

(2.59)

r

In conclusion, it Is
appropriate to compare the values
measured by Corrsln and Kistler
[31] for the average radius and
dispersion of a Jet with the
amplitude (of) and the average
position of the turbulence front

rs

a* 5* n

(R).

To'^v,

Figure 2.16. Transformation of
temperature profiles in axlsymmetrlc Jet (m - O.38).
<=- — -» ^--^-«

ance of both turbulent (with large

(according to I. V.

Palatnlk);

the so-called intermittency of the
flow, which consists in the appear-

V - -i- - I«
5«.

•-^■-,5

These investigators studied

curve of

vorticity fluctuations) and nonturbulent liquid at a fixed point

-In2(r r,,.)"

in space (see Chapter I, SI).

The

interface (turbulence front) between
the turbulent and nonturbulent liquids is very thin and oscillates
in random fashion, moving into the region of the nonturbulent liquid.
It follows from Figure 2.19 that the average position of the
front exceeds the average radius aT(x) by a substantial margin.

This

becomes quite understandable when it is remembered that aT(x) increases
only as a result of deceleration of volumes of the Jet, while R is
also increased as a result of entralnment of additional volumes of the
cocurrent stream into the turbulent flow.

The dispersion aj of intermittency is, to the contrary, much
smaller than the total dispersion o2(x), since the oscillations of
the turbulent front are due to a motion set up by a group of large,
slow vortices [20], which make an insignificant contribution to
turbulent transport.*
•Because the data of [31] are the only ones of their kind, the
question remains open as to the regularity or randomness of the result
(Figure 2.19):
• as ff

and »^ ~ ar
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Figure 2.17. Axial temperatures and concentrations in axlsynunetrlc
Jet.
_
_ temper.ture (according to Corrsln); A
concentration
(according to Forstall); - - - - theory.
Inhomogeneous turbulent Jets
Experimental study of the mixing of turbulent streams with
different physical properties Is a highly complex task. For exai..; le ,
as we noted above, major difficulties are encountered In Interpreting
the readings from the measuring instruments. Ar.other problem Is the
attalnirent of Identity of the Initial and boundary conditions on
different experimental setups. These difficulties cause dis
agreement among the data of different authors, which have been dis
cussed on several occasions In the literature [1], [3].
Thus, the acquisition of reliable data over a sufficiently broad
range of variation of the parameters m and n Is In large part a matter
for the future. Nevertheless, the available results permit a compari
son with the conclusions of the theory developed In Chapter I.
Let us begin with an analysis of the mixing of Jets with equal
temperatures but different densities (different molecular weights).
Here Interest attaches to the experiments of Alplnlerl [48], who
Investigated the mixing of round Jets of hydrogen (n =■ 17) and carbon
dioxide (n - 0.7) with a cocurrent stream of air whose velocity was
held constant at I'i m/sec.
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Figure 2.18. Axial velocity in
axisymmetric submerged Jet.
— Corrsin; 0 — Porstall;
theory.

Figure 2.19. Comparison of
average radius and dispersion
of submerged Jet with amplitude
of turbulence front (af/a») and
its average position (R/ao).
• — experiments of Corrsin
and Kistler.

Figure 2.21 presents data on the profiles of concentration by
weight at various distances downstream. The measurements were made
at distances at which the stream velocities had become substantially
equal. As was indicated in Chapter I, S2, we have in this case

ü a?

'

Vm

a..

•

To construct the weight-concentration profile gj, we use experimental data for the Jet axis to determine the dispersion from the
equality

4

i_#~«n
unt 'im* + 1-1

4

•kM

This equality follows from the relation obtained in our analysis of
the problem of gas-analysis data interpretation; it can be used to
determine the function a(x) from the concentration distribution on
the Jet axis (see Figure 2.21).

ji]n

7oT*!/ut
Figure 2.20. Dispersion of Jets
of gases with different densities in cocurrent air stream
(according to Alplnlerl's
experiments).
-■ I?« ■ -m IM.
A m Ml (CO I;
0-»; i',», i m l.oj. O- "> I.-W 111.-»

Knowing the dispersion, we can
construct the theoretical concentration profiles in Figure 2.20.
As we see, the theoretical curve,
which has been controlled with the
experiment only at a single point
on the axis, is in good agreement
with experiment.
The dispersion in Alplnlerl's
experiments behaved in a highly
unique fashion. In fact, the
parameter o increases practically
linearly:

o^0.04(x—xo),
where xo depends on ra and n.
On the basis of a generalizing analysis of the experiraenta. uta
on o that is given in Chapter III, it can be stated that this value
corresponds to the case m « 1, in which the turbulence of the outer
stream is decisive, and the slope corresponds for small x to the
intensity of the established pipe turbulence.
It will be shown that interest attaches to the similar variation
of the dispersion observed in experiments by a whole series of American
investigators [49] working on other Installations to study the decrease
in axial concentration at large distances downstream, where
M--

._jP^.-~^--~-l =
V!no3

n^l« "I Pim

(2.60)
2mno'

It follows immediately from this that. If the diEperslon is
independent of the properties of the Jet (i.e.. if it Is determlmd
by the turbulence generated outside of it), the law of eoncentra. ion
decrease depends on the combination

ofU

• xlet ' ii

m W

Figure 2.21. Concentration distribution in axisymraetric Jets of
hydrogen (a) and carbon dioxide (b) at various ratios of Jet and
cocurrent stream velocities.
ü, Ü, A — according to Alpinieri's experiments;
theory.
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Precisely this fact was reported in [49] without notice of its
implication of the presence of strong external generation of turbulence unrelated to the usual pattern observed In Jets (Chapter III).
The formula proposed in 1^9"] to describe the axial-concentration
decrease,

fV

.(±-)"

2H?

agrees fairly well with the formula obtained using the dispersion law
reported from Alplnierl's experiments:
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The fact that the dispersion is independent of the density ratio
of the streams being mixed (see Chapter III) enables us to explain the
usefulness of the "Jet equivalent radius" concept that has been introduced by a number of authors [50]. They observed in analysis of their
experimental data that the rate of temperature decrease on the axis of
a submerged axlsymmetrlc Jet is a universal function (independent of
the initial-temperature ratio) of the diraensionless coordinate x/a'o
where

''-'V^-'Yrr,(Here we are concerned with nonisothermal Jets whose molecular weights
are the same as those of the surrounding media.)
In fact, at large distances from the beginning of the Jet, according to (2.54),

T-r,'^P2_a*
Tt — T\

n

2n»>'

On the other hand, in a submerged Jet, according to (2.51) of
Chapter II:

where
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This universality proceeds
directly from (2.61) If the dispersion does not depend on n.

Figure 2.22. Temperature
variation along the axis,
expressed in terms of
equivalent mouthpiece
radius.
i
, _ r,-r, . ..

Reference £50] reports the
result of special experiments
designed to confirm the "equivalent
radius" concept. The axial concentration of the matter of an Isothermal Jet (Pa ) and the temperature of a nonisothermal Jet (n ■
(experiments of Sunavala);
— calculation.

y=väFK

I

w

measured.

In Figure 2.22, l/Pam has been plotted against x/ao, and

r8

"" '

against x/a'o. The practical agreement between the two curves is
evident. The theoretical curve Is also shown [plotted for a ■

^(i-10)]
As we noted in Chapter I, S2, it Is necessary in analyzing the
results of experiments pertaining to the mixing of streams with widely
different temperatures to take account of the complex nature of the
mixing (0 < N < 1). On the other hand, these results permit independent determination of a measure of mixing homogeneity — the degree
of greyness N — and comparison of this quantity with experimental
data obtained directly by the optical-diffusion method (see below,
Chapter III).

•'^I

The experiments of V. Ya. Bezmenov «md V. S. Borisov [51], who
studied a submerged axlsymmetrlc Jet of air heated to 4000° K [n « 14),
are of special interest In this connection.
The idea of finding the degree of greyness from their data
consists In the following.
The aT(o) relation can be calculated theoretically (It was plotted
In Figure 2.7 of Chapter II). On the other hand, It Is known how the
dispersion varies over length (see §3 of Chapter III):
O=K0,095*.

Consequently, a theoretical value of the average radius a™ can be
determined in each cross section of the Jet. The effective average
radius a f is also found in each cross section from the experimental
temperature profile (see Chapter II, S2, Figure 2.9). Prom the ratio
a f/aT and the diagram of Figure 2.9 in Chapter II, we can calculate
a

f/o

and then the ratio aef/o.

It is then easy to find the degree

of greyness:

Clearly, the method set forth above for determination of N is
valid if the Je<- temperatures are high enough (if n is much larger
than 1), since otherwise, as Figure 2.9 shows, small errors in the
numerical value of the ratio aof/aT will result in wide scatter of
the ratio aT/a .

At the same time, we see from Figure 2.9 that when

n < 1, i.e., when the temperature of the Jet is lower than the temperature of the stream, the limitations are much less stringent.
The results of a rough calculation from the data of Bezmenov and
Borisov appear in Figure 2.23. Also plotted are the points obtained
by the optical diffusion method for nonisothermal Jets. The agreement
must be recognized as highly indicative.
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Figure 2.23. Degree of greyness
In nonlsothermal Jets.
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Figure 2.?M. Axial temperature in
nonisothtrmal Jet (n * 14; m ■ 0).

• — reduction of data of
V. Ya. Bezmenov and V. S.
Borisov; G — d «' 30 nun; n »
4 — 5; m » 0.8; A — d *
10 mm; n ■ 0.6 — 0.8; m a
0.46 — 0.6; experiments of
N. A. Zamyatina.

calculation; • — experiment.

In Figures 2.24 and 2.25, the theoretical curves for the decrease
in the axial velocity-heads and axial temperatures agree with experiment.
The calculations were made with an average degree of greyness
equal to 0.55.

It was also found necessary to make a rough correc-

tion for the nonuniformity of the Initial profiles.

Namely, the

Integrals of the experimental dlmensionless velocity-head profiles
were not equal to 2

'

as it should be for rectangular initial

•t

The calculations were
f«. , where a^O.SS./,
2
therefore made for a Jet with a fictitious Initial radius a'o.

profiles, but equalled

To illustrate the differences in the density values found from
experimentally known axial temperatures with different degrees of
greyness. Figure 2.26 compares curves obtained by formal application
of the equation of state for (N • 1) with those calculated for a
number of specific values of N.
We see that the error is about 30Ji for realistic values of the
degree of greyness.

Since the magnitude of this error decreases

sharply with decreasing n, the equation of state can be used with
sufficient accuracy for temperature ratios that do not exceed 3 — ^
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velocity head In nonlsothe, "Hi
Jet.
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Figure 2.26. Influence of degree
of greyness on axial density
determined from known temperature
(the solid curve represents a
rough calculation fron the experiments of V. Ya. Bezraenov and V. S.
Borisov, n ■ l^J, M ■ 0.55).

We take note of yet another Interesting fact. It Is found that
the universality of dispersion (in the sense of Independence of the
density ratio) in the submerged Jet is practically equivalent to the
dynamic-pressure universality.
pal

If we plot a theoretical curve of

vf

(9}'

in the mixing layer

against the ratio y/a, we find that the relation Is expressed by the
same curve for a Jet of air (n ■ 1) and a Jet of hydrogen (n ■ 1H.5)
(Figure 2.27). In the real coordinates (y, x), therefore, the
velocity head profiles will be universal If the dispersion is
universal.
In any event, if experimental velocity head profiles are plotted
against the diraenalonless coordinate y/a, the experimental points
should, according to the theory, lie on the same curve. This universality was Indeed observed in the expe "iments of Sh. A. Yershln and
Z. B. Sakipov [52] (Figure 2.27). They studied the initial segment
of a nonlsothermal Jet (n ■ 4 — 5-3) emerging from a nozzle at a
precompresslon ratio of 19 (2ao ■ 46 mm) and the initial segment of
a hydrogen Jet issuing into the atmosphere through a nozzle 5 mm in
diameter with a precompresslon ratio of 625. Experiments with a nonisothermal Jet were also performed for comparison on the same installations. The outflow velocity was varied in the range from 30 to
120 ra/sec.
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Universal profile of dynamic pressure In mixing layer.

• — Isothermal jet (n = 1); + ~ nonlsothermal Jet (n =■ 1 — k):
O — hydrogen Jet (n = 14.5) (experiments of Sh. A. Yershln and Z. B.
Saklpov);
theory (Pr = 0,5).

Self-similarity with respect to y/kx was observed in the experiments, indicating a linear increase of the parameter o = kx.

Here

the coefficient k was left approximately constant for each of the
Installations:

k = 0.11 — 0.13 for the first and k = 0.105 •

r the

second in the hydrogen experiments and k = 0.083 in the Isothermal Jet
experiments.

The scatter of the values of k may be either a conse-

quence of the different Initial conditions (which Include different
n), which are taken into account in this relation not through Xo, but
through the different values of k, or a direct effect of the density
ratio on o for the transitional range of the Jet (x ^

XQ).

The compailively large k for the first installation can be
explained, for example, by a higher level of the fluctuations due to
fire preheating [53].

Quite analogous results are obtained on analysis of the decay of
the dynamic pressures along the axis of a round submerged Jet (Figures
2.28 and 2.2y).

in this case, although some stratification is evident

(the dynamic pressure drops off more rapidly in the lighter Jet), It
will be understood that this stratification is within the limits of
experimental error when the dispersions are equal.
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Figure 2.28. Variation of dynamic Figure 2.29. Universal nature
pressure along axis of submerged
of dynamic pressure on axis of
' "'
submerged Jet.
Jet (calculation for Pr ■ 0.5).
A, O, A — experiments of L. A.
1 — n - 1.0; 2 — n ■ 14.5.
Vulls and N. N. Terekhina (n ■
1 — I'J.S);
calculation
for o • l.l8x.

Thus, the conclusion of

L. A. Vulls [53] to the effect
that velocity head stratification is due solely to changes In the
turbulent mixing characteristics (specifically, the dispersion oi
the Jet) from one installation to another Is confirmed in the particular case of the submerged Jet.
In the light of the above. It is appropriate to consider the
problem of conditions that minimize mixing in the Jet. As we know,
various authors disagree sharply on this question. Thus, it is
stated In the work of Q. N. Abramovlch and his co-workers that this
condition consists in equality of the stream velocities (m ■ 1) [1].
L. A. Vulls [53] proposes, to the contrary, that the dynamic heads
must be equal (m2n ■ 1). Finally, the significance of the combination
X » mn is noted in the work of American Investigators.
Two different aspects of the problem are naturally distinguished
here. First, there is the aspect related to the minimum-dispersion
question. It will be shown in Chapter III that the dispersion is
minimized at equal velocities of the Jet and cocurrent stream. As the
cocurrency parameter m Increases, the dispersion decreases in proportion

-) Vi

1
to the multiplier 1 - m. It Is also noted that, when the Initialturbulence level is high, the dispersion ceases to change even at
m • 0.5 — 0.6, remaining constant all the way up to m - 1.5 — 2,
after which it resumes Its increase.
Secondly, there ie the separate question as to the conditions
for minimal mixing on the axis of the Jet. The answer Is to be found
in the laws of variation of the ratio atp/o, since It Is on this ratio
that the eixial concentration depends.
Let us analyze the trend of the ratio a,p/o as the cocurrency
parameter m varies (with the parameter n fixed). As a concrete
example, we propose to consider a point on the axis of the Jet at the
very beginning of the main segment, where the relations obtained for
the mixing layer can be used with sufficient accuracy. (This hypo
thesis corresponds to the experimental conditions of [3]» In which It
was observed that minimal mixing occurs when m*n • 1.)
Then when m < m* (m» depends on the level of the Initial tur
bulence).
.5»a,3L +{i _m) i.=r ^
•

«

(2.62)

1— •

where o, la the dispersion in the submerged Jet and the function p
reflects the influence of the det slty and velocity ratios on the
Increase of the average radius [see (2.40)].
For 2—

igyy.ia.iT^. q

■ ■ :4

(2.62*)
Here a
Is the smallest possible dispersion in this Jet cross
m«
section.
•
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It follows from (2.62) and (2.62') that a^/a increa.Be&* (mixing
deteriorates) as m Increases to mo.
mixing becomes stronger.

The ratio a-Zo then decreases and

The mixing minimum will occur at m ■ m».

Thus, for a low Initial turbulence level (mo

a

0.9 — D» the mixing

minimum corresponds to equal velocities of the Jet and cocurrent
stream.
At a high level of Initial turbulence and mo « 0.5 — 0.6, the
mlxing-mlnlmum condition, written in terms of the dynamic-pressure
ratio, will take the form
('",«),1i.='nJ«If n - 3 — ^j as In the experiments of I. B. Palatnlk [3],

Thus, the results cited In [3] are evidently not of a general
nature.
We may therefore state that the condition for minimum mixing
depends not only on the parameters m and n, but also on the level of
the initial turbulence in the streams whose mixing laws are being
studied.
§3.

Wall Jets in a Subsonic Stream**

The existing methods of solving problems of free turbulent Jets
and wall Jets are based on the familiar methods of semiemplrlcal
turbulence theory [1] — [3].

But, as a rule, these methods are found

to differ for different boundary conditions.

The attempt by Spaldlng

[4] to generalize the Integral equations for turbulent flows with a
*This increase is due to the increase in the first term in (2.62),
which Is more rapid than the decrease in the second term when +<'"„

•

»•The results of this section were obtained by E. P. Yuklna [152].

^.1

broad class of boundary conditions
reduces essentially to simultaneous
use of two different solutions of
the semlemplrlcal theory for free
and wall Jets.
In the present section, we
Figure 2.30. Diagram of mixing
of semi bounded Jet.
1 — outer boundary of mixing
zone; 2 — statistical average
boundary of Jet; 3 — inner
boundary of mixing zone; 1 —
P2 — average concentration
profile (excess-temperature
profile in the case of a heatInsulated wall); 5 — excessvelocity profile for ideal
wall according to diffusion
model D-, = in var (x, y); 5a -

examine a method of computing concentration (temperature) and velocity profiles when gas is injected
through a slit in a porous wall;
it constitutes a generalization of
the method based on the diffusion
model for calculation of f.'ee turbulent Jets.

It is shown that when

the dispersion o2(x), obtained from
laws similar to those of the free

real velocity profile.

boundary vortex layer, Is used as
the determining parameter, sati sfactory description of the experimental data becomes possible.
As a first example, let us consider a semi-bounded Jet of density
O02 Issuing at velocity V2 into a cocurrent stream of density 9n and
velocity Vi (Figure 2.30).

We find the general solution of the diffu-

sion equation with the initial and boundary conditions
P.lO. u)=l
Pt(n. u)=0
Oy |t-0

0 •<(/<«„:
ij>at\
dy \y-m

in the form of the relation
(2.63)

V
^\
<

I

Figure 2.31. Temperature variFigure 2.32. Change In dispersion
ation In cocurrent semi-bounded
of wall Jet on Initial and transiJet (workup of an experimental
tional segments (workup of data of
V. Ya. Borodachev) ifts'J **. -'"« w'K; B. A. Zhestkov, V. Ya. Borodachev,
r, = 1 5):
'
and A. T. Trofimenko).
D■«.
.\~\\.
calculation
i — calculation from parameters
of free stream pipe turbulence;
X-H. «-84

where *(x) Is the probability integral:

«p^—^-l^

r

rf/,

and a and a T

are the parameters in cross section x.

We note that the average convective flux of Jet volumes in the
transverse direction is Implicit in the parameter a-, while the diffusion flux across the Jet is expressed by the parameter a2, with
^-^ j— and —J-a5=r-, where V, u

, and D™ are, respectively, the trans-

verse and longitudinal velocities averaged over ohe Jet cross section
and the eddy dlffuslvlty.
The "displacement thickness" a™ of the Jet is determined from the
theoretical or experimental P2 profile with the relation
a,= '{Ptdy.

? >1

(2.6H)

It was shown earlier (see
Chapter I) that for small overheats
(n « 1), P2 coincides with the dimen^ionlesB excess temperature profile.
Thus, the agreement of Formula (2.63)
with experiment can be illustrated
by reference to the experimental
temperature profile of a planeparallel Jet with small overheat
over a heat-insulated wall.

Such

curves are plotted in Figure 2.31
according to the data of V. Ya.

Figure 2.33. Change in dispersion of free Jet on initial
and transitional segments
(workup of data of I. V.
Palatnik).

Borodachev and B. A. Zhestkov.
Figure 2.32 gives values of the
parameter a(x) for semi-bounded
Jets, as calculated from tempera-

O-m^O; -t—«=0.1«; t-m=O.Wi: t-m^l»

ture profiles (heat-insulated wall)
measured in [141] (submerged wall Jet) and In the experiments of
Borodachev and Zhestkov for .he range of cocurrency range

ffl:

V,

.0.7-H 2.36.

For comparison. Figure 2.33 shows values of the dispersions on
the initial and transitional segments of a free Jet according to the
experimental data of I. B. Palatnik.

We see on comparing Figures

2.32 and 2.33 that the manner in which a(x) varies over length and
with respect to the cocurrency parameter m is the same for wall and
free Jets on the initial and transitional segments when the Jet is
semi-bounded.

The absolute values of 0 were different on the initial

segment in the experiments (see Figures 2.32 and 2.33) because of the
different levels of the initial perturbations in the boundary layers.
In Palatnik's experiments, in contrast to the others, they were deliberately sharply reduced.

In the experiments of Figure 2.32, the slope

of o(x) at the transition to the main segment Is found to be the same
for given values of m much smaller than unity, as for the case of

:<f}'\

developed free turbulent Jets, and at m * 1, the value of a approaches
the value corresponding to the level of developed cocurrent stream
pipe turbulence.
On the initial segment of the Jet, it is obviously only the free
boundary (vortex) layer that makes the main contribution to the dispersion. On the main segment, when o has become much larger than arp,
the wall begins to make Itself felt.

Its effect should be manifested

in a change in the growth rate of free-layer vortices,1 the value of
ü
and, consequently, the effective value of o. However, no such
variation was observed in the experiments cited (x/h * 150).
Similarly, the excess velocity profile above an ideal surface Is
written

T^T-i-H^H^Hl

(2.65)

where

ov is a paramew - characterizing the diffuseness of the velocity
profile.
The relation between the dlffucion parameters aT, av, o, ov
Introduced above is assigned by two integral conservation laws.
The law of conservation for Jet mass flux is
lZPtdy~ayv

(2.66)

The law of momentum conservation (without consideration of friction)
•Estimates of the growth rate of the boundary layer at the oil
indicate that the vortices at the wall grow more slowly.
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Here Ji is the initial momentum of
the cocurrent stream.
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(2.67)
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Substituting the profiles
Figure 2.3'*. Compariaon of
(2.63) and (2.65) into (2.66) and
calculated and experimental
(2.67), we obtain the relations:
values of statistical average
Jet boundary aT(x).
i-m^o.Mj; «-m«!.»; —calculation
without consideration of friction.

(2.68)
l + m ' ' 1 + m L ^ \<,yr )

yä \

at=*ma,

+■
(2.69)
('v+;v
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where ra ■ V1/V2.
Thus, assigning the dispersion a2 from experiment and taking the
A,

same turbulent Pr=-f as in the case of free Jets (Pr - 0.5), we can
•;
use Formulas (2.68) and (2.69) to calculate a™ and av and, consequently,
the concentration (temperature) and velocity profiles.
Figure 2.34 presents a comparison of the calculated and experimental values of the statistical average Jet boundary aT(x).

The

disagreement with experiment that is observed at a distance of about
80 calibers can be oxplained by a marked decelerating effect of friction
?'/6

y-yc.«rf

j^::

xo:

present
coordinate of filament
Figure 2.35. Mixing diagram for injection through porous wall.
I — average trajectory of outflowing filament; 2 — average trajectory of outflowing filament on Initial segment a — a1; 3 —
profile of concentrations P. (probability of appearance of a volume
of the Injected gas); ^ — approximation of average filament trajectory. 5 — distribution density profile of probability of appearance
of outflowing filament l[y, y(xo, x]; 6 —profile of sample-averaged
velocities.
at great distances, which was not taken into account In the integral
momentum conservation law (2.67).
It is easy to construct similar solutions for the case in which
the Jet does not lie against the wall but is lifted off It, for the
case of successive barrier-cooling wall Jets, and for the case of a
plane-parallel Jet between two walls. Similar solutions can also be
constructed for the more complex case in which the wall is not heatinsulated and not ideal. In this case, the boundary values of the
temperature and velocity derivatives at the wall are assumed to be
given.
As a second example of wall diffusion of a Jet, let us consider
diffusion of a gas in a pipe when it is injected through permeable
walls (Figure 2.35). The general solution for Pj takes the form

■J',J

. *)dx.

(2.70)

when; p{xB, 7) Is the probability distribution density for finding a
unit volume of an elementary filament from a point xo , which defines
the average position of the filament, at an arbitrary point x. The

')7

integration is extended over the entire range of the mathematical
expectation of the diffusing gas "2" to the "dlBplacement-thlckness"
boundary of the stream, "1" defined by the parameter aT.
Replacing, for simplicity of integration, the average trajectory
of the filament by two straight lines, as shown in Figure 2.35, and
neglecting the longitudinal diffusion for y * yo, we can approximate
the probability density with the following function, which is a solution of the equation of diffusion from a point source with consideration of the impermeability of the wall:

pfx..,)*,^)«^—^^/-''• J

(2.71)

Here l^x-xj
x

aT is the ordlnate of the average position of the outermost filament,
or the "displacement thickness" of cocurrent stream filaments;
,=.(5).
i.e.,

where »i-o-•(//,,)/o.

9=,a(-).:.,(v,).

Substituting (2.71) into (2.70), we obtain

Pt~\p(y,y)äi—^
r.

J
o

P(ly)dte^P.d\,

(2.72)

6

(since *-«lJ.
For strong injection

(^->2.5J , for example, Relation (2.72) can

be written in the simpler form

'■"•"-T{'-»[^])
;")8

and

^.0)-|[l-f*(^)]«l. (2'73)
Figure 2.38 presents experimental volume-concentration profiles
measured by I. V. Bespalov and
200 xm
A. M. Gubertov for carbon dioxide
Figure 2.36. Variation of
Injected through the porous wall of
average Jet boundary aT(x) in a
a round pipe, together with theoretpipe for various Injection rates
ical profiles constructed from
(workup of data of V. I.
Bespalov and A. M. Gubertov).
Relations (2.72) and (2.73). The
•■-v,. IM: 9 -V. 1. ■'•:. <-U,ailJ: O-O.OIW;
,
values of the parameters aT and 0
□ —C.ÜMiS;
experiment; -

culatlon.

were determined from experimental
profiles (Figures 2.36 and 2.37).
The agreement of theory with experiment in Figure 2.38 illustrates
the accuracy of the diffusion model for the particular case.
The experimental value of aT is detennined from the excessconcentration (temperature) profiles with the aid of (2.64).
The integral laws of conservation can be used for theoretical
determination of the "displacement thickness" aT as in the case of the
semi-bounded Jet.
Here the fundamental equations are the equation of mass conservation for the injected gas, written for a round pipe of radius R »aT,
in which the experiments were performed:

lüPtdF~2*(iVux,
(P is the area of the pipe).

-jqq

(2.7*0

C '**

Axis of Pipe
c.

Figure 2.38. Concentration profile
for various injection rates
(experiments of I. V. Bespalov
and A. M. Qubertov).
PP
calculation;
I. Bespalov and

Figure 2.37. Injection of
carbon dioxide through porous
50 nun
walls of pipe with d

(according; to V
A. M. Gubertov^.
1 — dispersion of coaxial Jet
at m » 2; 2 — die.i^rsion of
coaxlaü jot at L •--- li 3 —- integral ValUe Of nnlw l»/l'f <| -«,'0,l:

e-fr-O.!: •-0.0567: X 9Mi: »-0.01«; 4-0.0«»
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The general mass conservation equation is
(2.75)

The equation of momentum conservation is
(2.76)
and the two energy equations for the injected gas and the cocurrent
stream are, respectively,
W*

91*9»

m"?
2

rw

=Ap:

■Ip.

(2.77)

(2.78)

In these equations, the work done by one gas on the other Is
neglected for simplicity. Van is the injection velocity, f is the
average density: o-Ci^os (air and carbon dioxide), u» and uj are the
sample-averaged longitudinal velocities of the air and the injected
gas, u-riiPiv+UiPis'; Ptv+Piv-l', Ptv is the probability of occurrence of
the velocity of the injected gas, and Ap is the static-pressure difference between cross sections x and xo. Instead of the pressure In
the present cross section xo, we might take the static pressure in
front of the cross section at which injection begins and still obtain
sufficient accuracy. F» is the force of friction, which depends on
the Injection parameter

(c-

Is the coefficient of friction in the absence of injection).
The function Pay Is written in the same way as Pa» except that

av and ov are to be substituted Instead of a™ and a.
Equations (2.7^) — (2.^8) form a closed system with five unknowns;
üi, öj. oT. or.-V . Figures 2.36 and 2.39 present the results of iterative
calculation of the average jet boundary and the static pressure In the
pipe for two Injection rates: .r-^^^L0,0567 and ^- = 0.00455 .

Here the

parameter a(x) was calculated from the experimental profiles of carbon
dlo:,lde volume concentration measured by Bespalov and Qubertov. The
Prandtl number was assumed equal to 0.5The preceding figures showed cases of wall Jets with n * 1 (a
jet of weakly preheated air or carbon dioxide), where the difference
between the mass-average and volumetric probability profiles is not
essential to the specifics of convective transport and gradient diffusion.

Figure 2.^10 shows the volumeconcentration profiles for two
gases with widely different densities (helium and carbon dioxide)
Injected through the porous walls
of a pipe, for two different conditions: qw » const and Vzn/Vi «
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const. The dispersion was the same
Figure 2.39. Variation of static In both cases, but the displacement
pressure over length of pipe.
thicknesses were the same only at
• — experiment of I. V.
equal Injection velocities. NeverBespalov and A. M. Qubertov,
theless, the calculation of the
q ■ 0.0^9;
calculation.
volume concentration with Relation
(2.72) agrees satisfactorily with experiment In both cases.
Figures 2.hi and 2.42 give values of the displacement thickness
aT and the parameter o for various rates of Injection through a porous
plate. Since the flow In this case has practically no pressure gradient along the stream, aT varies In accordance with the law

and the Increase In the parameter a along x Is found to be stronger
at high Injection rates than for Injection at the same rates Into a
stream bounded by walls. The agreement of the calculated and experimental concentration profiles for various Injection rates is demonstrated In Figure 2.43. Let us dwell on the features of the dispersion
curve for Injection in a pipe and on a plate (see Figures 2.37 and
2.12).
In contrast to the dispersion of a Jet supplied from one source,
the dispersion in a Jet with distributed delivery depends on a much
larger number of secondary factors: on the Increase In longitudinal
velocity on delivery in a pipe, on the partial averaging of this
velocity not only over the cross section, but also over the length of
the stream (all filaments from o to the injection abscissa x contribute
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Figure 2.*I0. Concentration profiles for Injection of gases with
various densities through a porous pipe (data of I. V. Bespalov).
a — stratification of volume concentrations of He and COj at qtf •
const; • — He, x = 200 mm; O — CO2; qw - 0.00451»;
calculation
&
a
by formula (?.72); o CO2
3.3 mm; &^ • f(n); n »g/'a' b —
He
agreement of volume concentrations at equal relative gas-delivery
velocities (tie, C02); • — He; CO2; x - 200 ram; V_/V
g 0a ■ a 0.003;
calculation by formula (2.72); aT He ■ aaTm CO2'
^rt ; aa«.
a,
'COj
He
3.3 mm.
to the concentration field), on the boundary-layer parameters of the
free stream, on the lengthwise variation of the cocurrency parameter,
which is determined from the longitudinal velocity components of
volumes of the two streams, on the manner in which these velocities
are determined, and so forth. With this variety of influencing factors.
It is most convenient to compare experiment with calculation on the
basis of several extreme assumptions. Three calculated values of o
are plotted in Figures 2.37 and 2.^2:
1.
The value of a for a free coaxial Jet with m - 2, which
corresponds approximately to the ratio of the stream velocity to the
Integral longitudinal velocity of the injocted gas.
2.
The dispersion of a coaxial free Jet at m ■ 1 (the dispersion
of steady-state turbulence in a pipe).
3.
The dispersion of the Jet for m « 1, but averaged over the
time of diffusion from x « 0 to the x at the end of the injection
length.
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Figure 2.41. Variation of average
boundary aT for injection at
Figure 2.42. Variation of mixing
various densities at a plateparameter a as a function of
,
•
injection rate qw for delivery
v
■^.v,«:.T-Jr(,)*i, «,..£*-*;
of carbon (jioxidg through a porous
», ^
,
plate:
— -.« A-^CBespalov, Bekrltskaya);,1
xc-co. (Bespalov, Yuklna).
— segment of porous plate;
A»» "■0(*

'-tf- o.oosi,
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calculation.

Figure 2.42 also gives values of o for a submerged cocurrent
stream (m - 0). It must be remeiaoered In comparing the calculated
o with the experimental values that the experimental concentration
profile at very small injection rates (Sj/o « 3) is the result of
averaging over the dispersions of all filaments, so that the effective
value of o is close to the value calculated In the form o • a(m - I)//?.
With increasing injection rate (a^o i 3), the behavior of the variable
part of the concentration profile Is determined basically by the dispersion of the boundary filaments expelled in the region of x « 0:
diffusion of the remaining filaments occurs in a range where the relative concentration is practically equal to one.
We see from comparison of Figures 2.37 and 2.42 that at large
injection rates, the dispersions of streams with and without pressure
gradients are found to differ. The injected gas Is accelerated in the
pipe as it moves along the stream, so that the effective value of m
lies somewhere in the range from m - 1 to m - 2 (according to longitudinal velocity measurements), In agreement with direct measurements
of a.
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For plate flows, the entralment
of the gas decreases steadily with
Increasing Injection rate, so that
Its cocurrency parameter tends
asymptotically to Infinity (the
behavior of the cocurrent stream
has as a limit the behavior of a
submerged Jet over an Infinitely
thick layer of gas that Is at rest
In the mean (see Figure 2.12 at

Figure 2.43. CO2 concentration
qw »0.03).
profiles for various injection
rates on Impermeable segment
of plate, x = 290 mm (data of
I. V. Bespalcv and E. P. Yukina).
Figure 2.M shows the Influence
• -,r.O.OOM; ^-♦.-■Mw*
of the lnltlal COcurrent stream
calculation.
turbulence on mixing rate. The
turbulence intensity values e indicated on the figure were measured
at the initial cross section of injection. The relatively weak influence of the Initial turbulence level is evident, and Is explained by
the ineffectiveness of local elevations and depressions of the turbulence above and below the pipe turbulence level. It is reported in
the literature [14] that for a turbullzing grid that gives an Initial
e ■ 15°, the average value of c on a length x * 300 mm (at calibers
«17 M, where M « b « 18 mm are the characteristic dimensions of the
grid) does not exceed 7 — 8it. Like e, the eddy dlffusivity behind
a grid in technical pipes tends rapidly to a level determined by the
size of the cocurrent stream (pipe diameter), so that its average value
Is no Tfiore than 40 — 60| greater than the corresponding steady-state
value in the cocurrent stream. Here, according to the Taylor equation,
the effective value of the free stream a, which appears as a component
in the dispersion of the injected gas, will also be 40 — 60% above
the steady-state value of the initial segment and 20 — 301 higher on
the diffusion segment proper. We may be guided by similar reasoning
in determination of the effective value of 0 for the case in which
turbulence Is suppressed behind a Vitoshinskly nozzle or a grid damper.

§'<.

Flow of a Plane-Parallel
Subsonic Jet Near a
Deflecting Surface
(Coanda Effect)«

When a Jet of viscous gas flows
in a submerged space at pressure pH
near a solid surface, the pressure
decreases In the region between the
CP,

Jet and the wall as a result of a

•.

suction effect of the stream.
Figure 2.41. Shapes of concentration profiles for various
free stream turbulence intensities.
O-r O.S-1,0'.:

9-c = SV

The

pressure drop formed at the boundaries of the Jet deflects the Jet
toward the solid wall (Coanda
effect).

\-f-;+«•,:

The flow becomes steady

when the Jet sticks to the wall and
the back currents that have arisen
make up for the mass carried out
of the base region.

The density of the Jet gases is assumed to be

the same in the base region and in the space surrounding it.

The

velocity profile at the exit cross section of the Jet orifice is
assumed rectangular.

We shall approximate the trajectory of the Jet

with an arc of a circle whose radius is determined by the exit momentum
J of the Jet and the pressure drop across the boundaries of the Jet
(pH - pb), which emerges in this case as a centripetal force.

This

assumption is quite obvious for subsonic Jets; it has been used successfully in a number of similar problems [117].
We shall examine two flows:

(1) flow of a Jet from an exit

orifice of width b over a rectangular step of height h and (2) the
flow of a Jet Issuing from a wall at an angle a to the latter.

•The results in this section were obtained by S. Kh. Oganesyan.

."jn

The determining parameter Is the base pressure pb.
I

A dimensional

analysis In [117] showed that the dlmenslonless pressure coefficient
<',=^— depends only on the ratio h/b and the angle a In the first
and second flows, respectively. Here It Is assumed that the Reynolds
number Re ■ uob/v Is sufficiently large and has no Influence on the
nature of the mixing or, consequently, on the base pressure. The
dispersion of the submerged Jet on the Initial and transitional segments will be defined by the relation
»-fct.

I
I

(2.79)

where the average value of k ■ 1/12 ■ 0.08'! along the Jet Is henceforth
assumed to obtain exact agreement of the calculations with experiment.
We note that k « 0.09 on the main segment of the Jet; x Is the coordinate computed from the orifice exit cross section along the trajectory arc of the Jet. It will be shown below how the results can be
converted for other values of the empirical constant corresponding to
other values of the cocurrency parameter (m t 0), and for the case of
flow of a Jet over a step with an arbitrary angle between the walls.
The momentum of the Jet at the exit cross section of an orifice of
width b is determined from the relation (for a unit length of the
orifice)

|
;■

-■

i

I
I

The trajectory of the Jet centerllne will, by hypothesis, be an
arc of a circle with radius
7.'
where ph is the static pressure in the stagnation zone.

(2.80)
Strictly

speaking, this is the pressure at the boundary of the zone (on the
wall and directly below the Jet). The pressure may be lower at the
center of the zone owing to the rotating adjacent vortex. We take a
coordinate system xoy such that the coordinate x Is reckoned along
the Jet centerllne and the y coordinate in the direction perpendicular
to the arc, i.e., along the radius at each point of the arc (Figure
2

^).

,l)7

The angle a at which the Jet
meets the wall will be determined
by the obvious geometrical relation
cosa»»l ——.

(2.81)

The path length on which mixing
of the Jet matter with the base
gas and atmospheric gas occurs is
equal to the arc length on the
circle of radius R from the orifice

Figure 2.45. Diagram showing
sticking of plane-parallel
subsonic Jet expelled parallel
to a deflecting surface.

exit section to the intersection
with the wall:
S=/?a.

(2.82)

According to {2.79), the dispersion of the mixing layer at the point
at which the Jet sticks and divides

will be

»=*S.

(2.83)

The probability profiles Pi for the atmospheric gases, P2 for
the Jet, and Pb for the base region and the velocity profile, all
written in terms of the dimensionless coordinate ;»-^- , will have the
respective forms

Here Cm and 5y are the dimensionless coordinates of the statistical average boundaries of the density and velocity profiles.

The

empirically determined Prandtl number has little Influence on the
base pressure, and it was assumed that Pr * 0.5.

VM

As in the other problem considered previously, the shape parameters Cm and Cv are determined by the conditions of Jet mass and
momentum conservation along the trajectory:
1'»^=" Jc'/'.^ai?)*/*:

oa»6«, Jt,Bi({)i/t.

(2.8i»)

(2.85)

We introduce the mixing-layer dividing-line coordinate £i below
which all of the matter In the layer is turned into the base region,
forming back currents.
In steady-state flow, the mass of the gas in the base region
remains constant. The mass-balance equation takes the form

• To/'.(;)«U)rf5«» f fl^(0 + /ii(5)l«(5)'/H 0.-

(2.8C)

The amount of base gas carried downstream by the mixing layer
from the base region has been written into the left side of the
equation. The terms on the right describe, respectively, the amounts
of atmospheric gas and Jet gas present in the back currents and the
amount of gas injected into the «one independently from an Independent
external source.
|
If
i
I

*

The dividing-line coordinate Co is determined by the approximate
equation of conservation of the Jet momentum component parallel to
the wall; on impingement and division of the Jet,
/CO^ U^=0 f l.u'(;j</;_9 UU^^rft.

We shall neglect the momentum of the injected gas.

-)']'■)

(2.87)
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The equation Is approximate
because It does not take account
of the pressure gradient In the
sticking zone. It has also been
assumed that the velocity profile
Is not deformed during the rotation.
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The relations obtained above
1
i
are sufficient for calculation of
the base pressure. The calculation
Figure 2.16. Base pressure In
was performed In accordance with
flow of a subsonic Jet over a
flat step (k - 1/12).
the following scheme. At given
flow geometry h/b and Jet momentum J, the base pressure Is also given.
Formulas (2.79) — (2.82) are used to find the radius of the Jet
centerllne arc, the angle of Impingement of the Jet on the wall, and
the dispersion In the sticking zone. The parameters Cm and Cv are
■\

4

X^
' F

determined from Equations (2.81) — (2.85), so that the concentration
and velocity distributions are now known. Then Equation (2.87) Is
used to find the coordinate Co of the constant-mass line, and the
mass-balance equation (2.86) to find the injection parameter value
corresponding to the predetermined base pressure. The calculation to
determine the base pressure at zero Injection was performed by successive approximations.
The calculated re-wUlts for zero injection appear In Figure 2.16.
The abscissa is the ratio of the total-head of the Jet A=/'«-— to the
static pressure In the surrounding space. We see that the base pressure tends linearly to zero for the flow model used. In fact, for
PVPH>2 and small h/b, pb will approach zero asymptotically in (2.87)
because of the compressibility of the fluid and the large pressure
gradients. Its determination is the object of another, more complex
problem — that of the base vacuum [130], [131], [132], [133], [13'<],
[135].

'10

Figure 2.47 presentB the
calculated curve In the form of
c ■ f(h/b). The same figure
-0.15

-a iff \
-aoj
t

Includes experimental points from
[117J, which corresponds to the
lowest static pressures, as measured
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Figure 2.47.
ficient as a
relative Jet
dimension (k
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on the lower wall.

•

1

The proposed method of calculation can be used to determine the
position of the dividing point of
the Jet on the wall. The distance
of the point of intersection of

Pressure coeffunction of
exit orifice
- 1/12).

the Jet centerline and the wall from the corner of the step will be
determined by the formula (see Figure 2.15):

At this point, as at the others, the oy axis coincides in
direction with the radius of the arc. If the dividing-line coordinate
is yo, we have for the distance of the turning point from the corner
of the step

(2.88)
"

^

«iaa

«Ina

A comparison with the experimental values of At appears in
Figure 2.48.
Calculated curves indicating the effect of gas injection on base
pressure at a constant ratio h/b - 20 appear In Figure 2.49. The
amount of injection is determined by the parameter ga - aa/»uih.
As we should expect, the base pressure rises on injection and decreases
on suction (negative values of the parameter ga).
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Figure 2.49. Base pressure in
flow of subsonic Jet over a
flat step as a function of
injection rate in back current
zone (k = 1/12; h/b - 20).

Figure 2.48. Position of
sticking point of jet on lower
wall at various ratios of exitorlfice dimension to height of
step (k « 1/12).

The theoretical flow model for an incompressible Jet expelled
from a wall at a certain angle o Is constructed on the same assumptions
as were used in the case considered above. A diagram of the flow
appears in Figure 2.50. As before, the radius of the circle used for
approximate description of the Jet trajectory is determined from the
condition (2.80). A consequence of the basic assumption as to the
shape of the Jet is the fact that the angle of encounter of the Jet
with the wall is exactly equal to the expulsion angle o. Thus It
is no longer necessary to determine the angle between the Jet and the
wall in the sticking zone, since the expulsion angle is assigned in
advance and is the only geometrical parameter defining the flow
fully. As we noted above, it can be shown that the exit-orifice
width b has no influence on the pressure coefficient.
The length of the circle arc from the exit-orifice to the sticking
point on the wall is determined from the formula
S=/tfo.

(2.89)

All other equations needed for the calculation are identical with
Equations (2.83) — (2.88).
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Figure 2.50. Diagram showing
Figure 2.51. Pressure coefficient
sticking of subsonic Jet expelled In back current zone at various
from wall at a given angle.
Jet expulsion angles.
The theoretical curve for zero injection appears In Figure 2.51.
We see that the agreement with experiment (the experimental values of
the minimum base pressure on the wall according to [117] are plotted)
is much poorer than in the case of Jet flow over a rectangular step.
The same can also be said concerning the comparison of calculated and
experimental values of the distance of the Jet dividing point from the
exit-orifice cross section (Figure 2.52).
The disagreement with experiment can be explained by several
factors that are not taken into account In the flow model. Chief
among these Is the interaction of the back currents with the main Jet.
In contrast to the problem of flow over a step, the back currents In
our case, which have a momentum comparable with that of the Jets, are
directed straight into the root of the expelled Jet and increase the
expulsion angle and, consequently, also the angle at which the Jet
meets the wall. In addition, the pressure set up at the root of the
Jet is appreciably higher than that around the zone in which the back
currents are generated, which results in an even greater Increase in
th* angle of impingement of the Jet on the surface due to the increase
in the curvature of the trajectory with distance from the exit cross
section. The interactior of the Jet with back currents cannot but
affect the quantitative mixing characteristics as well.
Thus, the agreement with experimental data can be improved by
introducing an effective Jet expulsion angle or by adjusting the proportionality coefficient determining the dispersion. It is shown In
[117], for example, that satisfactory agreements between theory and
experiment can be obtained by changing only the value of k.
313
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In many cases, it may be found
helpful to calculate the base pressure for various Intensities of
mixing. In view of the difficulties
of evaluating the Integrals in
Equations (2.8^) — (2.87) (the
calculation was made on an electronic
digital computer), we present a
simple method of converting the c (o)

lOa'

Figure 2.52. Distance of
sticking point from point
of Jet expulsion at various
expulsion angles (k » 1/12).

relation obtained for k ■ 1/12 (see
Figure 2.51) for any other values
of the coefficient k.

Let us consider two Jets that have equal exit-orlflce widths bi
bi, and are expelled from a wall at the same angle a (Figure 2.53a).
Suppose that the radii of the approximating arcs are unequal because
the momenta of the Jets are unequal. The ratio of the mixing-layer
lengths can be written
(2.90)

Let us also assume that the mixing dispersion at the end of the
layer is the same for both Jets. This condition leads to the formula

a.s.^Ä
or
Si

*i

(2.91)

We note also that in this case, the solutions of Equations
(2.8^) — (2.87) for zero injection will be identical for the first
and second Jets.

VJi

•

Plzure 2.53. Diagrams for conversion of pressure coefficient In
various cases of subsonic Jet flow near deflecting surfaces.
Thus, we obtain finally from (2.90) and (2.91)
»^(a) *(«) .9, (a

kwmL\.

(2.92)

Having the calculated curve of cp(a) for k - 1/12 (see Figure
2.51). we can construct a curve of cp/k - f(a)t with which It Is easy
to obtain the value of the pressure coefficient for a given angle a
and a given mixing Intensity. The universal curve appears In Figure
2.5^.
The calculated c (o) relation obtained for a Jet expelled from a
wall can be used to find the cp(h/b) relation for the flat step at the
same mixing Intensity.
Let a Jet of gas be blown out of an orifice of width b at an
angle a to the wall. It Is always possible to adjust the flow over
the flat step In such a way that both Jets will stick at the same
angle. Here the widths of the Jets are assumed equal, and the exitorifice cross section of the second Jet will be on the perpendicular
erected from the center of the orifice of the first Jet if the
sticlclng points are placed in coincidence (see Figure 2.53c). It Is
easily seen that the lengths of the mixing layers are the same in this
case and that the relation
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To determine the parameter h/b,
we write the geometrical equality

<

u •■

Figure 2.5^. Universal relation
between pressure coefficient,
intensity of mixing, and angle
of encounter of subsonic jet
with wall.

/Aj ±j.= ^.(l-C0Sü) = ^(l-C0S«).

Using the formula Ri/b ■ 2/c i.

we finally obtain
_»

4(l-ro»o)

i_

(2.9'»)

Equations (2.93) and (2.91*) can be used to calculate the c »(h/b)
relation if c i(a) is known for the same value of the coefficient k.
In turn, the relation c 2(h/b) for the rectangular step can be
used to obtain the parameters of flow over a nonrectangular step with
an angle (p between the walls.
Let us take two such flows with equal exit momenta J, equal
orifice widths b, and equal ratios h/b.

If the mixing coefficient is

so adjusted that the sticking dispersions are also equal, all equations
will be fully equivalent, and we obtain

Pn-P*

or

(2.95)

For the length ratio of the mixing layers, we have the geometrical
relation (see Figure 2.53c)
ii
Si

jfezL.^.

In virtue of condition (2.91), the pressure coefficients of these
two flows will be equal If the coefficients determining the mixing
Intensities satisfy the equation

Thus, having the calculated curve (Figure 2.5^), we can easily
use formulas (2.92) — (2.96) to determine the base pressure
In any of the above three flows for a given coefficient k.
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CHAPTER III
EMPIRICAL DATA ON DIFFUSION PARAMETERS
OP TURBULENT JET PLOWS
il.

Self-Similar Turbulent Flows

It Is not possible at the present time to calculate the principal
dlffublon parameter of the Jet — Its dispersion (see §1 of Chapter I)
— with sufficient rigor. However, there exists a class of turbulent
flows for which the behavior of the dispersion can be predicted
accurate to a coefficient.
The distinctive property of these flows ij what is known as
self-similarity, which Is characterized by similarity of the hydrodynamic fields in various cross sections downstream [20]. It is
natural to »-sume that self-similarity is established at sufficiently
large distances from the initial orifice when the specifics of the
initial conditions ere no longer a factor. The self-similarity
hypothesis can be formulated as follows: for a stream to be selfsimilar, it is necessary that the variation of any average quantity
in any cross section x ■ const be expressible in dimensionless form
in terms of appropriate scales lt and velocities uo, in the form of
a certain universal function of y/Zo. The length and velocity scales
change from one cross section to another, but depend only on x.

If Reynolds number elmllarlty Is also observed, the shapes of
the self-similar distributions of average velocity, fluctuation
Intensity, and other averaged characteristics of the turbulence,
except dissipation, will be universal for all flows of a given type.
To obtain the conditions under which a flow can be self-similar.
It Is necessary to consider the equation of the average motion, which
has the following form In the two-dimensional case [20]:
(3.1)

If a turbulent flow Is self-similar, we have
«=«•-«./(»//.

*«;-«»*„(»//,);

«•-»Jf.WÜ:

*-«&{*//.).

(3.2)

where ui Is the velocity of tranalatlonal displacement of the entire
flow.
Thus, the following dlmenslonless equation proceeds from (3.1)
with consideration of the continuity condition [20]:

where n ■ y/lt, and no Is the value of n for which v ■ 0.
It Is assumed below that the Reynolds number —

Is so large

that the term on the right side of the equation Is negligibly small.
Relation (3.3) Is valid for all values of n and x. Since the
coefficient of git'(n) equals unity, It is easily seen that the
remaining coefficients are either zero or constant.

'J,ia

'feW«*!*»

Further analysis shows that for a nonzero value of ui
no - const;/,-x—It,,

(3.'I)

where x« Is a conventional "origin of the Jet." This case corresponds
to a mixing layer between two gas streams moving at different velocities.
If ui ■ 0, there Is an additional possibility:
f 7*--constf ^=comt.

(3-5)

Condition (3-5) describes a plane-parallel Jet. Application of
the integral law of momentum conservation In a plane-parallel Jet
shows that the following should be chosen among the possible solutions
of Equations (3.5):
««-(■«-Jti)~T. 4,-Jt-x,.

(3.6)

Fully analogous treatment of the axlsymmetrlc Jet leads to the
conclusion that [22]:
/.(-rj-x-x,. «.-(x-x,)-».

(3.7)

On the basis of the results obtained, we can study certain
statistical properties of the displacement of a tagged parcel of
fluid released from a given point in a turbulent stream with transverse shear and, In particular, establish the laws of variation of
the dispersion with respect to the average position over a long time
interval. We have already noted that simple results are obtained
when the velocity of the particle is a stationary random time function,
The basic hypothesis of the analysis originally given by Batchelor
CS**] is that the Lagranglan velocity of a fluid particle in free turbulent streams having similar structures in different cross sections
downstream exhibits corresponding similarity and can be transformed

to a stationary random function by appropriate changes of the velocity
and time scales. The Lagranglan velocity w - dY/dt of the particle is
not a stationary random function of time for arbitrary t.
It Is also assumed that the Lagranglan velocity and time scales
are proportional to the Euler scales:
•(0-«,~;(0-«:

T(/)^

Ji^iity+i,

(3#8)

where q is a general symbol for the exponent, which, as was shown
above, may be equal to 0, 1/2, or 1. (Here and below, we assume xi 0.

It is also assumed that ui • 0.)
Analytically, the hypothesis is that

where P(n) and G(n) are stationary random functions of the new variable n, which takes the form
rfn-—.

(3.10)

Relation (3.9) can be used to find the average longitudinal
displacement of the particle as a function of its time in motion.
fact,
J

~-«(0-^«(/).

In

(3.11)

where F{r\) is a constant.
Integrating (3-11) with (3.8), we find
liO^b.
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(3.12)
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Further, It follows from (3.8) that T(/)~t
Hence it follows immediately that the Independent variable n of
(3*10) has the form
,1

-,"/-

(3.13)

By definition, the dispersion equals

Therefore,

^■7=2 Mn-tmyw-mi

(3.11)

But

where g(n) Is also a stationary random function of n.
The fluctuation of the particle displacement about its average
position equals

ydi-y (0-S t'dtgrtw«^&/,n.jrfl|..

Making the substitution in (3.1'»), we obtain

-~m

(3.15)
Af,C)^

where ;-n-»|' and /?{;) Is the correlation function of f(n).
Integration of (3.15) leads to the conclusion that »&~/+«.
Application of (3.12) then enables us to find the sought dependence of the dispersion on the longitudinal coordinate:

Thus, o Is, In the presence of self-slmllarlty in either a mixing
layer or a plane-parallel or axlsymmetrlc Jet, proportional to the
distance downstream reckoned from some arbitrary origin:

a~x--x9.

(3.16)

However, the reasoning presented above does not make it possible
to find the proportionality coefficient in (3.16). The answer to
this question can be obtained only from an examination of the physics
of vortex generation (see Chapter I, §1) or from experiment. Thus
far, only experiment yields the dispersion for non-self-similar flows
with sufficient accuracy and enables us to study the Influence of
cocurrency, the density ratios of the streams, and the other initial
parameters. The corresponding data and the methods by which they are
obtained are set forth in the sections that follow.
§2.
1.

Methods of Determining the Diffusion Parameters
Determination of oT^y, and N from Average Temperature.
Concentration, and Velocity Profiles

Before setting forth the laws of variation of the mixing characteristics in turbulent Jets, it will be helpful if we dwell on methods
for their determination from experimental data.

v

J

We showed above that the profiles of the average parameters are
expressed In terms of the diffusion parameters a», av and N. Consequently, knowledge of the experimental profiles enables us to find
the diffusion-parameter values that correspond to the experiment at
hand.
To this end, It Is convenient to use the analytical properties of
the functions describing the profiles In the Jets.
for example, the distribution of the average parameters In a
mixing layer Is described by the function

'-T['-*M]-

(3.17)

(Here the subscripts o and a have been omitted Intentionally, since
the function (3.17) corresponds equally to temperature, concentration,
and velocity profiles [see Chapter II, §2].)
ttf'j see that the equality y ■ a is satisfied where f ■ 1/2. On
the other hand, the distance between the points at which f ■ 0.1 and
f ■ 0.9 Is 2.56 o.
Thus, having an experimental profile of, say, the velocity,
-~~- , we should find the value y^ where
enables us to find av ■ yi, .

~^ —i-.

This immediately

The distance between the points at

which JLrüi —Q i and -^^-=0,9 can be used to calculate ov.

Another method can also be used to find o, using the maximum
derivative (3f/3yLnv.

It is easily seen that
i
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Figure 3.2. Half-radius and probability on axis of axisymmetric Jet
as functions of the ratio a/o.
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Figure 3'1. Half-boundary and
probability on axis of planeparallel Jet as functions of
a/o.
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Similar information can be
obtained by processing experimental
temperature or concentration profiles.
To find the diffusion parameters of
sufficient to have data on the variation
axis, together with the law of variation
yiy of the Jet, which corresponds to the

a plane-parallel Jet, it is
of the measurand along the
of the so-called half-boundary
distance from the axis at

which the measurand is half as large as its axial value.
If the axial values are known, the ratio a/o can be determined
[since fm ■ «(a/a) in Equations (2.20) and (2.21) and Figure 3.1].
Then o can be found with the calculated plot of yy/o against a/o
(also shown in Figure 3.1) and the experimental value of yi, .
The diffusion parameters for an axi symmetric Jet are determined
in exactly the same way. It is only necessary to remember that the
dependences on the ratio a/o for the axial values and the halfboundaries Ti, of the Jet will be different (Figure 3.2).

Vb

It must be noted that use of the relations that follow from the
Integral conservation laws (see Chapter II, S2) yields the diffusion
parameters either only for the axial values or only for data on the
half-boundary of the Jet. However, both sets of data are usually
cited In practice, so that It Is possible to avoid the rather unwleldly
calculations Involved In using the conservation laws.
At very great distances from the origin of the Jet, where the
profiles acquire the characteristic Gaussian form, the following
relation may be used to determine the dispersion:
»^-:—^0,82rlt.
i jTir5

(3.18)

Determination of the degree of greyness from temperature profiles
is possible in accordance with the results of Chapter II, §2, when
there is a substantial difference between the temperatures of the Jet
and the cocurrent stream.
In fact, having found a

f

and o from experimental data, we can

then calculate aT(o) and find the ratio aef/aT.
we can now easily determine o

Knowing this ratio,

or the ratio (degree of greyness) N ■

o„/o,
for example, with the diagrams (see Figure 2.9a In Chapter II).
c
It is interesting that N is determined more accurately when n < 1
than when n > 1.
2.

Optical-Diffusion Method of Determining the Dispersion

The method consists of the following: the dispersion is measured
on photographs of a diffusion wake of glowing particles behind a source
placed in the stream. Smoke produced by burning tobacco or wood or
vapors of ammonia, hydrochloric acid, iodine, etc., can be used for
cold streams. The smoke filament is photographed against a dark background with side lighting. Figure 3-3 shows one of the possible
experimental setups for determination of dispersion by the opticaldiffusion method.

To x-y unit

Figure 3,3. Diagram of experimental setup for Investigation of cold
streams by the optical-diffusion method.
1 — pipe; ? — illuminating lamps; 3 — background (black velvet);
4 — source; 5 — camera; 6 — moving plate; 7 — lens barrel.
For hot streams (or flames), it is more advantageous to usf
vaporized salts of alkali metals: Na, K, Li, etc.
Using the results of turbulent-diffusion theory (see Chapter II),
it can be shown that in the case of a lew concentration of the glowing
particles, the following relation is satisfied at large distances from
the source [58]:
~J{*, //)"=>(*. 0)exp

[-£]•

(3.19)

where J(x,u) is the average Intensity of the light Incident on point
x, y of the photographic plate and J(*. 0» is the average luminous
Intensity incident on the axis of the imajre of the diffusion wake in
cross section x.
The following coordinate system is chosen:

the origin coincides

with the source, the Ox axis is the axis of the Jet, and the Oz axis
is perpendicular to the plane of the photographic plate.

Relation (3.19) Is valid for smoke and vaporized alkali-metal
salts at large distances from the source: aT < o. We see from
Expression (3.19) that the distribution of radiant intensity on the
main segment of the Jet Is GausBlan. Thus, the dispersion is calculated from the radiant-Intensity distribution J~"U in exactly the
\*' '
t{x y) .
same v/ay as from the average-concentration distribution ^~'-— (Bee
subsection 2, §1, Chapter III).
The intensity distribution of the light incident on the photographic plate is determined from the relation [56]:
5(JC. yHYlR-fc. id-t-^.

(3.20)

where S(x, y) is the density logarithm on the photographic-plate field,
whose coordinates are x and y. So is the density of plate areas not
carrying image (the background), and y is the development factor of
the photographic plate.
We note that the dispersion o2 is more conveniently calculated
directly from density profiles of the plate, which are obtained by
processing it on the microphotometer. The working formula for the
dispersion takes the form of (3.18), where r,.~yi;, , the half-boundary
of the Jet, is found from a condition obtained from (3.19) and (3.20):
S^. 0)-S(jt. y,«)=YlK2.

(3,21)

Figure 3.4a shows sample photographs of a Jet of smoke in a cold
stream behind turbulence-generating grids (from [58]: stream diameter
di ■ 200 mm. Jet diameter dz - 1 — 2 mm, Jet and stream velocities
equal). Figure 3.Mb shows photographs of a diffusion wake of glowing
Na particles behind a point source based in a hot stream: the source
diameter was 0.5 — 1 mm, the stream diameter di - 100 mm, ttnd the
stream temperature Ti » l^OO — 2300° K.
The optical-diffusion method can also be used to determine ac ,
the dispersion of "grey" mixing.

><•.

Figure 3.^4. Photographs of smoke Jet In cold stream (T • 300® K)
behind turbullser grids (a).
I —«, •. MV l-t, - !•-*%. i -1 ^ «i% I, > n M I, *1
i-.,

M

Photographs of diffusion wake of glowing particles behind a point
source In a hot stream (b), (T » 1400 — 2500® K).
l,>Mu « —
rM-l>V i,.*4-4m
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A possibility for use of the optical-diffusion method to Inves
tigate molecular mixing of turbulent streams consists of the following.
If a hot Jet Issuing Into a cold stream contains atoms of the alkali
metal Na, the Jet will glow. If molecular mixing (physical mixing)
were absent
-*’0), only mechanical mixing of volumes would occur
In the stream, with no change In their composition, temperature, or
Ivimlnoslty, and the resultant radiant Intensity In a cross section
would not vary from one cross section to another ("black and white"
mixing model).

\
\

Since molecular mixing oocure, the volumes of the Jet are cooled
and the Jet emits less light. The change In the total radiant intensity of the Jet along its length can be used to determine the effective
molecular diffusion coefficient D^ (in the sense In which it was
introduced for the Jet In Chapter I) or the corresponding value of o .
C

The radiation from each particle of the Jet depends only on the local
concentration c» of alkali-metal atoms in the particle and on the particle
temperature ?, and does not depend on the position occupied in cross
nectlon x, i.e., the radiation of each particle and, consequently, the
total radiation of all particles in each cross section of the Jet are
determined only by the rate of accelerated molecular mixing in the
Jet.
The radiation J1 from an individual particle can, i.i first
approximation, be written [56]

'"M-f]-

(3.22)

where f is a constant for the particular spectral line, h is Planck's
constant, k is Boltzmann's constant, and v is the frequency of the
resonance radiation ( wavelength for Na: X - 5893 I).
The values of ? and c, the temperature and concentration of the
Na atoms, are determined in the "grey" mixing model by the corresponding dependence on o and a».
The total radiant intensity A(x) of the Jet in cross section x
equals

•The symbol ~ over a parameter signifies a local, instantaneous
averaging over microscopic nonuniformltles within the limits of the
particle Itself.
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Figure 3.5. Photographs of
luminous hot Jet In cold
cocurrent stream (Initial
segir.ent).
a — subsonic Jet;(d| ■ 30 mm,
Ti - 1600® K; V, - 80 m/sec;
di ■ 200 mm; Ti » 300® K).
1 — Vi • 0; m ■ 0; 2 — Vi ■
48 m/sec; m - 0.6; 3 — Vi 80 m/sec; m - 1; b — supersonic
Jet (d( “ 10 mm, Mt “ 1);
6 - 0°; Vi - 100 m/sec; T»* 1500® K; 2 — e - 45®; V» 50 m/sec; T,i • I6OO® K.

Figure 3.6. Photographs of lumi
nous cold Jet In hot cocurrent
stream (di - 400 mm; Ti ■ 1550® K;
Vi - 100 — 150 m/sec).
-I»<« r,■-•.4: »—
• <. - 1 .ut- niOiH. «.M

If we substitute Relation
(3.22) Into Equation (3.23) with
the appropriate expressions for
? and c in terms of o^. and a^, we find that A(x) Is a function cf the
grey-mlxlng dispersion o^* and the average Jet radius a^.
The total radiation of the Jet In cross section x (the Ox axis Is
the Jet axis) can be determined experimentally from photographs of
the flowing Jet, because
A (Jt) = j J 7* IX. y, ^)dyd.\

(3.24)

where J*{x, y. t) la the time-averaged radiant Intensity at point x, y, *
of the Jet.
We have from Relations (3*23) and (3*24)*
(3.25)

•Relation (3.25) Is a consequence of the fact that the total
probability of convective displacements of a particle In the yz plane
equals unity.

^hW*'*mwft.*, .r«.,«

It follows from the above arguments that the left side of
Relation (3.25) !• a function cf o *, while the right side of
(3.25) can be determined experimentally from photographs of the
glowing Jet.
Figure 3.5 shows photographs of a "tinted" hot Jet Issuing Into
a cold cocurrent stream. Photographs of such a Jet can be used to
calculate ac only on the Initial segment of the Jet because of the
rapid decay of Its emission. Photographs of a "cold" tinted Jet
emerging Into a hot cocurrent stream (Figure 3.6) can be used to
calculate oc2 and the total dispersion a1 on the main segment of the
Jet.
The photographs In Figures 3.5 and 3.6 were obtained on different
experimental setups. The latter are shown schematically In Figure
3-7.
The working formulas for the two cases cited above will obviously
be different. An analytic relation for the total radiation of the
Jet as a function of oc2 was found for these two cases In [59] and [60].
The working relation for 0*
c on the initial segment of the Jet
(setup I) in terms of photographic density takes the form
5(0.0)-S(xt0hv!ßfl-'-^=Y-~(''-l)*
where .W-IRC,

, ?

'.

(3.26)

«—£-«1. , s(x, 0) — the density of the photoeraph on
Tl

HI

the axis of the wake — is determined in accordance with (3.20) by
the relation
A>. OJ.-^.+YIR/KO):

(3>27)

/('. 0) — the average Intensity of the light incident at point x, 0 on
the photographic plate — equals the sum of the intensities of the
radiation from all glowing particles of the Jet, projected to this
point:

■

^

\ (

—Fuel

Figure 3.7. Diagrams of experimental setups for determination of
grey-mixing dispersion ac by the optical diffusion method.
— setup I for investigation of initial segment of Jet: 1 — pipe;
2 _ antechamber; 3 — nozzle tube; 4 — luminous Jet; 5 — supply
of alcoholic NaOH solutions; b —- setup II for Investigation of main
segment of Jet: 1 — pipe; 2 — plug; 3 — nozzle tube; »» — luminous Jet; 5 — stabilizer; 6 — flowmeter disk; 7 — NaNOj capsule;
8 — protective case.
a

7(x.0)=. p'fjc.Ö, 7)rf-';

1

a

(3.28)

(x) — the half-width of the emission profile — is determined by

the relation
T{x.O) _
7{',««)

=2:

(3.29)

a * is the effective emitting radius of the Jet and is introduced in
ef
cases of nonuniform radiant-intensity distribution in the initial Jet
cross section:
(3.30)

MO)

« 7

Figure 3.8. Photographic density profiles obtained from photographs
of hot Jet In cold stream (initial segment of Jet) 4,-30 MM-. T,-\SWK:
r.-wm/sec; 4-200 v. K.-Mm/sec; r,-300PK
where aT is the statistical average radius of the Jet, ac(0) Is the
half-width of the emission profile In the Initial cross section, and
ae Is the Initial radius of the Jet.
The quantities aT and 0 are determined from average-temperature
profiles measured with a thermocouple, using the formulas relating
am and a with T on the Initial segment, while the quantities S(0, 0),
S(x, 0), and aenU)» which appear In (3.26), are determined from gamma
profiles across the wake. Figure 3«8 shows photographic-density profiles obtained by processing a photograph of a glowing hot Jet in a
cold cocurrent stream. The Jet diameter do ■ 30 mm, the Jet temperature Ti ■ 1600° K, and the velocity of the Jet Vj ■ 80 m/sec. The
parameters of the cocur.-ent stream were di ■ 200 mm, Vi ■ 90 m/sec,
and Ti • 300° K.
We note that photographs of a hot glowing Jet in a cold cocurrent
stream can be used to determine only the "grey" mixing parameter o(
the dispersion o2 of the Jet must be determined from average
temperature profiles measured with a thermocouple.

•oil

2 .
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Photographs of a cold Jet In a hot cocurrent stream (see Figure
3.6) form a basis for calculating both oc2 and o* simultaneously.
As we noted earlier, the distribution of the radiant Intensity
J(x, y) on the main segment Is Gaussian in form [see (3.19)]. The
dispersion o2 of the Jet can therefore be calculated from photographs
of a cold Jet In a hot stream by the formulas given above.
The grey-mixing dispersion a

2

is calculated by the formula given

in [60]:
S'(OO}-5'W=VIKT:1_.

,

(3.3D

where S'{x)^S(x, 0)4 vlR' + ronst;
J!l /'

,\ "?<") •

(3.32)

,,,»,„/*.;, .-An
The optical-diffusion method can be used at any Reynolds number,
at high temperatures and at high stream velocities if tf^ere Is no
limit on the per-second flowrate of the glowing particles from the
source. In practice, a filament of tobacco smoke emerging through a
tube with a diameter of ~1 — 10 mm into a cold stream can be photographed reliably with an ordinary camera using an ordinary photographic
plate up to free-stream velocities of ~50 m/sec, so that reliable
measurements of the filament dispersion on the initial and main segments can be made for streams with diameters no smaller than to mm
and no larger than 100 mm. The minimum pipe diameter is determined
by the errors of turbulent-intensity measurements made with a tube
il mm In diameter. The maximum pipe diameter is determined by the
errors of measurement of DT at large distances with a tube siO mm in
diameter. There are apparently no limits to the capacity of the Naatom source, but there is a lower-limit free stream temperature: it
may not be below 1200 — HOO0 K-

3.

Determination of Diaperalon by the Toepler Method

Photographs made on photographic plates in a Toepler apparatus
can also be subjected to photometric processing by the opticaldiffusion method. However, in contrast to the direct opticaldiffusion method, the Intensity of the light from an arbitrary point
in a mixing layer is, as we know, proportional not to the concentration
(density) of the matter, but to the local, instantaneous density
gradient. We shall dwell in somewhat greater detail on a method for
determining the parameters aT and o for an axisymmetric Jet, since
processing of photographs of plane-parallel Jets encounters no
fundamental difficulty.
If the optical inhomogeneity to be
parallel light beam (with the direction
the Oz axis), we may write with certain
deflection angles ex and e from the Ox
[62]:

studied is situated in a
of the rays coincident with
approximations for the
and Oy axes, respectively

,..--= JLf*li£^f)rf,:

(3.33)

n(x, y, z) is the refractive index at point x, y, z of the inhomogeneity
and n» is the refractive index in the undisturbed medium.
Knowing the deflection angle, we can determine the refractive
index at any point of the inhoraogeneous medium.
Using the Lorenz-Lorentz formula
J-f-^.^k or for „«il^l^

r^

(3.35)

(where k is the specific refraction and depends on the wavelength of
the light and the nature of the substance), we can determine the
density field. A quantitative method of determining the field of the
average (nonfluctuating) density from Toepler photographs has been
developed only for a plane radiant field. There are approximate
methods of calculation for three-dimensional object,!. References
[63] — [65] propose approximate methods of calculating the density
field for objects that do and do not have planes of symmetry. These
methods require taking a series of Toepler photographs of the inhomogenelty under study with the knife edge in various positions and are
quite time consuming.
An approximate method was proposed in [63] for calculations for
axlsymmetrlc Jets. The method requires Toepler photography of a known
optical Inhomogenelty simultaneously with the photography of the Jets.
These methods also call for high quality in the photographs.
Determination of the average density field in an axlsymmetrlc
turbulent Jet encounters another fundamental difficulty due to peculiarities of the averaging of the refracted light fluctuations over
time and space.
In time averaging of an infinite number of Instantaneous gradients,
the average density gradient in the "black and white" mixing model may
differ substantially from the spatial average gradient of the "grey"
mixing model.
The fact that averaging of the refractive light In the Toepler
apparatus Is practically Identical to statistical averaging can be
demonstrated only by direct comparison of Toepler-photograph results
with data from other measurements made with a thermocouple or by direct
photography. A comparison made for density ratios no higher than n 6 Indicates practically identical results.

,r

1
Using the analytical relation
ships obtained above for the average
density along the radius of the
Jet and the average radius a,p as
functions of the dispersion o* and
the density ratio n, ee can Indicate
a method for calculating the para
meters of an axlsymmetrlc turbulent
Jet from a single Toepler photograph.
Figure 3.9 shows typical Toepler
photographs of a Jet; an IAB-I15O
Toepler Instrument was used to make
the schlleren photographs.
Figure 3-9. Toepler photographs
of supersonic Jet In subsonic
stream.
sec
I *•.’ b_M, 1:
>-1 ». V,-wm/sec

A Jet of gas with a density
that differs markedly f^'orn that of
the surrounding medium, placed In
a parallel beam of light, will
deflect the light rays. If the
Oz axis Is the propagation direction of the light Illuminating the
Jet, the Ox axis Is the Jet axis, and the Oy axis Is perpendicular to
the knife edge and Increases awEiy from It, the Jet will deflect the
rays by an amount
In the direction of the Oy axis (Figure 3*10).
As a result, the Illumination of the photographic plate will change
by an amount AJ [62]:

(3.36)
where F Is the focal length, a Is the width of the light beam that can
pass above the knife edge, and Ji Is the Intensity of the light In the
absence of the optical Inhomogenelty.
Substituting (3.33) Into (3-36) and applying Relation (3.35), we
obtain after averaging
fig.

33a

(3.37)

Figure 3.10. Scheme of operation
of shadow Instrument.
A — light source; K — condenser; Si — Illuminator slit;
OiOi — main optical system;
H — Inhomogeniety; e — beam
deflection angle at exit from
inhomogenelty; Sj — knife edge;
n — photographic plate; a —
distance from knife edge to
edge of slit image; 0$ — photographic-attachment lens.

r-ya.

Figure 3.11- Photographic density
distribution in cross sections of
Toepler photograph of Jet.

Substituting Ft for the expression for the average density, we
get
(3.3fc)

dz.

We note that the difference between the Pi profile and the average
density is of the same order as the aforementioned differences between
space and time averaging, and for this reason they are not taken into
account (for n * 6). Use of this method for widely different densities
naturally requires adjustment of the method and an independent verification by other methods.
Substituting the value of P2 In the form (2.29) into (3-38), we
obtain, after the necessary calculations, the following relation in
terms of the logarithm of the plate density [67]:
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where St Is the background density
of the plate;

A plot of the experimental
function AS/Y against y - y/aT and
ö ■ o/aT appears in Figure 3.11«
The Jet parameters a^ and a are
determined with the aid of the
auxiliary characteristic parameters
y and y
of this function and
'v
max
the plots of ka and k0 in Figure
3.12. The calculating method is
set forth in greater detail in [67].
There it is shown that a T
aymax
.Vl/yrrux

Figure 3.12. Illustrating
calculation of Jet parameters
aT and a from Toepler photographs of Jet.

and 0 - k0yv at yv/ymax « 0.95.

The proposed method makes it
possible to calculate the Jet
diffusion parameters aT and 0 from

a single Toepler photograph and then to calculate the distribution of
the average temperatures and densities from the appropriate formulas
of the preceding chapter, with reference to tables of the functions
P2 ['♦2]. A comparison of this method with others indicated full agreement of the results obtained by the various methods (see SS3 and 4,
Chapter III). The method can be used to investigate the mixing of
Jets issuing into a cocurrent stream at all velocity ratios and all
outflow velocities, Including supersonic, in which case investigation
by other methods is difficult.

i3.

1.

Dispersion of Turbulent Diffusion on the Main
Segments of Free Subaonlc and Supersonic Jets

Total Dispersion
Subsonic Jet

Most papers devoted to experimental study of subsonic planeparallel and axlaymmetrlc Jets have been Investigations of the main
segments of the jets. On Its main segment, the Jet flow acquires
the same form as the flow from an Inflnltesimally small «ource. On
this segment, the distribution of the average temperatures, concentrations, and velocities across the Jet Is accurately described by a
Gaussian curve If the condition
•>0.7a,
is satisfied.
Let us begin with an examination of the main segment of a SUDmerged nonlsothermal Jet and establish the influence of the density
ratio n ■ »oi/»oa on the parameter o which characterizes the turbulent
mixing of the Jet.
Figure 3.13 presents values of a at various n for a submerg3d
Jet, as calculated from the data of various authors.
The initial outflow parameters of the submerged Jet are given in
the table and Figure 3.13 for all of the experiments.
We see from Figure 3.13 that the parameter o on the main segment
of the submerged nonlsothermal Jet is closely approximated as a linear
function of x (x is the distance from the nozzle exit cross section):
«^Mr—*,).
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Figure 3.13. Dispersion of submerged Jet plotted against density
ratio on main segment:
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We note that the linear dependence of t^y ——/.^ on x for the
r "av
submerged Jet also follows from direct measurement of the turbulence
parameters, the rms fluctuation velocity u', the turbulence scale Z,
and the average velocity along the Jet [iVf],

The slope k™ remains Independent of the density ratio «=»■?'!ae this ratio varies over a broad range:
0,67</i<l4.

As we noted in Chapter I, this is a consequence of the fact that
the instantaneous density of the gas is constant and near its average
value in the regions of maximum turbulent shear of the developed
vortex layer, where the new vortices are generated, so that the gas
density is excluded in practice from relations of the type of (1.12)
in Chapter 1.
Figure 3.13 shows that kT is also Independent of the diameter and
velocity of the Jet when
Re = -^>10«.
vj

Nonuniformity of the initial velocity distribution does not influence
kT: the values of kj on a setup with "pipe" [60] and rectangular [43]
initial velocity distributions are the same.
Within the limits of experimental error, the slope k™ can be put
equal to

kt~0,O9.

(3.41)

Figure 3.14 gives dispersion values for a submerged Jet at various
values of the Initial Jet turbulence intensity ti.
The values of o were calculated from the average velocity distributions given in [73], using the formulas for the plane-parullel submerged Jet.
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We see from Figure Z.W that,
in spite of the sixfold variation
of the initial intensity in the
Jet, the function o satisfies
Relation O.^O), with kT independent of ea and taking the "univer-

i^f_
■ ^1 yv !

j

Jet was deliberately varied In
these experiments in the broad
range from 0.05 to 0.3 by the use
of turbulence-generating grids

"Uo- '

The Initial turbulence of the

sal" value of 0.09.
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Following the terminology
used in the semlemplrlcal theories,

we shall call the coordinate xo
Figure 3.11. Total dispersion
and pole of Jet as functions
the pole of the Jet; its value
of initial turbulent intensity
of Jet (after Yu. A. Shchebrina, characterizes the range of the Jet.
The parameter x« depends, in turn,
m = 0).
0,,£ il :
a — dispersion of Jetfx-s ) on the shear Reynolds number
c-«.-»%: a- i.-*v ■-.,-rv t-..-6v ^v6/v (AV is the difference between
b — pole of Jet • — according

the

initial velocities of the Jet

the characteristic scale of the
initial boundary layer), on the levels of the acoustic and turbulent
disturbances, and on other less Important specific properties of the
initial and boundary conditions of the Jet. It depends weakly on
the nonunlforralty of the initial velocity distribution: xo » 0 for
n - 1 and a rectangular velocity distribution; xo-0.5doforn-l
and a "pipe" velocity profile.

v.'.

The quantity Xo depends weakly on the density ratio:

x« ■ 8do

for n - 0.27 and xo ■ tdo for n ■ 11.
For a large initial turbulence xo takes a negative value and
Increases In absolute value from 2bQ to l8bo (bo Is the width of the
plane-parallel Jet) In accordance with the empirical formula (see
Figure 3.1^):

jcjb^-aa^+ifi.

(3.12)

In engineering calculations, xo can be left out of account In a
first approximation on the mixing segment of the Jet. The other
parameter, the average radius of the Jet aT, which describes the
mixing of the Jet on the average, depends not only on the velocity
ratio, but also on the density ratio, as follows from the relations
derived in Chapter I.
On the main segment of the submerged Jet, this relation can be
approximated by the simpler analytical relation

where ao is the initial radius of the Jet.
According to (3.10) and (3.13), the volume-concentration variation
on the Jet axis is represented for n > 1 by
r (jr. 0,0) ^ 1.1M « _
«((1,0,0) ""^jr
jr«_ '

4

(3«'**')

</a

The variation of the concentration by weight (mass fraction of
Jet substance) on the Jet axis is determined by the relation

*«<'•n'

0,Ä

7T(o..i;ür rr*

~~M

'

(3

'

5)

In first approximation, the dimenslonless excess-temperature
profile on the Jet axis corresponds at large distances to the relative
concentration by weight, and it can be calculated from (3.^5).
Let us now discuss the dependence of the Jet dispersion on the
main segment on the cocurrency parameter m ■ Vi/Vj. Reports of
experiments by various authors on the turbulent mixing of cocurrent
Jets are now available in sufficient numbers for determination of this
dependence. This is no difficult matter even though the authors do
not cite the raw experimental data on the profiles, but instead the
distributions over the length of the jet — of the half-radius (halfwidth) of the Jet, of the ordlnate of the Jet outer boundary, etc., in
terms of the elementary relationships that hold between these parameters on the main segment (see Chapter III, §2).
We shall first examine the dependence of Jet dispersion on the
cocurrence parameter as obtained on a single setup under identical
conditions during one series of experiments by the optical-diffusion
method, and then confirm this relationship by reference to data of
other authors.
Figure 3.7 showed a diagram of experimental setup II, on which
these studies were made. The values of a were calculated from photographic-density profiles obtained by ralcrophotometer processing of
the negatives.
Figure 3.15 presents values of the parameter 0 for Jets 10 and
4 mm In diameter and various ra. The velocity ratio varied in the
range from 0.3 to 1.3. Figure 3.15 also shows values of 0 for a
submerged Jet (m ■ 0) from the diagram of Figure 3.13 and the data
of Yu. A. Shchebrina [70], who used the same method to measure the
dispersion function a2 with m ■ 1.
Values of 0 corresponding to various Jet diameters and two
distances from the beginning of the Jet — 180 ram and ^30 mm — are
plotted In Figure 3.16. We see from Figure 3.16 that the dispersion
of the Jet is independent of Jet diameter within the limits of
experimental error.
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Figure 3.16. Dispersion of Jet
independent of jet diameter on
main segment:
~ -- tf, - 10

Figure 3.15. Plot of 0 against
ratio of jet and cocurrentstream.velocities (m ■ Vi/Va)
on main segment of jet.
k — Shchebrlna experiment.
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It follows from Figures 3.15
and 3.16 that a reaches its largest
value for the submerged Jet (m ■ 0)
and its smallest value for equal
velocities of the jet and cocurrent
stream: m ■ 1. The value of 0
increases when the parameter m
changes in either direction.

The function a(x^ may differ substantially from zero for equal
Jet and cocurrent stream velocities as a result of the initial turbulence of both streams. In this case, we mean by Initial turbulence
both the turbulence of the main stream and the Jet and the turbulence
of the boundary layers, as well as the turbulence that arises due to
the initial velocity dip in the wake Jet behind the edge of the source.
Let us consider the simplest case of the effects of initial
turbulence — the case of a source of relatively small size (d» «di)
situated on the axis of a long technical pipe. In this case, the
dispersion Is determined basically by the free stream turbulence.

the parameters of which are universal, for practically all values of
x * (20 — 25)d2. The initial turbulence from the source itself is
important only on an initial segment whose absolute length is determined by the size of the source and the level of the measured cocurrentstream turbulence.
Using the limiting particular solutions of the Taylor equation,
we can write for x a 20d2 (see Chapter I, §2)
••«»iJt*

jt<2jt':

^,^L(jt_^

X>M%

(3.46)

where ei and Di are the turbulence intensity and the eddy duffusivlty
of the cocurrent stream, V - Vi « V2 is the stream velocity, x« Di/2Ve; and Dj/Vdi - 0.009 and e, « C.04 — 0.05 according to thermoanemoraeter and diffusion measurements.
The experimental value of Di/Vd, for the pipa-turbulence level
and stream Reynolds numbers Re i 105 was obtained by diffusion of
carbon dioxide and by the optical-diffusion methcc? [58] in long
technical pipes with various diameters {6.1 ■ 40 imnj 100; 150; 200;
and 400 mm).
In Figure 3.15, the curve for m - 1 corresponds to the calculation
by Formula (3.46). It can be seen that the calculated and experimental
values agree quite satisfactorily.
If we compare the value obtained for 0 for m - 1 with the largest
value of a obtained earlier for the submerged Jet, we see at once
that their average proportionality coefficient differs from x by no
more than a factor of two, i.e., that the role of the initial turbulence on the main segment of the Jet is found to be quite appreciable,
even for m near zero. The initial turbulence and, consequently, its
contribution to the total dispersion may vary markedly with the
diameter and initial converging effect of th(
current stream. The
length of cocurrent stream pipe after an elbow, after a honeycomb

(turbulence-generating) grid, or after a turbullzlng grid can have
very little practical effect on o If the distance between these
elements and the source is more than 20 — 25 calibers of the characteristic scale of the initial cocurrent-stream average-velocity
profile nonunlformlty. For an elbow, this scale is
the diameter of the pipe; for a honeycomb, it is the size of the cell,
and so forth.
The Increase in the parameters
grid (from the values determined by
pipe-turbulence values) should also
erence to the pipe diameter. For a
Vitoshlnskly nozzle at the end of a
combs, the value of o at m ■ 1 will
Chapter III).

e and D behind a deturbullzing
the hydraulics of the grid to the
be figured in calibers with refsource placed Immediately after a
long pipe with no grids or honeyalso be different (see S5,

Figure 3.17 presents values of a/x (average values in the range
x ■ (10 — 50)d2) illustrating the effects of the initial conditions
used by various authors.
It Is seen from the data given here that appreciable stratification is observed even at m * 0.5: the smallest value of o/x corresponds to experiments in smooth small-diameter pipes (the experLuents
of Pabst and Porstall), and the largest value was obtained in largediameter pipes.
If we assume in first
ments of the medium due to
lence become statistically
of the Jet, the dispersion

approximation that the turbulent displacethe initial turbulence and to shear turbupractically Independent on the main segment
of the Jet can be written

^»?+9|%.?+A»(x-jt,)».

(3.47)

where oia is the dispersion of the Initial turbulence. In virtue of
the assumption adopted, the value of Oj2 equals the total dispersion
at m ■ 1; oj2 is the transverse shear dispersion, which Is determined
by the turbulence generated in the free turbulent boundary layer, k
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is a proportionality coefficient that depends less strongly on the
particular conditions of the experiment, and xe is the pole of the
Jet.
Figure 3.18 shows k » oV(x - xo) as a function of the velocity
ratio m according to various authors as this ratio varies through a
broad range. The values of ai were calculated from Formula (3.16)
for the pipe-turbulence level of the cocurrent stream or were found
by extrapolation of available experimental data on m (for m * 1).
Analysis of the experimental
the practical universality of our
value as in the submerged Jet can
numbers under consideration (Re >

data given in Figure 3.17 indicates
relation (3.11), and that the same
be taken for xe for the Reynolds
10s) and at all m.

31,-1

Figure 3.18. Illustrating calculation of dispersion of subsonic Jet
on its main segment.
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The values of k (Figure 3.18) can be approximated by the
relations
*(m) = *l(l-m) *,=0.0'Jfor m<1:
k{m)**k,(m-\) ^O.Ofifor 2>m>I.

(3.18)

In relation (3.1*7) for the pipe-turbulence level of the free
stream, the first term Is small compared to the second for m ■ 0 — 0.3,
and can therefore be left out of account In engineering calculations.
But for m > 0.6, the first term In (3^7) becomes comparable to and
even larger than the second, so that It may be assumed In first approximation that the total dispersion of the Jet for these values of m is
determined only by the initial turbulence. This is why mixing ceases
to depend on the velocity ratio even for m » 0.6 at a sufficiently
high initial-turbulence level of the streams being mixed, such as
usually prevails in the engineering devices and experimental setups
that are Investigated.
When the initial turbulence of the mixing streams is deliberately
lowered, it is possible to observe a dependence of o on m up to
m ~ 0.9 [57].
Thus, the total dispersion o of the Jet on the main segment is
composed at subsonic outflow velocities of the dispersion of the
initial turbulence, which is most simply determined from the particular
value of the dispersion at m ■ 1, and the dispersion of the turbulence
generated by transverse longitudinal-velocity shear, as determined by
the second term In relation (3.47).
Supersonic Jet
The mixing of supersonic Jets in subsonic cocurrent streams is
of no lesser practical Interest than that of subsonic Jets, but this
flow case has not yet been adequately studied. Most experimental
studies of supersonic streams have been devottd to the mixing of the
supersonic submerged jet on its main segment.
The total dispersion a for supersonic Jets can be determined from
temperature, concentration, and velocity profiles Just as in the case
of subsonic Jets. To investigate the behavior of o in supersonic submerged Jets as the Jet Mach number (Mj) and the initial preheat
1/1,= ^-] were varied, we referred to the data of [67] and those of

1')'^

B. A. Zhestkov, M. M. Makslmov, and N. N. Sakharov [1], V. Ya.
Borodachev, V. S. Makaron, and R. Broer [75]» A. Andersen and
Johnson [l^SL N. Johannesen [76], and E. Pltkln and I. Glassman [77].
The experimental data indicate that the supersonic submerged Jet
is diffused more slowly than the subsonic Jet, and that this effect
becomes stronger with increasing Mach number. Nevertheless, the
relation (Figure 3.19a)

*=*k,(x-x,l

(3.49)

is satisfied, as before, on the main segment for supersonic submerged
Jets. Here the coefficient k™ does not depend on the Mach number of
the Jet or its Initial preheat, and agrees with the kT « 0.09 for
submerged subsonic Jets.
The quantity xo, which characterizes the range of the Jet, is
always positive and much larger than In the case of subsonic Jets.
The value of x« Increases with increasing stability of the Jet (Increasing Jet Mach number and decreasing initial preheat) (see Figure
3.19b). For design outflow of a Jet, it can be approximated by
^-=—i—MJ
"» i.Untf*"*
for M.O.5. «,<8.
where «„-=-^2.

(3.5o)

is the stagnation-temperature ratio of the Jet and the

hi

surrounding space.
Figure 3.19b presents experimental values of xp; the solid curve
represents the calculation by Formula (3.50).
To
stream,
(3^9),
k™ from

calculate the mixing of a supersonic Jet in a subsonic cocurrent
it is possible, as a first approximation, to use relation
where xo is calculated from Formula (3.50), and the value of
Formula G.'Jß).
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Figure 3.19. Influence of Mach number and preheating of Jet on
total dispersion of theoretical submerged supersonic Jet.
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In most cases, the outflow of a Jet from the exhaust nozzle of
a rocket engine, which occurs at supersonic velocitites, is offdesign. On emerging from the nozzle, the Jet of gas forms a complex
periodic structure with discontinuities, expansion flows, and a
substantial change in cross-sectional area. After a series of
"barrels," the static pressure in the so-called isobaric cross
section of the Jet equalizes with the ambient pressure, the periodic
variations of the parameters cease, and the Jet enters a segment on
which mixing with the gas of the external medium Is the determining
process.
To calculate the mixing of the off-design Jet on the main segment, it is necessary to know the parameters of the Jet in the
isobaric cross section: the area of the cross section, the velocity,
density, and total-head loss.
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Figure 3.20. Diameter of
isobarlc cross section plotted
against off-design factor of
outflow (a).
calculation by Cherkez's
method [28]; — calculation
by formula (3.51); Q —- Mc - 2
(E. Love); A — Mc ■ 1.5 — 2
(T. Adamson); 0 — Mc «• 1 (G. A.
Akimov); • — M c ■ 1 (setup III),

Comparison of calculated and
experimental velocity variation
along the axis of an off-design
Jet issuing into a submerged
space (b).
calculation by Cherkez's
method; — formulas (3.52) and
(3.53); O — data of B. A.
Zhestkov et al.

In [78], A. Ya. Cherkez propposed a method for calculation of
Jet parameters In the Isobarlc
cross section. For a constant
stagnation temperature Tea at all
points of the Jet cross section
(a condition that Is satisfied
when the Jet does not mix with
the external medium on the offdesign segment), he found the
average values of the other parameters In the cross section of
the stream, which satisfy the
conditions of flow rate, totalenergy, and total-momentum conservation.

Values of the Isobarlc crosssection diameter d. calculated by
Cherkez*s method are represented
by the solid line in Figure 3.20a
and agree closely with estimates
of this diameter from Toepler
photographs made by E. Love [79],
T. Adamson [80], and G. A.
Akimov [78].
As Figure 3.20a shows, the
values of d.a depend weakly on the
Jet Mach number (M2 * 2) and are
described by the approximate relation

d.=dt\J,

(3.51)

*Wm»s«i»-«tv-»,j

where ß « pn/pH is the off-design factor of the jet — the ratio of
the static pressure pn In the Jet at the nozzle exit section to the
static pressure pH in the surrounding space.
The result calculated from (3-51) is represented by the dashed
line in Figure 3.20a.

Values of the velocity Va in the isobaric cross section of the
jet were calculated by the Cherkez method for various values of

ß

and a nozzle Mach number of 1.5 and are plotted in Figure 3.20b.
The open circles indicate the velocity values V

a mäX

on the axis of

the jet in the isobaric cross section, as calculated from the experimental data of M. K. Maksimov, B. A. Zhestkov, and M. M. Sakharov.
It is seen that the calculation by the Cherkez method overstates the
velocity values in the Isobaric cross section.
The cause of this disagreement between the calculated and
experimental values appears to be the fact that the Cherkez method
neglects the effects of the mixing process, which plays a decisive
role in the shaping of the off-design and in the decay of the periodic
structure.
The velocity in the isobaric cross section of the Jet is usually
calculated with the approximating relationships
V. = Vv

V.~V,\P:

f>>2;

(3.52)

VS.

(3.53)

Formulas (3-52) and (3.53) give a satisfactory description of
experimental data of B. A. Zhestkov et al. [1] and V. I. Dmitriyev
[81], which were obtained for a nonisothermal jet: /",.-2M)0-K. Ms«--l.-S—2.

Figure 3.21 gives values of
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the dispersion a calculated from
the data of B. A. Zhestkov et al.
for supersonic off-design Jets
for various values of the Jet
Mach number Ma and the off-design
factor (3. We see from the plot
In Figure 3.21a that the total
dispersion of the off-design Jet
is approximated closely by a
linear relationship, with the
slope of the line the same as in
the case of the subsonic Jet:
•=0.09(x-xJ.
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Figure 3.21. Illustrating mixing
of supersonic off-design Jet on
main segment (according to B. A.
Zhestkov).
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The values of x,oo , which
characterize the range of the
off-design supersonic Jet, are
considerably larger than the
corresponding values of xo for
the design Jet and increase with
increasing ß (Figure 3.21b).
In first approximation, the
value of x»o can be defined by
the relation
•»..=■«.+'.,

where x

(3.51)

(3.55)

is the length of the off-design segment of the Jet (the

distance from the nozzle exit section to the isobaric cross section)
and xo is the length characterizing the range of the design supersonic Jet, and is calculated from (3.50), in which do and Ma must be
replaced by d . the diameter of the isobaric cross section (3.51),
a

'1
■••■■i
b)

Figure 3.22. Influence of off-design factor of outflow on length of
off-design segment (a) and Toepler photograph of off-design segment
of Jet (knife edge vertical) (b); M2 = 1; dz = 10 mm; 6 ■ 2.9.
and the Jet Mach number in the isobarlc cross section. The latter
is determined with (3.52) and (3.53). The length of the off-design
segment for Mz = 1 was estimated from Toepler photographs of a Jet
(Figure 3.22a), with the assumption that the isobarlc cross section
occurs immediately after the first Invisible barrel (Figure 3.22b).
The values of x determined In this way can be described by the
empirical formula
= 30?-o.'.|n? for '?^:3; M1==1.

(3.56)

The position of the first shock (Mach disk) x . was determined
in [79] and [80] from Toepler and shadow photographs of a Jet
(Figure 3.23).

It is seen from the Toepler photographs [79] that

the distance x . to the first ^hock is related to the length x

of

the off-design segment by the approximate relation
x, ~ 1,25xcw for M, < 3: 3 < 3 < 25.

(3.57)

Using relation (3.57) and Figure 3-23, which presents plots of
x . against the Mach number M2 and the off-design factor ß, the
variation of the off-design-segment length x

can be approximated by

the empirical formula
1,121 W' for ?>3. M.

.3.

(3.58)

Relations (3.51) — (3-58)
can be used to calculate the mixing
of off-design supersonic jets on
their main segments.
2.

Molecular Mixing
Dispersion on the Main
Segment of the Jet

Figure 3.23. Influence of offdesign factor of outflow and
jet Mach number on position
of first shock.
- Donald's experiment [10];
>- APL experiment [80];
NACA experiment [80].

Mixing of Jets to molecular
homogeneity was investigated by
the optical-diffusion method on
three experimental setups. The
main segment of the Jet in the
cocurrent stream was studied on
the setup diagramed in Figure 3.7b. The investigations were made
with the following initial parameters of the mixing streams: jet
diameters da ■ 10, 4, and 2 mm; the Jet velocity Vt was varied from
50 to 250 m/sec; Jet temperature Tj » 900 — 1300° K; substance ' f
Jet, air; cocurrent-stream diameter di « 100 mm; stream velocity Vi
varied in the range from 50 to 90 m/sec; stream temperature Ti »
1600 — 1750° K; cocurrent stream composed of gasoline combustion
products.
The dispersion o„ of molecular ("grey") mixing was calculated
from photographs of the glowing jet in accordance with Formulas
(3.31) and (3.32).
Values of 0
3.21.

for the main segment of the Jet appear in Figure

We see that o

velocities.

depends on the ratio m of the jet and stream

The largest value of 0.v corresponds to the submerged

jet (m » 0), and it decreases with equalization of the velocities as
m -^ 1. The dispersion a reaches its minimum value when the Jet and
cocurrent stream velocities are equal, ra ■ 1. We see from comparison of the plots in Figures 3.15 and 3.21 that the grey-mlxlng dispersion ü 2 depends on the velocity ratio in much the same way as

does the total dispersion a2 of
the jet.

:n:n:.'u:

tflrt-

The above is also illustrated
by the diagram in Figure 3-25,
which presents the ratio o /o / *
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Figure 3.2^1. Variation of a
along Jet axis.
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The absolute value of a
depends weakly on the initial
turbulence of the Jet (on its
d .araeter) (see Figure 3.24),
and this dependence becomes weaker
with increasing distance; however,
it is more pronounced than the
dependence for the total dispersion
(see Figure 3.15).

The value of a c on the main segment of the Jet can be calculated
with the aid of the curve In Figure 3.25 for a known Oic — the dission of "grey" mixing for equal Jet and cccurrent-streara velocities
(m - 1).
An analytical relation for Oic can be obtained from physical
conceptions and dimension-theory considerations. At equal velocities,
the dispersion oic is determined by the sum of two statistically
independent processes: the microturbulent diffusion determined by
the Initial parameters of the Jet and the microturbulent diffusion
determined by the relative (Lagranglan) parameters of the cocurrent
stream, i.e..
ä'u

Tax

Du+Ch*

for 5,=«,=,,.

(3.59)

The coefficient of diffusion
of the initial Jet turbulence
remains constant or even decreases,
i.e..
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Figure 3.25. Dispersion of
"grey" mixing plotted against
velocity ratio on main segment
of Jet:
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(3-60)

where ti is the initial turbulence
intensity of the Jet and di is the
initial diameter of the Jet.
To the contrary, the coefficient Die of Lagrangian diffusion

of the layer increases with
increasing distance from the source,
both as a result of the increase
r_rf,-10.«* »-<,-«*« •-*,-»*«
in the scale of the vortices
entering the molecular layer and as a result if the increase in
their velocity. From Richardson's law of local turbulence theory
[22] and [26], which was first derived for the atmosphere, we have
-%- *{e),s»ü.

(3.61)

where 6=«'*/ is the rate of turbulent energy dissipation; (n.,/,
are the integral velocity and integral scale of the cocurrent-stream
vortices).
In such diffusion, the layer scale increases in accordance with
the law a

~ x*/». Under the combined influence of the initial turc
bulence of the Jet and the turbulent microstructure of the cocurrent
stream, the law of variation of oc will be more complex.

On the main

segment of the Jet, It can be assumed linear for simplicity (see
Figure 3.21*); then Die ~ xVs, and the dispersion of the molecularmixing layer a\c will be written after integration (3-59) In the
form

iU^/V :*.(-£) x«.

(3>62)

where ei and Di are the intensity and the total diffusion coefficient
of the cocurrent stream turbulence. The empirical constants were
determined as follows:
A ■ 0.07 from oc data for the Initial segment
(see §1);
B ■ O.S'IO"1 (from values of o„ for the „.
diameter da ■ 2 mm at x > SOda).

of the Jets

with the smallest

By hypothesis in the derivation of (3.61), Relation (3-62) is
valid for the x for which the inequality Die * Dx or oic « li is
satisfied; when aic > li, Die tends to its limiting value, which is
smaller than or equal to Di.
We obtain the working relation for the steady-state stream in
the pipe by substituting the empirical relations for Di and ei (see
§3, subsection 1):
.?c-=3.510-»</lJc-r4.5.10-»(1^),V

(3.63)

In solving certain problems, it is more convenient to use the
parameter N » a„/o. For the main segment of the Jet, up to the x
at which Djc s Di and o ~ k(m)x, the parameter N can be determined
from the relation
1

'

•(«)

..(i) .(«)

where N(l) is the degree of greyness at m •= 1.

[l)

'

(3.61)
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Figure 3.26. Experimental values of mixing homogeneity for various
values of the Jet diameter and velocity ratio.
With 0 and o„c depending In practically Identical fashion on
the cocurrency parameter m, I.e., with oc(m)/ac(l) « o(m)/a/(l),
we obtain
,V(m)=,V{l)t

(3.61;)

where

x

<"-i»/lF^-'(TJT
i'-x)-

(3.66)

k(l) Is the average coefficient for a at m - 1,
Figure j.26 shows experimental values of N for Jets with
diameters of 10, k, and 2 mm. The solid lines In Figure 3-26 represent the calculation by Formula (3.6^) for the two limiting cases
m ■ 0 and in s 1.
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Figure 3.27. Homogeneity of
mixing of submerged subsonic
jet (do ■ 30 mm).
calculation by formula;
• calculation from averagetemperature profiles.
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In S2, subsection 1 of
Figure 3.28. Variation of disperChapter III, we noted the possision on initial segment (according
bility of computing N from the
to Yakovlevskiy and Sekundov).
average temperature profiles of
e «e — intensity of velocity
m c
the Jet if the initial preheat
fluctuations in mixing zone (on
Jet axis); do ■ 20 mm; Red '
of the Jet is large <p^lO).
Ll-lO"; air Jet, m ■ 0.
Figure 3.27 shows a calculation
of N from the average temperature profiles of a submerged Jet (T2 ■
4000° K; da ■ 30 mm) (see Chapter II), and the solid curve Indicates
the calculation by (3.64).
§4.
1.

Dispersion on the Initial Segment of the Jet

Subsonic Jet in Subsonic Stream

The formation of the turbulent boundary layer in the initial
segment of a subsonic Jet and, consequently, its total dispersion
o2 are strongly influenced (apart from the velocity difference) by
the outflow boundary conditions of the Jet: the density difference,
the thickness of the nozzle edge, and the Initial boundary layers
that are formed on the outer and inner surfaces of the nozzle.
The fact that mixing is Influenced by many factors, some of
which depend on specific features of the experimental setup, explains
the? quantitative disagreement among the results of many studies of
turbulent mixing of cocurrent nonisothermal Jets on their initial
segments.

Nevertheless, studies of the initial segment of the Jet have
made It possible to bring out a number of general qualitative laws
of motion and turbulent transport on this segment. Toepler photographs of Jets at moderate Reynolds numbers on the Initial segment
show three clearly distinguishable regions of flow: a regloa inunediately adjacent to the nozzle (the segment on which Instability develops)
with insignificant growth of the turbulent mixing layer; a region of
individual large vortices, and a region of developed turbulence (see
Chapter I, §1).
A sharp Increase in the mixing zone thickness occurs at the end
of the developlng-instability segment, whose length is xi. Figure
3.28 presents values of 0, calculated for the initial mixing-layer
thickness of an air Jet Issuing into a submerged space (d ■ 20 mm,
V2 « 7.5 m/sec, and Re2 • PjdzAa ■ l.l'lO* [82] and experimental
values of the turbuleit Intensity measured at the center of the layer
(e
) and on the Jet axis (eo). This Jet has an instability length
xi ~ da.

On this length, the maximum value emax of turbulence inten-

sity in the mixing layer increases from 1 to B%. It is seen from
Figure 3.28b that the value of a on the developed turbulence segment
(x ^ xi) can be expressed approximately by the initial solution of
the Taylor equation:
3

=s'.

(3.67)

where the value e « 0.15 is, considering the various measurement
methods and the possible anisotropy of the Initial turbulence, in
practical agreement with the maximum value of turbulence intensity
in the mixing layer. The universal nature of this relation is
difficult to verify at the present time because such experiments have
not been performed in sufficient numbers. However, the correlation
of the longitudinal fluctuation intensity with the transverse turbulent displacements is clearly evident from the data given above.
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Figure 3.29. Dispersion of
subsonic Jet on initial segment (dependence on stream
velocity ratio).

It is also seen from [82]
that the length of the instability
segment xi is for practical purposes small even at Re2 * 102.
At a thickness 62 * 1 mm of the
boundary layer on the nozzle edge
and ei - ez ■ 1.5%t for example,
xi «* d«, for a Jet of air, and
xi practically vanishes for Jets
of helium and Freon.

The dispersion a depends
strongly on the velocity ratio m
mm
on the initial segment of the Jet,
Pavel'yev,
»10 306 h - 1;
Navoznov
£2 < 1%
for x > xi. Figure 3.29 presents
grids
values of o/x for Jets of equal
at exit
density, as calculated from the
•
65 320 n - 1 — Willis,
Glassman
1.5,
experimental data of R. Willis
throttand I. Glassman [83] and A. A.
ling,
grids
Pavel'yev and 0. I. Navoznov [57]The data were obtained on setups
with low initial turbulence level (ei, d < 1%) and zero boundary
layer thicknesses at the merging point of the streams. This was
accomplished by mounting grids in the stream and at the Jet exit
cross section, and, in the experiment of Willis and Glassman, also
by multiple throttling of both streams.
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Figure 3.29 shows that the same type of dependence of o/x on
the velocity ratio is observed under these conditions as for the main
segment of the Jet all the way to m = 0.9, i.e., for n - 1, Relations
(3.^6) and (3.1»?) remain valid even as 01 + 0. Figure 3.30 shows
values of a/x for Jets with various densities: Jets of Freon, air,
and helium. We should note that the dispersion a of the Jet is not
a strictly linear function of x, and that for this reason the average
value of o/x on the segment x * (0 — 10)do appears In Figure 3.30.
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The manner in which the dispersion of the Jet depends on the
velocity ratio is the same as for the main segment of the jet, but
In this case we observe only slight stratification of the curves
with respect to the parameter n. It is not possible at the present
time to submit an analytical relation for the dispersion of the Jet
as a function of the density ratio for various outflow conditions,
both because of the lack of adequate experimental material and because of the complexity of theoretical analysis of this relationship
for Jets of limited size. However, because of the weak dependence
of the parameter a on r, the data ^iven in Figure 3.30 are found to
be quite suffic^nt for a correct choice of the value of o on the
initial segrrer.t for the appropriate valut cf n.

2.

Supersonic Jet In Subsonic Stream

For supersonic streams, according to the linear theory, the
surface of tangential discontinuity becomes stable as the Mach number
Increases [2]. This result is consistent with direct observations
and measurements In supersonic nozzle^ and pipes, which indicate
stability of the Interface between the two streams and a decrease in
the level of turbulence In the pipes with Increasing Mach number [l^S].
In the general case, therefore, we should expect a decrease In the
dispersion with Increasing Mach number both for the Initial turbulence
(m = 1) and for shear turbulence (m / 1).
However, there are two possible exceptional cases. In the case
of flow with a pressure gradient that is positive in the mean (in a
diffusor), the system of shocks, which is accompanied by boundary
layer detachments on the walls and In zones of large transverse velocity shear, may produce a high initial turbulence level. In the case
of an airplane (rocket) in supersonic flight, the dispersion of the
Jet engine exhaust at in = 1, which is determined basically by the
initial turbulence parameters of the atmosphere, may also be rather
large. In the former case, the diffusion due to the Initial turbulence
is measured Independently in each specific case by one of the aforementioned methods (see §2); its characteristics depend on the specific
geometry of the diffusor and are therefore of particular interest.
To determine the "initial dispersion" in the latter case, we might,
for example, use experimental data [1^9, 151], with the proviso that
the data do not by any means exhaust all cases of atmospheric diffusion.
Analysis of the data available for the atmosphere yields the relation

A,^'7- ^-f-'^.

(3.68)

where I is the characteristic scale, Z ~ a; k is a constant (k = 0.7
under the conditions of lowered maos exchange for diffusion of H2).

We note certain features of the variation of the supersonic-shear
dispersion.

The law of dispersion variation over the length of the

free boundary layer can be written (see Chapter I)
dX """iiq, i . j'

(3.69)

where u', i, ana uav are the characteristic velocity, dimension, and
average velocity of vortlclty transport alorg the layer. We noted
in Chapter I that for values of the initial longitudinal-velocity
shear between two streams that meet the condition «2-1/1 = A««:« (a is
the average velocity of sound in the layer), the scales u' and I have
the following orders of magnitude:
u'~A« and

/~J,

with

.

.

U7/~A«;>.

With increasing discontinuity (shear) Mach number M. = Au/a, the
velocity of rotation of the vortices will lag behind the increase In
shear, since it has a limit determined by the zero pressure at the
vortex center. For a "cylindrical" vortex with a constant angular
velocity, this limit is determined from the condition of momentum
conservation In the vortex, written in the form
\^rr
0

\*t-

or «■'--^-.

(3.71)

0

where u' is the maximum linear velocity of the vortex and x is the
adlabatic exponent.
Using an exponential relation to approximate the growth dynamics
of vortex velocity, we obtain
« =

i/X^.^Tl^F) and /^/J U,-, "^V)

or
Jz

0'2

dx

uc^iu

'p(-vi/¥)r-

l-e.\

(JT— OJl/Urp

(3 72)

-

The dispersion relation has two limiting forms:

/Z
(a)

"T^M^-T

for M

V^r~2.2*
(3.73)

and (b)

-"

Jx

^2

(Jr-^MjMc,

•

for /M.»|/^.

It Is clear from the first relation that at transonic shears,
the increase rate of layer width dependa on the shear in approximately
the same way as for subsonic shears, although the numerical coefficient
decreases with increasing shear Mach numbar.

For hypersonic shears,

according to the second relaLioa in (3.73), we should expect the
contrary dependence on shear.

Ve note that since the vortex scale

decreases Mcnotonlcally with Increaoing shear Mf.ch number, the mixing
layer tends to be quasllamlnar with a mixing inhomogeneity that tends
monotonically to zero (see §4, subsection 4).

In mixing of hypersonic

and subsonic streams with nonzero initial boundary layer thicknesses,
the integral scales u* and Z' and the nature of the mixing over the
thickness of the layer may differ appreciably.

In the subsonic and

transonic part, the development of the layer will follow laws of
convectlve gradient diffusion such as (3.73a), while the hypersonic
part will be subject to a gradient-diffusion law of the type (3.73b).
There are relatively few experimental data suitable for determination of the mixing dispersion of supersonic streams; the analogous
data for hypersonic streams are practically nonexistent.

Figure 3.31.

Dispersion of supersonic Jets on initial segment,
a — submerged Jet, no " 2; m = 0; P - 1.
Author
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Figure 3.31 shows values of 0 on the initial segment of a supersonic Jet under various Jet-outflow conditions (n «= T02/T01 - 2; M2 •
Q#8

3; ß ■ 1 — 2.2) according to various authors.
The values of 0 were calculated from Toepier photographs of the

Jet by the method proposed in §2, subsection 3, Chapter III.

We see

from Figure 3.31 that the total dispersion 0 of the Jet is a nearly,
but not quite, linear function of x.
Figure 3.31 can te approximated by

Hence the experimental data In
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Figure 3.SBInfluence of
velocity of entraining stream
on dispersion of supersonic
Jets (initial segment); ß ■ 1;
e = i(50.

Figure 3.32. Influence of offdesign factor of outflow on
dispersion of supersonic Jet
(Initial segment); Q * 0°;
Vi = 5 — 10 m/sec.
- ffMX,

where

*.=

n.Oln, f 0,1)5

KMj+M

for M, ',3; na :ö; jJ-l.

(3.7t)

Figure 3.32 shows k0 as a function of Jet Mach number and the
off-design factor (3.

We see that 0 Increases as the parameter 3

deviates in either direction from unity.
Analysis of the experimental data Indicates that the cocurrent
subsonic stream has some slight influence on the mixing on the Initial
segment of a supersonic Jet emerging at an Initial angle 9/0 and
that the mixing rate increases with Increasing velocity of the cocurrent stream (Figure 3-33).

This effect becomes weaker with increasing

Jet Mach number.
For calculation of a with consideration of the effects of the
parameters ß and Mj at 6 / 0, we propose the following empirical
formula, which has been tested against experimental data in the
range
0,7 c ? • 3; M, - 3; n, ■: 5; M, - 0.45; 6 < 45"

Figure 3.3^. Dispersion of supersonic Jet in Initial segment for
various values of the off-design factor and entrainlng-stream
velocity:
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Values of the dispersion a of a supersonic off-design jet are
represented In Figure 3.3^ by the solid line, which was calculated
from Formula (3.75).

3.

Jet In Supersonic Strean

There are not many experimental data on the mixing of supersonic
Jets with supersonic cocurrent streams.

Data were recently published,

for example, by J. Wilder and K. Hlnderslnn [8^].

These authors

Investigated heated (no * 2) supersonic (M2 * l.b) air Jets and Jets
of carbon dioxide emerging into a supersonic cocurrent stream (Mi s
2.6).

They took samples from the CO2 Jet, measured stagnation tem-

peratures, and photographed the Jet with a Toepler instrument.

The

cocurrent stream was formed by a supersonic ejector tube Into whose
open entrance interchangeable flat nozzles were inserted to develop
flows with Mach numbers of 1, 1.4, 8 and 2.6.
made near the nozzle.

The measurements were

The data were used to determine the values of

a for various sets of conditions that appear in Figure 3.35.

The data
2

of Figure 3-35 indicate that the smallest total dispersion a

is

reached when the velocity of the Jet and cocurrent stream are equal,
m = 1, although the Mach numbers are then unequal.

In first approximation, the dispersion value can be approximated
as a linear function

:^t\-kx,

(3#76)

where b characterizes the initial nonuniformity of the temperature
profile; for this experiment,
ft ^ 0,05A,
Here h is the height of the flat nozzle.

The absolute value of b Is

smaller than the analogous values of other authors, but It appears
larger against the background of the slow increase In a.

The mixing

rate of the Jet, which is determined by the value of k, is very low
in these experiments (the smallest k equals 0.005).

We note that

this value is the smallest among other similar experimental figures,
and that this can be explained as due to the low turbulence level of
the streams in front of the nozzle (it appears that the turbulence
level of the stream in front of the nozzle does not exceed the turbulence level in supersonic wind tunnels).

The value of k decreases

^.n
c;:
.t.

:r. = l
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Figure 3-35. spreading of supersonic Jet in supersonic stream on
initial segment. (8.7 x 25-raiD Jet; cocurrent stream d * 10? mm)
(according to Wilder and Hindersinn).
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with increasing M2 In the same way as in the case of a supersonic Je',
In a subsonic stream (compare Figures 3.32 and 3.3CJK
Figure 3.36a presents va ues of 0 calculated from the concentration distributions In subsonic Jets of hydrogen and helium propagating
in a supersonic cocurrent stream (Hi ^ 3).

These data were borrowed

from A. Ferry's survey paper [49].
The values of a In Figure 3.36 were approximated by the formula
0 = k(x - xo).

The quantity k depends on the velocity ratio (see

Figure 3.36a).
The quantity xo dependc on the molecular-weight ratio
approximately as follows:
(3.77)

Figure 3.36. Influence of velocity ratio on dispersion of subsonic
Jet In supersonic cocurrent stream (M2 < 1, Mi > 1):
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An explanation of this fact wae offers i in Chapter II, §2.
Figure 3.36a Indicates that 0 reaches Its smallest value when the
Jet and cocurrent stream velocities are equal, m = 1, although the
Mach-number ratio is not unity: M2<1, M, >1.3.
Figure 3.36t gives values of 0 for the case of equal Jet and
stream velocities but different cocurrent stream Mach numbers (Mj ■
1.5 and Mi =3). We see that with increasing Mach number Mi of the
cocurrent stream, the increase rate of the dispersion of the Jet
decreases, although the density ratio n = 91/92 increases: n « 'i —
10 for Mi « 1.5 and n « 12 for Mi = 3, i.e., the density ratio does
not depend strongly on the growth rate of Jet dispersion In a supersonic stream.*
The Influence of the Jet-density ratio on the initial mixing
parameters remains as before: the lighter the Jet, the smaller the
value of xo and the larger the limit of extrapolation of the function
a(x) as x * 0.
Figure 3.37 shows values of the growth rate of the function 0 of
a subsonic Jet in supersonic streams. The figure shows that the
dependence on the velocity ratio remains qualitatively the same for
Mi i 3, although the absolute values of k decrease with increasing Mi.
i4.

Molecular-Mixing Dispersion on Initial Segment of Jet

The dispersion of molecular ("grey") mixing oc on the initial
segment of a subsonic j^-t was determined by the optical diffusion
method on the setup diagramed in Figure 3-7a (see also [59]). The
study was made for the mixing of streams having the parameters Indlcated in Figure 3.38.
•Figure 3.36 also chows the value of 0 recently ottained by A. I.
Mal'tsev [150] at the Central Aero-Hydrodynamlc Institute ^ the
optical-diffusion method for m « 1 and M, =1.8, M2 = 2.8 and n - 2
for two axisymmetrlc coaxial streams. The Jet was registered by
tinting the products of combustion of hydrogen with air with an alcoholic solution of NaOH.

,i zsrv?f '^"izys

Figure 3.37. Influence of density ratio on dispersion of subsonic
Jet In supersonic cocurrent stream (velocities of Jet and stream
equal2:
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The Jet was composed of the combustion products of a propane-air
or gasoline-air mixture.

Values of oc for the initial segment of the Jet appear in Figure
3.38.

Figure 3.39 is a plot of ac(m)/oc(l).

We see that the depen-

dence of the molecular (grey) mixing parameter a

on m on the initial

segment ol the subsonic Jet is similar to that of the parameters a
and 0 on the main segment:

ac has Its smallest value for equal

velocities (m = 1) and its largest value for the submerged Jet (m « 0).
It also follows from the experimental data in Figure 3.38 that the
dispersion values for a sonic nonisothermal Jet (M2 ■ 1,

TQI

■ 1500° K)

agree, within the limits of experimental error, with the corresponding
values for the subsonic Jets.

This particular result indicates that

gradient diffusion on the initial segment of the Jet, where the Influence of the initial turbulence Is strong, behaves in the same way up
to a Jet Mach number of unity.

,...;?T.^™.^,.7„[r,.,1,^-..t,-,,.,^ ..„;.?;r:.-V,,|..,.,.....y..,.- ,.-„., :- ^^^■.■.^.."„^a, T'"^ :-.■ .y. . .- .,■.,-,.■•,.,■,.(^„^jp,^^...

Figure 3.38.

Dispersion of "grey" mixing on initial segment of Jet.
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Figure 3.39. Influence of velocity ratio on grey mixing dispersion
(initial segment of subsonic Jet):
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increases as

/x with increasing distance from the nozzle exit cross section.

The

absolute value of oc Increases as aQ ~ /dl with increasing Jet diameter,
indicating that the initial turbulence of the Jet is the dominant
factor.

It was noted previously, in Chapter III, §3, subsection 2,

that the influence of the initial Jet turbulence on the rate of molecular mixing at m ■ 1 can be expressed (accurate to an empirical
constant) in terms of the initial turbulence £2 in the Jet and the
Jet-vortex scale, which is proportional to the Jet diameter d2.

Here ac can be described by the following relation on the initial
segment of the Jet:
9

Jc = ac (n - I) = i^tjrf,.*.

(3.78)

Remembering that for the experimental setup of Figure 3.7a, the
initial turbulent intensity in the core of the Jet is equal to the
normal pipe-turbulence intensity ei

a

Cz * 0.05, we find that the

experimental values of oc for m = 1 satisfy relation (3.78) when Aj
equals 0.07.

For arbitrary m, ac can be calculated from this relation

and the diagram in Figure 3.39.
Figure 3.^0 presents experimental values of N on the initial
segments of subsonic and supersonic Jets.» We see that up to M2 «
2.8 and x/d s 32, according to [150], the value of N fluctuates In
the rather narrow range 0.30 — 0.55 with varying x and m.
It has not yet been possible to obtain data on the molecular
mixing of supersonic Jets at very large Mach numbers (M »3) In subsonic or supersonic cocurrent streams, since the optical diffusion
method, the only one suitable for such conditions, still encounters
The values of N for the supersonic Jets were obtained by A. I.
Mal'tsev [150] and the Central-Aero-Hydrodynamics Institute by
computer processing of data obtained by the optical diffusion method,
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Figure 3.HO. Degree of mixing homogeneity on initial segment of
subsonic jet:
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insurmountable methodological difficulties due to the low temperatures
of the streams (the low brightness of the light emitted by the gas
particles being mixed). The only hope here is the possible development of a method for rendering the supersonic stream visible with
the aid of the "cold luminescence" of intermediate radicals formed
during mixing of the two streams [?]• As for extrapolation of the
experimental data given above to very large shear Mach numbers, it
would be most legitimate physically to extrapolate absolute values
of a , obtained on the initial segment of the sonic Jet in accordance
with the argument presented in §4, subsection 2. With Increasing
Mach number of the Jet or cocurrent stream, the parameter N will
Increase monotonlcally, since the probability of appearance of
convective diffusion decreases monotonlcally in this process.
Applying (3.72) and using a linear relation for first-order
approximation of the decrease in mixing inhomogenelty, 'e obtain the
following law of Increase of the parameter N with shear Mach number:
ll-A\M1)l=Il-/V(l)ji-=(i_A'(l)l|/-»(3.79)

where N(l) = O.^S — 0.55 is the degree of mixing homogeneity for
MA = 1 (see Figure 3.10).
In this case, the characteristic vortex scale Is defined in such
a way that i = o at M. ■ 1.
§5.
1.

Behavior of Dispersion in Nozzles

Experimental Setup

Experiments were performed on the setup shown in Figure 3.^1,
where the arrows indicate delivery of air.

Temperature profiles were

measured in the mixing zone of a weakly preheated Jet delivered from
a heat-insulated cylindrical pipe 50 mm in diameter coaxially Into a
stream of cold air.
The diffusion characteristics of the stream in converging-nozzle
flow were investigated in working segment I.

Vitoshinskly nozzles

200 and 400 mm long with entrance and exit diameters of 200 and 85 mm
were used.

The excess over atmospheric pressure in the cylindrical

channel was varied in the range 0.3

1.2 bar in the experiments,

to obtain exit-section Mach numbers In the range from 0.63 to 1.0.
The diffusion parameters of the initial flow were measured on
working segment II in the cylindrical chamber at the same pressures.
The diverging segment of the nozzle, working section III, was
a cone with entrance and exit cross sections of 85.3 and 90 mm and,
at an excess pressure of 2 bars, provided supersonic conditions with
M » 1.0 — 1.4; at an excess pressure of 0.3 bar, the flow was subsonic, at M ■ 0.79 — O.63.

The 200-nun-long converging section had

a Vitoshinskly profile.
The temperatures were measured in six cross section« with differential thermocouples whose moving Junctions 1 were displaced simultaneously In 5-mm steps into the receiving ports 3 by electrical
coordinator 2, while their stationary Junctions (not shown on the

Figure 3.11.

Diagram of experimental setup.

diagram) were mounted in the cross sections of interest at a distance
0f 3 — 4 mm from the nozzle wall.
The temperature of the Jet, which was measured with moving
thermocouple 5, was regulated by adjusting the flow rate ratio of the
air and gasoline combustion products in antechamber «♦. The equalizing
grids 6, which were mounted in the cocurrent stream with their centers
9 mm apart, had apertures 6 mm in diameter.
?.

Relation Between Measured Temperature Profiles and
Diffusion Parameters

Let us consider the diffusion in a stream from a continuous
point source situated on the axis of an axlsymmetrlc channel of
variable cross section.
In the case with m « 1 and n <* 1, ^e velocity in the core of
the stream remains practically unchanged over the cross section of
the nozzle, and the turbulence is homogeneous.

■iV<

The equation of turbulent diffusion for a central Jet Is written
as follows In cylindrical coordinates:

Here ü(x) is the longitudinal velocity, v(x, r) is the transverse
velocity, p(x) is the density, D(x) is the eddy dlffusivity in the
transverse direction, and c is the concentration of Jet volumes.
If it is a property of the flow in the channel that the relative
position of any averaged streamline r/rc does not vary in the flow
along the channel, the transverse velocity is related to the longitundinal velocity by
v

—rti£'

(3.8i)

where r (x) is the channel radius in the cross section of interest.
Let us also consider channel cross sections in which the material
of the source has for all practical purposes not yet reached the walls
(its concentration at the walls is negligibly small compared to the
concentration on the axis). The mean square displacement in a certain
fixed direction perpendicular to the channel axis is by definlt.jn
equal to

Tt^lctfrtordrRcirWrdr] ,

(3.82)

where r,=.^J-j-o; = 2^,.
In virtue of the constancy of the flow of material from the
source, we also have
1
«0 fc(r)2nrrfr=.a,c
r"" i = const.

'I' '

.iHI.

(3.83)

f
t
I

We substitute the expression for the transverse velocity (3.81)
Into the diffusion equation (3-80), multiply both sides of the equa-

|

tlon by r2, and integrate it over the area. Applying (3.82) and
(3.83h we obtain the law of dispersion variation in the channel:

4

I

?.*-±*l*„2D,
äx

r, äx

i

(3.81)

If we take r„ - const (then v ■ 0) the usual relation for the
diffusion in a constant-section channel follows from (3.81):
' iü.o

2

dx

m

or

-L^-D.
2

at

(3.85)

In the other extreme case, in which there is no mixing (D • 0),
we find
^£.

(3.86)

where rT and al are the initial radius of the nozzle and the initial
dispersion.
Since the dispersion varies not only as a result of diffusion in
variable-section channels, but also as a result of the changes in
cross-sectional area, we present (3.81) in the form

ll^'Slii
(IX

,5
c

where

r:

U

(3 87)

-

To describe the turbulent mixing In the channel, It Is expedient
to introduce another parameter:
r(.t).= V5(.r)-,v» = ji5i_35.

(3.88)

This parameter vanishes identically in the absence of diffusion,
and satisfies the relation

IT^-TT'-

(3.89)

The parameter I2 does not depend on the dispersion at the entrance
into the channel segment under investigation, and it determines the
diffusion properties of the stream on that segment. We note that for
diffusion from a central point source, which is subject to (3.80),
the concentration distribution in each nozzle cross section is, as
in the case of a cylindrical channel, described by a Gaussian curve.
This can be verified directly by applying (3.8l) and (3.84), the continuity condition, and the constancy of delivery from the source. In
this case, therefore, the dispersion can be determined experimentally
in each cross section from a characteristic width of the profile
(usually its width at the level at which the concentration is half the
concentration on the axis, which is the highest concentration in the
cross section).
The source cannot be regarded as a point source In analyzing the
results of these experiments. For diffusion from a round coaxial source,
which is subject to (3.80), the concentration distribution in any
cross section has in this case the form (in the absence of wall effects)
'(*■ 0

a(u)
= ,.,
ll(-iifiL

_i_A

" ( l)

'7/-PC~M-

«Pl-^j.'.^o*.

0
.J1.V)=,70

(3-90)

Here Co Is the concentration of the admixture from the source
and ao and v% are the Initial radius of the source and the radius of
the channel In the cross section at which the gas Is delivered. This
can be demonstrated most simply as follows. In the dlmenslonless
parameters r*-— and

J'--

, Equation (3.80) acquires, after appll-

cation of (3.81), (3.84), and the continuity condition, the usual
form of the diffusion equation for the axlsymmetrlc case:
de _^\ ■<»'* ±±_T'^L

(3.91)

The solution of this equation will be a function of the form
II(/v./■•,)•) or n(—: —)'» as Introduced earlier. In Chapter II.
The methods described In S2 were used to find the dispersion from
the profile described by the Il-functlon.
In analysis of the results of experiments with weakly preheated
jets, we used the excess stagnation temperature referred to the
initial overheat of the Jet as a parameter equivalent to concentration.
U is aiso convenient to use the reduced dispersion ^(x) given by
(3.88) In describing the mixing of nonlsothermal Jets, but then the
combination Z* will no longer always be constant along the nozzle.
An expression for determining the behavior of r*(x^ In the absence
ft .

of mixing in the nozzle can be obtained from the condition of excessenthalpy conservation.
Let us consider a flow with constant velocities at the entrance
Into the nozzle. In this case, the decrease In pressure along the
nozzle (the pressure was assumed constant for each cross section) Is
accompanied by a transition from flow at constant velocity to flow
with constant reduced velocities X.
•Appropriate boundary conditions should be used if it is necessary
to account for the wall effects in solving (3.91).

Approximating the shape of the stagnation temperature profiles
along the nozzle by Gaussian curves (with certain effective parameters),
we can find the limiting va^ue of the dispersion E* that Is attainable
In cross sections with constant X from the expression
r

<

y„

(3.92)

and. In the transitional region at relatively low Jet flow rates, from
an asymptotic expression that is valid on the Initial segment of the
nozzle:

(3.93)
where c^ is the dispersion at the beginning of the nozzle and Toi and
To2 are the maximum and minimum stagnation temperatures at the Ieglnnlng of the nozzle.

Theoretical analysis of the behavior of dispersion in flows in
variable-section channels is possible only in the case of isothermal
constant velocity flows.

The behavior of the diffusion coefficient

for such flows, which is related to the reduced dispersion E2 by
(3.89), can be found on the basis of the theory of homogeneous turbulence deformation [19]."

In the extreme case of rapid deformation,

the behavior of the eddy diffusivity in the transverse direction is
subject to the relation
i

/'JL-I ?\JL i.

3

/ '

|

-a,|nl+aU~r

"Results were obtained in Batchelor's paper [19] for the correlation functions at n ■ 1. V. A. Frost [39] generalized the theory
of rapid deformation to the case n t 1. A similar generalization can
be carried out for the turbulence scale and the eddy diffusivity.

where 9 Is the density and u is the average longitudinal velocity.
The subscript "I" Identifies the parameters In the Initial cross
section, in which the turbulence Is assumed to be Isotropie. In real
flows, In which the length and diameter of the channel are of the
same order, the hypothesis of rapid deformation. In which the Inertldl
and viscous terms In the equation of motion are disregarded. Is not
satisfied. Analysis of flow deformation, during which there Is time
for the turbulence to become Isotropie, has shown that the eddy dlffusivity remains constant in flow along a enannel. This result was
obtained by V. M. lyevlev with the aid of the familiar Friedman-Keller
method. The forms of the nonlinear inertial and viscous terms were
selected on the basis of dimensionality considerations in terms of the
turbulence scale and fluctuation velocity. Here the proportionality
coefficients were chosen such that in the absence of deformation, the
calculated decay of fluctuation velocity would correctly describe the
results of experiments behind grids, while the eddy diffuslvity would
remain constant in accordance with a certain experimental linear law
(see Appendix II).
3.

Dispersion of Isothermal Jet

Figure 3.^2 shows the distribution of the dispersion o* along the
cylindrical chamber (working section II, L ■ 250 mm) for absolute
pressures of 1.3 and 2.2 bars. The approximating straight lines,
which were plotted by the method of least squares, correspond under
the experimental conditions to D^/u ■ 0.12 cm or D^/udi ■ 0.0048,
which is five times the level of steady-state pipe turbulence (see
§3). apparently because of disturbances from the converging segment
at the beginning of the cylindrical channel and, in the mixing zone,
the effects of the boundary layer formed on the delivery pipe.
By way of example. Figure 3.43 presents the results of dispersion
measurements in a converging nozzle with M ■ 0.8? at its exit section
(L = 250 mm). The diagram shows a2 as measured and Zj after reduction
to the dimensions of the cylindrical chamber, together with ai and li,
which correspond to the case in which diffusion Is absent.

vn
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Figure 3.42. Dispersion in
cylindrical pipe (setup II).

Figure 3.43. Dispersion in
tapering no^ie.

from the diagram that the absolute value of the squared dispersion,
measured along the nozzle, decreases in spite of the presence of
mixing.

Figure 3.^ shows the x distribution of the values obtained for
2

Z

according to (3.88) at F - O.63 and 1.0 at the exit cross section,

together with the theoretical curves:

a for M - 0.63 and b for M -

1.0 and the experimental curve c for the cylinder.

The theoretical

calculation was made by graphical integration of (3.89), in which
u(x) was calculated from the geometry of the nozzle and D(x) from
Formula (3.94) for rapid deformation (curves 1) and D - const for
slow deformation (curves 2).

Let us analyze these data.

It follows from the solution of

Equation (3.91) that for a given zH*), mixing occurs at equal rates
along the channel and along the nozzle, i.e.. the maximum concentrations decrease In the same fashion along the axis of the Jet. while
the concentration profiles in sections with the same values of the
longitudinal coordinate x are related to one another by an affine
transformation of the transverse coordinate.

Hence, it also follows

that for an Incompressible fluid at D - const, the relative intensity
of mixing along an axisymmetric channel does not depend on the shape

a
A«

h

•

A
/;

32x,cn

Figure 3.^. Experiment and
calculation for tapering
nozzle.

of its generatrix. For example,
the velocity increases if the
channel tapers, but there is a
corresponding decrease in the
distance to the wall that the
volumes of the Jet must travel
to produce the same degree of
mixing.
For mixing of a compressible
ln a nozz

the den8lty

°
decrease causes the velocity to
increase more rapidly than the area decreases, with the result that
the extent of mixing is lower at D = const.
It is evident from comparison of the values of the dispersion
I shown In Figure 3.1*1», which were obtained in a cylinder, with the
theoretical calculations for a converging nozzle that with M ■ O.63
and D ■ const, the effect of compressibility, which is to retard
mixing, is weak, and noticeable only on the last quarter of nozzle
length. For the rapid-deformation hypothesis, when D increases (in
the experimental data, by 15* at the end of the nozzle), mixing
takes place more intensively in the nozzle than in the cylinder.
According to tw theory, the compressibility effect is more conspicuous at the critic pressure drop. Figure 3.M shows that in the
case of rapid deformation at M • 1, despite the increase in the
diffusion coefficient, mixing is practically the same as in the
cylinder, while it is slower for the case of slow deformation.
However, the stratification due to the compressibility effect en a
change in the pressure drop is slight, like the diffusion difference
in the cases of fast and slow deformation. We see from Figure IM
that the mixing process takes the same course in the converging nozzle
and in the cylinder within the limits of experimental error. This
13 also confirmed by the fact that the curves representing the
decrease in the relative excess stagnation temperature ATo on the
Jet axis do not separate for the nozzle and the cylinder.
1

30 jt.c-

Plgure 3.i)5. Decrease In
stagnation temperature along
axis of Jet In cylinder (1)
and nozzle (2).
By way of example, Figure
'•J x,cr

3.^5 presents these data for

M = O.63 [1-cylinder; 2-nozzle]. Figure 3.46. Experiment and
calculation for isothermal
_.
,..
„
Jet ln expanding section of
The results of the experinozzle.
ments and calculations for the
diverging part of the nozzle (L = 150 mm) appear in Figure 3.1l6,
where curve 1 represents the rapid deformation calculation, curve 2the slow deformation calculation, la-supersionlc flow, lib-subsonic
flow, and c- the experiment in the cylinder.

The dispersion was

converted to the dimensions of the cylindrical chamber and the value
of Z*, which is constant along the nozzle cone, was found from the
value of the experimental straight line l\ at the point x « 0.
As the diagram indicates, mixing takes place more slowly in the
cone than in the cylinder, especially for the supersonic flow.

The

difference between the fast and slow deformations is larger in this
case (due to the preliminary variation of the diffusion coefficient
during rapid deformation in the converging segment), and, as is seen
from the diagram, the experimental points lie closer to the curves
calculated on the assumption of slow deformation.

The rather good

agreement between experiment and theory indicates that the behavior
of the eddy diffusivity is determined under the experimental conditions basically by the deformation of the stream, while the influence
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Figure S.1»?. Dispersion of
nonlaothermal Jet in tapering
nozzle.
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Figure 3.I18. Increase of mixing
rates in tapering sections of
nonlsothermal nozzles.
^rr4*.

of the walls and other factors
goes practically unnoticed. As
will be seen from the results to be given below, the diffusion in
the nozzle may deviate from the theoretical results and take place
more intensively than in the cylinder in the case of artificially
suppressed turbulence [151»]» [155].
k.

Dispersion of Nonlsothermal Jet

The tests were run on a setup differing from that shown in
Figure S-^l in that the antechamber was mounted coaxially inside the
cylindrical chamber, while the 0.3-meter-long pipe for delivery of
the Jet was smooth (without heat Insulation).
The Jet temperature was «2000° K, and the departure from isothermy
at the entrance into the nozzle was adjusted by varying the distance
between the beginning of the Jet and the entrance to the nozzle (in
the experiments, L - 170, 300, and ^50 nun, and the pressure drop was
critical). The values of aT and 0 were determined by the method
indicated above; aT(0) was markedly smaller than the radius of the
Jet source and a(0) deviated appreciably from zero because of heat
losses on the walls of the source.

It Is Interesting to note that for the nonlsothennal Jet, the
experimental values of Z2(x) in the nozzle also array themselves along
a practically straight line (see Figure 3.47). However, the slope k
increases with increasing temperature ratio, and is larger than in
the cylinder. Figure 3.kB presents values of k » EVE* for two nozzle
lengths L

s

200 mm and L

= 400 mm as they depend on the temperature

ratio at the nozzle entrance. It follows from this plot that the
slope Increases in the nozzle with increasing temperature nonuniformlty,
indicating additional turbulence generation in the stream owing to the
developing velocity shear in the nozzle flow.
The effect of intensified mixing of nonisothermal Jets in flow
in the nozzle is manifested to a much stronger degree when the turbulence level of the stream in the cylindrical chamber is lowered.
Figure 3.49 shows values of Z2 obtained under such conditions for
mixing In a cylinder and converging nozzle (L = 400) at various Jet
temperatures. That the mixing intensity is strongly Influenced by the
nonisothermal nature of the stream is evident.
The experiments were performed on the setup shown in Figure 3-41.
A honeycomb that filled the entire channel cross section was installed
to lower the turbulence level at the entrance into the section to be
studied (nozzle or cylinder). The honeycomb was fabricated from a
long corrugated metal strip 0.5 nun thick and 10 mm wide, and had
passages 2.5 mm in diameter.
It is Interesting to note that in the case of a practically
isothermal initial flow (AT «* 75° at the entrance into the segment
m
of the nozzle under study) and a low eddy-diffusivity level, mixing
takes place more strongly in the nozzle than in the cylinder. This
result is further confirmed by the fact that the maximum stagnation
temperature decreases more rapidly in the nozzle. In other words,
the disagreement of the experimental results with those of the theories
of homogeneous turbulence deformation apparently results not only from
the transverse shear developing due to the unequal accelerations of
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Figure 3.^9. Behavior of reduced dispersion I2 of nonlsothermal
Jet with suppressed initial turbulence (subsonic flow):
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cylinder

Method of determining £
from half-widths and from
AT.m
from AT,m

"cold" and "hot" volumes of gas In its flow along the nozzle,
but also from longitudinal velocity shear on deviation of the real
flow in the nozzle from one-dimensional, which also leads to turbulization of the flow that is not perceptible when the initial
turbulent diffusion level is high. Figure 3.50 shows experimental
results obtained in a supersonic flow in the diverging part of the
nozzle with turbulence suppressed in the cylindrical chamber.
Let us examine the following physical explanation of the data
obtained. At high initial turbulence, the influence of the additional
velocity shear of the nonlsothermal Jet can be taken into account
in the first approximation as an increment, proportional to AT,
to the initial diffusion coefficient, i.e., we may set

'•i'lS

N't.

'hW-FHI

(3-95)

«(0)

where, according to Figure 3•'♦8.
*o/Oo-0,13.
With the relatively strong
influence of velocity stratification in the nozzle, the total
dispersion Z2 is more accurately
determined as the sum of all
dispersions.• Neglecting the
dispersion due to secondary turbulization of the cocurrent stream
in the nozzle, we can write

tOi

Figure 3.50. Behavior of
reduced dispersion I2 of
nonisothe^mal Jet with
suppressed Initial turbulence
(supersonic flow).
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from the momentum equation and

is given by the geometry of the nozzle, we

can determine the behavior of the second term in (3.96) accurate to
the value of the constant, ki.

For example, we obtair for the sub-

sonic part of the nozzle with pj » const and «(0) = ——* I and
«2(0)
F /F

I

n *

10

-

U(0)"

'[ (n a-"l)^K:>t-(/,--I) J

J

(3.97)

Substituting the values of n according to the data on AT (0)
in front of the nozzle (see Figure 1.^9), we obtain an average value
ki « 0.26, which also takes implicit account of the increase in
•Strictly speaking, the dispersions should be summed with
consideration of the probability of appearance of each form of
turbulence, for example, with all turbulence sources equlprobable
with coefficient 1/N (N is the number of sources), which we did
not do because the dispersions are determined accurate to an
empirical constant.
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cocurrent stream diffusion in the nozzle as compared to the cylindrical
pipe.
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CHAPTER IV
HOMOGENEOUS COMBUSTION IN A TURBULENT STREAM
In the preceding chapters, we discussed the mixing of nonreactlng
Jets of liquids and gases. For many engineering problems, however.
Interest attaches to turbulent flows with chemical transformations.
When the reaction rates are high and mixing is the limiting process,
It is natural to expect the ideas and methods developed above for
analysis of turbulent mixing to be applicable. In certain engineering
systems, the processes of mixing and combustion can be separated
arbitrarily. In this case, combustion becomes a process of turbulent
mixing of combustion products and a homogeneous fresh mixture with
simultaneous reaction of the latter in molecular (grey) mixing layers.
For brevity, this process is known as homogeneous combustion.
The present chapter deals with certain problems of turbulent
homogeneous combustion.
§1.

Models of Combustion

Historically, the first model of surface combustion made its
appearance in the papers of G. Damköhler and K. I. Shchelkin [85],
[86]. In this model, the Increase in the combustion rate uT in a
turbulent stream as compared with the rate of normal combustion u in
a laminar stream is explained simply by the increase In the area of
the flame as a result of the curving effect of turbulent fluctuations.
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Here It Is assumed that the rate of combustion Is constant along the
normal to any element of the flame front and equal to the normal
combustion rate.

I

During the decades that followed the appearance of the first
studies [85], [86] of the surface combustion mechanism, dozens of
papers by other authors, who expanded on this model, made their
appearance. Most significant among these papers were those of
Scurlock [97], Wohl [98], Karlovltz [100], A. V. Talantov [10^], L. S.
Kozachenko [1^2], and others. However, the development of conceptions
of turbulence and of local turbulence In particular and the accumulation
of experimental data made It possible to review and revise many
established views as to the laws governing turbulent homogeneous
combustion. In the light of our present knowledge, it could be
expected that this model would give a quite realistic picture at small
Reynolds numbers, at which only large vortices with dimensions many
times greater than the width of the laminar flame are present in the
stream. However, the calculations of A. M. Klimov [87] Indicate that
as a result of stretching of the combustion surface by large vcitloes.
It becomes much thinner at the stretching points than the normal
laminar front, and the combustion rate on this segment accordingly
becomes appreciably smaller than u .

s
I
i
I

Experimental values of uT and the average area of the combustion

I

surface indirectly confirm this result.

I

measurements of the combustion surface [88] with simultaneous measurement of the statistical average values of uT Indicate that the average

I

I'

f
I
I
I
I.

Thus, visual and direct

combustion rate over the surface may be much lower than u .

.

This

n
becomes especially conspicuous at very small Reynolds numbers, when
the turbulent microstructure makes no contribution to uT and the combustion macrosurface is found to be largest due to the long vortex
lifetime.

n >

'vyjtfpf.nj.,.

The other extreme case Is descrlbf.-d by a three-dimensional model
In which It Is assumed that the structure of the turbulent flame Is
fundamentally no different from that of the laminar flame except for
the value of the diffusion coefficient.

The mechanism of this increase

in combustion rate was also first noted in one of K> I. Shchelkin's
papers [89].

It was later developed in various modifications in the

work of Summerfield [90], Ye. S. Shchetnlkov [91], and others.
Turbulent vortices with dimensions an order smaller than the
width of the laminar front exist in a real stream at large Reynolds
numbers (Re > 105), so that it is unnecessary to speak of preservation
of the laminar combustion surface under such conditions.

However, the

conventional notion of the combustion surface is retained, since vortices much larger than the instantaneous thickness of the zone of
microvolume combustion exist in the spectrum of turbulent scales of
large combustion chambers.
In the model of microvolume combustion, which was first treated
in detail in the papers of Ye. S. Shchetnlkov [91], it is assumed that,
in contrast to the hypothesis of the laminar surface model, the
developed turbulent stream does not contain curved fronts propagating
In accordance with the laws of the laminar flame.

Because of the

fast relative motion of the moles and the presence of a finite induction period, there is not sufficient time for these fronts to form
on the boundaries between micromoles of fresh mixture and combustion
products.

In those moles in wh'ch the temperature is sufficiently

high as a result of molecular mixing, the mixture burns rapidly in
accordance with bulk-reaction laws.

The resulting combustion products

are again mixed with moles of fresh mixture, the bulk reaction again
takes place, and combustion propagates through the fresh mixture in
this way.

.i'xr)

§2.

Fluid-Dynamics Equations for a Turbulent Homogeneous Flame
The parameters of the medium In the turbulent combustion zone

are random functions of the space and time coordinates.

On the other

hand, these parameters are continuous and dlfferentlable functions of
these coordinates, so that the fluid dynamics equations tire fully
applicable to them.

The continuity and differentiability are explained

by the fact that molecular viscosity completely suppresses the
turbulent-motion components whose scales ire comparable with the molecular free path, so '.hat the smallest turbulent fluctuation scales
of any of the above parameters are always much smaller than this path.
Hence It is always possible to neglect the molecular structure of the
fluid and treat It as a continuous medium.

The applicability of the

fluid dynamics equations to the turbulent front is confirmed by successful use of these equations both in the theory of the laminar
flame front [14] and in turbulence theory [19].
The chemical reaction taking place in the turbulent zone does not
affect the form of the equations of continuity and motion.

Sine-, fne

turbulent combustion rate is far below the velocity of sound, it can
be assumed that the gas is incompressible and nonisothermal In the
combustion zone.

We then have at any point of the front and at any

time
i;7-=ti,r1^ const.

If

(lj#l)

The molecular weight is assumed constant, and p and T are the
density and temperature of the mixture, respectively.

In all of the

cases that follow, all physical parameters with the subscript "1" \ 111
pertain to the fresh mixture and those subscripted "2"-to the burned
mixtures.

For problems of turbulent combustion in a pipe, the constant

in condition (1.1) can be treated as a weakly varying function of the
coordinate along the pipe (due to the pressure drop).

We write the continuity equation In the form

- + -^-«0.

(ij>2)

.th
where u1 is the 1— component of the Instantaneous stream velocity at
the particular point Xj and time t.
In study of turbulent combustion, the conservation equations of
energy and m ss (fuel, oxidlzer) are of greatest interest. In the
most general form with constant pressure, they can be written [14]

^+fl'^hioA.^-r(r:r).

(4.4)

where DM is the molecular diffusion coefficient, A is the coefficient
of thermal conductivity, X/c^^a is the thermal diffuslvlty, and .„
is the viscous-stress tensor [26].

The left side of Equation (4.3) represents the amount of
heat acquired by a unit volume of gas per unit time at the point x
(i - 1, 2, 3) at time t.

We see from (4.3) that it is composed of

the heat acquired by dissipation of kinetic energy with viscosity, the
heat transferred into the volume in question by conduction, and the
heat released per unit time due to the possible chemical reaction.
The physical significance of the terras in the equation of property
(mass) conservation Is analogous.

The left side of Equation (4.4)

the rate of change of the concentration c of substance in a unit
volume — equals the rate of influx of the substance by molecular
diffusion minus the rate of disappearance of the substance In the
chemical reaction.

The effect of thermal diffusion is neglected in

the terms for the diffusion heat and mass fluxes, I.e., it is assumed
that the molecular heat flux is proportional only to the temperature

w

gradient, and the mass flux-only to the concentration gradient of the
particular substance.

Neglect of the heat released on decay of the

turbulence [the first term on the right in 0.3)3 is equally immaterial.
The concentration of the substance controlling the chemical reaction may be taken as the concentration c.

This might be the concen-

tration of oxygen, the concentration of fuel vapor, or the concentration of the intermediate reaction products (active centers), etc.,
depending on the physical conception of the heat-release mechanism
that has been chosen.

The quantity fc is the mass of the particular

substance in a unit volume.

Obviously, there is a direct relation

between the rate of disappearance of the concentration of the initial
reaction products and the rate of heat release due to this reaction:

where H

is the heat effect of the reaction.

This relation can be applied by multiplying ('<.'«) by Hu and
adding it to (4.3) to obtain the following relation for the enthalpy
of the gas, provided that

dH .dH

where H = cl.T+H,.c

■
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n, CN

is the enthalpy of a unit mass of the gas.

The equality of the diffusion coefficients DM and the thermal
diffusivity a is a known result of the classical theory of molecular
diffusion.

It is widely used as one of the hypotheses of the thermal

theory of laminar combustion [96], [14], and [10].

It is satisfied

with sufficient accuracy for fuel-air mixtures, although cases are
possible in which departure from this equality proves significant,
e.g., at rich-mixture ignition-range limits, when the distribution
curves of u

with respect to mixture composition are asymmetrical

[14], etc.
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By definition, the enthalpies are the same in the
fresh mixture and in the completely burned mixture, i.e.,

".I-«>)=-'/, + ^. = W,( I oo)=W

With these boundary and initial conditions, the solution of
Equation (4.5) is
H=cfT -H,c ~f/, + </r0 = c/,=const. '

('J.6)

At any point of the zone, therefore, the two random functions T
and c are related by (5.16), the physical sense of which is that a
mobile equilibrium is established between the internal and chemical
energies at equal rates of molecular diffusion of heat and reacting
substance in a turbulent motion:

their sum remains constant at any

point in the combustion zone at any point in time.
Formula (1.6), as the solution of (4.5), was first obtained by
Zel'dovich in an application to a laminar flame front; it Is seen
from the arguments given above that it has a broader range of application, remaining valid, for example, in the turbulent combustion
zone regardless of the combustion mechanism.
With (4.6), the equation system (4.3) and (4.4) can be reduced
to a single equation provided that the function *(T, c) or W(T, c) is
known.

Let us consider the form of the functions in greater detail.

We select an arbitra-y "fluid volume" of fresh mixture small enough
so that the temperature and concentration in it will be constant
throughout its volume at all subsequent points in time.

In Invlscid

fluid dynamics, a "fluid volume" is a volume whose boundaries enclose
the same particles of the fluid.

It Is assumed in this case that this

volume does not exchange particles with the surrounding medium as a
•The question as to the uniqueness of this solution for arbitrary
initial conditions remains open. All subsequent treatments of turbulent combustion are based on the solution (4.6).
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result of fluid dynamic motions; however, Its composition and temperature may vary as a result of molecular exchange with the surroundings,
i.e., this volume must be much smaller than the smallest vortices (the
smallest scales of the fluid-dynamic motion), but large enough so that
it can be regarded as a continuous medium. The existence of such a
volume Is possible, since at atmospheric pressure the distance between
molecules is ~3oX which is many orders smaller than the smallest vortices, whose dimensions range from the tens of millimeters to hundredths
of a millimeter in the extreme cade.
Exchange between the volume and the surrounding medium will In
fact take place only as a result of molecular transport, since any
turbulent fluctuations will transport it as a single whole. Thus the
relations of molecular exchange and kinetics are fully applicable to
this volume.
In the thermal mechanism, the rate of heat release at an arbitrary
point of the turbulent flame is determined at any point in time by the
relation
«•(r;r)~Vfr'exp(—jL)

or, in virtue of Condition 0.6), by the expression

«•(n~i/f(r.~r)>exp(-^:).

(i,t7)

where v, E, and R are the total order of the reaction, the activation
energy, and the gas constant, respectively, and are assumed to be the
same for both laminar and turbulent flames.
The turbulent combustion zone is an infinite set of elementary
fluid volumes, each of which is at a certain stage in chemical reactlor.,
with the stages uniquely defined by the temperature of the volume In
accordance with 0.6) and 0.7). If, therefore, a certain temperature
is recorded at an arbitrary time and arbitrary point in the zone, it
can be stated quite definitely which volume is situated at the point
under conrideratlon and, consequently, at which rate heat release is

1.05
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occurring in an arbitrarily small unit volume surrounding the particular
point. Formally, Equation CM) Is no different from the relation for
the rate of heat release in a homogeneous heat-insulated mixture, but
In this case the rate of heat release Is a function of a random argument (the temperature).
Prom the standpoint of dimension-theory description of the process,
the considerations above mean that a physico-chemical parameter of
the fuel-air mixture with the dimensions of time (the characteristic
combustion term) remains the same in turbulent combustion as in laminar
combustion.
The energy equation can be written in the following form with the
continuity equation and relation (4.7):
(dyT , d{>Tai\

d_ j dT_

or (since pT ■ const)

^La±l.dZ+F{T),

CJ.S)

where F(T)=^1;
/=1.2.3.
Equation (4.8) is interesting In that it is nearly linear, excepting the term F(T), and does not contain products of different random
functions, so that no additional unknowns (correlation moments) appear
on averaging.
The equations cf momentum conservation can be simplified in
similar fashion, but they are not used in the treatments that follow
and therefore are not cited here. The equation system given above can
be solved only on the basis of certain physical conceptions. In the
sections that follow, we shall set forth physical conceptions of the
development of turbulent combustion for Jet engine charalers and give
definitions of the fundamental physical parameters that characterize
tr.ls process.

ig.

Development Stages and Rate of Turbulent Combustion

The multistage nature of turbulent combustion was first discussed
In the papers of A. S. Sokollk 191] and Yu. B. Svlrldov [95]. It Is
set forth here In the light of recent data on turbulence and turbulent
combustion.
Let us consider the simplest case: the development, in time, of
a one-dimensional combustion zone from an initial interface between a
fresh mixture and combustion products. Strictly speaking, this case
is a physical ideal, but all cases of combustion in open streams and,
with certain additional improvements, cases of pipe combustion (see
§5) can be reduced to it with relatively small errors. The most
exact physical equivalent of the one-dimensional zone is the combustion
zone at the boundary of two plane-parallel streams (of fresh mixture
and combustion products) flowing at the same velocity u (Figure »».19).
In this case, the variation of the parameters of this zone in a given
cross section can be regarded with an error on the order of «iV
as the variation of the parameters depthwise in a one-dimension£l
zone, while the parameter variation from one cross section to another,
over a distance x« along the stream, can be treated as the variation
of the one-dimensional zone in time t ■ xo/u. This makes it possible
to use existing experimental material on turbulent combustion in high
velocity streams.
In analyzing the experimental material, we take note first of all
of two experimental facts: the stationary nature of the turbulent
combustion rate (for homogeneous turbulence of the free stream) and
the nonstationary width of the turbulent-combustion zone (Figures
1».2 and 4.3). In the open stream, this difference is visually striking
on the first observation of the plane-parallel turbulent flame Jet:
the spreading angle of the Jet, which is proportional to u^S, undergoes practically no change down the length of the Jet, while the
width of the bright zone (along the normal to the main stream) Increases
along the Jet.
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Figure 4.1. Illustrating determination of average temperatures in
turbulent flame Jet.
a — two-dimensional case; b — linear case; c — axisymmetrlc case.
Let us begin with the first-mentioned fact. For a one-dimensional
zone, the equation of energy conservation (4.8) becomes, after averaging,

H-o-tk+W-

(M)

Integrating it over x from -» to +», we obtain (with consideration of the mass-conservation equation »iuT ■ P2U2) a relation determining the rate of turbulent combustion:
«,=-

1
(n_l) i CM\T\

(n-l) J

(4.10)

where /i=Ii==il.
Relation (4.10) has a simple physical meaning: the rate of
flame propagation equals the integral combustion rate of the mixture
in the combustion zone. It can also be regarded as a certain modification of the mass conservation equation: the velocity with which
volumes of fresh mixture move through a combustion zone that is nonmoving in the mean equals the total rate of combustion of these
volumes in the zone. Equation (4.10) is applicable to a combustion
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Figure 4.3. Distribution of
average [radius] a(x) and dispersion o2(x) of open flame Jet
behind point burner (according
to A. I. Lushpa).

Figure 1.2. Distribution of
probability of occurrence of
combustion products over cross
sections of open flame Jet
behind burner (a « 1.2; T ■
150° C; d
- 150 mm).
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model, including the laminar front.
The fundamental differences in all

existing combustion models consist only in the forms of the distribution function p(T, x), which enters into J(T).

For a laminar flame

front, for example, the distribution function p(T) is such that a
random function of temperature is simply equal to its own average
value (the probability of the average temperature is unity).

In this

case. Relation (4.10) is reduced to the form first obtained by
Zel'dovich:

'jCitfWi)

\*[T(x)\dx,

(4.11)

from which we get
(4.12)

ion

where 5oc is the linear characteristic of the chemical reaction zone
in the turbulent front. «^ is the characteristic width scale of the
chemical-reaction zone in the laminar front, 5 is the average number
of reaction zones (fronts) intersecting the x axis, and o,T is the
Integral scale of the turbulent heat-re.Tease zone.
We note that for a laminar flame front. Equation (4.9) can be
reduced to the familiar Zel'dovich-Frank-Kamenetskiy equation by the
simple substitution
r=f; u=i = Bi I.

and

.K^X

Let us now consider the physical significance invested in the
function pdV, x) in the case of turbulent combustion.
The formation of a one-dimensional combustion zone can be divided
arbitrarily into three stages. The first few moments of initial stage
of combustion-zone formation proceed in the same way as in a laminar
stream, since, according to the Taylor equation, the eddy diffusivity
equals zero.
Curvature (deformation) and broadening of the isothermal planes
(combustion fronts) by the smallest vortices begins after a certain
time. This occurs earlier, the smaller the Internal turbulence scale
n (the Kolmogorov scale), i.e., the larger the Re of the stream. For
large Re, it intervenes practically immediately at the Ignition source.
The curvature (deformation) and broadening of the combustion front in
the xOy plane are recorded formally as an Increase in the average
integral heat release In the direction of the x axis or, which is the
same thing, in the scale HOT- Here it is not possible in principle to
distinguish whether the increase in the average Integral of the heatrelease rate is due to broadening of the combustion front by vortices
smaller than and comparable to the Instantaneous width of the front
or as a result of curvature of the combustion "surface" at an angle

to the y axis by vortices larger than the front rfldth. For large Re,
therefore, It is Impossible In principle to draw a clear boundary
between the effects of "..ilcrobulk" and "surface" increases In cotr.bustlon rate in the initial and subsequent (intermediate) stages. With
time, larger and larger vortices come into action. Large vortices
not only curve the "combustion surface" but also transport its elements bodily in either direction from its average position. For
developed turbulence (Re i 105), the following rule is, on the average,
observed: the larger the scale of the vortex, the larger will be its
contribution to the turbulent transport of "surface" combusto-on, and
the smaller its contribution to the deformation and broadening of this
surface.
We note that the very concept of the "surface" is purely
conventional: the Gouy-Mikhel'son principle Is not satisfied on it,
and it is not possible to define uniquely the exact boundaries of the
surface or a combustion rate normal to this surface that is constant
over its area.
The intermediate stage in development of the one-dlraenslonal
combustion zone is characterized by the uniqueness of the combustion
surface: the x axis crosses the combustion front (more precisely,
the layer of high heat-release probability) once on the average: a « 1.
Strictly speaking, this stage lasts for a time on the order of ^/u'.
In high-velocity streams, this time is expressed in terms of distance
from the ignition source: xg - Ijü/u'. This distance is at least
50 — 100 mm for chambers with diameters dc « 200 — 100 mm.
For the final stage, a more confused form of the combustion
"surface" is, in principle, possible: the x axis may cross the surface more than once (three times, five times, etc.), although the
surface will remain singly connected. The Integral of the instantaneous heat release function with respect to x may be much larger on such
cross sections than on single-valued cross sections. If we disregard
the effect of "thinning" of the front on areas where large vortices
stretch the comhustion "surface" rapidly, the instantaneous contributions of these areas will be proportional to the instantaneous

combustion-surface area.

If, on the other hand, we assume that u, » 0

on the most severely stretched areas, we can neglect the correlation
7^-c

.

In this case,Uj;,(7(roCfeoi.17iin.t/«n, where u^ is the average rate

of microturbulent combustion along the ox axis for a single combustion
front.

The statistical average contribution of multiple intersections

to the heat-release integral (when a ■ 3, 5, 7, etc.) will be more
appreciable, the higher the probability of encountering such intersections.
The stages in the development of the one-dimensional combustion
zone are clearly evident in the qualitative changes in the statistical
distribution of the random variables T and *.

This distribution can

be plotted by examining an "oscillogram" of the particular variable
change along the one-dimensional zone (along the y or z axis) [14].
In principle, the three stages in the development of the onedimensional combustion zone embrace all possible cases of combustion.
If the turbulence is such that all of its scales are comparable and
smaller than the width of the laminar flame front, the process will
not go beyond the initial stage of development:

the front will pass

through the vortex before the latter has time to cause a substantial
deflection of the front surface from the average plane.

If the Re

of the stream is small (near critical), the turbulence microstructure
is not developed, and the average turbulent scale is much larger than
the width of the laminar front, combustion will proceed during the
first »tage by the "surface" mechanism in the treatment of K. I.
Shchelkin [86].

The process will then remain in the second stage for

a long time if u' «u
u' * u

and develop rapidly to the third stage if

and the decay time of the individual vortex is comparable to

or longer than the time of passage of the front through the vortex.
Here the value of Um should increase continuously with time from
values on the order of u
larger than u .

during the initial stage to values much

.«/.^L

Y'Mm

'
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Figure 4.4.

Instantaneous combustion surface.

I — burned-mixture zone; II — unburned-ralxture zone (d
pp
V » 30 m/sec).

s

300 mm;

Experiment shows that for large Re (Re * 10*), uT becomes im,ch
larger than u

even during the first stage, and thereafter remains

constant at all flame-Jet lengths that are of practical Interest.
This suggests that the main contribution to the heat-release Integral
comes, in the mean, from a single combustion layer.
[88], the probability of finding triple inters?cti-h;

According t.
on the flame-Jet

lengths of practical interest does not exceed 0.1 — 0,2 (is 1.2 —
1.1) (Figure 4.4).

The low probability of emcuiterlng a multivalued

combustion surface can be explained by the finii e lifetime of the
vortices:

as it turns, in the mean, tv:rou£'

a quarter of a revolution,

the vortex decays, transfering energy t • smj.. ler vortices and leaving
the combustion surface single-valued in trie «lean.
Thus, analysis of experimental data Indicate a dual nature for
turbulent combustion.

It proceeds by the "surface mechanism" to the

extent that the main contribution to the combustion-zone width comes
from large vortices [/,,=^«1 ], and by the "mlcrobulk mechanism" to
the extent that small vortices make the main contribution to the
turbulent comburtion rate ut(-^^>\).

The basic turbulence parameters determining the combustion rate
uT In the microbulk combustion model are the velocity scale v« of all
vortices smaller than and comparable to the front width and the dissipation scale Xoi defined as

where

is the mean square velocity gradient.
The local curvatures of the isotherms in a combustion microzone
and the relative velocities of the mlcromoles are determined not by
the velocity scale, but by the velocity gradient, and this is what
is taken into account by Introducing the second determining scale Xo.
If Shchelkin's scheme is supplemented by taking account of local
curvatures of the combustion surface due to mlcrostructure vortices,
It follows from geometrical or dimensional considerations that

where

T,~-II

is the characteristic combustion-time scale, aT Is the

characteristic width of the combustion front, ^l~/£ Is the scale of
the temperatuT-p inhoraogeneity at the center of the combustion zone,
lE is the average dimension of the vortices (the integral Euler turbulence scale), and a is the width scale of the combustion zone.
The behavior of the scale oT, determined from the width of the
local Instantaneous average-temperature profile, is quite complex,
since it is determined by the sum of two scales:
"preheatlng-zone" type
zone proper" "»c~uc.

ü

9cr,

a scale of the

--.-Z^ and the scale of the "combustion

For the developed turbulence fine structure (for large uT), in
which case o»

t

becomes comparable with <J . the scale om *• a
p

will remain approximately constant as

i

p

+ a

oc

u-, increases.

In this case

h~y •*

(4.12b)

In virtue of the relations

known from local turbi > oe theory, we finally obtain

In all intermediate cases, in which ä is of substantial importance, it can, if necessary, be expressed in terms of the average
number of revolutions of the vortex during the tire in which it passes
through the combustion zone and in terms of the average number of
macrostructure vortices per unit of the average combustion-surface
area. But then ooc. which may be much smaller than a in the case

I

of a large and fast increase in combustion surface area and in the
absence of microstructure vortices, still remains unknown. Also
unknown is the correlation ä5?^,.

I

However, there is another, more convenient practical approach
to determination of u™ when the macro- and mlcrostructures are of

,

I

equal importance or when the dominant influence on u™ remains with

f
I

the macrostructure of the turbulence. In this case, there is no
particular practical point in separating the parameters a and aoc

i
•

(in some cases, it may prove to be practically impossible).

It is

much more convenient to use the initial integral scale
by relation (1.12), and Oej for the laminar front.

OOT>

defined

The analogous

scales Ow - and oM were introduced in Chapter I for the case of
diffusion without combustion, and the coefficient of accelerated
molecular diffusion DM

D

where

+
M

T

T

was defined in accordance with the relation^

DM is the effective molecular-diffusion coefficient in

the turbulent stream.
The effects of the large-scale turbulence on the scales Oom and
(aM + Oj.

T)

will be largely similar, accurate to the combustion-time

factor

.

The factor t

T

is a minor one in the development of the

combustion surface by large scale turbulence (in the statistics of
the scales aoc and

OOT)

(S^, Chapter IV).

Thus, applying the well-

known arguments of dimension theory for the turbulent flame Just as
for the laminar flame, we may write
•.~K(/J,+A.,(T,)1T;

and 9^/0^7

CM1»)

or

v.-y
where Tj^t'iTV/i'.,,.,

1+

D<•

is a dimensionless combustion-time parameter that

is the same in turbulent and laminar streams.
Substituting (1.13) into (1.12), we obtain a relation similar In
form to the familiar Damköhler-Shchelkln-Zel'dovich relation [86],
[96],

•In Chapter I, the Integral width scale of the grey-mixing layer
was Introduced for brevity:

A-'i + 'lr

However, this expression does not contain the total turbulent
transport coefficient DT, but instead the coefficient of accelerated
molecular diffusion DM

T

as a function of

TX

— Formula (4.15) links

uT to the single turbulence parameter DM „, which can be determined
experimentally (see Chapter III). By its derivation, Relation (4.15)
would be valid always: for large- and small-scale turbulence and for
large and small Reynolds numbers. However, its physically most legitimate application is to the case in which there is only a largescale increase in combustion rate or to the case of sluggish (nonfrontal) combustion, when the dominant factor in determination of the
scale OcT will be the turbulent factor expressed in terms of the
parameter DM „, and not the kinetic factor defined by
influence of the factor t
neglected.

TX,

on the form of the function DM

We note that in the general case, the parameter
function of the combustion time

TX.

D

so that the
T

can le

T
MtT( x)

ls a

This means that combustion may

become stationary before the value of DM T(t) becomes constant in the
turbulent diffusion process. In other words, In the process of turbulent diffusion without combustion, DM T(t) is determined with time by
all vortices of the stream, while DM

T(TX)

and uT are determined by

the small-scale part of the turbulence, the part whose scale is comparable to the average width oT of the single combustion front.
An analysis of experimental data on uT will be found in [14],
which gives a summary of numerous experimental results on the rate uf
turbulent combustion and proposes the following approximate empirical
formula as suitable for lean mixtures:
u^Au^u'^

(A

0,7

1).

§4.

Parameters of the Turbulent Flame Jet

It follows from the discussion of the preceding section that It
Is always possible to distinguish two linear scales for a onedimensional zone of homogeneous combustion:

The average width of the

entire turbulent combustion zone — the scale a which determines the
average peak-to-peak amplitude of the oscillations of the instantaneous combustion layers (fronts) — and the scale a,,« the resultant
average width of the combustion front.

The scale oo can be under-

stood as the integral scale over the depth of the one-dimensional
zone, the scale occupied by the characteristic temperature range. In
which practically all of the heat release is concentrated.

In the present treatment, what is implicit in the scale ao —
several laminar fronts or a single broadened (by the mlcrostructure)
turbulent front — is immaterial.

In virtue of the known experimental fact that the rate of turbulent combustion is stationary (for times larger than aoAu, given
homogeneous turbulence), the scale o« will also be stationary.
Let us now consider the scale a in greater detail.

It is now

a well-known experimental fact that the width of the turbulent
combustion zone is nonstationary.

Let us show that the zone width will, in principle, always be a
nonstationary quantity, even the extreme case u™ »u', provided, of
course, that ZE > ao.

•We omit the second subscript "T" for brevity.

a i

We define the zone scale o quantitatively as the root-mean-square
deviation of an element of the "surface" from its average position.»
An equation analogous to the Taylor equation (see Chapter I) is easily
derived for the dispersion o2:
J_rf]5
2 dt

= f'«(/)««')rf<.

(t. 16)

where u(t) is the velocity of an element of the combustion surface
relative to its average position.
If necessary, the correlation function under the Integral sign
in (4.16) can be linked to the Euler and Lagrange correlation functions
by various hypotheses [100], [97].

However, only the extreme case

mentioned above Is of interest for estimation of the least of the
possible values of o.
If the time ~iE/uT of passage of the combustion surface through
the vortex is small enough, the turbulent velocity field will ur-Jorgo
practically no change during this time, so that Equation (4.16) carbe written approximately:
|^'=««(0)<

for /</£/«r

(4.17)

and
J-i'il«?!«0)^^^.^ for />/./-.
2

dl

a,

(4.18)

n.

After integration of (4.18), we obtain

ai-^ £iilll/(we set u' »
»»

--^«•(öyand

/Jä-LVJ

In accordance with Taylor and Townsend.

•This definition is understandable for the particular case
uT »u1, when the combustion surface is definitely single-valued.

In

the general case of a multivalued surface, the scale o can be given
a more general definition: the scale o is the root-mean-square deviation (in a given direction) of a volume element of the gac in the
zone. Including those volumes containing elements of the ccmbustion
"surface."

According to our estimate, the coefficient of lj Is even larger
in technical pipes.
1.

The relationships obtained indicate the following:

No matter how large the ratio u^/u', the zone width will

always be nonstationary.
2.

For values of uT i 211', the turbulent combustion zone will

expand In practically the same way as the turbulent mixing zone.
In high-velocity streams at ordinary turbulent-intensity levels
(~5 — 20%), the value of uT (if correctly measured) never exceeds
2^ (^or hydrocarbon-air mixtures), so that the effect of the zone
motioi. at the average velocity Um with respect to the fresh mixture
can be neglected, and we may assume that the expansion of the zone
proceeds in the same way as in the turbulent diffusion of two neutral
gases — a "cold" one and a "hot" one.
At the Initial point in time, the turbulent velocity field is
continuous and uniform throughout the entire space, while the fluctuation-velocity field induced by the motion of the combustion "surface"
(self-turbulence) is obviously zero.*
Initially, therefore, the zone will diffuse with the diffusion
coefficient D™ of the fresh mixture, which is assigned for time zero.
For rapid burning, this value DT will be quite adequate for calculation of the temperature fields (this is confirmed by experiment),
since the Jet will meet an oncoming Jet or the wall of the pipe before
the zone width has become large enough to Influence Dm, In the case
of flame-Jet propagation in an unbounded space, the extent of the
•Even if it is assumed that the turbulent velocity field has a
discontinuity on the Initial interface, the value of D™ in (^.16)
corresponds to the fresh-mixture turbulent velocity field because the
deviations of the combustion surface elements from their average
positions are registered through the turbulent displacements of the
fresh mixture.

? )

combustion zone may become so large
that it is necessary to take account
of the variation of DT over the
depth of the zone:

firstly because

of the possible spatial inhomogeneity
of the turbulence of the free stream
of fresh mixture and, secondly,
because of the possible secondary
velocity fluctuations induced in
XMH

the combustion zone by a strongly
Figure 1.5. Distribution of
average a(x) and dispersion 0
of Jet behind "point" burner.
According to Vlasov at V «
45 m/sec: A — a ■ 1.1;
A — 0 « 0.9.
According to A. I. Lushpa at
V •= 28 m/sec: • — 0 ■ 1.3;
O — o - 1.1; ® — a - 0.9.

curved combustion surface (selfturbulence).

In the general case,

therefore, DT must be regarded as
a continuous function of the space
coordinates, and the possible
anisotropy of the turbulence must
be taken into account by considering the matrix of values o:' D. ,.

But in the overwhelming majority of cases of combustion in highvelocity streams, the problem reduces within the existing chamber
lengths (observation times) to one of turbulent transport in one
direction (across the main stream), and experience and analysis of
Relation (il.l6) indicate that it is practically fully determined by
the transverse component of the turbulent transport coefficient DT of
the free stream (with consideration of its inhomogeneity along and
across the stream).
Let us consider examples that confirm these conclusions experimentally.

Figures 4.3 and k.^ show the average boundaries and the

scale 0 of the Jet behind a "point" burner In an open stream, as
calculated from the velocity-head fields (data of A. I. Lushpa [33]
and K. P. Vlasov [11]).

We see that the average boundaries vary with

the velocity and composition of the mixture and that the scale 0 does
not depend on the velocity and composition of the mixture.

According

to Lushpa's dat-i, which were obtained with a thermoanemometer, the

turbulent intensity of the cold stream in the region of the Jet _
was
u'100/v = 1 _ 2%. The values calculated from (4.17) fall Into the
same range. Lushpa's results indicate that a is a purely fluiddynamic parameter that does not depend on the combustion paramet er u„
and is determined solely by the turbulence parameters of the free
stream, even at values of uT ~ un, much larger than 2u'.
Vlasov's results were obtained in the stream behind a turbulencegenerating grid with a turbulent intensity of ~5? [the same value is
obtained by calculation from a(x)]. Comparison of the function V
measured behind such a grid (the cold-stream dispersion) with the
function a indicates that they are the same within the limits of
measurement error.

Vlasov processed data on the zone-width scale 6T

that he had obtained with an ion detector. The data are less accurlte
because of the measurement method, but they are interesting In that
they cover a much wider range of velocities, mixture compositions,
distances from the burner, and pipe diameters. In all cases, a stream
with the natural pipe-turbulence level flowed onto the Jet (see
Chapter III):
«'•100

,„,

n

nr-5^ -^0.001.

Using the approximate relation that prevails between the scales
ÖT and a [14].
6T«4.6O,

we can plot all data in dimensionless coordinates on the same diagram,
which is in practically full agreement with the dimensionless function
Y

for pipe turbulence (Figure 4.6). i.e., the scale o is fully

determined by the free stream turbulence at all Jet lengths of
practical interest.

Let us briefly summarize the
8
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physical conceptions set forth
■

■"—

above, with emphasis on the funda-

^ ^"

mental departures of these conceptions from the early ones of K. I.
Shchelkln [86] and the later con-

•-.■

cepts of Karlovltz, Scurlock, Wohl,
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'
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and others [97], [98], [99], [100].
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Turbulent homogeneous combustion
In Jet engine combustion chambers
Figure Ü.6. Width of combustion
is primarily a process of turbulent
zone as a function of distance
(mechanical) mixing of volumes of
to ignition source (according
to Vlasov):
fresh mixture and combustion products,
followed by combustion. The turbu' - K ^'--calculation;
lent aspect of the process dominates
c-« for^pppisoxr. | v*.3i-»m/sec
• - ' f Or <fpp- ?:0 jut I . - 0.5 - 1.«;
over the kinetic aspect, and Is the
'='■"• for ^p-150*« »'-»-«m/sec;
controlling factor in the develop• - 0.« - M
ment of combustion-zone width.
K. I. Shchelkln [86], [89] originally
assumed that the kinetic side of
the process and the diffusion (turbulent) side were at equilibrium.
This made the width a of the turbulent combustion zone a stationary
quantity determined by the equality between the time of turbulent
motion of a mole and the existence (combustion) time of a fresh mole
expelled into the burned mixture by the turbulent motion:
» ~ ^

(".19)

The notions originally developed by K. I. Shchelkln are, as we
noted in §3, applicable to a certain extent to the process unfolding
in a combustion microzone.

To some extent, the notions set forth above are consistent with
those of Scurlock, Wohl, Grover, Karlovltz, and others, but there are
also fundamental differences.

Scurlock and Wohl begin with a concrete,

arbitrary scheme of a combustion surface that has a normal combustion
rate u

constant over its area, and offer, on the premises of this

scheme, a complete list of all a priori conceivable effects determining
the width and the average velocity of the turbulent combustion zone.
As a result, the "accuracy" of their quantitative estimates for all
effects is unjustified, and is seriously objectionable with respect to
a number of questions (allowance for self-turbulence, mechanical
addition of all transport effects, etc.).

Their analysis produces a

mass of transport effects, all of which are found to be equivalent,
and this is not true.
decisive:

Experience has shown that a single effect is

the turbulent diffusion, which is determined by the free-

stream turbulence.
It appears that the basic physical error of these authors consists
in the following.

The velocity of the combustion "surface" element

with respect to the fresh mixture Is not assigned as u , but is
obtained as a result of turbulent diffusion:
than u

at some points and much larger than u

it may be much smaller
at others.

For developed

turbulence microstructure, it makes no practical sense whatever to
speak of any definite combustion surface element with a definite velocity value such as u .

As a result, the mathematically quite precise

reasoning of the authors, which was based on inoperative physical
conceptions, led to results without practical Justification.
With consideration of the nonstationary nature of the turbulent
combustion zone, how can the combustion rate (Figure 4.7) be measured
correctly?
zone:

Obviously, this question does not arise for a stationary

in this case, beginning at the time at which the scales oo and

o of the combustion zone become stationary, the velocities of all
statistically averaged isotherms will be the same and equal to the
rate of turbulent combustion.

In the case of a nonstationary
zone, each isotherm has Its own
velocity, and the question arises
as to the isotherm whose velocity
must be used as the turbulent
combustion rate?

The rate of

turbulent (laminar) combustion
is the statistical-average volume
of fresh mixture burned per unit
Figure ^.7. Illustrating
determination of velocity of
turbulent flame propagation
uT and the width of the
combustion '/one.
u, («I r- V iina)

wime per unit area of the average
position of the combustion surface.*
This last reservation is Immaterial
for a laminar front, since the
average and instantaneous positions
of the combustion front coincide.

In a turbulent combustion zone, the "combustion surface" has a statistical-average (mean) position and a probability distribution of
instantaneous combustion-front positions (with dispersion a2) about
the mean.

Here there exist two characteristic rates:

the grow

of the mean and the rate of increase of the zone-width scale 0.

ate
It

is the latter's rate of Increase that corresponds directly, by definition, to the rate of turbulent combustion.

In practice, to find the

mean position at time t, it is necessary to think of all of the mixture that has been burned by this time as being collected at the
boundaries stated by the initial conditions:

If the initial boundary

was a plane, on one side of a plane parallel to the Initial plane; if
the Initial boundary was a sphere (point), on one side of a sphere
equidistant from the Initial sphere, etc.
The rate of increase of the characteristic dimension (the honiial
for a plane, the radius for a sphere, etc.) of the mean surface
determines at once the rate of decrease of the volume of fresh mixture
(in the coordinates of the fresh mixture at rest) referred to the
«In virtue of Relation (4.10), this definition is identical to
the following: the rate of turbulent combuftlor. is U,o average
velocity (at infinity) of the fresh mixture flowlne int- a turbuiont
combustion zone '■.lot Is, in the mean, Immobile.

entire mean combustion surface at time t, I.e., it Is, by definition,
the rate of turbulent combustion. A rather simple mathematical expression can De given for this practical operation if a Gaussian probability distribution is assumed for the turbulent displacements of the
volumes In the turbulent combustion zone. This assumption is, first
of all, confirmed by experiment. From this it follows directly that
for a one-dimensional combustion zone, the turbulent coubustlon rate
is determined by the velocity of motion of the isotherm at which the
physical combustion efficiency equals 0.5. The one-dimensional combustion zone is the only case in which the mean surface is determined
quite rigorously by the isotherm with 0.5 combustion efficiency. In
other cases, the mean surface is determined rigorously by integration
over the entire temperature profile with consideration of the variation of the average mixing-stream velocity in the submerged Jet, etc.
(see §5).
In a one-dimensional mixing zone, the "0.5 isotherm" moves at
zero velocity. All ether isotherms will move with different velocities
relative to this isotherm, although there is no motion in the mean.
The farther an isotherm has advanced into the fresh mixture from the
"0.5 isotherm," the higher will be the rate at which it is displaced
against the fresh mixture. An Isotherm whose Ustance from the "0.5
istherm" equals the scale o will move initially at a velocity u'; an
Isotherm removed by two scales a will move at velocity 2^, and so
forth ad infinitum, and with greater accuracy the closer the conformity
of the outer branches of the true turbulent-velocity distribution
curve to the Gausjian distribution.
Experimental research employs a method in which the combustion
rate is measured at the "extreme" boundaries of the turbulent Jet,
and which reduces essentially to measurement of the velocity of some
"extreme" isotherm. In measuring the turbulent combustion rate on
"extreme" isotherms, experimenters often produce practically complete
distortions of the essential physical picture of the process being
studied.

■■K-i^--^:^*. .■■'"*-.•:

For example, if we measure the . ■

L.V

value of uT according to

A. I. Lushpa's data, we can easily satisfy ourselves that u,,, is in
fact close to u

and Independent of u' in the range of practical

operating conditions (see Figure Ü.3)-

If, on the other hand, the

combustion rate is measured for the "extreme boundaries of the Jet."
thereby adding the large value ~3u, to the constant, relatively small
value of u™ » un, we arrive at the conclusion of direct proportionality
between the combustion rate and the turbulence velocity u'.

For

distinction fron, the value of uT, we shall call the velocity determined from the extreme isotherm the turbulent-flame propagation
velocity and -i^note it by u'm.
While admitting the possible coexistence of different concepts
— the rate of turbulent-flame propagation u'

and the rate of turbu-

lent combustion uT — in engineering research practice and engineering
estimates of Jet-engine, combustion charnler lengths, we must bea; '"he
following in mind:

the propagation velocity u'T formally Incorpur^er

a physico-chemical parameter — the turbulent coi.'.bustion rate uT —
and a purely fluid-dynamic parameter — the rate of expansion of the
turbulent combustion zone.
I

Here the magnitude and properties of the pr. patatIon velocity are

I

determined basically by the magnitude and properties of the zone

•

expansion rate, including the numerous methodological errors assocl-

|

ated with the various methods of measuring it (thermocouple, air-

I

pressure tube, ion detector, photography).

|
|

•

The turbulent combustion rate u,, 1c ur.uallv a sp.all fraction of
the turbulent propagation rate u'm.
that it may be smaller than u

The poL-si.Tlllty cannot be excluded

under predfctaci;ri,u.t conditions (with

respect to mixture composition or pre.'jsure).

The turbKlenl velocity

of the free stream 1,;: found to be more than adequate to aec. ant for
the measured val . .: of u™ with the aid of relaLicn of the i'o'ia (''.12;

jesw»^*!

without involklng self-turbullzation concepts.

We recall that self-

turbulence does not appreciably influence the rate of turbulent
expansion of the zone, i.e., even from this standpoint, we should also
expect independence for the average velocity of the zone motion.

§5«

Equations of Continuity and Diffusion for the
"Surface" Model of Turbulent Combustion

Since the combustion zone width a increases in time, while the
combustion front width ao remains practically constant, the value of
o comes to be much larger than oo beginning at a certain point in time
(

XJO/U').

In this case, the probability of appearance of intermediate

values can be neglected with very little error in determining the distribution of the average parameters In the turbulent combustion zone,
and the average parameters can be written in the following form under
the hypotheses of the "black and white" mixing model (Chapter I):

f=7V'1+7W «-ö./^ + i.P,
or, since /»i+Pt-l:
f r

- ' ^J-** =pt

Ti — Ti

(1.20)

«j - ii|

and

f'Mr, - f)'/;, j-(7-i-Tf^VHr,-r,)« P/»,.
while

where Pi and Pj are the probabilities of appearance of the volume of
fresh (burned) mixture.

Physically, Pa is nothing other than the

physical combustion efficiency at the particular point of the combustion chamber; Ti is the temperature of the fresh mixture, and T2 ■
nche T

is the temperature of the combustion products.

i«W(W^: ■"W^fl?

■J i^'TT/T'^^".^

^«T>™ WW9Wfflip™Hp

dt iqmnianniwM, ..«„..„TO.,

The combustion product temperature T» can be regarded as the
product of the maximum adlabatlc temperature of the burned mixture ty
the chemical combustion efficiency nchem.

As we know, the temperature

behind the front does not Immediately reach its limiting value, even
In a laminar flame front, and for several reasons.
The chemical efficiency nchera(x) varies weakly along a turbulent
flame Jet.

For real homogeneous flame Jet lengths and stream velocities.

Its values vary from 0.85 at the beginning of the Jet to 0.98 at the
end of the Jet under atmospheric pressure [1^].
Thus, the problem of computing average temperatures In the zone
of turbulent combustion reduces to determination of the probability
of appearance of "cold" or "hot" volumes of mixture at a particular
point In the zone.
The system of averaged fluid dynamics equations (see §2) for
the surface model of turbulent combustion in a high velocity stream Is
written in the form
(^.21)

(1.22)

ox, -r-

The influence of viscosity Is manifested only in the flame front
(in the shock), so that the velocity term has been discarded In (4.22)
Let us expand the terms of Equations (4.21) and (4.22). Using Relation (4,20), and the Prandtl hypothesis, to determine the turbulent
diffusion of mass flux, we obtain
o*i

(4.23)

where ü, ■—''•- is the eddy dlffuslvlty and ü., and ü.0 are the
•J jt

i-i-

I«

average velocity components after sample averaging only over the
fresh mixture or only over the combustion products.
During mixing without combustion, these components have no discontinuity on the Instantaneous interface between the two media, so
that we may write

The physical significance of the parameter D^-i-^" was described
In S^ for the case of a one-dimensional turbulent combustion zone.
1

2

we showed in S *, the dispersion a

As

of turbulent mixing of the combus-

tion front is determined by the dispersion of the turbulent displacements of cold volumes of the free stream.
The system of equa:lons (4.21) and (4.22) is equivalent to the
system

n '""TTr ,'^+n'is'

0.25)

dl

(1.26)

'

"Jx,

' dx,

uSJt *•

where ^-^-a. is the rate of decrease of the volume Vi of fresh mixSdt

ture on a unit of the average combustion surface S (the rate of turbulent combustion) and ps is the probability distribution density of
the appearance of a combustion surface at the particular point.
The last terms inEquations (4.25) and (4.26) have been written
only for a single ignition source (a single flame jet).

The two

equations constitute the mathematical formulation of the law of conservation of ensembles of "cold" and "hot" volumes with consideration

of the source (sink), turbulent dlfl'uclon, and the discontinuous nature
of the sample-averaged velocities, which represent a generalization
of the Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov equation of the theory of stochastic
processes (see Chapter 1).
i

I

*

We have Introduced the term "sampled averaging" in which averaging
over time at an arbitrary space point is done selectively: only on
those time segments during which only fresh mixtures or only combustion
products are present at the particular point in space. The ordinary
equations of fluid dynamics for an isothermal incompressible gas are
satisfied at these times. In particular, the sample-averaged continuity equations take the form

I
|

£ia=0:

I

dx,

^.=o.
dx.

(4.27)

The equation of energy conservation (4.22) yields the same
relations after sampled averaging, since

/V=Ft=o.
Let us demonstrate the identity af the systems (4.21); (4.22) and
(4.25); (4.26). Multiplying the first equation of (4.25); (4.26) by
0! and the second by »2 and adding the two equations, we obtain the
continuity equation (4.21) with the aid of Relations (4.27). If we
simply add Equations (4.25) and (4.26), we obtain the energy conservation equation (4.22) with the aid of Relations (4.20):

ax,

where

*

' ' J*

Solution of the System (^.25) and (4.26) Is found to be more
convenient for most cases than solution of the system of averaged
equations of mass and energy conservation, (4.21) and (4.22).

Let us consider a

number of elementary problems whose solutions

can be obtained by analytical Integration of the original equation
system (4.21), (4.22) or (4.25) and (4.26).

§6.

Distribution of Average and Fluctuation
Parameters in the Turbulent Flame Jet

1.

Qne-Dlmenslonal Turbulent Combustion Zone

The average Interface between the fresh mixture and the combustion
products Is immobile and taken as the coordinate plane yOz.

The Initial equation system for the one-dlmenslonal combustion
zone is written

The average density Is determined for the relation

^-p^y^-^^]^^

J) -(
Hi-

0.29)

where Ps(x - xo) is the probability density distribution of displacement of the combustion surface from point xo to point x during time t.

From (4.29), we have P,(x) = --^

(the point Xo Is taken as the

dx

coordinate origin).

Substituting this value into the second equation

of (4.28) and Integrating the latter over x from -• to x, we obtain
the average velocity distribution:

«=«f/VI^«A.

(4.30)

It la seen from Equation»(i|.30) and (i».20) that the average
velocity, sample-averaged only over freeh mixture», yield» the value
of uT, while that averaged over the burned mixture give» u-Ti/Ti.
Here we find that »u equals

The continuity equation assumes the form

It» »olutlon yields the density (temperature! distribution through
the depth of the zone:
»!-•»

2.

''i-ri

i['-*(f)]-

Velocity Fluctuations In a One-Dlmenslonal
Turbulent Combustion Zone

In the turbulent ccmbustlon zone, we can distinguish the rootmean-square turbulent_veloclty obtained by sampled averaging over a
fresh mixture only Vtf and the correapondlng velocity Vif ior the
combustion product». In the general ca»e, these values may be different owing to the stepwlse change In the fluctuation velocities on
deformation of the stream In the flame fr^nt (on the Instantaneous
combustion surface) or continuous variation over the depth of the zone
(for very large diffusion times).
In addition to this velocity, there Is also the Incremental
turbulent velocity fluctuation profile that result» from the appearance of 'reah and burned mixture by turns at a particular point (each
having various »ample-averaged average velocities). In fact, the
overall mean square of the velocity fluctuations for the surface model
of combustion can be written (provided that «»,;«*, are constant through
the depth of the zone) in the form
/i •-■.

^^mW*'e^.^i-SWri»^~^fm-t^^^

-ijip, + ii;*>, Hüu-il,yplpt,

c». 32)

or, for a one-dlmenBlonal zone. If H'I =««'}, In the form
g-''=,Si».fB?(«-l),^VV

Ct-SS)

Thus, even if the free-stream turbulent velocity field is homogeneous and Isotropie, the fluctuation velocity field will be
inhomogeneous and anisotropic over the depth of the zone. The same
relation can be obtained from the equations of fluid dynamics.
Multiplying the equation of energy conservation by the velocity
component u. and averaging, we obtain

Here, assuming satisfaction of the conditions

we obtain for the one-dimensional zone
2 dx

(the unnecessary subscripts are omitted). Let us find the expanded
form of the correlation moment PT. Since the random function P has
zero values everywhere except on the interface, we have

where «..- ^JJÜ-M"*') is the average velocity at the point of
3

3

discontinuity.

I: lit

Substituting the expression obtained for the moment Into (H.lb)
and integrating from -• to x with the boundary condition and Relation
!('».29) considered, we obtain

ät-ir«-5"(-o,)~«»(/i«-|)/Vv
f

i

|
i

i

•

(1.35)

It Is easily seen that Relations (1.32) and (1.35) are Identical.
Similar relationships can be studied for more complex cases.
Analysis of available experimental data for open turbulent flame
Jets on the basis of similar equations Indicates that the fluctuation
velocity distribution observed In this case Is explained only by the
effect: the variable sample-averaged average velocity of the stream
In the combustion zone. Vortex deformation effects [39] are also
observed due to the acceleration of the stream when there is a large
longitudinal pressure gradient along the chamber.
3.

Turbulent Flame Jet In an Open Stream

For a Jet in an open stream, we may neglect diffusion along the
stream and the variation of the longitudinal average velocity component (due to the absence of a static pressure drop along the stream).
(

|
I
|

Substituting the value of the average velocity along the Jet
Hi ■ üi « ü >= const into the continuity equations (1.27), we obtain
(with consideration of the boundary conditions vi(0) ■ 0 for a direct
flame cone and V2(0) ■ 0 for an inverted plane-parallel flame cone)

[

vj " 0 or V2 ■ 0.

I

|

Equations (1.25) and (1.26) take the following form for the
direct cone;

Substituting the value ps - -OPi/Sy) into the first equation, we
obtain

(^.36)

Similarly for the Inverted cone

^

a»

(^.37)

We note that the energy conservation equations have been written
only for the upper half of the Jet.

The general solution of Equations CJ.Sö) and (1.37) takes the
form

and

it

(I.38)

where p(y - yo) is the Gaussian probability distribution density for
displacements of cold (hot) gas volumes and y^x) is the average
boundary of the Jet, defined in the first case by the equation
M

yi-yt+^dx.
and in the second by the equation

j

'i

■■;■',

ii

Without their derivations, we cite the formulas for some of the
most common cases of the turbulent Jet In an open stream.
lurbulfilfc iet behlnd_a_plane-parallel antechamber

I •
f-r,

i

^^^[*m-*m'

(1.39)

where
\

a__VlM*»
r

'.

ao is the half-width of the antechamber (burner),
2a (x) = \Ptdy for

a > 3».

In particular, we obtain on the axis of the Jet

Turbulent Jet behind an azlsymmetrlc burner (Inverted cone)

^')-M-^H-^)'•('-?-)'■*■•
where I| Is a zero-order Bessel function,

■j-f" "

a=at-^[^dx Is the

average radius of the Jet, and ao Is the radius of the antechamber
(burner):
a'•==2
= f/Vrfr.

H VI

^0)

In particular, on the Jet axis
Pt(*:0) Al-»"**).

(i».i»0a)

Since a - ap ~ x and a ~ /x, the physical combustion efficiency on
the Jet axis decreases from unity at the burner exit cross section
and then again tends to unity as x * ».

Formulas (^.39) and (1.40) are valid for the case In which the
temperature and velocity at which the hot gases leave the burner
(antechamber) are near the corresponding values T2 and u or when the
Initial dimensions of the burners are relatively small.

Turbulent flame Jet behind_a_plane-parallel Bunsen burner
The boundary conditions are as follows:

width of initial

homogeneous-mixture stream 2ao, width of burners on margins of stream
(at pipe exit cross section) 2bo, x axis coincident with stream axis:

(t.l»l)

where

«.^off-^x: t.-.b^^-M^^,-

2

(*i r*i)-J/'fi/y for b^b.

•Experience has shown that bi may Increase somewhat more slowly
at the end of the Jet, with the result that b2 will Increase more
rapidly, but In such a way that the Increase of their sum remains
at all times equal to
M

Tl 1 a

In this formula, the value of o can be assumed variable over the
entire volume of the Jet with consideration of the spatial variations
of eddy dlffusivity and the variations of the average velocity. It
can be assumed for most practical calculations that the entire Jet
Is situated within the average velocity core, so that the longitudinal
average velocity is constant and equal to the Initial average velocity
of the stream, but the turbulence parameters can by no means be assumed
constant. Formula (1».11) admits of a number of simplifications in
certain particular cases. For example, if the Jets from the two
burners are far enough apart, relation (4.1»1) will be written as
follows in a coordinate system whose x axis coincides with the axis
of one of the burners:

In one of the relatively simple but quite accurate methods of
allowing for turbulence inhomogeneity, we may take in the first
term the value of a determined from the free stream turbulence
parameters, and, in the second, the value o *• 0.1x determined from
the average turbulence parameters in the zone of mixing of the submerged (hot) Jet with the surrounding immobile space.
It follows from (4.^1) that the variation of the physical combustion efficiency along the axis of the stream is determined by the
relation (y ■ 0):

Pt{x, 0:.=* p!±*'-.)_ vfta^h.l

The combustion efficiency on the stream axis increases with distance from the burner exit until bi reaches the value ao. The flame
Jets moving toward one another from the two burners meet, on the
average, at this time, so that the combustion rate drops abruptly to
zero (there Is nothing to be burned). From this time on, the process
will be basically one of diffusion, and the value of P2 on the axis
will begin to decrease as a result of diffusion of the Jet Into the

r-c

surrounding medium. Actually, there are a number of other physical
factors operating In the final »tage of combustion: the increase in
chemical efficiency. Joint appearances of combustion zones in the same
volume, etc. If the original mixture contains an excess of fuel, a
secondary effect, diffusion combustion (afterburning), will also be
observed In the zone in which the combustion products mix with outsiue
air.
Turbulent_ flarae_ ^et_ behind _a_Bun8en ring Jmrner_ (without
co^sW^rat^on of jn^xlng_ wlth_outslde still air)
The relation for Pi(x; r) inside the flame Jet Is similar to
(4.40) for P2(x; r), but

■Mr" dx
(ao Is the radius of the Igniting burner ring).
In particular, on the Jet axis

The relationships for determination of the combustion rate ufrom the experimental temperature profiles and the relations linking
the values of u-, with the Jet propagation velocity u 'are given In
[14].
§7.

Turbulent Jet In a Pipe

Let us consider the case of a turbulent flame Jet behind a linear
Ignition source placed In a plane-parallel pipe. A solution of this
problem was given In the papers of Ya. B. Zel'dovich, Tsien, and
Scurlock and later developed by A. V. Talantov, V. A. Khramtsov, and
others [101], [102], [103], [104].

We note the fundamental difference between these solutions and
that considered below. In the studies cited above, the real flame
Jet Is replaced by a hypothetical surface of zero or finite thickness.
In front of and behind which the authors use flowrate, momentum, and
energy equations averaged over the cross section of the pipe. The
resulting nonclosed equation system Is closed by assigning the width
of the combustion zone (or the combustion time), a combustion rate
that satisfies Mlkhel1son's law, and the law of average velocity
(or average temperature) variation. The problem Is to find the shape
of the combustion "surface" (interface). Thus stated, the problem
bears little resemblance to the real physical picture of combustion
In a high-velocity turbulent stream. Even if such a surface existed
at the Initial point in time, it would be transformed at later times,
by virtue of Its Inherent instability but chiefly under the action of
the turbulent diffusion of the free stream, into a complex, confused
combustion surface with a certain distribution of appearance probabilities at any point on the chamber cross section.
We place the coordinate origin In the source (see Figure H.'i),
the x axis along the stream axis, the y axis perpendicular to it, and
the z axis (along which all properties are assumed to homogeneous)
along the linear source. We denote the pipe width by 2a, the average
boundary of the upper half of the Jet by yi(x), and the average
boundary of the lower half of the Jet by yztx). In virtue of the
axial symmetry, the absolute values of yi and ya are obviously equal.
In the present problem, the following are assumed to be given: the
average free stream velocity u^O) - u, the coefficient of turbulent
transport DT of the free stream (constant over the pipe cross section),
and the rate of turbulent combustion uT.

The value of uT is uniquely

defined by the mlcrostructure of the free stream turbulence, Irrespective of where combustion occurs (In the pipe or in the open stream)
and regardless of whether the secondary turbulent velocity field
Induced by the flame is significant or not (see §6). It is more
convenient to begin solution of the problem by solving the equations
for the cold component of the stream, since the initial and boundary
conditions are known for It. We shall neglect the variation of the

transverse average velocity component of the cold part of the stream,
i.e., assume that vi ■ 0 not only in the Initial cross section and on
the walls of the pipe, but also throughout the entire remainder of the
cold part of the stream. At high stream turbulence velocities (velocities much higher than the average transverse velocity Vi), this
assumption is quite obvious. We note that the transverse component
of average velocity in front of the flame front could also have been
disregarded with no major error in the studies cited above, but there
this component was to some extent supplanted by the transverse turbulence velocity, which was not taken into account.
Applying the condition V! » 0, we obtain from the continuity
equation (4.27), written with consideration of the density variation
along the pipe,
i'ifO)«,^. (*)£{*).

C»-^)

We now neglect vj; this is a more serious simplification and
yields sufficient accuracy only for large transverse turbulent velocities.
Then the equation for the cold volume appearance probability
distribution density function can be written

<i»

«i ay1'

The boundary condition at the wall is zero flow of cold volumes
through the wall:
(viPrl^A

-0.

(4.45)

For the upper half of the flame, the solution of (4.44) with
the boundary condition (4.45) takes the form

P^'-lsM*
i-^r*—■••-]
V2TU

(4.46)

and for the lower half of the Jet
1

Pi (*•*)=

'»-"•>',

(»«^±ü«)'i

(1.17)

KSi«

We note that, strictly speaking, the solutions are approximate:
they take account only of the Influence of the nearer wall, assuming
that the effects of the opposite wall are practically negligible. The
probabilities of finding fresh mixture and combustion products at an
arbitrary point in the pipe are determined by the relation

and

since

(4.48)

\Pidy9~\.

Substituting the value of pi for the lower half of the flame into
the first term of the function Pi, and the value of pi for the upper
half of the flame into the second term, and recognizing that yi ■ -yi,
we obtain after various transformations

(4.119)

Plots of the function Fj against x and y for the values
f

>

-^
-0.001
UV«

dnd

are given in Figure 4.8.

;|Ji •

-^-«O.Oö

Vi

The average boundary of the

•rrn;^

turbulent Jet Is determined by the
relation

,h[x)J[-*: äx-^h-^^dx. (4.50)
-yja-i -os-^t-Cy -0,1 0

0.7 fl* Ob cs lOy/*

According to C*.^), the value
of yj is determined from the experimental average temperature profile
by the equation

"■W-'-T[*(^)-*(¥)+*(?)].

A plot of this function for
various values of

Figure i).8. P2 distribution
of flame Jet In plane-parallel

*- and 51=0.02

pipe With -J-s-o.UOl; o,/i, = 0,05

is given in Figure 4.9.
To determine Ü2 and V2, we use the energy conservation equation
written in the form

(«.-«,) dx
*£ -f.^ - uM ~ DlAf//,) I-A(y.)l.

Substituting the value of

(^.51)

a

^- from (4.48) into this equation, we

obtain after a number of transformations [14]
"An- DfPi (1/1)+ />i (</:))-T-j^
—
ty.
ay'

(4.52)

—•apff.)vf Ti^ra

■^•■firt'Wi.Kyr :r&w*t,Wr.

where
<I_gl(0) M(>l(*).

. «J(0)

01W'

5,--^-fB,rfy according to the
continuity equation (4.27).
? * * $ >o '? >- is v uf

Figure 1.9. Illustrating
experimental determination of
average flame Jet boundary

Formula (4.52) can be expressed
more simply on the Jet axis (y • 0):

(Dnuio -0.00?; OiJ-o):

(«.53)

»-11, B.-OOS, > u, u -C.t. »-n,'».-«^

In particular, as
.^0 A^i-*o

"

«,(1-1)

and as
"

«1(11-1)

On the pipe wall (y ■ a), discarding the Influence terms of the
opposite half of the Jet, we obtain
2

V-JL».— *!„,(«_!)

fl + Vl

as yl-*a ^z£L . I.
««(»-I)

The profile of the velocity Ü2 can be calculated from Formula
(4.52) by successive approximation. Putting vj - 0 In (4.52), we find
the üj profile in the first approximation. Urlng the profile found
for u», we determine the first approximation of the profile V2 from
the continuity equation and substitute it into (4.52), and so forth.
For sufficiently large D^t v2 practically vanishes, so that we may

nil-,

confine ourselves to the first
order calculation of the profile.
When DT is small, It is necessary
to consider v*.

In the limit with

DT «» 0, V2 may reach values
~u (n - 1) at certain points in
the pipe.

The value of V2 may be

nonzero at the wall, since the
Figure 4.10. Distribution of
average flame-Jet velocities
in pipe:

probability of appearance of the
flame front at the wall has a
finite value."

The profile of the average ve locitles ü is determined from the
formula
«=■ UiPl + ÜJPJ= Ü1 + (Uj—Ui)/V

Plots of the Ü profile across the pipe for u/Vi « 0.05 are
given in Figure 4.10.
For practical calculations. It is sometimes more convenient to
use equations averaged over the pipe cross section.

The conserva-

tion equations of mass, energy, and momentum, averaged over the pipe
cross section, will be written in the respective forms:

1,«, = «,^: u^-u^u^n-l)

and

where p(x) is the static pressure in cross section x,

.The "wan" in tMs proue. is naturau, to .e^^^r^ooa as t.e
outer boundary of the boundary layer, beyond which
pipe walls come into play.

The detailed derivation of these equations will be found in [14].
The momentum equation can be used to estimate the value of u-,
from the static pressure drop along the pipe.

We note that the sample-

averaged momentum equations and the general equation were not used
in solving the problem.

These equations are satisfied with the ele-

mentary assumption that the static pressure is constant over y,
f-■■'tt'~J'-0, and v'2 ■ const.
However, if we use the more accurate assumptions (va t 0, etc.),
we can obtain a turbulent velocity distribution vi2 in the combustion
products that satisfies the condition of zero pressure drop across
the stream and is different from the distribution v|2.

In addition

to this velocity, there is also a profile of incremental turbulent
velocity fluctuations, whlcnis obtained by measuring the total velocity
fluctuation in the combustion zone (see §6.2).

All of this suggests

the possibility of measuring the fluctuation velocity values in the
zone and in the products of combustion of the flame Jet in the pipe,
which will differ substantially from the turbulent velocity of :!:?
free stream, although, as we saw from the solution, the basic parameters of the jet — the dispersion and the average yi — were determined by the free stream turbulence.
The solution given above is applicable to the combustion behind
stabilizers and behind small antechambers if the temperature of the
antechamber Jet does not differ strongly from that of the combustion
products.

In this case, the coordinate origin is placed on the

edge of the stabilizer (antechamber) and the distance a is the width
of the gap between the stabilizer edge and the wall.

The value of

D- assigned in the bottleneck in the stream in front of the stabilizer
undergoes practically no change; only the average velocity increases
from Ho to üi, so that the value DT/üi (üi is the longitudinal average velocity in the bottleneck) should be substituted in the calculation for the assigned value of DT/üo.

e** 2 1 s a lo n ti it it 20%

Figure ^.11. Dispersion
rslon of
turbulent flame jett in pipe
and In open stream
1 — in open stream

In a number of cases (e.g.,
combustion behind many ignition sources)
with large variation of the longitudinal
average velocities, it will evidentally
be more correct in engineering calculations to use the average (over the
pipe cruss section) value of the dispersion, which is given by the formula
f*

n

,.,.2^=2 f

e^

„^

.; \

^i^-tal'it).

.i-> ; 2 — in pipe with «j«, - o.us.
for jc>2jr# / where JT,« -5t

3 — in pipe with «,'«.-o.i;
h — in pipe with «j/a,-0.J

(

^j

Plots of this function for various u.j/üi are given in Figure
4.11.

The value of uT is assigned for experimental data obtained by

any of the methods given above for open stream measurements. The
solution given in the present section may also serve as a basis for
measurements of u».
§8.

Scales of Temperature Inhomogeneities in
the Taroulent Combustion Zone

In a number of engineering problems, there is interest not only
in the combustion rate and the width of the combustion zone, but
also in the dimensions of the "cold" and "hot" volumes filling this
zone.

It is convenient to study the relationships for these dimensions
with reference to the example of the one-dimensional turbulent
combustion zone. If necessary, they can be extended to the real
flame Jet in a high velocity stream by simple conversion.

ii i,'

w*^ jKUHfif ifamw «i

We shall examine the statistics of the temperature inhomogenelty
scales along one of the axes (for example, the y axis), along which
the statistical propertjes of the randomly fluctuating combustion
surface are homogeneous
Here it is natural to use the results obtained In the statistical
geometry of random surfaces^ [106]. For this purpose, we shall assume
that the statistical distribution of the values of c(y) and its derivative H/3y is a two-dimensional normal distribution:

where

C Is the coordinate of the combustion surface.

I

As we know [106], the average number of crossings of the surface
through the level C ■ x with the condition I ' 0 per unit length is
in this case
Art==_L^expf_Ül

(U.57)

If Li is the average scale of the "cold" volume on the y axis
and La is the corresponding "hot" scale, we obviously have

•The analysis given below differs from that in [11], but lead:
to the same results.
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Figure 4.13.
Scales Li and L2
plotted against combustion
efficiency for various stream
velocities:
Experiment
t.

L,

0 0
D

A

a

•

1.6
1.*
1.«

w
3>
20

theory;
distance from
burner xb ■
500 mm.

Since
/>,=- M

p

tL
it'

where
p. =

i'-"(f)].'-l['^fjj.

we have

(4.59)

^.',vt,,>^,--,^V}-hlJWW-^ ^

Universal curves of -'—■ and
i(0)

n^i

^^- against x/a are plotted In
i(0)

Figure i).12.

In Figure 1.13, the

scales, constructed as functions
of the observation probabilities,
are compared with experiment [92].
We should note that the
dependence of the parameter Oj on
the physico-chemical properties of
the mixture must be taken into
t.fi

account in plotting absolute values

Figure '».I'*. Scales Li and L2
plotted against efficiency for
various excess-air ratios:
Experiment

of the scales.
From physical and dimensional
theory considerations, we have

r

■mw-

theory;
ni/sec distance
from
o
A
D

■ ■<
1.35
1.13

31

n
a:

burner xb «
500 mm.

where r and q are certain exponents
and X is, as before, the dissipation
scale. Since Um decreases with

Increasing excess-air ratio a, the parameter 01 will increase, with
a resulting decrease In the inhomogeneity scales. In full agreement
with experimental data (Figure 4.11).
The results obtained enable us to find the scale distribution of
the burned mixture for a flame Jet in a high velocity stream.

For the

Jet behind a plane-parallel antechamber, for example, the scale distribution for the fresh mixture above the Jet
(Li) are obviously given by the formulas

'!"iLl'»(^ll'^'
(•^M»

'KM'+'mK-'

(LV)

and below the Jet

,-.m-. ■■■■(,• ■--■w1"" ■i«^'~»iw»ip"5

1

At the same time, by definition,

Prom this.

^WH-)-f^([.-»(^-)].!r2?-+[.+.(^)]^).
where P2 is described by the formula

CHAPTER V

DIFFUSION COMBUSTION IN A TURBULENT STREAM
§1.
1.

The Single Open Diffusion Flame

Models of Diffusion Combustion

Combustion of unmixed gases Is the case most frequently encountered In practice and has therefore long attracted the attention of
Investigators.

However, It can be said that there is as yet neither

a consensus as to the physical picture of the process nor a generally
accepted and sufficiently reliable method of calculating the turbulent
Jet.

The work of Burke and Schumann [6], who studied laminar combustion
for the case of coaxial streams of fuel and oxidizer flowing in a
closed channel at the same -eloclty, and the work of Ya. B. Zel'dovlch
[96], [IM] on the properties of the laminar diffusion flame strongly
Influenced later research In this field.

The fo]lowing assumptions

are usually made In analyzing models of laminar diffusion combustion:
(a) the combustion reactlor. Is assumed to be infinitely rapid (instantaneous); (b) the diffusion coefficients and thermal diffusivities
are assumed to be constant and equal.
Into two zones:

Thus, the flow field is divided

one inside the combustion surface (flame front) and

the other outside of it.

In each zone, combustible gas or oxygen

diffuses in the direction toward the flame front, vanishing at the

front, while combustion products enter each zone from the flame front,
where their concentration equals unity.

The temperature on the

flame front is equal to the adiabatlc combustion temperature.
Neglect of the influence of heat release on the transport
coefficients and the aerodynamics of the stream results in the fact
that the location of the flame front found as a result of the solution
coincides with the surface on which the fuel and oxldizer are In the
stoichiometric ratio in cold mixing (mixing without reaction).
It is self-evident that a certain amount of caution is required
in extending concepts that have Justified themselves for the laminar
flame to the case of the turbulent diffusion combustion.
For example, the assumption [1], [3] that a nonmoving flame
front surface exists in the stream is highly arbitrary and Justified
only as a first approximation.

Even if a thin instantaneous diffu-

sion front were organized in the stream, it would be subject to
random spatial fluctuations under the influence of the turbulence in
the medium.

This behavior of the flame front has been demonstrated

by direct experiment in the combustion of a homogeneous mixture (see
Chapter IV).

It is also known that the highest average temperature

is always found to be far below adiabatlc in all turbulent diffusion
flames.
It is understandable from physical considerations that allowance
for the complex nature of mixing in a turbulent stream, which was
treated in detail in Chapter I, Is especially necessary in the study
of diffusion combustion problems.

It appears that Gaussorn, Widdel,

and Hottel [108] were the first to take note of this fact on the
basis of experiments during which the concentrations of the combustion products, fuel, and oxldizer were measured on the axis of a
turbulent Jet.

These data permitted calculation of the molar con-

centrations of the combustible gas referred to its nonreacting
constituents (the so-called reduced concentration).

It was found

that at that point on the Jet axis at which the amount of air reaches

stoichlometry (on the average over t!i; ), Its combustion is not yet
complete (the combustible gas Is present in a sample). A combustion
efficiency of 9955 is attained at rather large di.Btances from the
exit cross section at two or three times the stcichloraetric amount
of air.
This discrepancy indicates the need for introduction (we quote
from [108J): "of an additional characteristic of the mixing process
in addition to those based on the average concentration values.
According to the physical picture of the turbulent flame, air eddies
are extracted from the surrounding atmosphere and broken up into
fragments of various sizes by viscous forces» in the Jet. Combustion
occurs when th. flame completely envelopes the air eddies and unburned
gas. Although the total area of the flame is several times the area
attainable in the diffusion flame,»» the final intimate mixing of the
gas and oxygen can occur between eddies as a result of molecular
diffusion . . . ."
The above picture of the process leads directly to the conci icion
that Instantaneous concentration fluctuations occur about a certain
average value. Reference [108] suggests that the fluctuations are
normally distributed. Since either oxygen or unburned gas should be
absent in an instantaneous sample when the chemical reaction rates
are high, the dispersion (the mean square of the fluctuations) In the
postulated normal distribution characterizing the "mixing intimacy"
of the gases can be determined from the average reduced concentrations
of these gases. Thus, determination of this parameter involves gas
analysis of the flame.
The direct conclusion drawn from [108] is that methods for
calculation of the turbulent diffusion flame that essentially identify mixing on the average with molecular mixing will give low values
»Inertlal forces are apparently what is meant.
»»The reference Is to the laminar diffusion flame.

for the burnup length as compared with that found in an experiment
by chemical analysis.

This difficulty can be overcome by generalizing

the "two-stage" methods developed for calculation of nonlsothermal
Jets in Chapters I and II to the case of mixing with reaction, regarding rilxing as the decisive factor In accordance with the generally
accepted view [1], [3], [108].
2.

Method of Calculating Parameters of Diffusion Flame in
an Open Stream

Let us first consider the method of calculation based on the
mlcrovolume diffusion combustion model using the single axlsymmetrlc
fuel Jet as an example.

The procedure of the calculation is as

follows [153]:
1.

The "cold" mixing of the Jet of fuel with the oxldlzer

is determined from the laws of accelerated molecular diffusion, and
quasilaminar fuel and oxldlzer concentration profiles are found from
the formulas of Chapter II, in which the grey mixing dispersion 0J (x)
appears.
2.

Following [108], we assume that a chemical reaction takes

place at each point in space in accordance with the composition found
for the mixture.

The temperature found as a result corresponds to

the adlabatlc combustion temperature r«" a mixture of this composition.
3.

We then account for the expansion of the gases on heating.

If it is assumed that expansion takes place only in the transverse
direction (open flame), a ring of area I'.-u^r,, will occupy an area

Vcti'v)

after completion of heat release; here v^ro) is the density of the gas
as a result of cold mixing andy . (r») is the density of combustion
products of the corresponding composition.

As a result of thermal expansion, therefore, a circle of
radius r (and the values of the thermodynamlc parameters corresponding
to it) becomes a circle of radius r c', determined by' the relation

f%
k.

(5.1)

Constructing quasllamlnar profiles with consideration of

thermal expansion, we find the average profiles by superimposing the
random convective transfer, which is described by a Gaussian probability density with dispersion aj

(A).

For example, the average value

of the temperature at a distance r from the axis of an axisymmetrlc
flame is given by

r(')-j7;,(rr),(;.;r)</;r=.
(5.2)
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The step-by-step method of calculating turbulent diffusion
combustion is based on the physical model of aged formation and
decay of large vortices, which was examined in Chapter I.

The large

vortex that forms depends only on the velocity shear between the
Jet of combustible gas and the cocurrenl oxidlzer stream.

The

statistical ensemble of large vortices determines the convective
transport velocity of gas volumes and the characteristic mixing scale
o. Clnce heat release in convective transport is negligible, it has
practically no effect on the transport scale a.

Microturbulent

mixing of the gaseous component takes place throughout the entire
volume of the decay wakes, with simultaneous heat release and
expansion of the combustion products, and the component concentrations arc determined at each point of the wake by the convective
transport of the large vortex even before combustion.
stage of large vertex formaUon Is repeated.
in a pipe (e;

]

Then the

For a diffusion flame

;-il flame), expansion of the combustion products

results not in expansion of the average lateral boundaries of the
flame, but in an increase in the longitudinal velocities, with a
resulting change in the scale a as a result of the changes in the
diffusion coefficient and the average flow velocity. However, we
shall consider diffusion combustion in chambers with large longitudinal pressure gradients in separate sections of this chapter.
In accordance with the above, the end of the flame corresponds
(on the average) to stoichioraetry on the axis of the Jet with cold
"grey" mixing, i.e., the flame length is found from the condition

T"^"1'

(5.3)

where c, and t)J are the partial densities of the air and the combustible gas and L is the coefficient of stoichiometry for the combustible gas.
Since (see Chapter I, §1)

Relation (5.3) can be written

Remembering that on the axis

we obtain from (5.3')

«!

^=.n(.^).

Or, since o'm
m»A'<i (see Chapter III)
i

il^A'.m/HJL).

(5.1)

where Z- is the flame length determined from Relation (5.1).
Let us consider certain particular cases.

When a flame forms

in the cocurrent stream (cocurrency parameter m ■ V1/V2), we have
at sufficiently large distances from the exit section
a»_>±at

For m near unity, the dispersion is determined by the natural
turbulence of the streams and can be represented in the form (see
Chapter II, §3)
■

Hence, the flame length is determined by the relation

'♦ _ ■
00

"

"^

(5.5)

20,*» 1.(1+ -*-) '

If the flame is formed in a large pipe, the ratio D^yü is
determined by pipe turbulence and does not depend on the velocity u.
Thus, the relative flame length in this case does not depend on the
velocity of the flame and is proportional to the Initial diameter.
If, in addition, n/L «1, we have

T .'•th-,"K7*K

and then

I.e., the length of the flame is proportional to the coefficient of
stoichiometry and inversely proportional to the ratio of the initial
densities n and the cocurrency parameter in (without considering the
influence of these parameters on the coefficient N).
At large distances from the nozzle exit in a submerged flame
(see the formulas of Chapter II, §2)

Thus we have from (5.^)
lOa.l •
'♦^

■v-,n(,+r)
or
i^ ~N* i „•

(5.6)

It follows from (5.6) that the relative length of a submerged flame
is independent cf diameter and initial velocity, directly proportional
to the stoichiometry coefficient, and inversely proportional to the
square root of the Initial density ratio.
All of the foregoing results were obtained without consideration
of the Archimedean force, so that the calculated flame length may
be on the high side for vertical outflow of the fuel jet.

Approximate allowance for the Archimedean force ie possible
with the aid of the following notation for the momentum equation:
f. Uürdr^nU^-^rdr,
where ?

C

(5.7)

is the density in the flame as calculated from a formula

of the type (5.2).
equivalent form

äx

Equation (5.7) is therefore written in the

\vj*rdr=g U fcfu.pfrjrjr.rfr,-^ c..,('',)/»{»-lrJr.rfr,jrrf/- =
mm

m

■

_

f
Equation (5.7) gives a new relation between the diffusion
parameters a™ and ay for use instead of those obtained previously
(see Chapter II, §2) and reduces to the earlier relations only at
sufficiently large Froude numbers:

Approximate analysis of the above equations indicates that considerable importance attaches to a number A of the form

3 fr«;

where »

and T are the density and combustion temperature of the
c
c
stoichiometrlc mixture, T g •ul„, is the mixture temperature obtained

on mixing of stoichiometric quantities of combustible gas and
oxidlzer with their respective initial temperatures, and f is the
number of moles of combustion products per mole of fuel.

If the condition A ^ 10 is satisfied at x < Zr, the flame length
is expressed by the simple formula

^0.4—^5-~M-.

1

mm *-

(5.8)

where vi and uz are the molecular weights of the oxidlzer and the
fuel.
The results set forth above pertained to an axisymmetric flame.
Let us write the corresponding formulas for a plane-parallel turbulent flame and a mixing layer.
In the two-dimemlonal case, relation (5.1), which describes
the influence of thermal expansion, is replaced by the obvious
relation

.} Bc.r

The average temperature profile is obtained by superimposing
the random transport described by a Gaussian probability density
with dispersion o' on the quasilaminar profile constructed with
consideration of thermal expansion:

The length of the plane-parallel flame is determined from the
condition
■+n

Remembering that at sufficiently large distances from the flame
exit section

we have for m near unity

4>

-

(-vl^)

i+n

Prom this,

where ♦"* Is the Inverse of the probability Integral.
For example, when -£—<\

«o

n

«ta« D,'

For pipe turbulence, as we have noticed, Dj/u does not depend
on velocity.
At large cocurrency parameters, therefore, the length of the
plane-parallel flame Is directly proportional to the square of the
stolchlometry coefficient and Inversely proportional to the product
of the square of the cocurrency parameter by the fourth power of the
Initial-density ratio.
In a submerged plane-parallel flame at large distances downstream
\». /

1 :•» .,

I in ft, —

L

(for I;. «).

Then

'J^^di-Pr).
From this, putting 0=5:0,1 jt:

2««

«InPr

'

Thus, as in the axlsyimnetric case, the relative length of the
submerged plane-parallel flame does not depend on the dimensions of
the burner or the initial velocity, and is directly proportional to
the stulchlometry coefficient.

At the same time, this length is

inversely proportional to the initial-density ratio (and not to the
square root of the ratio as in the case of the axisymmetric flame).
3.

Comparison with Experiment

Before comparing the proposed calculation method with experimental data, it is necessary to answer the following natural question:
Can the same values of the dispersion and degree of greyness that
describe mixing in nonreacting Jets be used for calculation of the
flame?

This question is most easily answered by direct experiments

similar to those to be described below.

The latter were run on a

special experimental setup (Figure 5.1) composed of a cylindrical
combustion chamber (diameter 49 mm) 1, fitted with two centrifugal
nozzles 3 for delivery of fuel to form a heated (to 1100° K and
higher) combustible mixture that ignites spontaneously at the exit
from th<> chamber.

The mixture is preheated with antechamber 2 and

then by initiating the combustion downstream of the annular stabilizer 4, whose position on the length of the chamber has been adjusted
to prevent vibrating combustion in the chamber.

The cocurrent stream

was formed in the 400 mm diameter pipe 5 with diffuser grid 6 to
suppress disturbances.

Air was fed into the combustion chamber from

a system of compressed air cylinders,

cithyl alcohol was used as a

fuel to control soot fouling and radiation cf light in the diffusion

Alcohol

flame. Sodium atoms injected with
an NaOH solution into antechamber
2 made the main contribution to
the total luminous emission of the
flame.

It is known that sodium atoms
emit with an intensity that depends
very strongly on temperature
Air
[through tue factor e - (hv/kT)].
Figure 5.1. Diagram of setup
for study cf dispersion in a
It can therefore be assumed that If
diffusion flame.
there is no emission in the volume
1 — combustion chamber; 2 —
of the jet at the flame exit secantechamber; 3 — centrifugal
nozzles; 4 — stabilizer; 5 —
tion, the emittance distribution
pipe; 6 — turbulence suppressor
in a certain cross section is due
grid.
to random fluctuations of a thin
emitting surface, and specifically with fluctuations of the instantaneous diffusion flame front, where the u:.Timum temperature is determined. Since the intensity distribution (found by densitometry of a
photograph of the flame) in a cross section has a characteristic shape
with two "humps" the width of a hump can be used to determine the
dispersion of the flame front in the corresponding cross section.
The initial concentration of the i'uel in the Jet was varied from
Co • 0.07 to 0.13 kg/kg.
The notation of the maximum brightness surface varied quite
substantially as a result.
Nevertheless, Figure 5-2 shows that the front dispersion calculated from flame emittance undergoes practically no change (at a
constant cocurrency parameter m).
Data on the flame front dispersion are compared in Figure 5.3
with data on the Jet dispersion determined under similar hydrodynamic
conditions, also by the optical diffusion method (see Chapter III, §4).
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For comparison, Figure 5-3
also shows dispersion values
calculated from the temperature
profiles of a Jet flowing out of
a strongly pinched nozzle, i.e.,
with low initial turbulence (experi-
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Figure 5.2. Plsperslon of front
of diffusion flame.
m « 0; & - c ■ 0.07 kg/kg;
A - c - 0.13 kg/kg; m - 0.28;
O - c - 0.07 kgAg; • - c •
0.13 kg/kg; experiments of
V. N. Sagalovlch.

ments of I. B. Falatnik [A3]).
Inspection of this figure
shows that the dispersion is actually determined by the hydrodynamics
of the stream.

The fact that the

dispersion is initially lower

according to Falatnik's experimercal data is naturally explained by
the low initial turbulence level in his experiments.

It is also

seen from Figure 5.3 that the dispersion straightens out on the main
segment of the Jet, following a line with a given slope for a given
value of m.

Thus, the experiment confirms that dispersion is inde-

pendent of heat release for the initial segment of a diffusion flame.
The above method permits investigations in a relatively narrow
range of conditions.

In the preceding chapter, we demonstrated the

identity of the dispersions with and without combustion in a rather'
broad range of Initial conditions for a hotter homogeneous flame.

We

may therefore expect this to hold even more strongly for the diffusion
Jet flame, since the hydrodynamics of turbulence transport is more
important and the chemical reaction of the mixed gases less important
in burning fuel Jets* than in the homogeneous flame Jet.
The possibility of using characteristics that describe "cold"
mixing of Jets in these calculations can also be confirmed by simple
comparison of the results of these calculations with observational
results.
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Table 5.1a presents the
results of calculations using
Formula (5.6) with the experimental values of lf obtained in
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[108].
In this study, the flame
length was determined both visually
and as the distance along the
axis of the flame at which combustion efficiency reached 99X. The
reference origin for the length
was the end of the transitional
segment to turbulence S.

'/'

y-r'
Figure 5 3- Dispersions of diffusion flame and Jet compared.
Jet
Ü - m - 0; ■ -~iri 0.3 (N. A.
Zamyatlna, tubular profile);
l-m"0j2-m" 0.3 (I. B.
Palatnik, rectangular profile);
Flame
3_m-0;J<-m" 0.3.

In agreement with Chapter III,

N ■ 0.5 — 0.6 for all cases. The
calculation by Formula (5.8), which takes account of the Archimedean
force, was compared with the data of S. N. Shorin and 0. N. Yermolayev
[112], who determined the flame length visually.
Table 5.1b shows that the agreement between the calculated and
experimental values is quite satisfactory.
Formulas of the type (5.1) and (5.2) can be used to calculate
the axial reduced concentration c '. Figure 5.'* compares theory with
m
the experiments of Hottel, Qaussorn, and Waddell for three gases:
propane, hydrogen, and city gas.
The agreement is again quite satisfactory.

h(, ■

TABLE 5.1a

Composition
Hydrogen + propane
Carbon dioxide +
city gas
Acetylene
Carbon monoxide
Propane
City gas
Hydrogen

"

Frlt'i*'

I'

MM

0,997

lfi.2

3.18 15100

0.99,
1.036

3.1
11.9
2.38
23.3

3.18 8.SÜÜ 3WJU0 «ft 74
3.18 .■r.'-iou, :iU7ij<) 177'
6,36 ,iU"0 ■2Uh 41»
3.18 WdiKI am) 263
3.18 17,r.(M wiooo 130«
4.62 .'i')8U 108000 124

»ul'OOJ

1 .(KM
0.67
1.39

4.8
2,38

14,45

Re

.16000 216

4

N

0.62

23 0.6
II
0.58
34.6 0.59
__ 0.6
5.6 0,48
2.1 0.7

•Apparent length of flame.

TABLE 5.1b
*■<»

■P

C

i)

h

•ri

Composition

»'j

MM

City gas
Propane

3
3
8
6
6

ft
m/sec "

£

o

H

o

too

925
925
838

76,7 123,4
52
176
3
108,5

4.74
18,4

290
290
7^
666
294

0,37 77-80 76
5.79 229
180
19,1 171,1 140
04,8 197
171
3t,9 »9 238

4,15 ol,S
4,15 37,7

5
S
3
3
3

Q.

+»
cd
rH
3

47.4
4M
167

4,i„ * ,4

Hydrogen

u

I

ß
O
•H

102.6
1M>
12,4
24.7
H5

554
705

•m

■M7
297

214
Wi
5,2
30,7
715

116
10«
90
{•23

191

135
87

121
120
73
106
195

As a last example, let us consider the experiments of Sh. A.
Yershin and L. P. Yarln [109].

These authors studied the cone formed

on outflow of a propane butane mixture (co

t,

0.085 kg/kg) from a

nozzle 20 mm In diameter at a velocity of 61 m/sec Into a cocurrent
stream.

The Initial temperature of the fuel-gas Jet was 1300° K.

h'

The Jet dispersion found above
as a result of reduction of Palatnik's data from a study of mixing
of a weakly preheated Jet on a
similar setup (see Figure 5.3) was
used in the calculations.
*U *'il

Figure 5.4. Reduced concentration on axis of diffusion flame.
x; O; A — experiment;
calculation.

The temperature rise in an
elementary volume as a result of
combustion was found from the
formulas:

^^-V for <r<-^T

AT":

^-(l-^r) for ^-T-Vr•
i<fl+ I

Lt

(5.9a)

(5.9b)

where g denotes the concentration by weight of the Jet substance in
this volume for "grey" mixing, e~-%!— . and it was further assumed
that H

u

» 11,000 kcal/kg and L

15.6 kg/kg,

The variation of heat capacity (cp) and molecular weight during
combustion was neglected. The procedure of the calculation was indicated above. Since the flame was short in Yershin and Yarin's experiments, the degree of greyness N was taken equal to 0.6 (see Chapter
III, §1, subsection b).
Figures i).5 and 5.6 illustrate the transformation of the
temperature profile at the stages in the calculations for the submerged flame: the quasilaminar profile without consideration of
thermal expansion (5.5b), the profile with consideration of thermal
expansion (5.5a), and the average profile (Figure 5.6). In Figure
5.6, the calculated radial average temperature profiles are compared
with experimental data from various cross sections of the flame.
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Figure 5.5. Transformation of temperature profiles in turbulent
diffusion flame ("grey" mixing).
a — with consideration of thermal expansion; b — without consideration of thermal expansion (m - 0; n = M; Co ■ 0.085 kg/kg; To ■
1300° K).
Figure 5.7 compares the calculation and experimental axial
temperatures; N - 0.5 was taken to find the parameters of the cocurrent
flame with cocurrency parameter m » 0.275 (see Chapter III, S^, subsection k).
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Figure 5.6. Temperature profiles In diffusion flame.
calculation: A — experiments of Sh. A. Yershin and A. P.
Yarin (m - 0; n - »».S; Co • 0.085 kg/kg; To - 1300° K).
i2.

Chamber Length in I iffuslon Combustion

The concepts developed for the open diffusion flame can be used
to obtain approximate analytical solutions for estimation of combustion chamber length for simple modes of delivery of the fuel gas,
as well as computer solutions for more complex cases. Let us first
examine a number of simple relationships for certain typical methods
of delivering gaseous fuels: through slots along the walls of planeparallel and round chambers, delivery of several Jets spaced along
the chamber and uniformly distributed around the cross section, etc.

The chamber length on which
the fuel is completely burned has
the order of magnitude

---f-

(5.10)

'(»r + »tJ.

where u is the average longitudinal
20 xli,

particle velocity of the reacting
gases during mixing,

Figure 5-7. Temperature variation on axis of diffusion
flame.

is the

T

sum of the ignition delay and the

0 — m » 0 and • — m ■ 0.275,
experiments of Sh. A. Yershln
and L. P. Yarln;
calculation.

chemical reaction (combustion)
time of the two gases, and

T

mx

is

the molecular mixing time of the
turbulent fuel and oxldizer streams.

For the ignition delay and chemical reaction (combustion) times,
we have both experimental overall kinetic relationships and the theoretical kinetic equations for many fuels.

For example, the following

analytical relation is proposed for gaseous hydrogen in [19]:
t

10'
_/'!>

I

1

p

where

TC

MIO

(5.11)

p

is the time in psec, p is the static pressure in kgs/cma,

and T is the thermodynamic temperature of the mixed volume before
combustion in 0K.

An assumption is also made concerning the fraction of combustion
products from the burned part of the fuel in the mixed volume.

For

2

hydrogen at T2 « 1000° K, u « 2000 m/sec, and p - 3 kgs/cm , we obtain
10 usec and L ■ UT
0.08 m.
With the same conditions and
T « 1500° K, we have Lc < 0.01 m.
length L,

mx

The characteristic diffusion mixing

^mx is an order of magnitude larger.

v/;

In most cases of practical interest, therefore, the parameters
of the stream in the channel are such that the reaction time is much
smaller than the mixing time. In these cases, the chemical kinetic
effects can be disregarded, as in open flames.
A more accurate determination of chamber length can be made
either from a surface combustion model or from the microbulk combustion model. The surface combustion model assumes that combustion of
the fuel occurs In a thin flame front in accordance with the known
laws of laminar diffusion combustion.
However, the flow of reacting components to the surface of the
front is assumed in this case to be proportional not to the molecular
diffusion coefficient, but to the coefficient of gradient mlcroturbulent diffusion. The flame front (more precisely, its mean value) is
placed where the fuel and oxldizer are in the stoichioraetric proportions
In cold microturbulent mixing without combustion.
The surface combustion model can be used to obtain rather simple
analytical relations for estimation of the diffusion flame length when
a < 1 and a > 1 (a is the excess oxldizer ratio). It is not possible
to determine channel length from the position of the front when o ■ 1,
since the flame front is not closed in this case, either at the channel wall or at the axis of the stream. In this case, channel length
is determined from the position of that cross section in which the
integral combustion efficiency, which will be discussed below, reaches
a value » 0.95 (see §3, subsection 1).
The bulk combustion model assumcö the presence of a reaction and
heat release not only in the range of stolchiometric fuel and oxldizer
proportions, but also in rich or lean regions; in other words, it is
assumed that the reaction occurs at all points on the channel cross
section In accordance with the local concentration values of the
components at these points that insure predominance of microturbulent
diffusion over combustion. The two computing methods yield results
that agree as to the average position of the "flame front" for a > 1,

a < 1 and practically Identical results for the integral combustion
efficiency for all excess air ratios a.
The length of a diffusion flame in a turbulent stream is determined by the cross section of the flame in which the mass fraction
of the deficient component (fuel for a > 1 and air for o < 1) is
equal to the stoichlometric proportion determined for molecular
(microturbulent) mixing. As in the open flame, this condition satisfies relation (5.3').
Relation (5.3) is valid both for the single fuel Jet and for
delivery of several Jets. Chamber length can be estimated from the
two extreme values of the diffusion flame length: for the Jets that
mix most rapidly and most slowly.
The form of the function Pzc and, consequently, the length of
the combustion chamber depend on the mode of delivery of the Jets of
fuel into the channel, on the number of Jets, etc. We shall write a
number of relationships that determine the length of the chamber for
a number of typical elementary fuel delivery methods.
In the case of delivery of plane-parallel Jets through slots in
the upper and lower walls, the function Pac takes the form

where a^ \ P,dy is the displacement thickness of the air stream due
to the fuel Jet (the average width of the wall Jet) and Hc is the
height of the plane-parallel channel (chamber).

■■■n\

The oy axis of our coordinate system Is perpendicular to the
channel wall, the ox axis coincides with the channel axis, and the
xoz plane Is the plane of symmetry of the ;hannel. Relation (5.12)
was obtained by simple addition of the two solutions of the gradient
diffusion equation without combustion for the wall jet (see Chapter
II, §3) with Impermeable wall boundary conditions.
Relation (5.12) satisfies Condition (5.3') at y • yc, where yc
is the ordlnate of the average flame front position.
For a > 1, the end of the chamber Is determined as the cross
section In which the flame front closes at the channel wall, i.e.,
by the value of the function P» at

For sufficiently large x and aT « oc and aT «Hc, the function
P2c approaches the simpler form

".w-rk-

<5 13,

•

The same formula can be used for delivery of a Jet from the
wall of a round chamber of radius Rc with aT «Fc. When the fuel is
^

delivered In the form of thin axisymmetrlc Jets uniformly distributed
over the channel initial cross section and spaced far enough apart
(to preclude interaction between the Jets), the length of the chamber
is determined by attainment of the stolchiometric proportion on the
axis of each filament:
P

=*.

(5.1M

where aT Is the present average radius of the filament (without
combustion).
7.

The average Jet radius aT and the displacement thickness are
determined for the wall Jet by the relations given in Chapter I,
which have the following simple forms at the end of the flame, when
the velocities have been equalized:
for a plane-parallel Jet
i

(5.15a)

where ao Is the initial height of the Jet;
for an axisymmetric Jet
a,

^atVm'

(5.15b)

where ao Is the initial radius of the Jet. Here m » Vj/Va is the
ratio of the initial velocity of the stream of air and the Jet of
fuel. In the case of a large pressure gradient along the chamber,
it Is necessary to consider the changes in the cocurrent stream
velocity and the density of Jet volumes. In this case we have for
the plane-parallel Jet

The value of ao is determined for given values of m, a, and Lo
from the flow rate equation for plane-parallel wall Jets:
2a^

or
mnHt

<J«=

L

* *(i + -~y

(5.16a)

and for axisymmetric Jets uniformly distributed over the channel
cross section by

a

*~J^r^\'

„here N

(5 16b)

-

is the number of jets on the chamber area Sc> a - Ga/L,GT

is the 'average excess air ratio, and Ga and Q, are the per second
flow rates of the air and fuel.
Substituting the appropriate expressions for Pac and a, and
the empirical functions ac « kc(x - x.h (see Chapter III) Into
Relation r.3), we obtain formulas for estimation of the combustion
chamber length:

^^ • -—/—^T"
a;,oti , +

(5 17a)

L^x, x 1

(5.17b)

i'

'(

^'' J

/„^il+L^l- .

'

It is seen from (5.17a) and (5.17b) that a monotonic Increase
in k

is required In both cases for preservation of chamber length,
c

Relations (5.17a) and (5.17b) are valid for subsonic streams
and for supersonic streams at design fuel Jet outflow. However, the
values of k, will be different in each case (see Chapter III).
If the velocity Increaaee Inelgnlflcantly along the main
mixing segment (for example, for a diverging subaonlc chamber),
th val e of K in (5.17) la conatant along the Jet and determined
e

erlmenta? data for free Jets. In the caae of deforma lo
the stream, regardless of Its cause.Cconvergence of the flo« 1
he
n0ZIle or heat release), the function ac(x) can he converted using
theoretical and experimental data (see Chapter III, SS5 and 3).

'■; /

The simplest conversion
assumes that the eddy dlffuslvlty
Is constant.

At large pressure

gradients, there may be additional
shear between the velocities of
the cold and hot filaments and,
as a result, a certain increase
in the dlffuslvlty along the
Figure 5.8. Relative length of
plane-parallel chamber for
various cocurrency parameters.

deformation segment (see Chapter
III, §5, subsection IJ).

As in the

case of the turbulent spray of

1 — supersonic Jet In subsonic
stream 2; 2a — supersonic Jet
In supersonic stream (2 — k«

homogeneous mixture (see Chapter

according to Ferry); 2a — km

due to lateral expansion uf the

according to A. R. Anderson
[1^33).

combustion products was not

III, § 1), the dispersion increase

observed in the experlmen'al data.
Prom the standpoint of the vortex

model (see Chapter I), this can be explained by the fact that the
combustion and subsequent expansion of the combustion products occur
basically in the decay wakes, while both the scale of the total
dispersion 0 and that of the microturbulent dispersion 0 , which is
c
derived from the former, are determined by the new large vortices that
form, the dimensions of which are determined basically only by the
transverse shear of the two streams (the cocurrency parameter m).
Figure 5.8 presents a plot of the length of a constant pressure
chamber, L ,, into which fuel is delivered through plane-parallel
slots at various rates (m » var).
of channel height for 7=1:

The length is gi^en in multiples

curve 1 corresponds to a supersonic Jet

in a subsonic stream, and curves 2 and 2a. to subsonic and supersonic
Jets in a supersonic stream.
We see from Figure 5.8 that small values of L , can be obtained
with a > 1 only if the fuel is delivered at a velocity either much
lower or much higher than the velocity of the air (m » 1 or m < 0.5).
We also see from Figure 5.8 that when the Jet velocity is Increased

without limit (the initial dimension uf the Jet is reduced), the
channel length determined from the mixing length Lmx tends to zero
(in much the same way as occurs during mixing in a Lor.gwell reactor
[10]). When the fuel Jet delivery pressure Is increased indefinitely,
there is, In principle, no limit to the possible shortening of the
combustion chamber. The condition m * 1 is more interesting than
m * 1 because of the possibility of obtaining larger exhaust momenta
at smaller displacement thicknesses.
Let us consider the length of the chamber in which fuel delivery
is distributed over the wall at a length Ld. Distributed delivery
la necessary to improve heat protection and reduce friction. The
fuel concentration at the wall (weight fraction), g*. iß written In
this case In the form
^{x,0)='\-a%-dxt', for x>L„

where

nt^,

P*

(5-18)

is the density of the injected gas, o. is the density

of the cocurrent stream, a'. Is the fuel delivery distribution density
and =; -.tyx^J is the dispersion of fuel particles coming from a
point xo on the wall at point x.
The coefficient kc varies with the cocurrency parameter m as
described in Chapter III. §3. in accordance with the same universal
laws as for free Jets.
With uniform delivery of the fuel over the length Ld. we have
from the flow rate equation
„■^^-^".•YA-

(5.19)

where a,, »z. and V2 are the displacement thickness, density, and
longitudinal velocity of fuel volunes at the ,.nd of the delivery
length.

Substituting the value of g2 into (5.3'), which determlneB the
length cf the flame, we obtain

^-T^TP
where L. Is the distributed fuel delivery length, Yi "

(5.20)
1 L

/ pi'

and

L , is the length of the plane-parallel chamber when all fuel is
delivered In v.he Initial cross section x = 0.
It is evident from (5.20) that as Ld * 0 and Lp * 1/yi * Lpl,
i.e., as the delivery length tends to zero (at a constant total fuel
flow rate), the chamber length tends to the length Lpl of a chamber
with plane-parallel delivery. We also see that the length of a
channel with distributed fuel delivery is always larger than for
plane-parallel delivery and, in particular, that the channel length
with distributed delivery is 60? larger when Ld " Lpl.
We see from this that distributed fuel delivery is used to
better advantage for film cooling of the channel walls and to reduce
frlctional losses (see §5). From the standpoint of high caloric combustion, this type of delivery is Inferior to the cases considered
previously. In coordinated solution of heat exchange, combustion,
and friction problems, the optimum variant is distributed delivery
of a fuel curtain along the chamber walls with simultaneous delivery
of Jets at the center of the chamber. The value of P2C in condition
(5.3'), which determines the length of the chamber, is then assigned
as the sum of the encounter probabilities from all of the particular
fuel delivery solutions.
Let us consider the case of excess delivery of plane-parallel
fuel Jets from the wall (a < 1). Here the chamber length is estimated from the oxldizer concentration. The total probability of
fuel from the upper and lower Jets (curtains) reaching the center
of the channel with microturbulent mixing, P2C, is assigned, as before.

by Formula (5.12).

Substitution of the value on the channel axis,

P2(0), into Condition (5.3*) yields the relation

(5.21)

«P
since when

(f •"-)/->
we have «(S) ^ 1 or when

(&-...)«•
for very rich mixtures, we obtain
Hu
2

fl. A; LuVK
—
n + l*

or
"

oT

l.oi+(miM 2.12 J

(5.21')

It is near from (5.21') that when a « 1, fuel delivery through
plane-parallel Jets from the wall leads, by itself, to small chamber
lengths, and that the chamber will be shorter the larger m and the
smaller o.

Thus, the main problem for the chambers of the QPVRD

hypersonic ramjets under design In the USA (see the paper by Ferry
et al. [19]) for m » 1, o < 1 with supersonic stream velocities In
the chamber will be blockage of the channel by the large displacement
thicknesses aT rather than combustion efficiency.
For a combustion chamber with an arbitrary complex arrangement
of the fuel delivery sources, in which case the addition of the concentration fields from many sources is possible at any given point
in the chamber, It Is simpler to estimate the length of the chamber
not as the length of the diffusion flame from, for example, the most

weakly mixed filament, but as the average combustion efficiency n
over the cross section of the chamber.

The average combustion

efficiency n at an average excess air ratio a * 1 at the end of the
chamber is determined as the ratio of the per second flow rate of
burned fuel In the particular cross section of the chamber to the
total fuel flow rate.

At an average a < 1 at the end of the chamber,

efficiency is determined by the relative fraction of reacted oxldlzer.
In other words, combustion efficiency is calculated on the basis of
the deficient coiiiponent:

from the burned fuel when o > 1 and from

the used oxldlzer when a < 1.

We note that a decreases along the

chamber in cases of distributed fuel delivery, so that whether a > 1
or a < 1 Is determined at the end of the chamber.
Analytically, this definition of combustion efficiency Is
written in the form of the following approximate relation (see §3):
»r

r .= -

"•^-rr

^.-rr

(5.22a)

T

Thf. first integral is taken over values of y at which the local
excess air ratio a are larger than unity

[flt<*ä+'L] »

an

^ ^e s60011^

over the values of y at which the local o are smaller than unity

At the end of the chamber, where the velocity of the fuel
volumes is practically equal to the stream velocity, formula (5.22a)
can be simplified to

w

[ />:<<** + -■ J (I -/>;>)./»
"•■^r

^

".»»-fr
H:

r

r

(5.22b)

where £ ■ 1 when o » 1 and i - a whea a < 1, P2C is the total
probability that fuel volumes will reach an arbitrary point of
the chamber, as constructed from the "grey" mixing dispersions of
all fuel delivery sources, pi and P2 are the densitie« of the reacting
gases, and u Is the average velocity profile in the chamber.
In a first approximation with (h ~ Oj, this variation along
the chamber Is determined by the one-dimensional formulas from the
efficiency value obtained from (5.22b), and the variation along y —
by the relative variation of the elementary velocity profiles without
combusticn.
We note that, in conclusion, the efficiency value is calculated
for mixing without consideration of the chemical kinetics, i.e., it
is an efficiency that takes account of the physical incompleteness
of fuel combustion.

The chemical combustion efficiency, which it,

determined by kinetics and, in particular, by the kinetics of the
heavy fractions of complex hydrocarbon fuels, can be taken int^.
account in calculating the mass average temperature profile of the
combustion products.

The true temperature at chamber length x is

determined as the product of the adiabatlc temperature corresponding
to the local value of a by a function of the chemical combustion
efficiency that is monotonlc over x:

rix(x).

Theoretical estimations

of this function can be made from the Ignition delay and combustion
times known for each fuel.
The chemical potentials are quite high (^0.98) for subsonic
chambers more than a meter long with a ^ 1 and pressures around
atmospheric; in these cases, therefore. It can be left out of account
in view of the error level inherent In the relations given above.
In all other cases, e.g.., In the case of very low pressures, p < 0.3
atm and in the case of very high stream velocities and low initial
mixture temperatures, the average chemical combustion efficiency
over the chamber cross section at the end of" the chamber can be
calculated from a known chemical kinetic time of the type (5.11) and

the average stream velocity.

The masa average temperature of the

original mixture In this relation Is determined as the statistical
average temperature from the temperatures of the fuel T2, the
oxldlzer Ti, and the combustion products T3;

where

1

" 1 + oi '

* " 1 -r ui ' ' '

1 f «t

are the probabilities of appearance of oxidizer, fuel, and combustion
product particles, respectively, averaged over the chamber cross

section (for a > I).
The values of the functions /M*);/'.■(*);/MO are also the total
relative cross sectional areas of a plane-parallel chamber that are
occupied by air, fuel, and combustion product volumes or, in other
words, the relative displacement thicknesses:
7.

''•i-iii';j
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where n is the physical combustion efficiency defined by (5.22), L is
the coefficient of stolchlometry, 2a2 is the displacement thickness
of the cocurrent stream by unburned fuel volumes, and 2a3 is the
displacement thickness of the cocurrent stream by combustion products,
Using the methods set forth previously, the relative temperature
profiles over the chamber cross section can be determined from the
displacement thicknesses obtained in this way and the known dispersions of the volumes along the chamber.

S3. Afterburning of a Coaxial Fuel Jet In the
Cocurrent Stream of a Cylindrical Channel*
|

II

,

A typical practical example of this type of chamber Is that of
the rocket ramjet engine [115]. In the RRJ, the products of Incomplete combustion In the main engine or generator are delivered in
the form of one or more Jets Into an afterburner, where combustion

is completed.

!

I

l
i
I
|
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1.

Method of Calculating Combustion Efficiency

Figure 5.9 presents a diagram of mixing of a coaxial Jet in a
channel. The fuel jet may be either subsonic or supersonic. In
the latter case, when the generator pressure is high enough, the Jet
flowing out of it may be underexpanded, giving rise to a system of
shocks in which the pressures of the Jet and the surrounding stream
are equalized. On the figure, x. Indicates the distance to the
isobaric cross section.
As in the case of free Jets, aT(x) describes the behavior of
the statistical average Jet radius along the stream and has the
same connotation as in that case.
The numerals 1, 2, and 3 identify the average volume concentration profile of the Jet substance (which is identical to the probability of observation of Jet substance introduced in il, subsection
2 of Chapter I), the concentration profile determined by molecular
mixing, and the average velocity profile, respectively.
The profile describing the overall molecular mixing In turbulent
transport of gas volumes Is obtained In the same way as in the
r.aae of the frPP let, by the operation of determining the most
•Ye. A. Meshcheryakov assisted In the calculations of S3 and §5.

I
Figure 5.9. Mixing diagram of
coaxial streams In channel.
1 — profile of average Jet
volume concentration Pa (a,p, a,
and r); 2 — concentration pro
file determining molecular
mixing. Pa (a^,
r); 3 —
average velocity profile

probable molecular composition at
a particular point of the chamber
cross section. This operation
consists essentially In redistri
bution of particles with different
molecular compositions over the
cross section at each point In
time. To obtain profile 2,
volumes of a certain molecular
composition that are scattered
over the cross section as a result
of the turbulent nature of the flow
must be located in the neighborhood
of the Jet axis In such a way that
the relative concentration of Jet
substance will decrease with
Increasing distance from the axis.

The profile regrouping that results from this operation will
obviously be less diffuse than the real average concentration profile,
and the difference between them can be used to characterize the lag
of the effective molecular mixing with turbulent exchange. We note
that the definition of the "most probable molecular composition at a
given point" Is, strictly speaking, valid only for a Gaussian distri
bution of this composition over the chamber cross section In the
neighborhood of the point under consideration. At points near the
wall, we can obviously speak with less license of the mathematical
expectation of a molecular composition at a given point. The concen
tration profiles for channel flow are approximated by the solution
of the diffusion equation with the Initial condition P* ■ 1 for
0 * r * a,p and Pi ■ 0 for a.p a r a r and the boundary condition
U-M

•0 (boundary Impermeable):

~r /,^fl-9)-^-f v:"u.v. "/M^'TJ^ J^'
where the u

(5.23)

are the roots of the equation
MiO-0:

(5.23«)

Io(x) and Ii(x) are Beseel functions of the zeroth and first orders,
px is the partial density of Jet substance In the mixture. P02 la
the initial density of the Jet substance, and R Is the chamber radius.
For profile 2, the parameter o2 will be denoted by o^.

The

ratio N = ^ which indicates the relation between profiles 1 and 2.
characterizes the fraction of molecular mixing In the total transport
as In the case of the free Jet.
The function /Ma., a. r) can be used to describe the continuous
development of the Jet substance concentration profile from rectangular at the delivery nozzle exit (a4 - 0) to uniform (as o2 - ") with
a limiting probability Pt{co)^ attained on complete equalization
of the concentration.
The velocity profile Is approximated by a similar expression
with the parameters av and av:
"-?!-== p,,,(a,.

Vl

r).

(5.21»)

where u. and ua are the cocurrent stream and Jet velocities In the
cross section under consideration. Here the boundary condition
^-1

=t is essentially the assumption that there Is no friction

at'the'wall.
i

As in the case of the free Jet. the turbulent Prandtl

._
,_ n.
'y
number
equals
Pr^-f-,

iiH

We take note of a singularity of the parameter o2 when it is
used to describe mixing in a channel. In contrast to the case of
the free Jet, for which o2 has the sense of the mean square of the
deviation (dispersion) of the particles from their average trajectories, this Is not so for chamber flows in which Jet substance
reaches the wall. In fact, in this case
' Ü] dx,
■ '^■j(i\
1/9
where D is a certain new function that takes the effects of the
chamber walls into account.

However, since profile equalization has

already taken place In practice at a smaller than the pipe radius,
the dispersion can, as before, be determined from the same relation
as that for the free Jet.
In the channel, as contrasted to the free Jet, the density P02
of the Jet and the cocurrent stream and Jet velocities will no longer
be constant because of the pressure change.

For relatively low

stream velocities, it can be assumed that the variation of »01 and P02
along the channel will be adiabatic and that ui and U2 vary in accordance with the energy equation for an adiabatic process.
_:t us write the conservation laws for flow in a cylindrical
channel.
The equations of conservation of cocurrent stream and Jet materials will be

(5.25)

2.T j v,!irdr~~ L'.iu,, j f\.[{"* - «,)Ptvi Bj)rdr=Qt,

where Gi and G2 are the flow raten of the cocurrent stream and the Jet.

The momentum equation Is
L'n \(iutrdr + inl?~2*U{Qn-Qa)P1yHn][{''t-tti)P*+'ti1frdr+

i

i
+ ^tV =.0,««+0,«,,+/»^.

(5.26)

where po. uoi, and uoa denote the parameters in the initial chamber
cross section (or In the isobaric cross section in the case of nondesign outflow).
The unknown parameters on the left sides are
P(X), a,(x), flt (x). al*), a, (JC) «iW. «i(x). «oiC-«). «•i(x)-

Here the velocities and densities of the i— gas are related to the
pressure by
(JL.j,;»

VddP)

(/=!. 2):
(5.27)
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Assigning the Prandtl number, we have a system of seven equations
with eight unknowns. If the function »*(*) is known, the number of
equations is sufficient for calculation of all parameters defining
the averaged profiles. If, moreover, the behavior of <,(*) is
known, it is possible to plot the molecular mixing profile ^(o,. o«. 0
(Figure 5.9, curve 2).
We note that Relations(5.27). which are valid accurate to the
terms for dissipation outside of the mixing zone, are violated in
the mixing zone itself because of the entropy increase in "black and
white" mixing that results from inelastic collisions of volumes.
This effect is stronger, the greater the difference between the stream
velocity, but at low velocities (in any event at M i 1), when the
relative fraction of kinetic energy in the overall energy flux balance
is small, it can be neglected at any ratio between the velocities.

i, w

Efficiency Is determined from the profiles obtained on calculating the "cold" mixing of the jets.
When it is remembered that particles with a certain molecular
composition oto have different velocities, which are determined by
their positions, and if we denote by P2(r, ro, onc) the probability
density of occurrence at points with radius r [ro is the radius on
the quasllaminar profile 2 (Figure 5.9) that corresponds to this
concentration], the expression for combustion efficiency can be
written*

r

[ W'*-'- 0«)^5K. r* OK«}-«!)/»^^. V •t,) + «,l^rfr.

where
Ptlr. r», *,)drt*=

n. = l for a>l and

1=1(1 —0)^+0)

for a<i

is the solution of the diffusion equation for an inflniteslmally thin
ring of radius ro, nx is the chemical efficiency in the generator
(the fraction of fuel utilized in combustion In the generator),
a^-^-'r,— gll^gj is the local excess oxidizer ratio In molecular
mixing, and L is the coefficient of stolchlometry during burning of
the Jets.
The variation of na can also be assigned differently:
•In the simplified efficiency expression (5.22), the same
velocity u(ro) was assumed for all volumes with a certain concentration 00.

IV.H)

r.=i for /»tCt.a»'«')<;r+"r:
,!.«((!-a)nx+ül for I^-.C-.. «,.«-.)>^7«
After integration over r, Relation (5.28') is written
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For a Blven o2 and Prandtl number, all parameters that appear
in the definition of efficiency are determined from the system of
equations (5-25), (5.26), and (5.27).
The numerical examples given below for the case of a sonic
fuel Jet and a subsonic cocurrent stream were carried through on
the assumption of constant pressure along the chamber (approximately
the situation that prevailed Iv the corresponding experiments). This
approximation,, which was found to be adequate for quantitative agreement between calculation and experiment, greatly simplified the
computational aspect of the examples. In this case, the equation
system assumes the form
rnVMl-wi)*^—,
m«(l-rt)*i~2nm(l-rj)*,-f2m(l-m)(l-«)*,+

4
.n(l-m)»*4 + (l-n)(l->mf*l=-y{l-nm«),
)! ■ 1

(5.28)

where

*,= f pt{a„ o, r]pt{av, 9V, r)rdr; k^jfiiay, a,,-, r)r4r.

Here a0: m=-^-, /i=-^ are the parameters in the leobarlc cross
section.
2.

Comparison of Calculated Results with Experimental Data

Combustion efficiencies were calculated for the conditions of
A. A. Klyachko's model experiments. A central fuel Jet was formed
in these experiments by burning a model solid fuel in a generator.
The generator, which had interchangeable converging nozzles, was
mounted on special pylons inside the air duct. The efficiencies
were determined at known flow rates from the measured momentum of
the Jet flowing out of a converging nozzle at the end of the afterLurner.
Because of the nondesign outflow of the fuel Jet, mixing was
calculated starting from the isobarlc cross section, in which the
velocity coefficient was assumed equal to unity for the converging
nozzle in accordance with B. A. Zhestkov's experiments [1]. The
length of the nondesign segment (xo on Figure 5-9) was disregarded.
Figure 5.10 shows an example of efficiency calculation and the
experimental data, plotted against the length of a cylindrical chamber at a locurrent air temperature of ~31<0o K and aav " 2'

: U-ütUiii:

The calculations were performed for the two model fuels
used In the experiments:
i = 2.8; n =.-5Si-1.2

(curve 1); L « 5.11»; n ' 2.7
(curve 2); air temperature »350° K;
Pr « 0.5 and N - o^o - 0.35.

Figure 5.10. Combustion efficiency as a function of relative
chamber length.
x, A — experiment;
calculation (.^ J. oc-ioo «>

By way of example, Figure 5.11
shows calculated and experimental
plots of combustion efficiency
against average excess air ratio.
We see from the diagram that the

efficiency decreases at a > 3. something that is not explained by
the laws of the mixing processes.

L. A. Klyachko explains this

decrease In combustion efficiency as due to a lowering of the chamber
temperature levels with increasing excess air ratio, after which ^
afterburning of solid particles begins to be the factor limiting heat
release (in special experiments using an attachment that broke the
fuel jets up into several smaller Jets, an Increase in combustion
efficiency was observed at low a because of the improved mixing,
while the efficiency even decreased at large o).
Figures 5.12 and 5.13 present examples of calculations and
experimental data illustrating the influence of cocurrent air temperature and generator nozzle diameter on combustion efficiency.

The

results indicate that the calculation method correctly describes the
variation of combustion efficiency with geometry and the parameters
of the streams.

Figure 5.11. Combustion efficiency as a function of excess air
10 mm).
ratio (L/Dc « 10.5; D ■ 100 mm; d
S4.

Jet Trajectories in a Closed Entraining Stream

Qas may be delivered into the combustion chamber of an actual
rocket ramjet engine In the form of several Jets that are directed
at an angle to the direction of the airstream. This gives rise to
the problem of calculating the trajectories of a group of Jets In
a closed entraining stream. Past Investigations have been devoted
for the most part to the behavior of a single Jet flowing out into
an open stream at a large angle.
Under the present heading, we set forth an approximate method
for calculation of Jets in channels that are directed at an angle
to the main stream.
Certain elementary physical arguments and experimental data
are used in this method."
The aerodynamic force acting on the single Jet can be treated
as no different in nature from the force acting on a solid body
placed in the stream. It can tharefore also be described by an
aerodynamic drag coefficient cx, representing the dlmenslonless
proportionality factor between the force acting on a unit mldsectlon
area and the velocity head —■

of the free stream.

Using this

•P. K. Yevzerova participated actively In development of the
procedure.

ü'ih

, .f,^;.-,;,, v„.,,..fv.,,.;..

argument, a method for calculation
of the Jet axis (for application
to a Jet of dropping liquid in a
stream of gas) was proposed in
[116].
Aerodynamic forces of another
kind must be considered in study1
I
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Figure 5.12. Influence of cocurrent air temperature on
combustion efficiency.

surface creates a partial vacuum,
and the resulting pressure gradient (Ap) deflects the Jet, perhaps
even back to the surface [in the
so-called Coanda effect (see I1»
of Chapter II and [117])].

•, x — (a - 1.2, L/Dc - 10.5;
D

■ 100 mm; d

The

gradient Ap depends on the vej.o-

= 10); a —

Lc » 5.1^; b — Lo = 2.8.

rvj^

city head -^

of the Jet and on

the initial inclination angle ao
[117].
In the case of outflow of several round Jets spaced sufficiently
close together, the formation of a film that is practically impermeable to the entraining stream is possible at a certain distance;
because of the above effect, this stream will be deflected considerably more rapidly, and its trajectory may even deviate downward
from the maximum position reached.
It is also necessary to remember that the aerodynamic drag
coefficients In closed channels (In chamber flows) depend

strongly

on the degree to which the channel cross section is encumbered.

1

It Is shown in the literature
[118] that the drag coefficient of
a blunt body can be written
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of the cross sectional area not
Figure 5.13. Combustion efficifilled by the body (the free area)
ency as a function of generator
to the total chamber cross secnozzle diameter.
tional area, n is the so-called
• — experiment;
inlet softening coefficient which
calculation.
depends, among other things, on
the convergence after the flow past the obstacle. If such convergence does not occur, we have n - 0 and the expression for cx
assumes the form
r'-/

(5.29)

which we shall use below.
Let us now consider the particular case of a chamber in which
Jets are delivered at the same angle to the alrstream from nozzles
positioned at equal distances from the chamber axis (Figure 5.11*).
The equation of the Jet axes can be written by equating the
aerodynamic to the centrifugal force:
■^~c„^L(x)sln*a + Llx)ip.

(5.30)

Here Gj is the generator gas flowrate, U2 Is the initial velocity
of the Jet, R is the present radius of curvature of the trajectory,
o is the present angle between the main stream velocity vector and
the axis, L(x) is the characteristic midships section width of the
Jet, Ap is the characteristic expansion, which is, generally speaking.
a function of the velocity heads -l^l and
a')')

Cl"?

^

the angle o, the

,IWV,.,.,. ■„,„,..,. ■.^..«^,A.M(w,1,^.i,,,

initial distances between Jets,
etc.:

In choosing numerical values
for the coefficients cx0 and c ^
It is necessary to consider the
aforementioned dependence of the
drag coefficients on chamber
encumbrance.

Figure 5.11*. Calculated results
for Jet axes.
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If y ■ yo(x) is the equation
of the Jet axis, we know that
."o

sina =

(i+^r

/l + fi'

Since the Initial angle uo is small, /i'«!

, and we may write instead

of (5.30)
yo =-- - (rxl -] r^yt) — -i-L
2

(5.31)

O^r,

Since ov-'-wau/, > where k Is the number of Jets, we denote
n/n' -T

,

nnfl y

to obtain Instead of (5.31)
y\---(äy" + b)

[i^L. -y~y<L., ^.'_),
\

OQ

a,

«„ /

(5.32)

In the particular case b - 0, we obtain on substituting a certain
average value ior the function a(x) (for simplicity In Integration)
i;0(*) = —In (a* lg tt,-fl).

(5.33)

Ü

This solution yields the equation for the axis of a single Jet. When
it is not necessary to consider cross section encumbrance, reduction
of experimental data (for example, Shandorov's experiments [1]) yields
f„~3.8-5.3.
We shall henceforth assume c,«,=*4,4.
To calculate the midships width L(x), the dimensions of the
"shading" region created by the Jets must be characterized in some
fashion.
a

For this purpose, we introduce the notion of the radius

of a Jet with apparent mass.

The value of ac(x) characterizes

the dimensions of the region in which the accelerating effect of
the Jet is significant.

We shall assume that within a region of

radius a (x), the volumes of generator gas and of the Jet move
at a certain average velocity u , which we define for a round Jet
by the relation

A
Then a (x) is determined from the momentum conservation equation:
Cosfltöl 4 ©.„(a?-- a^fll^Cwflofll.

From this we have

:,W=J,/(.-.L)+l

i>

,'■

(5.33')

It IB henceforth assumed (for a single Jet) that
I(x)-25c(jr).

Another particular case, a - 0. can be used to find an equation
for the trajectory of a continuous sheet after merging of a uniform
series of round Jets from (5-32):

Here x
„

denote, the coordinate of the point of sheet formation and

theblncU.:atlon angle of the Jet at the merelng point.

If the

function 5.(5) increases „onotonlcally for a single Jet, «. have In
our case a maximum at the point
z ..-x Viüsi
/.

«goo

(5.35)
\

equal to
-r, \i.{*3a

(5-36)

When x > xmax. the trajectory according to (5.3^) is deflected downward and again assumes the value yo(xmg) at
- - . 2tga„

(5.37)

In the light of the above, the calculation for a group of Jets
spraying from nozzles arranged around a circle of radius R at intervals /,-^i^ will be carried out in two stages, and since the manner
in which the coefficients c

0

and c , vary along the length has not

been studied in detail, we shall assume only one of the coefficients
to be nonzero in each of the steps.
In the first step, up to the time of formation of the continuous
sheet, the trajectory of the Jets Is described by Equation (5.33),
but c 0 is calculated with consideration of the encumbrance of the
stream.

The merging point corresponds to the x ■ x

at which the

present distance between Jets {I) becomes equal to the shading diameter ?a (x). Hence the merging condition

or, in virtue of (S^")

'/('-TKIT^-

(5.38)

Since the function aT(x) can be found with the formulas of Chapter
II when the parameters of the Jet and cocurrent stream are known,
condition (5.38) enables us to determine x . Here we do not take
account of the possible shape distortion of the transverse cross
section of the Jet, since the inclination angles are assumed to be
small.
The total area of the zone under consideration is

The unshaded area is equal to the sum of the areas of the k triangles:

) were known, we could calculate cx0 by substituting f ■

If yo(x

Ff /F Into (5.29).

We may substitute x

tan ag for yo(xrag) with

practically acceptable accuracy. I.e., assume that

I
',.-^.

(5.39)

where
— (/»-• 2««) lga»*u
/.= ■

.•»KÄc + 'c^gajP-*?!

Knowing cx0 from (5.32), It Is easy to plot the axis of the Jet
as far as the merging point x

.

We note that the question as to the encumbered area at which
the Jets cease to Influence one another and can be regarded as
single Jets has not yet been adequately studied. It Is natural to
assume that the value of f at which cx0 ■ 1.4 Is critical in this
case (f

cr

«0.38).

For larger f, a value of I.*» should be taken for

c

x0-

The second step Is calculation of the continuous sheet [the
corresponding equation Is (5.31)]. The total area of the zone under
consideration — the area of the chamber — Is

The free area Is

(The area In the gaps between Jets Is small, and we disregard It.)

Since b.~.rx,??-l , we use Formula (5-29) to obtain an equation
2.1*

for c ,.

When It 1B recognized that

n[^-(/?.+y.KJ)+,i^+A),]Ä

is a sufficiently accurate approximation, we obtain the following
solution for this second degree equation:
rB-2BD-n\i
FB-lBD-n , 1 f[rB-2BD-l*\*
'»
W
^V I
2£P
j

f

=

Cft-FD
«»

(S.^O)

where

D~~

• tj?,g,tt"

tol

The values of yo(xmg) and tan amg are already known from the
first step of the calculation.
The trajectory of the sheet is easily calculated from (5-35)
with c , known. After the maximum has been reached at the point

the Jets are deflected downwards.

Pending a more detailed study,

it is natural to assume that the axis of the sheet will again reach
the value yo(xm ) and then proceed parallel to the chamber wall.
Figure 5.14 presents an example of calculation of the Jet axes
for the experimental data of Ya. I. Chesnokov's, which were obtained
for AWl^M.-O^ror-rwO'K and TV-WrK. a critical generator nozzle
radius d
- H mm. a chamber height of 73 mm for a single Jet with
cr

i

]■)

i:-i

.i'.-,ä,,;i,

..,

design outflow, and for a chamber
radius R ■ 155 mm for a group of
twenty Jets and a radius Rc ■ 82
mm of the central body in the
generator around whose circumference the Jet nozzles were
Figure 5.15. Diagram of model
combustion chamber with fan
type delivery of Jets.
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uniformly spaced.

Peculiarities of Combustion in Afterburners with
Annular Delivery of Several Generator Jets

The diagrams given in §3 indicate that good combustion efficiency requires a rather large relative chamber length. Multljet
delivery of the fuel gas must therefore be provided In real engines
to reduce the absolute length of the chamber. If the fuel Jets are
delivered along the air stream and the delivery nozzles are spaced
uniformly over the inlet cross section of the afterburner, the
variation of combustion efficiency as a function of the stream
parameters and chamber geometry will have the same features as in
the case of a single Jet flow scheme. In addition, a multi-nozzle
system with uniformly spaced nozzles can be represented in approximation as a set of n Independent single Jet engines with combustion
ft»

chamber diameters Dpn - D//H, where n Is the number of fuel Jets
delivered. It can be assumed in this case that for a given equivalent chamber length L/Deq and given relative flow sections of the
gas and air passage, the single nozzle and multi-nozzle engines
will have closely similar combustion efficiencies that can be
determined from the diagram (see Figure 5.10).
These results have been observed by many investigators when
the reciprocal effects between Jets are insignificant. However,
if these effects are strong, the behavior of the combustion efficiency as a function of flow parameters may differ qualitatively from
the case of the single nozzle engine.

>, 1 ^

In the present section, we shall consider theoretical and
experimental features of the combustion efficiency variation for
fan pattern (annular) delivery of Identical Jets from the outside
radius R of the generator base (Figure 5.15)- In this scheme, afterburning occurs In the volume of the chamber that is not occupied by
the body of the generator (downstream of the generator base).
The theoretical and experimental data indicate that a number
of qualitative features different from those of the schemes considered
earlier are observed when the jets are delivered in this way. These
features of the combustion process can be explained if the reciprocal
effects of the jets on their trajectory are taken into account. The
error inherent in a calculation of jet trajectories when the jets are
delivered at variable angles to the local airstream vector behind
the generator base makes it possible to adopt a number of assumptions
that complement those considered earlier.
We may conclude from the physical picture of the combined flow
of several jets in a channel that a sheet will be formed if there
are enough of these jets and if they are spaced close enough together.
This will make it unnecessary to consider separate jets at the end of
the channel. (An estimate from the formulas of Si Indicates that
7 — 8 Jets are sufficient to justify the hypothesis that the jets
merge into a sheet under the conditions of the present experiments.)
The central radius o of the sheet (Figure 5.15) is determined
by the ratiq between the air flow rates on either side of the sheet.
To simplify the analysis, we shall assume that the velocities at the
exit from the chamber have been equalized, in contrast to the calculation in S3.
With the initial condition

(r-0

0<r<r.-l!, %-»<'•<*■'

1 '

■■--).. »,»«»-„„

the concentration profile of molecular (grey) mixing of the sheet
substance is described by the solution of the diffusion equation in
the form

(5.41)

1

•I

^'i) '
where 6 is the half width of the sheet.
The sheet half width 6 can be found from the equation of Jet
substance conservation
te/uCi*

<••« « + «*

Here n ■ » /o,; aL ■ G /Q ; o is the average excess air ratio; L is
the stoichiometric coefficient.

The value of ro can vary in the

range

r.^^ + /4-r-8: •--V7?
In the case of equal velocities, the expression for combustion
efficiency assumes the form

m»

rar
:

4.VB1

■50^

\ \Pt.rdr.

(5.^2)

I

..-1

y^n^^^ i i

Figure 5.16 shows an example
of the calculation using Formula

-4

^

(5.42) and illustrates the influ-

t' '1 //// /- ^^

ence of the position of the sheet
on combustion efficiency.
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curves indicate that a maximum
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occurs at a certain value (ro),^,
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that depends on the flow rate and
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Combustion efficiency

drops off to the right and left

Figure 5.16. Combustion efficiency as a function of sheet
center position.
|-il.-ll.TOi

The

of these points because of the
deterioration of mixing as the

J-it, -19.»

«— «I, - n^i

she^t is pulled together into a
rope ,it the axis or as it approaches
the chamber walls.

To determine ro. It is necessary to find the fraction of the
air flow rate that enters the sheet.
If the method given in §4 is used to calculate the Jet trajectories, the amount of air entering the sheet through the free areas
between Jets, which are assumed to be triangular, is

0., = ö.«.(«Krr- *"«) //,(JTJ.

The position ro of the sheet is determined from the flow rate
equation using the relation

Calculations were made for A. S. Popov's model experiments.
The chamber length L„, the number and size of the generator nozzle
orifices, and the delivery angle of the generator Jets were varied
in these experiments.

r/-)!)

The afterburner had a constant

nxHT

inside diameter Dc - 175 nun. and

is

the flow rate of the air entering
the chamber waa varied by varying
the attachment diameter Da.

Cti

The

model engine was mounted to a
pendulum type device so that its
reaction force could be measured.
The fuel Jet flow rate varied dur-

0.1

ing the experiment as the generator charge was burned, and this
made it possible to obtain a curve
Figure 5.17.
Influence of jet
delivery angle on combustion
of combustion efficiency against
efficiency.
excess air ratio in a single
283* K; O —
■ — ß =
» Aa
experiment.
^.5 mm;
' 1.2; gg
8 - 8°;
■ 175 mm; Ic15'
In the calculations, the
30°;
520 mm; O — ß
radius a. was assumed equal t •
calculation.
30°,
a = 2.6a , at which, according to the experiments -ith 6.
T

the sheet is situated near the chamber wall.
Certain typical results appear in the Figures 5.17 — 5.19,
where n Is the ratio of the experimental critical specific momentum
to the ideal value corresponding to complete afterburning of the
fuel (momentum efficiency).
The figures (5.17 - 5.19) also give the calculated results for
this chamber.

It follows from Figure 5.17 that the calculation

gives a correct description of the behavior of n against a at
various Jet delivery angles:
n

at ..all delivery angles (U - 0 ; 8 ).

increases with increasing exces. air ratio.

At large delivery

angles (6 - 15°, 30°), n decreases with increasing excess air ratio.
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Figure 5.19. Influence of gas
generator nozzle diameter on
combustion efficiency.

Figure 5.18. Combustion efficiency aa ti function of number of
gas generator nozzles.
ß, — 15°; Lc « 520 mm; A —
12; d
■ 4.5 mm; • — k «=
OO
« 575 nun;
calculation.
8; d

• — d „ * 5.5 mm; k - 12; ßo —
So
6.6 mm; —— —"
15°; 0 —dgg
calculation.
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Simple physical considerations explain this property of the
curves: at small Jet delivery angles, the sheet lies along the axis,
ard the behavior of the curves is similar In nature to that in the
case of the single nozzle engine with coaxial fuel Jet (see §3). At
large delivery angles, there is a decrease in the velocity head of
the generator Jet and its diameter as the flow rate of the generator
gas declines. This causes the Jets to turn and approach one another
more rapidly, with the result that it is difficult for air to penetrate into the central zone. In the limiting case of small generator
gas flow rates, afterburning efficiency should tend to the same value
regardless of Jet delivery angle, since the trajectories of the Jets
are practically the same as in the case P - 0.
Figure 5.18 shows a somewhat unexpected result according to
which combustion efficiency decreases when the number of Jets is
increased from 8 to 12 in both experiment and calculation. This is
also explained by the deterioration of mixing conditions with
increasing number of Jets. With the change from 8 to 12 Jets, the
amount of air entering the spaces between Jets decreases, and this
leads to

a smaller ro.

r/V

The calculated curve8 In Figure 5.19 indicate that the theory
also expla'ns the manner in which orifice size influences the behavior
of the n(o) curves.
The value of N - oMT/o used for the calculations was put equal
to 0.40 and was found from the condition of agreement between calculation and experiment for the particular case 3-0. This value
lies in the range of experimental N measured in free Jets, but
differs from the N - 0.35 selected for the single jet engine scheme
(§3). In addition to other errors of the calculation, this difference may have resulted from the additional assumption of constant
velocities at the end of the chamber that was Introduced into the
calculation for the multi Jet system. This corresponds to a sheet
thickness 26 larger than that in the real flow, so that a larger N
is required to reach the same combustion efficiency. A calculation
that takes account of the variability of the velocity over the cross
section and length of the chamber, as well as the influent exerted
on the trajectory of the Jet by the dead zone formed behind the
generator base might be expected to explain the etper.l ^ntal data
with use of the same N as for the single nozzle engine,

r,0'l

APPENDIX I
CERTAIN INTEGRALS ENCOUNTERED IN THE THEORY OP THE JET
I.

Mixing Layer

The law of mass flux conservation (1.91») can be rewritten in
the form

J ^(«PJ-OL

C1-1)

Since
«-(V,-VgPtv+V1,

(1.2)

we have

" ^(aP,)-^,-^) ] !id{PtvPt)+Vi J yäPr
But
]yäP*
Further,

] yd(PtvPt)- J 'jPt^-dy+ | j/P./^-rfy,

'! I 0

(1.3)

We shall denote the first of the integrals on the right by Si, and
the second by S2.
It Is easily verified that, for example,

5,^

K5.+a^)'

where

Obviously,

i'-iw^)]

5."|llTherefore

Substituting the resulting expression for Si, which is similar to
the expression for St, and (1.3) into (1.1), we arrive at relation
(2.40) of the main text. In the case n ^ 1 an integral of the
form

appears in the integral momentum flux conservation law. This
integral reduces to those calculated previously if ^ is approximated by a fmction />,+ such that

■: 1

where the parameters a+ and o+ are found from the conditions

#.«■ — .

\ du /rf«+

That is to say,
t
!

ö+=av-— b. •+

-(TT)
II.

Plane-Parallel Jet

As In the case of the mixing layer, the problem of presenting
the mass conservation law in analytical form reduces to evaluation
of the Integral S, and S,, where, of course, P2 and P2V now have the
v
form

'■(•f^Kh^)-*^)];

'-i-K-^)-^)].

For example, the integral Sj is therefore written

The obvious identity
<»-/>■

—• '
rvPj

»

«,

will then be found helpful.
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N

(II.1)
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Using this identity, we arrive at the following expression for
the integrals Si and Sa:

H,

^t(Ä) (Ä)l-

5,=--»

»

With the above, it is no longer difficult to obtain the final
Relation (2.43) or an expression for the momentum conservation law
for equal densities of the streams being mixed (n «= 1), by substituting av for aT and ov and o in Si.
III.

Axisymmetric Jet

In this case

'

} 2

*

or

*

} 2

■

dr

where

"•(T-T^m-THy^'-m^
To calculate the derivative

'dr' , it is convenient to use an

expression for II in the equivalent form

nif^t^ '""^''(^-il^l::/"5^4'4t>

(I11 1

-

The proof of equality (III.l) or the equivalent relation
••+0

*

(in.!')

'/-;,•('••---'.(v)«-"-^''^)
follows at once from the fact that

(too/-

»I

I^

\^ /

^

\ •» 11

From this
to Or

Thus, with the boundary conditions

which proves (III.l') and, accordingly, (III.l).

It follows from

(III.l) that

^._i.--.-/.(-j).

(III.2)

Using (III.2) and the expression for the integral So

we can obtain expressions for the integrals $! and Sa in the form
t

i

5|1^__(,l
*

^.-.-ya

1

,1,- in- _^_ /i.- |-| /

,1'!

f^ _

«r._ A

J

\i

It is now easy to arrive at the ■■inal relation (2.^7) or, by
substituting av for aT and ov for o in Si, at the momentum flux
conservation law for n ■ 1 [Relation (2.'>8)].

APPENDIX 2
INFLUENCE OF STREAM DEFORMATION ON TURBULENCE CHARACTERISTICS
Let us consider the following problem:

a homogeneous and

Isotropie turbulized medium is subjected to an axisymmetric uniform
deformation such that the density of the medium and all characteristic
linear dimensions and averaged turbulence characteristics are constant in space but variable in time. Required: to find the time
variation of the turbulence characteristics.
We shall assume that the coordinate axes coincide with the
principal axes of the deformation. Then the deformations e1 along
these axes are e.-J-'

for 1 = 1 — 3 and ^ =0

for 1 ^ j, where x4

are the coordinates of the particle of gas at an arbitrary time t
and the a^^ are the coordinates of the same fluid particle at t = 0.
The continuity equation can be written in Lagrangian variables
in the form
.,£,•!,=*».

where
A^ÜSL:

f
» and Po are the densities at the arbitrary time t and at t ■ 0.
Thus we may write for the axisymraetric deformation
v.r

and ..«v>ilL .

(2.0)

if xi coincides with the axis of symmetry.
Let us first consider the extreme case of very rapid deformation.
1.

*

Rapid Deformation

In this case, inertia and viscosity forces have no substantial
Influence on the turbulent motion and the problem becomes linear.
The variation of the rras fluctuations was examined in this formulation for a compressible fluid by Batchelor [19], and for the case
of an Incompressible medl im by V. A. Frost [39], both of whom used
the same method. Referring the reader to these sources for the
derivation, we present only the final formulas for the compres?me
case:
(a)

For

P-f>,:
,...uL...JL.|'_^ln/'±A)_±)i

v=

zf

"jo

' y'
"IO

*'J ' un* l2«J

Here a'^I- —

1

i?

^3

V'-0//

(2.1)

(2.2)

(b)

For , -=~<l
)L

,»4|-.ili+¥^')!
«i

^

^

4^i

2? ^ a».

(=-3)

arr,gp

r

u

-^

Here p«==±_i: ^ ^ „^ jj art the mean square velocity fluctuations
in the xi, xz, and x, directions of the deformed medium and the
Initial turbulence.
We note that these formulas differ slightly from the final
results given in [39]. This Is because the multiplier p/»o was
overlooked in the Initial raomentum equation (1) of [39], so that an
error appeared In the final formulas.
Let us now consider the variation of the turbulence scale for
rapid deformation.*
The turbulence scale along the xi axis (the "longitudinal"
scale) can be determined, for example, as
m

where uj and U2 are the fluctuation velocities at points M and JJ,
which are situated on a straight line parallel to the Xi axis and
separated by a distance rj.

Similarly, the scale along the X2 axis (which equals the scale
along the X3 axis, the "transverse" scale) can be defined as
»This result and those that follow in the Appendix were obtained
by V. M. lyevlev.

■U1*

/,--ij-f «.«.(r,)^,.

(2.6)

Here the points M and J« muat be situated along the x^axls. If the
Fourier transform of ^.(r.) ia denoted by ^.W.^and x la the wave
vector, we have
iw(''i)-J*ii(')*,""d*.

(2.7)

where the integration is extended over the entire wave space and
m

/,r

T

i ,i<,,,l(*)e'x,''rf^r,•

(2,8)

Using the subscript "0" for the variables at t - 0, we obtain

I, _1LU I '.--7

(2.9)

If the turbulence at t - 0 Is regarded as Isotropie and characterized by the spectral function E(x), we have

♦.»'*-£?(>-4) •

(2 10)

-

I.e., for axlsymmetrlc deformation

H-VC+X;-)]).
•J*

i>»

where x« is a vector with the components «JT,: -^X,: -^xt: »i.
xt are the components of the vector x [19], [39].

'SI '

x

»»

ana

After substitution of (2.10) and (2.11) into (2.9) and evaluation of the integrals, we obtain
'i^J

(2.12)

'«-17.

(2-13)

and from similar calculations

where p and v are determined from expressions (2.1) — (2.4).
It follows from Formulas (2.12) and (2.13) that the variation
of the turbulence scales during fast deformation is independent of
the form of the Initial turbulence spectral function E(x).
Regarding the coefficients of proportionality between the
Lagrangian scales and the Euler scales introduced above as constant
under the deformation, we can write

(2.14)

where Di, D2, Ds, and D« are the eddy diffusivities in the xi, xi,
and xs directions of the deformed medium and the initial turbulence,
and Zie, i2e, lJe, and loe are the corresponding Euler turbulence
scales.
We note that, in its application of the deformation of a onedimensional and stationary (in the mean) turbulent stream flowing
in a round channel with variable cross sections, this problem describes the variation of the turbulent parameters along the channel,
with the initial parameters «;', /„, Do pertaining in this case to the
entrance segment of the channel (e.g., of the nozzle), in which the
turbulence is assumed to be Isotropie. In this case, the deformation
in the longitudinal direction equals
V

J?<\

^^'ttmyrn.'*!,/ *.

■10

where ui and vuo are tne velocities In the present and Initial
channel cross sections.
Eatlmates Indicate that rapid deformation hypotheses do not
hold for channels with realistic geometry. We shall therefore consider the case o' slow deformation. In which Inertia forces and
viscous dissipation are strong factors (the rapid deformation hypotheses are evidently valid for passage of the stream through a
compression shock).
II.

Slow Deformation

According to experiments, Inertia forces render the turbulence
Isotropie, so that In the extreme case of very strong Inertia force
effects and sufficiently slow deformation, it is natural to reg^
the turbulence as Isotropie (despite an anlsotroplc deformation).
Let us derive an equation that describes the time variation
of the Isotropie turbulence spectral function for such deformation.
The momentum and continuity equations for any point In time
can be written
(2.15)

ai\i-_i_jJo.

(2.16)

v is the kinematic viscosity and summation is assumed over
repeated indices.

i, '•■ 1

Substituting the average and pulsation components 7. + V'
and p + p* for the velocity components and the pressure V. and p,
we obtain

.
ft—lA;

(2.17)

^=0;

(2.18)

_ + ^._ + ^_+__Ä_.^lv___.

(2>19)

Equations (2.17) and (2.19) have been written for a certain joint
M of the stream. Similar equations can be written for any other
point M, the parameters at which will be Identified by underscoring
with a wavy line. Multiplying (2.19) by V., multiplying the equation
for V.1, which is analogous to (2.19), by V.' (V. and V. at the same
time t), adding these equations, and averaging, we obtain

■ a^ | y g^S I

. 0fS% . g^T ^

a*»**»

0

(2.20)

dx,

Here the average velocity values (V., V.) are determined by the
deformation of the stream:
Wi _ ^ -J
dx,

dx»

3

de

\2« </<

,. ^

3

.'MV V j./3 ^

2JI <// j ' * ''l"2X '«

LilU
2« rf< / '**

(2.21)

,..;;.y:^iWi-"t; yw^wfmwM''*.

ir.-^-''.(ir —-^-^-J + r^- —--~JY..

(2.22)

Here Yj 1B the 1— component of the unit vector yt which 1»
directed along the symmetry axis of the deformation. I.e., along
xi; r. Is the component of the radius vector r, which Joins the
points M and JJ (so that r^ » ^ - x^).
Since the turbulence Is homogeneous, we obtain for any averaged
turbulence characteristic
i __*_•_*.«
^J»

dru ' dx»

L;

^

Ar» '

dxtixm

mr , f
*£***•

»

*

(2.23)

ir&m

Substituting (2.21) — (2.23) Into (2.2C), applying the Fourier
transformation to the resulting equation, and Integrating over a
sphere of radius x in wave space (remembering that the turbulen e
remains Isotropie during the deformation, i.e., ♦„■«—^ifl\, we find:
**.

l.£.E+±j!L±(xE)-2yx--E+2B.

(2.21)

Here B equals the integral of

over the sphere of radius x in wave space; S,,.,, S/#w are the Fourier
transforms of

V',V>V, and vyM.
A property of Equation (2.24) is that the quantlt-y c does not
appear in it, i.e., slow deformation (deformation such that there is
time for establishment of isotropy) of a stream of incompressible
fluid (X ■ 1) has no influence at all on the turbulence characteristics.

^23

Integrating (2.2i») over x In the range from 0 to « and remembering that the Integral of B vanishes [19], we obtain
du7*

-T^-T]**""*'

(2,25)

At large Reynolds numbers, the term containing the viscosity
can be represented In the form
lüpi'lt

/

on the basis of dimensional considerations; hereo ■ const (on the
order of unity), I is the scale of the vortices carrying most of the
energy [19], and Equation (2.25) assumes the form
^!l=_-l^.?i_««i^

(2.26)

We shall define the scale I as — f^^rfx, where k - const.
Dividing (2.2^) by x and integrating over x.

JL(/Fi)=-|4/i?i-^-fx£(x)^+M-f^
^-T-J^+rJf

(2 27)

-

The term with v can be disregarded at large Re [it is easily
verified that the ratio of this terra to the last term in (2.27) is
of the order of 1/Re]. At large Re, the last term in (2.27) may
depend only en I and n7* (for slow deformation, when the turbulence
structure is determined basically by inertia forces); dimensional
considerations yield ßü7»'' , where S = const. With the above.
Equation (2.27) assumes the following form after transformation
with (2.26):

~=^T7^+(a+P,,,•

b2'i

(2.28)

::=•*,<» V'WfrW*«^.-;

In the particular case In which deformation Is absent, we
obtain from (2.26) and (2.27)

l'ÜJl-.^i.p.
It Is known from experiment that

/«''"'

Is conserved (at large

Re) as the turbulence decays, so that

,-f

(2.29)

and Equation (2.28) assumes the form

We obtain from the system of equations (2.26) and (2.30)
fiP»,',-const, T.e. —-** ^ -cowt;

(2.32)

l»=-~r

I

(?.31)

In the particular case of X ■ 1, we obtain from (2.32)

«7

..«T'

(2.33)

which agrees with the usual empirical formula for the decay of
turbulence behind a grid. On comparing (2.33) with the experimental
data of [19], we find
aasl.l.
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